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INTRODUCTION

. By: Robert Taggart'.and Naomi Berger Davidsom

The statistical.parameters of the youth employment problem are

. by now a familiar litany. -Teenagers account for nearly a fourth of

the unemployed, and persons un4pr age 25 represent almost one half,
. .

. even though they- constitute only a tenth and a fourth ok the labor

force.respectively_ ,The rate of unemployment among yout
,

e.sixteen

to nieleteen is.two and a.half times.the overall race. wo-f fths of.

black teenagers 'in.the labor Nice aKe without jobs.
.,,

There is general public.recognition,:based on.,..such sfatistics,

that youth unemployment is.a.Critical nati, onal issue. Yet beyond.

*- this recognition, there is little agreement about the actual- dimen-
,

siohs of' the job-deficit,-the ,severity and implizations of jobless-.
,

ness, its caues, or the effectiveness of'alternative public policies.

k Libraries have been written about youth employment. and unemployment,
.,.

but the literature.raises ks many questions as .it answers.

One fundamentkl reason ig the inadequaor f our measurement. .'-'

tools and the uncertaintiè s. related)te their appl ion. -.The first

step in addressing any problem in a "rigorouS," "scien ific" manner' :
.

is to develoP a Set of measuring rods which will re istically ap-

prdise,the Characteristics of the phenomenon, wha. ill aid in as-.

-.sessing its causes, and which mill provide a base ine kor determining.'

the.impacts of interve r ions.. In the employMent. ena, the statisti-:

cal system, 'while extret lyfL:phisticated,".was'hot developed. for use-
. . ...

I*

'in undersranding and measuring youth employment problems. The colii-o

..cepts and definitOns-of "employment," munemployment" and "labor-
, .

force" participatioh Were largely derived from the. DepressiOn experi-
..

. -Qnce,' when the primary issue was joblessness among adult breadwinners.

:114 meaning OCthese terms becomes clouded when 4plied to persorv

,



with very marginal and fluctuatinvattachmentS.to the world of work.
.

i' Interview methods by which the employment and unemploym nt data are. ;
.

derived may'also.bias results as they relate to Youth, ince-the head
_

of household who is interviewed may not know abOut.the'attitudes and

activities of 3unior members. 'There are so maPy.other factors inVol-,

ved during the "tempestuous teens" and early twenties that employtent
. ,

characteristics and developments cannot be considered.alone.

By the same token, as.youth have become an increasing.share of

the labor'force, their iticlusion in the overall employmen -.and unem-

i

4
ployment statistics have generated uncertainties about thé!ii eaning of

these numbers. Equal weight is given a srxteen-year-old high school

student looking for.a 5-hour-a-week job to'pay for clothes as is
.

given the unemployed teacher with a family to'support. The aggregate

data mix "apples" and ",oranges", and it is increasingly difficult to

.determine the implications of any given mixture. Some.have argued,

for instance, it)hat-historically high rates of national unemployment

must be tolerated because so many youth are counted in the statistics

.whose.problems are_neither Serious.nor solvable. ...

A fyw illustrations quickly .suggeAt some of the,diffei,enceS be-
.

'tween adult and youth unemployment which cloud the overall data and .

milw it difficult to. assess the data.which are;available ior youth:.

O Half of teenagers (sixteen to nineteen) unemployed'during the

Schobl.year are students. This is a dramatic change from the

early 1960 s' when less than a fourth of'unemployed teenagers

were in school. Among twenty to twenty-four-year-oldS, only an

eighth- of thb unemployed are students, and the proportion drops

to 7%.among twenty-five to thirty-four-year-olds.

O More.than a third of sixteen to ninetelen-year-olds are part:
:time job seekers, compared to a tenth of perSons twenty-five

and over. Teenagers who work average 28 hours of employment

weekly compared to the 40-houp avesage of aaults.

, .

a. Youth employment apd unemployment is very seasonal. From

December to iuly 1977, employment among sixteen to nineteen-

year-olds rose by a fourth compared'to a tenth for twenty to
twenty-four'fyear-olds while remaining almost constant for

a
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persons twenty-five and dver Youth accounted.for 95% of the

December to july.employMent increase,
,

. .

..). Among persons with-abor force .experience during-1M three-A-fifths of sixteen to seventeen-year,olds, two-fifths Of ei teen

to niheteen-year-olds,.and a fifth Of twenty 6 twenty-fo*- ear
olds.were in.the labor farce less than-half the, year compare
Nith orily a-tenth of older participants.

Few young.personsare breadwinners.. 'Less than a tenth of Si
teen to-nineteen:year-olds in the-civilian labor force are m r-
ried with a-spouse.present, compared to two-fifths of twenty to
twerity-fouryear-olds _and seven of every ten twenty-five, o

rthirty-four-year-olds. '

if
o. The frequency of entry and exit from the.labor foi-Wis a major.

facor in youth unemployment. jnsj977,-. seven of ten unemployed

youth were.entrants.or.reentiants intii the labor force,compared
to less:than two-fifths of.all unemployed.- -Similarly53% of
unemployed teenagers we're jobl,ess five.weeks or less_ctompaed

-,1016ith nly 381, 4f the unemployed6dge twenty 4ri4eolder.-

For evetyudemployed youth age s teen to nilleteen, there isanother

who- claims to Want.a.job ut iS nof looking-largely
:because of;Schoel atendance,.

A

o Among employed. sixteen-to-nineteen-year-olds, more than a.third
earn less than the minimum wage,. While some unemployed youth .

Lave.unrealistic wage expectations, two-fiftKs claim they would
take a job that-paid. leis:than the minimum arid another fifth
would:take a job-at the minimum.-2The mean wage for employed
sixteen to-nineteen-year-old tale4Os leSs: th/ln half that for
males, twenty-five and over. For persons uriaei ate_twerity with
vork-experience, mean income in 1976 was only $1600 compared to

-14900 for workers age twenty to,twen'imy-four and $8300 for per,'

sons age twenty-five to :twenry-nine..,
:-7N .

0. Youth with "serious" problems dre a minority of all unemployed-
. .yOuth...Tropoutsjepresent.less than a:fourth of.unemployed

--,sixteen to:twenty-four-Year-olds-, and udnwhite school dropouts-
only.one-twentitth: ',Only a-third of.unemployed youth are frOirt-

' .poor familtes, and half from.families below,the BLS lower living.
standard:. An eighth are from poor, nonwhite families. .Likc-

- wise, only 6%: of joblbss sixteen to hineteen-yeartolds ate mong,

the.long-term unemployed (twenty weeks or.more).compared.to
-fffth. of adult unemployed.-
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. The labor force data Tor yOuth largely reflect demographic
trends.111,The annual growfh rate of the .0.xteen to nineteen .

labor foitce cohort wqs. 3.9% from 1970 to 1975 compared to 2.4%.

for twentyl-five.to fifty-four-yeaf-Ods. From 1975 to 1980,
--,We growth rate'fdr youth is expected to slow to .8% annually.

From 1980 to'1985, the youth labor force is expected o actively

decline by 2.'0% annually.

4^ f

o From.1964.to1970, government employment end training programf
and the military accounted Tor one fourth of the employment
growth (including Armed Forces) for sixteen.to twenty-four-Year-

Olds. Froth 1970.to 1976, the decline in the-military exceeded
the expansign' in:program enrollments, so that the government
sector'dctivity actually reduced employment:growth.

. 1These,few examples suggest the many considerations irrinterpre-.

ting and applying employment and unemployment statisiics.regarding

'youth. ThedraMples:are evidente that some. data'are zathered on_
f

these impqrtant issueSe . However, the available statistics are iR

Many caSes sporadic and-incompleteadequate to hi.ghligiotissues but

nol to address them.fully: Aneinmany cases', there are copious data.

.but a great deal of uncertainty about what,theys mean.

To impitve understanding.of youth employment.problems

grams, -it 1s necessary to begin by improVing our understanding of:the .

measurement 6ystem, its uves and its abuse's. A Natioilal Commission

on'Employlent and UnemploYthent Statistics has been established by

Congress'to assesS all aspects of our labor force stStistics,.in-

cluding the.problems i)plapplying them to youth. Likewise, the Youth'

.Employment and Demonstration Prpjects. Act/(YEDPA), signed,by the

Presidenton August 5; 1977, provides the Secretary.of Labor with

dliscretionary authority to support experithentat, demonstraion and,

reSearch,activities'which will lead to 4 better understanding of hOw .

t e the employmént.andearnings of youth. One of the'first

ariorities:was, therefOre, toaddress the kssues'related to the'meas-
, .

urement of youth employthent.proldems and program impacts.'

Jn February 1978, a Conference on EmploymentMatistics and

Youth was held"to.bring together the Nation's experts to assess these

,
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). issues. The confecrenee was orgalp,ed by the Ipstitute,of-Industrial 0

-Relations Of the University of California, Les Angeles, under the
.

,

joint sponsorship.of the Department of Labor's Office of th Ass).6-
.-

tant SQuetarylfor Policy, EvaluatIon.and.Researa, and the fice of

,Youth Programs; with 'guidance ftorvthe NatiOnai Commiision onJimpioyL. .

mOnt and -UneMployment Statistiys.. .A total of twenty-two pap rs were.'

COmmissioned for this conference.. .Based upon discvss.ions at'the
, . .

'Conference'and reviews by a panel of indePenden experts, the follow-
_

apg thireen-papers were selected for incluSion in.this. vo-lume. :The

remaining papers, whi.chprovide.a rangp.of iMportant supplementary

information, are available Upon request from the Department.of Labor's4

Office of Youth Programs.
. Theanalysesincluded.in this Volume Cover a number of interL

related topics. The first two papers focus-on Who is counted and the-

dynamic aspects underlying our:statit measures. In "Counting Youth:.-.

A.Comparisen-of. Youth Labor.Force Statistics.in the Current Populatiqn

SurVdy.an'd the National Longitudinal SurVeys," Michael Eows, Frank

Mott and Gilbert Nestel document how differences in survey techniq.ues

can make drastic, differenCes.in measured labor force status. The

anallysis documents the very wisde margin in determining.whether yduth.

ate really inside oy outside-the. labor'force, raising fundatental

questionsiOut the.reliance which,cap be placed on fluctuations in .

measured employment and unemployment rates for yOuth. Smith

and. Jean Vanski,'in "The Volatility of the Teenage Labor.Market:

Labor Force Entry, ExIt, and UnQmployment Plows;" 'demonstrate that

for .youth even more than adults; the-point-in-time measures of em-

ployment. and.unemployment Mask an enormous flu as youth move int6

and oUt of jAs,ahd the labor force. .The up obabalistic" approach

to analysis Which.considers these Aynamic facts Ls complex but fre-
,

quently is necessary to-fully understand the static labor market
1

statistids,

The next five papers examine labor market, institutipnal and
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societal factors which affe t the measured rates of employment and un-

employment. Stanley Stephen s analysis', "The Transiti6n from

. School, to Work with Job Search Implications'! ex,Amiues the question

whether unemployment during the early yearS in'the labo;- force i; .

constructive. One theory is that joblessness. reflects An exploration

proce.ss leading to.better job opportunities. 'Another theory ifs that-

employment.itself teaches jab skills and leads to future success.

The.paper explores the evidenCe in.favor of these theorfes. In "The.

Establishment of Stable -and.SucctSsful Employment'Careers: The Role

of*Work Attitudes and Labor Market. Knowledge," Paul Andrisani'ex-
.

amines the attitudinal and informational.underpinnings'of labor mar,

ket participation by youths, addresiing questions Such as whether

youth-really want,to work and how they learn and how much they know,

about la8or-market.opportunities. Daniel.Glaser's 'Tconomic and-

Socioeconomic Variables-Affecting.Rates of Youth Unemplpyment, De- -
,

linquen6r.and Crimeu discusses the impact of unemployment on-crime

rates and the.extent that illegal ctivities may provide an unreport

s .

ed-alternative to gainful employment. Paul Osterman's paper on "Ra-
.

cial Differentiafs in Male Youth Unetployment" assessed all of tihe
.

factors, including.discrimination, which result'in the staggeringly

hi4levels Of youth unemploYment ao,well as the consequences of
4

thesesevere-problems. Finally, "The Effects,of Child Labor .Laws
-

on Youth .Epptoyment'.& by taniél Mitthell and John Clapp analyzeC the

legal impediments t uth.employment and the way these affect teas-.

Aired rates/of employment and unempnyment.

The next four papers discuss the direct and indirect impacts of
.

,

government Activities. The
-
mltarris'a primary emp yer of-youth,.

.

i. i

and, RiChard Cooper's "Youth Labor, Markets and the'Military" suggests

the stibstanlial and frequently ignored effect of Armed Forces-require-
/

ments an4olicies'on civilian etployment and.unemployment statistics.

In "Direct Effects of Employment.and Training Programs on Employment.

and Unemploytent: New Estivates an4.044lications foriEmployment
rs.4
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.f

power program'eprallmentg on the official employmenb-and,pnemployment

'cOunts.., "Social Development'andEmployment: An.Evaluation of the.

..*
3e,

Oakland YoUth WOrk Experience Program" by DelbertElliott and Brian
,,-.

.

0 . .

Knowles expkies the effects' af a "liodel" work experience program on
. ,

subsequent employment and earnings. While the results are not neces-

w
4 ,9arily generalieable,, they.give a.n4ndication of somevost ible con- .

..,

$

sideracions in ,assessingiNitect imp"acts of employment.and.training
.

,

programs on future employability,- Ernst Stiomsaotfer and Tei-Wei HU'

discuss tbe.ways in which pro, gram impacts on-eMplo ent and-earnings
t

can.be assessed in "Control Group Selection.":
.

.

The final two papers focus On tq'use of em oruelyt andunem-
.

- ,

pl ent statistics in addrp4ssin- g questions about the scale of needed
- ..

,.

giverntet&t initiatives and e distribution of resources. 'Methods

,

of Allocatieunds to Alley te Teenage Unemployment Problems," by.
$

s
CIJoseph-Cordes.and Robett Goldfarb examine the formulae:by-which

youth empjoYment an0 trainincresources are distributed and.the data

bases to:which thesoformulae-are'applied. Taul Flaim and Paul Ry-
.

scavage avail:able labor market statistics to estimateAhe.job

.

1", deficii for youth in "Lowering Youth Unemployment: How 04ch and at .

What CoSt?"
.

r ,0*
Overall, then, this set of piDers pretents a panoramic review'of.

the problems of gathering, interpreting and.applying employment and

,pnemRloyment data relating to youth. The,conclusions Are critically

important _In seeking to bAter undirstand youth employment probleins

'..4-14 programs: : \ ,
. ..; Illislio

.

.
.

. 1. Survey data responses vary considerably depending on.who is
. ,,

asked'what question.' Published Bureau of,Labor Statistics informatAti.
is frequentii4donsidbrei sacrosanct and used as a.b4siPfor highly .slialyt

:sophisticated analysis. rh iact, however,:the youth unemployment

rate may.v.ary by.more than half dependinvon who in a household i.
-

interviewed 40&hdW they are approached.

41
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I
. 2. The'youth laboi market lip h4hly:aynamic,

ceptgalizatiohs are not always'appropriate. 'For

dan,gb.vious job deficit for youth, but increasing

and s atic .c'on-

stanch, .there is
AP
e nu ber ofvjobs

may simply bring new entrants.into th9 l,aboriforce,-;'or draw youth
e

. away from other openings, a'nd might.notKlirectly reduce unmplo5ptient.
.1

If the jobs are more stable, this will reduCe unemployment; if they

.are unstable they may increas6.shiets in and out of the lagor force

and employment. To the extentmthat occupatonal informaion and.

placement services lead to better job choices they w44 increase the

stability of employment;. to the extent they prolong the job search,

they will raise unemployment..

3. In general, work experience seems to pay off in the.sene,

that those-who hold jObs during school tend to have more stable em-.
de

plOmeht '11 the future. However, it is unknoldn whether government

created slots. hich fill the job- deficit-are as effective as other

employment, or whether the.effects.which prevail on the average also

hold at the margin; i.e., whether puttinranother youth to work payS

I

. off in the future for that youth.

bJ4. Youth in 'general do not haVe unrealistic job expectations,
. ..

and like'most eVeryone else, they respond in a rea.lbnable fashiOn to

labor market realities. Youth who know'Aore about the labor market

Ill
4 . .

and who,ard more p tively-driented to Wark tend to do better. It

,

is, again, uncertain Whether public intervention can improve labOr,
..

.
,

market knowledge or motivation, and'whether the participants who are 4

motivated and informed tiy such programs will do better than those

tlik) are not. '
.

.

' 5. The,interaction befWeen crime and .unemployment is apparently.

a two-way telationship. flowever, so tany factors are involved 'that-

inks uncertain Whether Increased employment opportunities.will lead
- ,

towa direct.reductiolcIn crime.

6. Black youth employment problems are the rifult of a Massive

0,,I4y one of the symptoms

'''' .10.
....,,

array of factort. Unemployment meal

. a

.4



and is not a
,

rf. . 1 Unemployment

, it.does for b

. 7. Yout

ocsupations

these occupa

9

ver cCutate reflection of differentials in opportunity.

es .not have the same.consequences for white youth as

cki.
0

under age eighteen are underrepresented in certain'

vered hy.child labor laws. However, youth shift into

ion§ as they'age, andwit is'uncertaip to what extent the

laws altertaVerarl yoUth employment of restrict certain groupsof

youth from getting into more promising career tracks. LikeWise, it

is unclear what risks are involved in the covered sectors andwhether

younger persons are better off outside.

8. The military isTh major employer of youth. .During thb Viet-

nam era, growth of the Armed Fortes absorbed large numbers of young

men and.contributed significantly to declining unemployment. During.

the 1970s, cutbacKs in military personnel had the opposite effect.

Despite the volunteer nature of military service, employment statis-

tics.continue to count the military sector separately. Inclusion

might be more appropriate.

9.. Emplbyment and training programs have a direct effect on

:youth unemployment. .It is estimated that eXpanding enrollments be-

tween 1964 and 1969'acCounted for 90% of the.decline in unemployment

over this period. From 1969 to 1976, the.programs did not expand

any.more rapidly than the youth labor force so their contribution to

reducing unemployment was little greater in the latter xears than in"

. the former.

10. Indirect impacts of,programs afe extremely,difficult to

measure. Random assignment to experitental and control groups is

rea ly the only effective mechanism, and even this has such a wide

'mar& of uncertainty that modest increases in.employability from

short-term youth prograMs are not easily registered.

11. Employment antraining resource's should be distributed

according to needs and the types of problems being addressed. Be-

cause of 4he absence of unemployment data. for youth by prime sponsor,

YIN

ii

=
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,CETA funds' must 6'distributed according'to overall unAployment rates

. or poverty. These are poor proxies for youth unemployment and youth

needs.

12.AvaiItb1e data cannot indicate how many.youth would work if

jobs.were avail#ble.:, However, under a range of assumptions, it is

postible to estimate the job deficit and wage bill.necessary to meet

IA. To reduce teenage unemployment"from 1976 to 1969 levels, assum-
...

ing the new jobs would pay minimum wage, would cost around $1.7

billion. Economic recevery and the programs initiated under the

Youth Employment.and Demonstration Projects Act with a billion dollars

of funding in flscal 1978 can makla substantial dent in the problem.

These papers do not yield a coherent set of policy recdmmenda-

tions. Rather,,they are suggestive of some of the deficiencies in

youth employment statistics, some of the necessary considerations

in their interpretations, and many of-the issues involved in their

appiication to assess program impacts.

The obvious recommendation is for more and better data concern-

ing youth. Certainly, labor force information on youth by labor mar-
;

ket area is necessary for the equitable distribution lof resources. ,

. Much more needs.to be gather,ed-about the earnings of youth as well as

the types of jobs they fill. Family.status usually.phanges Auring

the teen.years and early twenties,sand more information4s required
5

relatTg marital and family changes, as welk,as breadwinning res-

ponsibilities, to labor market changes. Some "ha-0" numbers are

required on the income alternatives to work for youth and the activi-

ties of youth out'of school and out of the labor force. The dynamic

aspects'of youth labor force participation suggest the need for more

longitudinal informationvith monthly br even weekly, oppo,ed to

annual, interViews in order to etter determine the factors under-

lying employment status d ns. A determination must be made .

*whether household head6r individual interviews yield the:more accu-

rate information,

16
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.
But the answer 4 not just more data. iThere'are quettifons on how

9
these numbers are used. The'papers .suggest some'of the.'fact6rs which

must be Consided itranalyzing youth labor market experlence. For

I instance., Armed Forces ldvels must be consi erect when looking at cyl

clicai and secular trends in:youth employme t or unemployment, Cgr-
.

tainly manpower program enrollments 4re a c tical factor. Dynamic

factors must be considered along with change in the,static measures.

Efforts to assess employment and training pr grams must rely lncreas-

ingly .op -random assignment control.group selection techniques. Job

deficit estimates from-aggregate data must be telted.by job gUarantee .

experiments; reservation wage issues must, likewise, be testea to

deterthine the'willingness of youth toriwork under:-.41ternative con,

ditions. In other words, there are,so many considerationsbehind the

youth employment expprience that analysis Will have to'become incres-

ingly sophisticated to expand the frontiers of knowledge. Mord data
. .

are'needed, but better use tan be and needs to be.madp of the-dat'a
,

which are already available.
.

Until. there are improvements in data and analYtical appirochos,

it is necessary to fall back on some hasic.prostulates and celtion

sense notions. First, employment programs (including the military) .

can redute the job deficit.. The relationship befween joh creation

and Unemployment reductions is uncertain, but it is tantolohieal

that expanding enrollments will mean increasing,employment when par-
, .,

ticipants are counted-as employed. The best guesSes about the Uni- ,-

verse of need suggest that it is within:the realm of possibility.to
. 4

. ,

-drive down youth unemployment rates to tolerable levels by steady
t '

expansion of%job creation.efierts.

Second,1,41most-all.the measured effects.will be the direct im- 1* .

pacts on Counted employment and.unemployatent. ,Indirecteffects:are,
, .

difficul;t'to aetermine becaus5e.of.fhtlit complexitiof:-mesuring'net

employment afid earnings changes over time, As well as the impossi-
.

. bility oT extensive demonStrations with randomly seleCted. control
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groups.. Also, gains -realized in future years aTe good-for the per-
a*.

. sons inmelved but-do not change the.status of youth; for instance,.....-

.increased earnings at age twenty to twenty-four wi,11 not reilster

,for sixteen,to nineteen year-olds under programs directed to.teen-
.

agers..

'Third, lacking rigorous confirmation, of,the impacts/of govern-'

ment interventions, there are at least some reasons for optimism.

Work during the.years.of transition does seem to increase sliccess

probabilities; bettpr youth jobs yield a better adaptation.. Youth

with more complete Q tipational information tend7to have an easier -

time in the labor mar t. .111ployment provides an' alternate VI il

legal activity even if the causal effects are difficult to pin down.

In other words,, the conventional visdoms underlying youth policy--

that more jobs are needed;. that the quaiily of work and'supervision

matters, and thatlenriehment with occupational information and coun-
4

.

seling maXes sdnse--seem to'be headed in the right direction. It

remains to be.determined whehor government-created or accessed jobs .

.

have,the same impacts ad others in the labor market, whethe'r or how,

much structured, supervised job settings make a difference, as well

as the impacts of counseling and-occupational information services.

-Given the difficulties'of refined as$essment, and the shortcomings

of available data, these effects may never be determined convincingly..

It 144 therefore, necessary to move ahead based on best guesses, and

the best .guess is that common-senib notions are wilistic%
.

,

Fourth, the problems of disadvantaged youth and minorities are
.

,

not simpl8. The poor and minorities are worse off by almost every

dimenAipp; very'factor which negatively affects all youth tends to

affeCt them even more. On the other hand, there is evidence from most:

of the papers that positive actions and developments also have' a. mag-

nified effect. Government prog=ms and Armed-Forces build-ups have

their greatest'impact on minority and low-income pyOuth. The training
(

received most-benefits those who have no other options. It is disad-
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A

vantaged yoUth who have the least information about the labgr market

nd might be expected to benefit-most from aareer counseling. Given

he size of the minority and disadvaptaged subgroups.of the unemployed.-
. A ,

youth population, government interyentions on a feasible icale can

make a very, substantial difference. ,

. .

. .

Finally, t1 papers in this volume suggest that we should not

k
expect too much r m,Pknowledge developaent" efforts. One of,thev...

declared purpos s f the Youth EmplOyment and Demonstration projets1
. . /

Act is to .determ "what works best for whom". Given the uhcertain-
,
ties of the data, nd their interpretation ? it will be difficult to

even a

MU

s ss aggregate YEDPA impacts on measured rates of unemployment
.1

to. make refined estimates of incremental impacts of alter-

nat ve interventions. .The issuesiflost likely to be answered clearly.

are those having to do withScalehow much is needed and how much

can)be done based qp phg experience of areas.with %ore intensive
.4.44k

fundingas well as those having to do w h direct effects on aspira-
,

dons, occupational awareness, motivati n and the like, which can be

assessed by entrance and ter%ination te s. While sophisticated

analysii' of Shortand long-tellnimpacts on employability-muit be

-attempted-.-and randomly assigned control groups are needed whenever

feasible--the fundamental uncertainities of dati and the complications

of youth labor market activities raise' doubts about what can bek

proven in any rigorous manner. I The "state of the art" in youth labor
. .

market statistics and interpretation of these statistics does not

stipportt"overly sophisticated research and assessment (although thiS

should not preclude attempts to use available.data as rigorous;y,as,

possible). It must be accepted that the shortcomings.in employMent

statistics and their interpretation constrain what can,be learned

about youth eniployment problems and their solutions.
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A WiPARISON 0 YOUTH LAI? FORCE'STKi'ISTCSt i.

IN 211E. fARENT'PdPULATION SURVEY AND THE

NATI NAL.LONGITUDINAt SURVEYS
. . .

By: Michael E. Borus, Frank L. Mott Arid Gilbert Nestel

ABSTRACT

I.

l'his.study focuseS on the accuracy of employment-related measures
, .

in the Current Population Survey (CPS) by comparing the CPS °estimates . .

Withthose of another survey-theNationarlongitudinA Surveys of
_ .....

.

labor.Force Behavior .-(NLS). which included approximately 5,900 young men

.and.5;000 young women between.the ages of fourteen to 'tlogenty-four when' ,

the:surtreys began in 1966 and 1968, respeCtively.. Since this paper is
'concerned with youth employdent problems,. the*alysis is restricted
to'reSpondents between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one: .

Differences between the CPSand NLE estimatesof.survey week em- A
. .

.ployment-related bphavior were found. The'NLS labor, force.participa-
tion-rates were significantly-higher than those of-the CPS, partiCu- ,-
larly aMong youth attending school.' The NLS4.emale unemployment.rateS .

were si.gnifinantly higher than theCP.Soirates, while foT the yoUng mew.
the NLS'rates.were slightly lower. Ilye.NLS data-also s1lowed:a,114rge.r.

number "of the.unemployed seeking par,t5Kime-employment than_the:CPS. .

The NtS found Vfgher.levels of employment, and among-those at work the
.NLS youth were.moie likely to work part-time or overtime, depending on
their age's. There was no discernible difference in the. CPS andNLS',
estimates of mean hours wOrked"by young women:but the Corresponding

. NLS estimates for the young men indicated a sl-ightly higher work,;
activity thanTthe qS. - .

.

.

The different. estimates of the CPS and"NLS could'arise from
differenCes,in surveY pTocedures-, 'The.authors-believethatfack of
.self response in the CPS is the Most likely explanation for the

.

differences observed.. -

INTR6DUCTION

The focus of this paper is on-th(FacCuracy.of-the information

gathered-.on youth_ by- general population surveys such. as the:C4rrent..

Population Survey (CPS).
1

Data'accuracy. is-particularly important for

1. ---IET7-5-7-71MW-4rsion ofa paper presented to the Conference
on,Unemployment Statistics and Youth held at U.C.L.A. on February
11-12, 1978.. We wish to thank Jean Haurin for her valuable help
with this project.
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the CPS 5ince this is the'primary'source.of.national employment and .

unemployment statistAs. This paper will examine Iv accuracy of em-
%

ployment-related variables in ad. CPS by comparing the CPS estimates
.4

with thOse of another su -two cohorts p'f the liakional Longitudinal
Surveys'of Cabot Forcb Behavior (NLS). 'CIO-AS samples included

,
approximatdly 5,000 young men and 5,000young women between the ages

%fourteen to twenty-four when the surveys -hogan in 1966 and 1968, res-

pective1y.
2

Since this paper is concerned with youth employment t-

probleins we 'coneentrate on the portions of the .cOhorts between the ages

of sixteen and twenty-one. TherefOrd, the data analyzed.are from the,

,1966. 1967-and 1968-NLS surveys of the young men, the 1968; 1969-and

11§7VN14S surveys of the young women, and from tables Published in

Employment and Earnings for the CPS.3 All data were gathered by the

Census Bureau's CPS interviewers and the current labor force cidestions'

and coding were-identical.

DIFFERENCES IN SURVEY PROCEDURES

There were several differences between the two suryeys. First,

the NLS interviews the youth directly while the CPS seeks the informa-

2. The data are gathered by the U.S. Bureau of the Census and analyzed

by the Ohio St e University under contract with the Office of.Re-

search and Dev lopment, ETA, U.S. pepAtment-of Labor. The views

and opinions n this paper do not necessarily reflect those of

. ...any of the ab ve agencies. Forfurther. information on the Surveys

see Herbert . Parnes,. et al Career Thresholds, Manpower Research
Mbnograph No. 16, vol. 1 (Washington: Government Printing Office,

1970). and John R.. Shea, et al., Years,for Decisio Manpower Re-

Siatch Monograph No..24, vol. 1 (Washington: _Gove.hment Printing.

Office, 1971). . .

3. The ieader should also see Parnes, 0 al., op.'cit., Appendix E

' for an earlier comparison Of the 1966 youngFaTTSutvey and the

October 1966 CPS. ,

21
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tion about the young person from the'head of the household some

other responsible wiult. In the,majority4of the cases the person

interviewed by-the CPS'is a housewife who would 'most likely be the

youth'S mother. We have been unable tO 'find much research which ex-.

plores the effects of rionself response on,labor force and employment

status questions. An unpublished memorandum by Charles Jgnes an
rd

Robert Aquilino of the Census Bureau indicate that net differences

in reportts of employment.status due tenonself response are not statis-
,

tically,difierent from zero at:the 95 percent confidence ,level for all

-meles and females, sixteen years of age and older..
4

A similar finding
4

of nonsignificant differences for al1 adults occurs in the CPS-Census

Match for 1970. The CPS-Censils study, however;0 shows that there'were
.

significantdifferences for fourteen- to seventeen-year-olds, and the

report goes on to note that thAe are noticeable differences by age,

5
with the inconsistency dropping slibstantially al age increases.

Another differente between.the CPS and NLS surveys is in the de-,

, signation of the reference week. The CPS data.refet to the.specific
.

week which includes the 12th of the month. The NLS data are gathered

ft.dif

over a period of several monthS nd referto the week iirior to the .one
.

s

.

4. Charles Jones and Robert Aquilino, ftmorandilig for Walter M.

-Perkins,,Subject:, Methods Test...phase III: Second Report on the

Accuraty of Retrospective Interviewing and Effects of Nonself

RespOnse on Labor Porte Status," unpublished memorandum within

. the Bureau of the Census, January 29, 1970.

5. Bureau Of the Census, Accuracy of Data for. Selected Population

CNaratteristics as Measured by'the 1970 CPS-Census March, PHC(E)-

11 (Washington: Government Printing Offite,'. 1975), p.11 and Table

33. We should note that the,poorer.CRS-Censusmatch for the youth

may have been due to factors other.than nonself response. ,

tile
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4

l'ini which the intervidi is conducted. T1114 the CPS data are mol, likely
I,

to.be affected hy seasond1,factots. FOY our comparisons.we have se-1

lected CPS data kor the i'llonth in.which the NLk.eoriducted the grcate \
%

number ,of intefviews.but we u-sed all of.tt;INES respon
u-

"ethit,drfference aies to the 1966'survey of the Young men.

-'Cllanges in the definition of employtent and unemployment were intro-
,

&Iced in the CPS in January, 1967, but were used in the'1966 NLS coding.

CPS-NLS differences for that year may partly reflect these de-

finitiOnal differences. The dejfinitions were identical for the other

survey,years of the,young men and'all of the surveys of the young

women.

.Differin&ates at inferx*w, particularly amohg the young men,

also cdifd cause vaxiation between the reports of the two data sources.

The NLS male sample consists of indiyidUals who attained ages sixteen

thr gh twenty-one!as of April 1 n the year of interview, whereas, the .

CPS includes individuals who were i that age group as of the survey

monfh. .Since the CPS data refer t November of-each year, the NLS

-s'ample of the.young men is,approximately seven:Months older than the

CPSsir)up. In the case of the yOung.wOmen the age difference is

considerably smaller. The NLS includes individuals who had attained

the given ages as of.January 1 of the interview year, while the dPS

again uses the month of the interviEew. However, since the CPS data

refer to-January or February the age difference iS small.

Finally, the longitudinal nature of the NLS may lead it to'differ

from the CPS. The NLS, loses some bf its sample from year to year.

, There is some evidence that there is more attrition among the un-

employed
6 but a multivnriate analysis by the authors has shown this

fi ,

See Frederick A. Zeller, et al., Career Thresholds., lanpower Re-

search Monograph No. 1§, Vol. 2, (Washington: -Cove ment Printing

Office, 1971), Appendix A, and Roger D. Roderick, et al., Years

for Decision, Manpower Research Monograph No. Z4, Vol. 2 *(Washing-

ton: Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. 15-20.
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is not suhstantial. Most Of the loss is attribu;able to young men

entering the armed forces which rmovekhem from'the civilian popula-.

The*e.individuals are excluded from the CPS'ss 'ell as the''NLS,.

There also. may.b,e:con4tiOning of the respondent's ansioers by repeated

questioning. Such' changes. appareritly occur in the CPS which finis -
f

aifrerent re rts of employment status for,different rotation groups.7
'

.

Slimilar con itioning courd'occur in the later years of the NLS surveys.

.

RESULTS OF THE CPS41LS.COMPARISON'
.

, In this section we compare the'levels andrates of labor for
;

participation', employment, and unemployment; the number of hoUxs

work being sought and the duration of,unemployment for.the 'unemployed*
%

and the number of hours worked and occupational distributions for the

employed as yasured by the Current Population Survey and the National

Longitudinal Surveys.

Labor fOrce participation. Tables t'and 2 present the-CPS-NLS

comparisons of the labor force participation rates for the young men and

women., respectively. As is evident from these itable5 ihe labor' force
z$

participation rates,were s ignificantlY higher in the NLS'for the total .

population and for the two race.groups:
8

The CPS labor force participa-

7. Robert Pearl and Joseph Waksberg, "Effects of Repeated Household
IntervieWs in the Current Population Survey,!' unpublished paper \,

preSentted,at.the 47th National Conference of the American Nlar-
ketingIssOciation, Dallas, Texas, June 17, 1964.

8.
f

Our use of the word signifidant means.that we have.rejected the
null hypothesis of equaliiy.of proportions in the two survoys.'

Each of the statistiCal'tesi,used a tOo-tail criterion, the type
1 error waS 5 percent and the standard error of he estimator
was increased by 1.4 to reflect the complex.design of the two
surveys. The CPS sample is self Weighting ivith.each respondent
representing 1,200 other individual's in the Universe% The esti-

mated sample sizes were obtained by dividing the corresponding
'universe totals by 1,200. The actual number.of sample cases*

was used'for the NLS. We were unable to make tests of signif-
icance of tfre.levels presented in Tables 3-6 since we did not
have the variances for the CPS data. Comparisons of the two'
surveys for this information is desciiptive.
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. TABL 1

--..
.

. CPSAND NL.S COMPARISON OF LABOR-FORC5PARTICIPATIO;RATES ANDUNEMIOOYMEARA;ESOF

YOUN\461- 16 .M.21.YEARS OF AGE, BY:RACE AND SCHOOL:STATUS, SURVEY WEEKS 1966 TO 196.8;

..

ChamOteristic ..

,_

1960 -." ..N. 1967' , . 1968

CPS : 1f114-
e

CPS NLSf. CPSg '.

-LFFR UR . LFPR UR .LFPR UR- LFPR ja 'LFPR UR 'LFPR U14

Total
-

-White *.

- i.-.
Nonwhite

. ..

Major activity
was school

Major activ ty

II.

not scho 1

49:3b4.10..3C
4

.

.

.

.

.0 .

..

.

68

.

.

..

,

16
4 *

.-

.

.

6 --o-d,91.3'

55.8
,ft

55.8

.55.9.

36.5

11.4

10.0

20.7'

13.1.

,1,9.2

.70.4,

69.9

73.4

53.3

93.8

10.5

9.3..

7.7.9

,

17.1

4.8

54.8

55.1

52.5',`18.9

.---

.37.1..

90.7

,

9.6

8:2-

,

12..2

J4.4

.70.4'

70.1

72.8

(...

53.3

.

5r7s

9.0

8.3,
.

13.4.

14.3

4.3

.

.a igures.f r 1966 On1r incluae men 16 to 19 years of age.
ecemAr 1966 lkom Employmfnt. and Earnings,-''Vol: 13, No.

c N vember 1966,-fr9m.Emp1oyment.and,Earnings, Vol. 13, go.
-d..-SUrvey conduCted October 1966to February 1967.

Noveber.1967,ifrom'EM.plOyMent.and.Earnin4 Vol, 14,' No.

:f SurVey conducted October 1967-tO_January
.Novenlber 1968 from EMployment and.8arningsVol. 15, No.

h ,Sta`Vey,conducted October 1968 to January 1969.

7,

,

7, January 1967,
6, December/1966-

6,,DeceMber 1967..

6, 'December 1968.

0.

2j,
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TABL4-2-
, .

CPS D NLS COMPWSON,OF 0A.OR-CE PARTICIPATION RATES AND UNEMPLOYMENT. RATES OF YOUNG
:;

WOMEINi 16 TO 21 YEA S OF ACE, BY RACE AND-SCHOOL STAT9, SURVEY WEEKS 1968 TO 1970
%

r

.-

4

.

.

-,

1

Cnaracteric
:

, .

-.4

.
, 1969

<,

10d,i'968

CP
b.

IRO
,

CPS
c d

_

NLS
e

CPS f
,

N LS

LFPR . 4 tFP24 UR LFPR UR LFPR UR LFPR -UR LFPR UR

'Total

.White -

,

Nonwhite
e

/
Major actiyity
,. was schoo'i ,

. tt

fdajor abtivity
Jipt 'school

_

4

43.8

44 9-

37.0.

27.1

62.3

11.7.

10. 5

21.3
I,

12,e2

.1

11.4 .'

50.7

-

50.8

.49.8

'35.3

65.0

15.8

414.6

24.1

197

.

13.4

42.8

43.4

39:2-

26.0

61.7
-

. 9t 2

7.8

19,.2

7.9.

9.8

_

53.2

53.6

50.4

39.9

64.6
,
,"

15.1

13.6
.

25.8

19.?

12.7

1 ,
45.6

47.1

.

36.4

29.3

63.2

li.6

.10.1

23.1

11.5

,P
11.6

54.5

55:3
t 4

49.3

.41.7

67.0

16:9

15.5

27.3

28.9

12.5

..

I ,
a Februai.y 1968, from Employment an,..4 Idarnin

b Survey conducted January 1968 to-May 196
. c. N.ntiary 1969, TromEmplyylient and Earningt, VOL

" d-'urvey conducted Dece146-.1968'to March 34969.
Februziry 1970, from Evlqment and Earnings, Vol

'f Sur.vey'conductedJanuary 1970 ta March 1970:

Vol. 14, No. 9, March 14068.
IP

7

V

,1

411,

No.8, February 1969.

. 16, No. 9, March 1970.

.
4

4

f
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tion rates for Young men, sixteen-to twenty-one-year-olds, were approxi-
,

mately 55, while the corresponding NLS rates were about fifteen percent-

age points higher. Table 3 translates the NLS labor force participation

Tates into estimates of the labor force using as the bdse the CPS es.ti-
/

mates of the civilian noninstitutional population. The result i a labor

force estimate that'includes.approximaely 1,3 to 1,5 million more young

men aged sixteen to twenty-one than was found in the CPS.
9

The pajor activity of the'youth during the survey week helps to

explain the large difference between the two surveys.
10

Among the young

men attending school the NLS labor force participation rates Were approxl-
.

mately sixteen percentage point igher, while there was no significant

difference between.surveys in these rates for those young men not in

school. (

Similar fin4gs occurred Among the young women, sixteen to twenty-
.

one years.of age. Again the NLS found significantly higher labor force

participation rates than' the CPS but the differences (between 7 and 10

percentage po(ints) were smaller than for the young.men's cohort. Still,

based on GPS population figures the NLS.found approximately to 1.1

million more laboi foice participafits.than the CPS (rable 4). As was

the case for the young men, reporting of labor,fOrce participation rates

. was.,significantly,highex in the NLS -amilnekbe young women:whose major

activity was sChool during the survey week. The dilferences eetween

ihe rates were three to almost five times larger for the in-school women

than for those who had some othe;Major activity (Table 2).

.

Unemployment. Among young men who were sixteen to twenty-one, there,

was veryslittle difference in the overall unemplOyment rate between tbe

two sources-of data. This was in part due to off$etting differences;
4

9, We implicitly 'assume.that the attrition frqm the NLS.doe$ not.

-affect the labor force particip6.tion rates. -

10. Major activity is.defined by the=survey respondent in his or her
answer to the'question "What was...doing most of last week--
Working, Keeping house, Going to school, or sqmething else?"

9
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TABLE 3

CPS AND NLS COMPARNON OF *THE NUMBER (IN THOUSANDS) OF YOUNG MEN 16 TO 21 \TARS or AGL4

IN Tft LABOR FORCE, BY iTMPLO&NT P. IS AND RACL, SURVEY WEL6 19p7
6,:or

lo6la #

Characteristic

TOtal

Civilian noninstitutional
population '

In labor force

Employed

Employed-major activity
School

'Etployed-major activity
not school

UnemplOed

Unemriloyed-majoAlktivity
P.? ,

school !

UnemplOye4-major activity
not school'

Unemployed-seeking full
time work

4employed-seeking part'
time work

9,009

5,031

14,1,56

1,8149

2,608

574

279

CrEib- AT,::,c

White Nonwhite Total White CrNowhi,,e Totall'White

4 , :
,

7,821 1,188 9,1b09 7.,81 ,1,188,. 9,349 8,115, 1,23b

4,367 V 6614 ;342 5,461 812, 5,121 '4,4731* 64i,

3,-911 5 t27. , ,676 4,958 716 4,631 4,105. 5;,(
0 .

'i

1,74 143 2,381 2,159 ' 218 2,041 1,884 157

Monwhit;-!

2,224

1437

231

295 206

289

285

199

238

384

' 137

148.

89

80

148

3,296

666

)489

166

170

496

2,799

'508

394

,114

11.8

39S)

1,98

156

101.

. ,5

.

a ,otals may dot equal sum of partp due,'to roUnOing. ,
b i or data source's see fOotnotes of Table 1.
c he NIS caltulatiOns NplY n:3 rates from Table 1, to CPS
.A.-

*to

A

2,590 2,221

491 168

284

4

206

215

153

2(18 156

283 212

369

122

69

53

5]

71.

Total White Nonwhite

(1,34i)

6,582.

5,909

2 4 5 4

3,536

593

1,28-

165

156

437

8415 1,234.

5,689' 898

5,217 741.

2,195

3,023 5.3

4

472 124

.339. 91

.133 33 .

117 ho

. 355 . 81i

tals for .the civilian noninstitutional population.



TABLE 4

CPS AND NLS COMPARISON OF NUMBER (IN THOUSANDS) OF-YOUNG WOMEN 16 TO 21 YEARS OF 'AGE

IN THE LABOR FORCE, BY 'EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND RACE, SIN/EY WEEKS 1968 TC14,1970

Characterigtic

1968a

CI'S

Totr t-ekronwhif

civilian noninstitutional
population.

In labor force

EMployed
I.

Employed-major activity,
School

EmployedLmajor
not school

activity

Unemployed

Unemployed-major activitA.
school

Unemployed-major activity
not schoOl

UneriplOyt.d..aekine; fuLl.

tIme.worXc

UneMployedieeking part
time'work

10,40519,041

4,559.4,055
1

4,02613,629

[
1,29511,217

1

2,731 2,412q

534

180

353

331:

426

9

203 165

1,364

504

.397

78

319

108

77

70

38

I1L-1),

Toti White !;onwOit? Tctal

10,405 9,o41.

5.'275 4,593 67) ,550

4,442 51C ,13!

1,467 ,1,109 156 1,342

2,975 .p,613 36) 9,788.

834 6T1 16. 419

365 31 50 115

It 69 355 .305

410 307 103

424 364 6 L 14 1

CP3

Mhite Nenwh:te Tctai

9,201

3,994 557

30637. 450

1,249

311

85

22.3

93

107

5,651

4,798

1,603

3,1)6

853

30 333

207 7L

1QC 36

(Table conti.nued hext par;e.)

45,

4,263

1,02

532
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TABLE 4 continued

Characteristic-

Civilian noninstitutionsl
population

InlattOr force n

Employed
'Iona

Emi)loyed.-major-ictivity
school

Employed-major activity
not school

Unemployed

Unemployed-major activity'
school

Unemployed-major activity
not school

Unemployed-seeking full
time -work

Unemployed.4seeking part
.'time work

1970 a

C Ps NLSb

Total_
. -

White Nonwhite 'Total JOhite Nonwhite j
.

10;755 9,275 1,48o,, 10,755 9,275

1,905: 11,366 53Y . 5,861 5,129 730.

1,338 3,924 414 4,871 4,334 530

.

1,416 1,358 88 1,732 139

2,891 ' 2, 5, 326 3,139' 2,144 391

567 442 125 991 .795 199

188 119 4o 142 466 77

294 85 14 49 122.379

3149 268 81 5o6 382 126

218 174 485 413 73

a

a Totals may not equal Sum of parts due ta rounding.
For data sources See footnotes of Table 2; .

c The NLS calculations apply445 rates from Table 2-

Yr.

PS totals for.the.civilisn.noninstitutional
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the. NLS had higher *Unemployment rates for those youth who listed their

major activity as school,
11

while the CPS had significantly higher un-

employment rates for young men.with anothei major activiVr. The cps

also had.significantAy'higher unemployment rates than the NLS for non-
.

white yOuth 1968,12
. ,

The women in the NLS reported significantly higher,unemployment

rates for the entire group and for'those attending schoOl, For the three

years. studied, the NLS reported between 300,000 and 434,000 more unemL

ployed young women than did the'CPS. These were increases of 56% to 104%

in the number, of young women who were classified as unemployed. Due to

the substantially higher unemployment rates.in the NLS, approximately

.40% of the increased labor force participants found among young women

by the NLS survey were unemployed (Table 4).

Approximately 100,000 more young ten were classified as unemployed

in the NLS than in the CPS as a resul of the higher lab. force partici-,

Pation rate's in the former sUrvey. Yet, as is seen in the st two rows

of Table 3, the CPS reported substantially more young men seeking full-

time employment. Whereas about half of the CPS sample said they were

looking for full-tiie work, only 25% of.the NLS sought a full-time job.

This aifference Could be due to the larger number of unemployed in the

CPS sample who did not list school as their major activity in the .survey

11. lhe difference was statistically significant in 1967 but was not
in 1968.

12. The NLS sample did not interview persons who were in the armed
forces at the time of the first survey but who returned to
civilian life in a.subsequent year. To the extent that these
veterans are more likely to participate in the labor force or t
experience unemployment the corresponding NLS rates would be- .

lower than the CPS rates. Since_the NLS labqr force participation
rates exceeded the CPS estimates we feel that this difference
in survey design is not important for this variable. The lower
unemployment rate In the NLS foivionwhite youth, hdwever, could
be caused by this difference.

of
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week. (ite calculated that theltP$ contained 50 tog thousand more

unemployed young.tAn whp said that something other than school was their

lujor activity.)
13

Almost all of these individuals wanted full-time

jobs,. On the other hand, the CPS had many fewer unemployed whose major

activity was school ait who were'primarily interested in part-time jobs.

Those answering that school was their major activity had much lower labor

force participation'and somewhat lowe' unemOoyment rates in.ihe COS

(Table 1).

Similar to the ten, there were substantially more unemployed young

%omen seeking part-time work in the NLS than in the CPS;. however, the

NLS indiCatda more young women seeking full-time employTent as well

(Table 4. .The higher labor force participation and unemployment rates

in the NLS for women reporting school and women repofting some other

major activity in the survey week account for the substantially greater

numbers-of unemployed women in the NLS seeking both full-time and part-

time jobs.

There were no discernible differences in the reports by the young,

men in the CPS and NLS on duration of unemployment. Approximately the

same proportions in both surveys reported being unemployed for lbss

than five weeks and fifteen or more weeks. The young women in the NLS,
4

on the other hand, reported a considerably shorter duration of unemploy-

ment during 1968 and 1970, but had somewhat lower peraentages reporting

short periods of unemployment during 1969. This difference, may have

been.due to the use of JanuarY data for the CPS in ipca and February

'data for 1968 and 1970. Because of the latge month-to-month variation

in the CPS reports of duration we hesitate to draw any conclusion.

so,

.''

.

13. The COS and NLS iiad about the same labor force participation
rates for this group but the unemploy,ment rate was much higher

.

ip the CPS.

.e.

.4 9

k

4

A
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Employment. The NL$ found significantly higher levels of employ-

ment than did the CTS--about 2$% more employed young men and 10% more

employea yoUng woMen. For example, the NLS'estiMAes of yoU*6 employ-

ment in-1968.exceeded those of the CPS by: approximately 1.8 million, of-

whom roughly three-quarters were young men. The difference,s in employ-

* 'ment Were somewhat more prevalent among he nonwhite segments of both

NLS samples and among those persons listing their major tivity as

something dt6er than school.

The distribution of-hours worked during the survey week also was

Substantially different in the two surveys. The NLS found more part-

time workers anekorkers employed overtime (in excess of 40 hours) than

did the CPS (Tables 5 add 6). The number of sixteen to twenA ty-one-year

.old youth eMployed for more ilitan 40 hours was from 50% to 100% greater

in'the NLS than in the- CPS.

The differences in the two survey's reports,of the number of hours

worked by youth were related to the age of the respondents. Workers who

were sixteen and seventeen years of age were more like/y to be working

only part-time. Therefore, of the additional workers in these ages

reported by the NLS) aliproximately 55% cif the young men and 85% of the

young women were'employed lets than 35 hours a week. On the other hand,

the older youth were more likely to iiiclude persons working overtime,

and the.NLS found many more eighteen- to tweniy-one-year-olds working

for over 40 hours per week as compared vith the CPS. In some cases the

difference in the number working overtime exceeded the total numerical

differences between the two samples for this age groUp. Finally, since

the NLS reported more youth working overtime and a.slightly smaller

percentage working part-time (particularly among the men), the NLS

found somewhat higher mean hours of Work for the entire sample and for

workers on full-time schedules. The differences were more pronounced

v.

*Wt.,
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among the young men, piobahly reflecting thesmaller percentage working

part,-time.
14

,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have found thatthe NLS when compared to the CPS reports:

1) Significantly higher labor *force participation among young men,

and women, particularly among those whose major activity' is'

attending school. These-differences occurred in both white

and nonwhite groups. .

SignifiCantly higher unemployment rates for young Women and

approximately the same rates for young men.Afor both young

men and women the number* unemployed is higher.

3), More of the unemplovid are seeking part-time employment.

4) Considerably higher levels of employment,,particularly for the

young men%

5) The youthAianfOre likely to work either part-time or overtime

depending on their 'age, and mean hOurs worked by the young men

in the.survey week are" somewhat higher.
0

Obviously, we cannot'say conclusively that the NLS reports /re more

accurate than those of the CPS in the light of the differences in the

two surveys mentioned'earlier. If, however, the NLS is correct these

findings have significant implicatiorif For 1968, the CPS'youth labor

force would have been understated by almost oneIfourth or nearly 2.2

million young men and woman: Employmen) would have been approximately

1.75 million higher and unemployment would'have increased by 400;000
,

(an increase ot almost 40 percent oVer the CPS reported number). This

would mean thatfthare was a sizable "undercount" by the CPS.

14. Finally, the single digit occupational distribution4 of the two

samples were very similay. There is no evidencathat the,
. 'additional workers ref3orted in the NLS were concentrated in.any

particular ocsupational group.

V

,7 ft
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4.

Although obviously somewhat biased judges, we tend-to,believe th'e

IILS estimates. The pattern of reported differences appears consistent

over time, tending to negate ne possibilitr.that the:longitudinal nature

of the studies or'the difference in definitions during 1966 leads to the
A

differences in findings for
,

the two surveks. The fact that the average

NLS respondent was seyen.months older than his CPS counterpart, while

46ceix-rab ,causing some of the obs ed,diffprences, pul not have

accounted (Mall ot the greater la force participation found in the

NLS. As a check, we reran.sections.of Table 1 res-tridting the NES- sample

to young me fifteen through twenty years of age and compared the findings

with the CPS results for men sixteen through twenty-one years :old. EVen'

though the NLS sample was now younger and-the difference between the two

surveys naAowed, we still found higher labor force participation for

the NLS.
15 We also conducted:someranalyses which restricted the NLS

sample'to interviews collected in the same month as the CPS data, The

results of such d restriction on the NLS data did not appear to make

sizeable differences in the estimates of the employment-related variables.

At the same time, the nature of the differences we observed between

the two samples is consistent with what one would expect ,due to,problems

of noriself response. When the youth are in school one could expect that

their mothers would consider them out of,the labor force. The mother

would tend to disregard or be unaware of part-time employment and Might.

, -

not even know of sporadic attempts by their children to look for employ-

ment. It is also quife possible that'the mother would not know of over-

time work in the survey week and would rePort the standard full-time

schedule. Finally, for those older youths who are only.tangentially

.
attached to the household (e.g., they are away at college or more in and

oUt of the household depending on their financial state and familia]
.

15. 'We were also able to use the age attained at survey month for

the young women in some special runs: These 6o did not notice-

ab ter the conclusion.

57 1
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re4tionship;1, the mother makr have no idea of their employment status.
16

Khile oux,leinings are toward the NLS data, there are at least two

possibilities for testing tha accuracr of the data sets: First, the

Census Bureau could expand its Methods Test Panel and seek a.larger
%

.Sample of young self respohdents to'reinterview alter another member

of thejiousehold has provided labdr force data. The expansion Would

have to be subtantial, however, in order to have a large bnough sample

in this limited age group.

Second, if the NLS estimates are moreoaccurate and there are more

youth in the labor force seeking employment than.the CPS shows, there

'may be some indirect evidence which we can observe overJhe next year.

new youth programs under the Youth Employment and Demonstration

Projects.Act of.1977 (YEDPA) will provide roughly 200,000 additional

youth slots.
17

If the CPS is correct the filling of these slots would

come primarily from among the unemployed. On the other hand, if many

of the people the CPS says Are-out of the labor force,are really.seeking

work as the NLS implies, the slots will be filled without having much

impact on.the CPS measure of youth unemployment. We should be prepared

for the YEDPA.programs to "fail" to lower unemployment if in .fact we

are presently not counting youth correctly.

;

16. The fact that we found smaller diffences in labor force partici-
pation rates among the young women is also*c.onsistent with the
nonself response hypothesis, since these individuals are more
likely,than their male counterparts to be in their own houSe-
hold and, thus, are more likely to be reporting for themselves.

.th

01

17. TIe estimate is very inexact since it is not.clear how the'CETA
piime spqnsors will divide their funds between in-school and .

out-of-school programs.

.

$
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TABLE.S

CPS -AND.NLS COMPARISON'OF THE NUMBER (IN THOUSANDS)

'OF YOUNG MEN AT WORK IN NONAGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES,

BY HOURS WORKED AND'AGE, SURVEY WEEKS.1967 AND 1968a

.

.

,Xharacteristic .. 1967 1968

CpSb .NLS
c

CPS
b

. NLS c

, ,

Total at wonk
16-17

r

18-19

20-21.

16-21
,

On part.time schedule
16-17

18-19
20-21

16-21.

On fuI1Aime schedule
. _ 16-.17 ,

18-19 ,. ,

-.. ..

20-21

16-21

Working .over 40 hours

16-11
18-,-.19

20=21
16-21

'Mean hours, all at, work

16-17

18-,19
. .

20-21 .-
. .

'1.6-21
...

Mean hours, those on
full time schedule-

,

16-17 .

%
.

1

.18-19

...,
20-21,.;

-16-21/

-

.

'

.

.

1,064.

1,396
1,516
4,036

.883

555
351

1,789

116
841,

1,230
2,247

50
277

.468

795

19

33

A.
ho

31

,.

41.
43

44
43

.

1,618
.. 1,647

1,753
.5,018

1,183.
600

395.

2,178

435
1,047.
1,358.
2.0540

. 146
519

690

1,355--

.

23
35

41,

32

42
45

46
44

1409
-11565

1,531
..4,205

.

.947

665

382

1,994.
. .

162

.900

1,150

2,211

-39

290 .

389
718

. .

19.

31

39

30

.

40 .

11

. 42

3'

1,726'

1,956
1,619
5,301

1,k84
- .681

357

2,322.

.

.1,275
1,262

2,979

180
687.

654

1,521

.24

35'

... 41

33

.

43

. 45

,45

.

:

'

a Totals may not equalsum of parts due to rounding.
b For data sources see footnotes of.Table 1.

c The NLS calculations. apply NLS rates frokTable 1 to CPS totals

for the civilian nonihstitutional population.
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TABLE 6

CPS.AND ilLS COMPARISON OF THE NOMBER (IN THOUSANDS

OF YOUNG WOMEN AT WORK IN NONAGRICULTURAL INDUSTR

BY HOURS WORKED AND AGE:SURVEY ANEEKS, 1968,TO 1

,

Characteristics.

'

1968

,
, ;969 40/4tii4 .' .4

CPSID, NLe., '.CPSID -NLSC CPSID; NIASc.
...

total at work
J16-17.
18-19, ,,.

20-21
16-21 '

. .

On.part tiMe schedule
16-17 .

18-19
20-21

16-21
K .

0n-full time schedulre
16-17
18-19 :

20-21

16-21

Working Over 40:hours
.16-17 ,

i .

18-19 -

20-21
16-21

.

ean hours, all at work
16-17.* .

,

18-19

20-21
.. 16-21

-1,..

..Mean hours, those-on
full time schedule
16-17
0-19
20-21
16-21

173
.1,462

1,647

3,882

.708
515.
374

1,598

.. .

65

947
1,273
2,284

leA
JA3 .

199
:553

.

14

s 31

36
29

.

,

38.
39

)4o

40

1-035
1,583

1,48
4a36

916.

579

369

1,864

'120
1,004

1,.248

2,372.

'313'

589-

1.5

31
36*

29

39
4o

141

40

-T89

.1,419

1,77.3

3,981.

730
:532

400

1,662

59

887

1,373
2,319

-11.

126

226'
362

.

14,

'31

36
29
)

,

36
4o

)4o

4o

.1,209
'il;538

1,740
4,487

.

-1,121

-563

433

2,11'8

88
977

.1,299

2,36

.

22
234

277
534

.

14

. 30

35

27

s

39
39
39

39

969
1,1486.

1,726
4,181.

859.

602
i476

1,936.

.

-110
884

1,250
2,245

20
,110

176
306

-..-

15

30

. 35

28

38
39

39

' 39

1,272-
1.,510

1077
4,659

1,112
598

48o

2,190.1'

160
*912

1,397,
.2,469

38

228

344

.610

le
30

. 36

'28
..

37
4o

. :)4o

.4o

.a Totais may not equal sum 9...t_parts .due to rounding.

b For'data,pources see otnoteg-b-f\Table 2.

c The NLS7tp1c at apply NLS rates Irom Table 2.to CPS totals.for

the civili .nohinStitutional populatioh.
,
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THE VOLATILITY OF THE TEENAILABOR Mau:

LABOR FORCE ENTRY,'4XIT, AND UNEMPLOYMENT FLOWS

By: Ralph.E. Smith and Jean E. Vanski

r#1
1

ABSTRACT

k?.

54,

r
Grossllow 'tabulations4 from the Current Population Survey provide

-.esteites of the number of lpeople who move between unemployment, employ-,

, men and nOn-paTticipation-in thl!.labor force from one month to the
This'paperldescribes these data add their potential value Tor

analyzing labor market dynamics and uses the (rata for teenagersto,
analyze reCent tyclical, qelnd, and seasonal paterns in their unem-

.

ployment.and labor fOrce participation rates
-

It is' shown that the gross flow.series provide Wortant infor-
tton about the youth 1,;_a5or',ma'rket, supplementing the information

obtained from conventional labor force,series. Analysis of data

,_

fromthe 1967-1977 periodssuggests, for example, that the chronically.

, high UnemgdYment rate of teenagers is, directly linked to their

large fiows ihrough the labor market.- In Addition, thesdeterior---
,ation in the relative position of.blaN teenagers durinkthis.period
is a,result of bothsecular and cyclical afferendes in.their be-

.

hevior: Ndt only are their rates of labor force entry failing to
.4
: keep pace with thoscof wh4e'teehagerl, but alsd their,success in
efinding work is'decreasing more rapidly, further,decreasing their

laborjorce participation. ,The widening gap between the-unemployment

rates of the two gioups directly contritn4es to thewidening gap
their participationrat s.

..
...

,.

.

'INTRODUCTION --

High* unemployment.rates amonT4 teenagers, especially black teenr
r

agers, are given considerable,kattention by economic policymakers and

analysts.. Debates often focus -on,the-extent.to which the rates.

-.4eal1y reflegt-a serious problemand, if the;d0,-what can* done
r-

to-mlixethatsproblem. Discussions of teenage unemployment in- .

4
ev,itably lead to consideratiOn of the high turnover,and labor'fore4%

mobility of
,

youthlThose who minimize the ieriousness of youth un-,
,

eMployment pOilt Orthat-much of it is frictional, resulting from

teenagers moving in and out bf h e labr O force, ftThe special job neeIt

of many teliagdrs,:as they combine school and work, makeit.more.
N'

difficult tO. design programs to redue their unemployment.
. _

' V.

I"

:"!,

I.
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The dynamic charaeter of the youth labor market is not reflected

very well in the conventional unemployment tabulations from the Cur-
,

rent Populatiqn Survey (CPS) published by the Department of Labor.t

These data series provide the net changes from one month to the next ,

in unemployment, eMployment, and non-participation, biit give little

indication of the much larger gross movements that normally occur

betViten each of the three labor market states. 'For example, during

1976 the published monthly series suggested a fairly static labor

market in which between.18% and 20% of teenagers who participated

in the labor force were unemployed. But underlying,this static

picture was a labor force in a constant.state of .change: each month

- about half of all unemployed tgenagers either fouhd jo4; or left the

labor force, only to be replaced by a roughly equal'number of teen-

agers who previously were outside the labor force or were employed.

A liitle-used source of information abbut these labor market

dynamics is the,unpublished gross flow series from the CPS-,.main-
-

tained by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Based on the responses of

E

individuals who were in the CPS sample in consecutive months, these

tabulations provide,estimates.of the number of people who move.be-

tween unemployment, employmenty. and non-participation in the labor
_ 4 4

force,each month. Previously, we have used these gross flOw data,

dis'aggregated.by.agé, race, and sex, to estimate a monthly model of

'the U.S. labor market and_to simulate the impact of alternative macro-

1
economic time paths on the labor market status (*leach group.. For

...this conference., we have updated the equationg that gd into this ,

model for teenagers to reflect the experience of th4lrecent recession

\ 1. The model simulates delabor force.behavior of sixteen demo-
graphic groups including white males, white females, nonwhite
males, and'nonwhite femal9s, each disaggregated by age groups
'(16-19;- 20-24; 25-59; and 60 it'd over). Blacks commise about
90% of the'nonwhite' cateiOrie. For a description 9,,T this model,

see 'Ralph E. Smith, "A Simulation,Model of the Demographic Com-
position'of Employment, Unemployment, and Labor Force Participation,"
.in Ronald G. Ehrenberg, Research in 4abor Economics, vol. 1 (1977),
pp.259-3030

, ,

4
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and the beginning of the ,recovery.

Our paper has two purposes. First, we seek to alert analysts

to the potential value (and limitations) of'the.CPS gross flow.data

for understandigthe teenage labor markei. Second, we wish to report

some of our own research, which uses these data to analne.recent

cyclical, trend, and seasonal patterns of teenage.unemployment and

labor force participation.

Since the gross flow data are not widely kn the_first sp-
.

tion presents a description of the data, its problems, and previous,

uses. We haVe found it necessary to adjust the data because o kncon-
-.

sistencies with the net changes inithe conventional labor market

series. Our adjustment technique and the size of.these adjustments

far teenagers are reported. The second section presents new estimates

of the'cyclical, secular, and seasonal patterns in the labor market

activities of teenagers, by race and se)f. The final section presents

.our conclusions and recommendations.

LABOR FORCE GROSS FLOW DATA e

The analysis reported in this paper is based on data describing

gross changes in the labor force. The data are derived from the Cur-
./

rent Population Survey (CPS) which provides the-Bureau of Labor

Statistics' monthly estimateS of labor force status. Their value

Tests in their ability to complement the information on monthly

changes in labor force levels coming from the full CPS with information

on short run market dynamics. This section of the paper will describe

the derivation of the gross flovidata and their potential value

. for research on labor market behavior; it will discuss reported

errors in the data which have limited theieuse; and, -finally, it

will provide a description of a technique which has been developed

to compensate foir these errors.-

Derivation. of Gross Flow Data

Each month approXimately 56,000 houSeholds a'rp interviewed in

the CUrrent Population Survey to determine the.labor force status

OP'the civilian nonMinstitutional population aged sixteen and aver.

,
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The CPS is constructed as a panel survey with eadh household re-

maining in the sample for four consecutive/months, being removed

for the next eight months, and reentering for another four Months.

AS the households rotate in a 1nout of the sample, potentially 751,

of them are common from month-to-montii. These hou-Seholds form thb

basis for gross flow data.
2

'Since individuals within

two consecutive'months, it is

previous labor force tatus.

these households are in the sample for

possible toolatch their cur/Ont and

Aggregating data on inaividuals into

civilian population groups, P14 the gross change tabulations provide

estimates of the size of flows between those who were employed, E.,'

unemployed,.Ui, an4 not in the labor fOrce* N. Throughout the re-

mainder of this paper, the gross Trcvt-7thita will be denoted by an

ordered pair of letters representing preceding an'd current month's

labor force status. For example, UNi, will denote-those peol;fe in 4

th
the group who were unemployed lalirmonth, but left

the labor force in thewcurrent month.

The gross change data provide information on the degree of mo-

bility in the labor'market as people .enter or leave the labor force

-.or move between employment and unemploymeq. This is particularly

valuable for population groups with relatively weak labor force

attachment, such as teenagers. Figure 1 illustrates tliis point

by showing the average 1976 gross flows for sixteen to nineteen-

olds which help generate teenage levels of employment, unemployment

, and nAlabor Iforce status as reported by the CPS.

4

2. We are grateful kor the cooperation of Bureau of Labor Statistics
staff in making these data available. More comprehensive descrip-

.tions of the data and their potential for research on labor mar-
ket dynamics can be found.in H. Hilaski, "The Statbs of Research
on.Oross Changes in the Labor Force," Employment and Earnings,
October 1968.

*,
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Figure 1

0-

Labor Market Stocks and Monthly Flows: 16-19 Year Olds

(1976 Monthly Averages)

EN 837,000

UE
411,000

Unemployment
(1.7 million)

o

Not-in-Labor
Force.

(7.5 million)

NU .

511,000 ,

The volatility of the youtlflabor market is obvious from these

statistics. For example, on- average in 1976, approximately 900,000

teens or 53% of those unemployed one month either,found a job or;

decided to leave the labor market the next month. The average monthly

figures also show that approxiMately. 1.3 million of 9% of the teenage

labor foxce leaves the labor market each month, while another 1.3

0 t.
Million or 18% of those out of the labor market decide to,eliter.

:- For sixteen to'nineteen-year oldi, these large inter-labor

market flows are dominated by transitions between school and work.

Seasonal patterns in tldW data provide a *better idea of the vast

numbers of people who change Labor force gtates each month to genefate

;the changes in stocks reported by the Current Population Survey. In

June, when most teenagers are out pf school and lookrng for summer

employment, CPS statistics show the size bf their labor force increasing

by 1.9* million. The gross flow tabulations indicate that this change

1.3
0
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-is generated by status changes of 3.7 milkion.teenagers moving'

between states, with 2.8 millionliither becoming employed or unem,

ployed when they are not.in the labor force in the preceding month,

and with almost 1 million deci4ng to drop out of the laluor force

for the summer. The data also indicate that, although the large

increase in unômployment i June i primarily due to a dramatic

increase into the labOr force, it is aided by reductions in flows

out orunemployment. In September, when school reopens, the CPS.

I labor force declines by 2.1 million teenagers, which is caused by

3.1 million withdrawing from the labOr force and 1 milliOn entering .

it.

While some of these observations are intuitive, they do suggest

the potential the data have for providing insights into trends and

cyclical pattetps of.labor force participation;'determinants of un-

employment among various labor force groups; and infoKmation on the ,

*

relative impact of discouragement and. labor force Fithdrawal on

different demographic grobps..

Errors in Data

. Despite their potential for analyzing labor 4rket dynamics,

gross flow data have gone unpublished since 1952 a d their use in

research has been sporadic due to 'serious reservations concerning
0

their,reliability. Problems with the data are generally divided

into two components: samplingva4iability and responSe variability.

Of.the two possible sources of error, satpling variability is

the.4eis Serious,.and is the result.of reducing the full CPS sample

to only those ipdividuals who are intgwiewed for two consecutive

months. By the time gross flow data tabulated, shmi)le size is.,

redpced to apprOximately 65% of ihe,full CPS survey. The exclusion.

of nonidenticalv who.either fail to respond, are absent from home

during the .survey week or who have moyed from the honsehold, make

random error moresprominent in gross flow than Stock data.. It should

be noted, however, that if nonidenticals differ in characteristics

%

:
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from identical individuals, this reduction ih sample size could

cause the error to'be systematic.
3 POr example, teenagers mho leave

;

home by thf time they are nineteen may be more prone to be in the '

-labor force than those who remain.with their families. Because

they have moved from the interview unit, these youth will be under-
.

Irepresented'in the gross flow sample, and those remaining n the

sample will tend to understate labor.force attachment.

J. -Reponse. variability, which is the re'sult of either misclass-
.

,

ificati n of reported labor market.status.or "rotation group bias-Y.'

t

it conqidered more important than sampling variability. Misclass-

ificationerrors which tend to cancel when. determining net changes

in lab'r force stocks are a more serious problem with gross change

t
data. In the past, the effect of misclassification basleen assumedi .

to be randoM with ani0erall effect of inflating the flows depicting

movement between labor force states. It is hard todeterMine the

magnitude ormature Of the misclassification problem for teenagers.
..

Thld'fact that an adult uSually reports labor force status for teen-

agers in a household and that it is often hard to determine the exat

status, of a teenager'i labor force attachment could,Serve either

to exaggerate movements between employment.states
or.to suggest no

!lbc,thange,when,' in.factmovements would bp indicated if the Youth had.
1:

been directly surveyed.

The second cause.of response variability is "rotation, group '

bias"--a problem which generates systematic.errors and which IS related

specifically to panel surveys. The hxpothesis concerning this sOurce

. of.error is that he process of reinterview.conditions individuals

'
,

and patterns their response over time.
A The eight rotation grows

comprising the CPS, which differ only with\respect to time in sample,

,
. ; v
e.

4
.

V 6

3. See Susan Parmer, Bureau of the censusy "gn ite C4a6c:t6r",and I

Influence of Nonresponse in the Current Populatiort Survey,"

..Proceedinp_of the Social Statistics Section, 1967.,American

Statistical-Association,.pp. 73-80.

p4. See Barbara A. Bailar, "The Effects.of Rotation Group Bias on ,

'Estimates from Panel Studies," Journal of the American-Statis-'

tical ASsociation, vol. 70 (March 1975), pp. 23-30.

A
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consistently demonstrate difierent labor force characteristics.

Census Bureau staff have been aware of the problem since the -195(11s,

but little is known a6out why it exists or the extent of .its effect

on the data either qualitatively-or quantitatively. It is known,

. . however, Aat groups newly entering the sample show.higher levels

of.lunemployment and marginal types of employment such as part-ti,

work, unpaid family help, and domesticS--thosé categor es most '

likely to contain substantial,numbers of people with weak labor

. force attachment. In subsequent months, a number of the individuals

in these groups, who initially reported being employ,id or unem-

ployed, report beineout ofqhe labor force. This type of change

tends to exaggerate the size of the flows leaving the labor force

therefore, understates gross change estimates'Of particioation4001

Given the marginal attachment of teenagers to the labor market, it

is poSsible that misclassification and rotation group,bias problems

eontribute significantly to errors in measuring their changeS' in

labor force status.

.Data Adjustment I

I

.

Despite the sampling and response variabili y problems, ,grOss
.

flow data have been used by researchers to analyie labor market be-.

havior: The data Mve produced intuitively acceptable results and

have supplied-a new dimension on market dynamics unavailable in other

. data bases. Earlier work with gross flow data, however, concentrated

on cyclical variability (If unemployment and did not concentrate on

phirticipation behavior which would silffer much more from the problems

associated with rotation group l;i.as.5

. See W. Lee Hansen. "The Cyclical SenSitivity of Labor Supply," .

American Economic Review, (June 1941), pp. 299-309; George L. Perry,
"Unempiloyment Flows in the U:S. Labor. Market," Brookings Paper on

Econofic.Activity, vol.2*(1972), pp. 245-78;Claire B. Vickery, .

"Why-Unemployment Rates Differ by Race and Sex'," unpublished Ph.D:
dissertation,-University of Maryland, '1973; Thomas'F. Bradshaw,
Bureau of Labor,Statisiics, "Employment in Perspective: A

, Cyclical Analysis of Gross Flo4s in ihe Labor Force," Report 508,
k.

4 8 r-
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'The bias problems in the data cannot.be easily explained and.no

.one has yet determined their magnitude or.exact effect on the various

transition. flows. However, the fact that they exist can be easily

ascertained by Comparing net changes in labor force stocks derived

from the CPS.with- those derived from grosvflow data. If one were to.

accept the aCcuraCy of theriull CPS,
6

, failure of the gross flow data

to replicate these changes is-an obvious warning that there are

problems measuring, the flows. _In some instances, even the direction

of the Change is.inconsistent, While a portion:df'the problem is

attributable to random sampling error,, the.discrepancies do suggest

that systematic errors are present and have to be accounted for when.

7 .

using the data.

The procedure developed to adjust the gross flow data does not

attempt-to explain the causes of error; it atrely attempts to force

consistency with the data coming from the full. CPS survey.
8

Using

,multivatiate/regression analysis, monthly changes in employment

status measured by gross flow data are regressed against the Same

changes measured by the.CPS. If earlier conjectures on the nature of

biases in the data are correct, the results of the procedure would be

5 (cont.) 19,77; Richard.S. Toikka, "A MarkoVfan Model of'Labor Market

Decisions by Wotkers," Ttle American Economic Review, vol.-66

(December 1976), pp. 821-34.

6. The rotation group bias problem affecting gross change data also
affect the estimates of monthly levels of labor force statistics
reported in the full CPS. If it can be assumed that bias patterns

across the eignt survey panels are consistent from one month to

the next, the effects of the bias on the full sattple w11.1 cancel

in computing month to month changes. It is the "unbiased" month
changes which are used in the adjustment Fiocedure. Levelt of -

labor force stoCks in.the full CPS are affected by rotatibt group

,bias. See Bailar, op. cit.

7 See Stuart H, Altman, "Factors Affecting the Unemployment of

Married Women: A Study of the liyriamics Affecting the Labor Force

Behavior of Secondary Family Worketi," unpublished_Ph.D. disser-

tation, University Of California.at Los Angeles, 1964.

8. Smith op.,cit.

$
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a reduction of tlie.flow variables witch depict movements between em-
,.

tployment, unemployment and non-labor force status all of which tend

to be exaggerated.by misclassification errors. The most pronounced

reductions should be in the two flows out of the labor force, EN and

UN, which' are also inflated by rotation group bias,

Since the Voss flow subsample does not take account of monthly

increases,in population which result from new population entrants or
,

:net immigration, the CPS changes used in the adjustment-procedure well)

modified to exclude population growth. Adju ted changes in stocks

from the CPS were constructed using the previous month's stock levels

weighted by a ratio of current to.preceding month's population. This

assumes that entrants to the CPS sample demonstrate the same character-

istics as ihos already in the population group. The changes in stocks

measured by gross flows are,computed by calculating the new inflow to
,

those stocks. The relevant identities for each group become:

,

P.

(1) AE. = E. - E. ( ) + NE. -EU. - EN.,
P 1

(2) AU = U. - U
1

. . (

pi

) = EU. + NU. .

r,- 13.,t

P.

and, (3) AN. = N. - N. ) . EN.' +JUN.. - NE. - NU.,.. .1 1 1,-1

1

P. ' 1 1 1 1
. i 1,-1

IT

with the leftside estimated from the full CPS and the right/ from gross

flow data. -

The aim of the procedure is to Obtain a correction factor on

'each flow variable. As can be seen above, each flow appears in tWo

identity relationships. We therefore pooled observations, and ran

a single regression based on data.froM June 1 7 through Septetber

1974 simultaneously estimating changes in emp yment, unemployment

and nonparticipation and producing one adjustment factor for each

flow.

, .
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The procedure has gone through a number ,of modifications. Cur-

rently it produces-cyclical correction factors which vary with ag-

gregate labor.market conditions, represented by the,aggregate unem-

ployment rate lagged one period. The resulting relationship between

an adjuited flow, f', and an observed'gross flow,f, thus hecomes:

(4) ft. + B (-)
If L

B and B
If

are coefficients 'from a constrained identity

egression.
,

Potentially there is i problem applying the procedure to groups

as small as the.four teenage groups being analyzed in this paper. The

smaller the population, the more likely it will bp that random error

will dominate the systematic error.we are attempting to eliminate.

As a consequence, among Sixteen- to nineteen-year olds, nonwhites

Will.suffer more than whites because of sample size. Among the'flow

variables, the flows between employment and unemployment are the most

affeCted since youth behavior is dominatedby their labor force

withdrawal and reentry.

Table 1 reports average corrections applied to the six gross

flowwariables for the labor,force groups analyzed in the next .
section. The adult white male group is used as a point of comparison.

In four of the six flows for this group there is a substantial re7

duction in the reported statistics. The:implied overstatement of

measured data is consistent with the hypothesis that misclassification
4

error exaggerates the number of people changing labor, force states.

The severe reduction in EN is consistent with hypotheses on rotation

grOup biai. We haireno explanation for.the seeming undermeasurement

of floi between employment and unemployment (EU) and between unem-

ployment and not in the 1,abor foice (UN). Thks is especially true

9. For 4 more complete description of the procedure see Charles

C. Holt, efal., "Labor Markets, Inflation and Manpower Policies,"

Final. Report to the-t.S. Department.of_Labor, Appendix C,, May

1975.

I
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for UN' since it should be influenced by the same rotation group

bias problems affecting the employment to not in the labor force

flow. We have less confidence in the parameter estimates for the

correction on UN since relatively few white male adults exit the

labor fdree frOm unemployment. '

The correction technique generally yields smaller'bias adjust-

ment's kor teenagers than for white male adults. With the exception

of the small nonwhite female cohort, which demqnstrates the lowest

measured inter-labot force mobility, most flows

within 15% of their observed value.';While this

accurate data for this group, it is ?yore likely

are adjusted to

may result from more

the result.of random

.measurement error due to small sample size of offsetting measurement

problems unique to determining the labor force status of teenagers.

The suggested.reduction in the UN flow is again'consistent with

(' rotation group bias problems; the inereaie in the EN flow is not.

However, as ipdicated earlier, no one truly understands the nature of

biases in the data and the technique used for its adjustment only

provides a statistical reconciliation of gross flow. and CPS stock k

data. It does not provide hny reasons for'discrepancies.
?At

4 4 .TABLE 1

f,tAVERAGE GROSS CHANGE CORRECTION FACTORS

July 1967 tO September 1977a

/

Group/Flow EN EU

16-19 yea Olds:

White/Mhles A 1.02
./

"lite Females 1.06

//Nonwhite Mhles 1.00

/ Asionwhite Females 1.03
/

A

2S-59 year olds:

White Males . .56 1.05

UN NU UE
dA

NE

1.05 1.05 .95 1.02

.89 1306 - .98 .98

.97 1.03 .89 98

.89 1.10 1.20 .87

1.17 .72 .92 . .78

a, Based on unpublished estimates by th'i authors.

\
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TEENAGE LABOR,MARKET'PATTERNS:- INSIGHTS FROM GROSS FLOW DATA

1:.The femainder of this paper focusses on an examination of the

labor market behavioi of'teenagers during the past dedade. Several

patterns observed with conventional labor force and unemployment

series are examined more closely with estimates based on the adjusted

grosi flpw data:

(li ,The labor force participation'rates of white teeriagers par-
,

ticularly females,.haVe risen sharply, while thoSe of black male teen-

agers fell and those of black female teenagers were fairly stable.

, (2) Each t:enage group's participation rate exhibits some cyc-

lical variation. Between 1974 and 105, _as the 7ggregate.unemployment.

rate rose by,three percentage points, the seculir increases in the

participation rates of white male and female teens were reversed

and Ale decline/in black male participation was accelerated. The

liarticipation of black feiale teens did increase,in this recession,

although it fell three points in the milder 1971 recession.

(3) Unemploymept rate's of every teenage group were much higher

than adult unemployment rates throughout the decade arid were con-

siderdbly worsened by the recession.

(4)- The position of black teenagers relative tofhite teenagers,

measured by their dnemplioyment rates and their participation rates,

has dramatically deteriorated Over the decade. The recession widened

the gap still fur.ther. . t

These and other pat terns in,the regular CPS series are also

fOund'in the gross flow, data and, to some extent, are explained by

them. Net increases in unemployment occur when the ..grossflows.Anto

lanemployment exceed the flows out. Chronic differences in unem-

plOyment.rAtet between two groups either reflect differences in

their vulnerability to unemployment (the probability of becoming

unemployed) or in their propensity to leave unemployment, or both.

Similar 1-easoning can be used Ito accbunt fOr changes,or differences

in participation Patterns.

4
1 .1
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The equations reliorted in the remainder of this section a.re taken

from -Our gross flow model of the labor market and depict determinantS

of the proportion of a group's population moving from one labor market

state to another. All transitions affect the group's unemployment or
4"

4
labor. force size directly or indirectly. The transition rates are

modeled as group probabilities which are related to aggregate labor

market conditions, a secular trend, and a set of Seasonals. 'The means
,

of these rates for the past decade are provided.in the Appendix.

When analyzing regression estimates based on..gr6si change data,

it must be remembered that the data sufter much more from sample

variability than the stock data reported in-the full CPS. The size

of the gross flow subsample is only about 67% of that of the CPS due .

to the requirements of matching individual responses for consecutive

mouths. The relatimely small populations of the race/sex teenage

cohorts reported in this paper further exacerbates the problem. This,

problem increases the variance of our parameter.estimates. However, .4.

for purposes of this paper, we are not so Much interested in the

numerical value of parameters as in the importance of aggregate labor
-

market conditions, seasonals and time trends'in explaining the labor

force behavior of sixteen- to nineteen-year olds over the past decade.

Negative or positive.responses to ekplanatory variables and their '

level'of significance can, in 'themselves, provide explanatrons.for

labor force participation behavior and cyclical.response not available

from the stock data.

. 1

Transition Probability Equations

The analysisiegins 'with the estimation of two sets of equations

that depict the movement of people into,the labor force. As illustrated

by Figure 1, the number of teenagers who enter the labor force iA a

month is determined by the number in the potential entrant pool (i.e,

not in'the labor force) and their probability of entry. §omeentrants'

are unemplffed at the time of the first,survey in which they are in

the labor force; others have either entered with jobs or'tOundtheM

between survey periods. Both.thdIdecision to enter and the outcome of

4.
of4 ...
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that decision 4m0y,be4ffected by cyclicalandseasonal factors,and
.

'maylchange eNT timec.

Table and 3 report the equations used to estimate each groupls

monthlY oility of labor force entry and the proportion of the
4

entrants hait have4 j9bs ("successful labor force entry"). In eta.'

of thes Uations, as well as the ones that follow, the transition.
A

probability isexpressed as a i4ltiplicativ functiOn of the aggregat

. job pi e month, an exponential

time trend, and a.set of seaso4l dummies Estimates are reported

;

for each of the four rate/sex thenage groups and, for comparison,

for prime-age whitp males. Th estimation period is July 1967

through September 197/.
. . 4.

In the'labor force entry equation (Table 2), the dependent

Variable is the log o?-the proportion of the groulnonparticipants

who entered-Ae civilian labor force since the preceding month's
7

survey period. The gross flow data used in the Aumerator were

'e

4

first corrected,with the procedures described in the preceding.section.

The aggregate labor market variable is'the log of the ratio of the -

vot

-ConferenCe Board's HelpiOnted Indexiand the CPS 'aggregate unem=
0 I.

ployment 'series; both seasonally unadjusted and lagged by one month.
41

The trend.term T takes on a value of one ih JUly, 1967 and is in-

cremented by one each successive month. Eliven seasonal dummies, .

corresponding to January through November, each take the value of

, one r zero-, wittrtfie coefficient in Dpcember coftstrained to equal

the ne

error te

parvithes

tiveg,thestimofthe.othercoefficients...is a random

wi zero mean and constant variance. The numbers in

below the4krameter,estimates are corresponding T-sta-

tistics. ,Each cotUmn also report1sthe regression coefficient of

determination correctedj
2

or egrees of freedom, R ; the standard

,
error of estimation,. S.E..; and the Durbin-Wat Statistic, D.W.

t Significance at the ..05 level and the .01 level are indicated by.a:

single asterisk,and a double atteriSk respectively. The joint in-
.

fluence of.the Iajpna1s is measured by the p-statistic.

4,-
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TABLE.2
.0

"AMMETERS DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF.LABOR FORCE ENTaY

In(411,

1

,/N. ) = 10111i + 8,1111n(V/U)
I 1.

1 + gnliT + SI 4.-
+ S11

+ cnli
. . ,

(1) (2) .(3). . (4)

WHITE MALES, WHITE FEMALES . NONWHITE MALES NONWHITE FEMALES.
16-19 16-19. 16-19 16-19

% 04
Ink , -1.498 -2.003 -1.358

nll ''. *(-414.64)** (-22.05)** . (-8.10)**

0.061 0.006 0.099

n1i, (1.97)*- (0.23) (1.94)

.

0.002 0.002 jt.004 AL
nli (5.68)** (7.08)** (-1.11)4pw

I

Si .-0.272fi -0.294 , -0.236
(-8.64)**.. . (-10.35)**

S3

S6

S7,

S8

S9

SIO

SII

P(I1, 109)
Seaonals

R-2

-0.317

(-9.81)**

-0.274

-0%107

(-3.34)**

(7)
-0.052

(-1.01

834 4

-0.211
(-7.25)**

-0.249
(-8.66)**

-0.219
(-7.61)**

-0.266

Slip.01)**

-0,315
(-6.01)** .

-0.245 .

(-4.66)** *

-0.099 -0.215 ..

(-3.40)** (-4.06)**

. .

0.702 0.844
(25. 2)** (23.84)** (15.70)**

4 .

O.67s 0.498 0.826
(21.75) ** (16.33)**

0.440

(6.02)**

)** (8.71)**

-0.033 .070 -0.135

(-1.07) (2.53)* (-2.66)**

-Q.II5 -6.012 -0.082

(-3.56)** (-0.41)

-0.275

(-8.57)**

135.42**

0.928

0,106

1.793

-0,162
(-5.60)*.*

109.93**

0.917

0.096

2.06.8

-0.259 ,

(44.91)**

68.61**

0.864

0.174 .

1.988

5 6

-2.222

(-11.37)**

(-0.62)

-0.000

(-0.58)

;0.237

.(-3.92)**

-0.292

(L4.72)**,

-0.300
(-4.91)**

(-5.85)**

. -0.230
(-3.71)**

0.868
(13.85)**

0.643

(10.91)**

0.185
(3.14)**

0.038
(0.64) .

0.016
(0.26)

, -0.120

(-1.96)

38.18

0.772

0.203

1.758

(5)

WHITE MALES
25-59

-1.715

(-15.21)**

0.103
(3.01)**

-0.003
(-6.28)*4k

0.020
(0.57)

-0.008.

(-0.21)

(-1.18)

-0.008
(-0.23)

0.016
(0.4k)

0.085
(2.35)*

-0.008
(-0.24)

0.057

(1.67)

0.113

(3.31)**

-0.913
(-0.37)

-0.076
(-2..13)*

0.604

0.117

1.533
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The first column shows our estimates of the determinants of the,

monthly probability f a white male teenager entering the labor force.

Over the ten-year esiihation period, approximately 20% of nonpartici-

pants in thlswgroup entered the labor force each month. The estimates

in column I indiAcate that: (1) the probability of entering in any

particular month is strOngly assoeiated with. the State of the bus-

iness Cycle; (2) this probability,has been increasing over time.; and

(3) it has a strong seasonal component. June and July, Of course, are

the months when a teenager,is most likely to enter the labor force.

About 92% of the monthlY variation in the probability of entering

the labor force for this group is explained,by our equation. Most

of this variation is explained by the seasonal/dAndes.

White female teenagers-show no significant cyclical sensitieity

in their 'entry patterns, but do show a strong, poSitive entry trend;

.nonwhite males have a,procyclical entry pattern,'but no.trend; and

nonwhite female entry rates have no significant .rend or cyclical

patterns. By way of comparison; prime-age white males, whose co-

.
efficients are shown in the last column, have a posit3ve cyclical

entry pattern, a negatiVe entry trend, and a seasonal pattern which, .

although significant, is much iMallerthan that of any of the teen-

age groups.

Our strongest results concern the probability that a teenager

who enters the labor force will have a job during the month that

he or she enters (Table 3). For the decade as ayhole, white

agers were much more likely than nonwhite teenagers to be sugvess-
.

ful entran/s: About 66% of whi/te males and 63% ofwhite females had

jobs in the entry month compared with only 47% on nonwhite males

ahd 33% of nonwhite females.

As should be expecteI d, for every group the probability(of a newL

entrant or re-entrant hal(ing a job varied procyclically (i.e., a
,

positive coefficiedt on t e vacancy-unemployment term). SucceSsfur

entry was.closely related to the state of th9 aggregate labor market.

.- 'A startling finding was the significant nekative trends found for
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TABLE 3
.

PARAMETERS DETERMINING PROBABILITY OF'SUCCESSFUL

LABOR FORCE ENTRY

.,#.

1n(NE /NL ) Ink
nei

+0
nei

In(V/U) g ,T S1
-I net cnei

. . S11

Ink
nei.

(1)

WHITE MALES

0.260
(4.84)**

anei , 0.162

-0.001
gnei

(-4.23)**

SI -0.000

(-0.0f)

S2 -0.095
(-5.60)**

53 -0.071

(-4.24)**

SA 0.050
(2.96)**

S5 0.067

(3.94)**

S6 . 0.014
(0.80)

S7 0.051 .

(3.20)**

S8 0.077

S9 -0.028

(-1.72)

.0 . 0.35
(2.07)*

Sll -0.042

F(I1,109)

Seasonals 11.05** 'S

-2
0.812

S.E. 0.056

D.W. 1.802

(2) (3) (4)

WHITE FEMALES NONWHITE MALES NONWHITE FEMALES

16-19 16-19 16-19

-0 147

2.45*P

.0.626

0.060

2.036

0.050

0(0.27)

0.056 0.190 0.473

(3.23)**. (3.38)** (4.13)*!!

-0.001 -0.001 .., .0.004

(-6.66)** (-1.63)
,..

.

-0.005 -0.024 -0.090

(-0,26) (-0.41) , (0.79)

-0.006 -0.099 - -0.044

(-0.31) (-1.69) (-0.37)

-0.015 0.009 -0.394

(-0.82) (0.16) (-3.40)**

0.012 :
0.019 0.039

(0.66) (0.33) (0.34)
t

.

0.006 0.144 -..0.111

(0.33) .(2.,46)* (-0.95)

t0.067 -0.158 -0.147

. (-3.64)** (-2,65)** (-1.23)

0.046 1.\(1,182 0.278

(2.67)** (3.25)41. (2.49)*

0.351'

0.192

2.304

0.954
(2.58)*

0.001 0.092 0.204'

(0.10), (1.65) (1.8.5)*

Q,004
. -0.025 -0.146

(-0.20) (-0.45) (-1.30)

....,

1

a
0.024 0.001 0.107

(1.34) (0.01) (0.92)

-0.04 -0.133 ,. -0.030

(-2.34)* (-2.28)* (-0.25)

2.94** 2.39**

0.472

0.383

2.064

(51

WHITE MALES
25-59

4.327
(4.65)**

0.173
(8.16)**

-0.061

(-3.61)**

-0.024

(-1.09)

(-3.39)**

-0.050
(-428)*

0.021,

(0.96)

.0.026

(1.16)

-6,019
(-0,86)

0.038
(1.85)

0.008
(0.40),,

0.077

(3.62)**

0.022
(0.983)

-0.029
(-1.33)

3.33**

0.727

0.073

2.326

1
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every grou Thdt is, adjusting for cyclical and seasonal Fluctuations,

'it is beco*ing increasingly difficult for an entrant of re-entrant to

53

immediatelybfind a job, with the steepest decline estimated for non-

white females. This negative trend, incidentally, was found for

prime-age white males as well. 1

'Once an individual 's in the labor force, the probability Of-
t

. leaving in a given month ay be related to cyclical, trend, and
. n

seasonal factors. We dis inguish between the probability of leaving

the labor force if employed and the probability of leaving the'.

labor. force if .uilemployed. The next two tables report our parameter

estimates for each category. No uniform cyclical pattern in exit

rates was found. Looking first at the probability of leaving

,laboY force if eMployed, Table 4.shows a significant reduction-for
v..

white females in the probability of leaving as job opportunities

expand, tut an inclease.for the two nonwhite teenage group and

for prime-age males. Negative trends were estimated for boaswhite,

teenage.groups and'for nonwhite females. There is an obvious
4 .

seasonal pattern, with :the.probability of a teenagefleaving the'-'

* labor force extremely.high in September. .

1

e

Table 5 shows that the probabi9ty of leaving the la or fvce.

khltif Unemployed isvpositively related to the state of the ag gate

labor market for white teenagers and negatively, related for nonwhite

female tgens. A negative trend-in the exit rate is estimated for \

the white teenage groups and a_positive trend is estimated for non-.

white females. The probability'ofAeaving is much lower than average

in the months of June and July.

The mixed findingswith respectlo cyclical patterns in the prob-

abilities of teenagers leaving the labor force from employment and
A

unemployment raise the_question of the cause'of the cyclical labor .

force iwill)patterns, commonly issociated with labor force discourage- '

4 ,

ment: We offer a very simple explanation, supported by the gross

change statistics: unemOoyed.people relardless of age, race, sex, or

state of, the ecomony, are more likely, to.leave the labor force than
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TAtiLE 4

PARAMETERS DETERMINING.PROBABILITY OF LABOR FORCE

EAIT ORM-I-EMPLOYMENT

,
4

1n(KNi/Ei,-1
fir Inkeni

+ Ben.1 1n(V/U)
-I

. + gt .T + S1 + , .-% + S11 + itni
pl

WHITE FEMALES NQAWHITE HALLO- NONWHITE FEMALES
(2), IP (3)

(4)

16-19 J6-19 .4. 16-19

-2.117
(4.1.75)** (-5.08)**

-1.393.
(:12)4.125" .

-0.075 0.184
04(-.2.56)** * (2.22)* (1.177

d .

02.003 0.001

.

(1 (1.305)(,9*.23)** ft, .00)

.
\ .

0.163,,
..

0.116 0.046

(5.4r)** El .37) (0.56)

.

-0.isl 4 p'. -0.175 -0.048

(-4.90)**% ' (-2.00* (-0.57)
1.,

-0.349 -0.370 .

." -0.145 '

(-4..76)** (-4.48)** .

1.1

-Ink

eni

SI

S.7

.53

.

(1)

WHITE MALES

1. 16-19 *

. -

-2.102

. 0.h08

(0.23)'

-0.002

0.064,

(1.75)
.

-0.127

e:

-0.220

(-.5.96)**

S4 -0.157
(-4.24)**

SS -0%018

(-0.49)
4

S6 -0.325

. (-8.60)**

.1, S7 -0.473

(-13.30)**

. .

S8 0.163
(4.59)**

S.9 .1.038
(29.0,9)"

SIO 0.163

SI1 0.010
(0.28)

.F111,109)
Se4sonals 101.98**.

0.906

0.122

1.804

,

-0.038 .-0.176 -.0.090

,(-1.24) S-2.05)* (-1.09)

v .

-0.003 . A 0.027 -0.134
T

(-0.09) . (0.31) (-1.61)
.

-0.065 -0.280' -0.024
f-

(-2.10)* - (-3.20)** (-0.29)

-0.261 -0.355 -0.073

(-8.89)** (-4.29)", (-0.92)

.
0.092 0.213 0.299

(3.12)** 4 (2.58)** (3.77)."

0.852
(28.91)**

0.039

(1.26)

-0.164
(-5.37)*v

94.04**

0.902

0.101

1 .898

1.125

(13.58)**

-0.050

(-0.57)

0.009
(0 . 11)

20.87**.

0.655

1.872,

1.001

4 (12,54)".

1-0.050

(-0,611

-0.244

(-2.95)**

18.44**

0.648

0.273

2.300

(5)

WHITE MALES'
25,59

-5.226

(-46.87)4

0:156

14.62)**

0(3.983*:

0.160

(4.64)**

-0.186

(-5.27)*

-0.103

(72.94)**

. -0.001

(-0.04)

0.040

(1.13)

-0.083
(-2,32)*

(3 .51)*

0.064

(1.88)

0.076

12.24)*

-0.039

(-1.12)

B.016
(0.451

7.48"

0.414

0.116

4 -

2.155
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'TABLE 5

PARAMETERS OETERMINfNG PROBABILITY.OF LA&OR FORCE :

EXIT FROM UNEMPLOYMENT.

In (UN./U. ) d Ink + 6 !In(V/U) SI + . 4 Sli C .
1 1,-1 uni --1 * g T * uniuni

(I)

WHITE MALES

(2) (3) (4) (5)

WHITE FEMALES NONWHITE MALES NONWHITETEMALES WHITE MALES
25-59

.

*

0

i,

Inkuni

B .uni

g.unl

SI

S2'.

S3

54.

55.

S6 .

S7

58.

S9

..,

g10

SII

.

F(11,109)

Seasonin
\

012

S.E.

D.W.

16-19

'

16-19 . -19

,

A

16-19

1

-0.349
(-2.90)**

0.178
(4.87)**

-0.003

-0.050

(-1,30)

.

0.037
(0.99)

0.149 -,

(.94)**

0.186

(4.90)**

.-0.284

-0.289

(-7.95)".

0.057

(1.57)

0.150

, (4.17)**

-0.083
(-2.19)*

-0.027

(-0.72)

17.97.*-

0.767

0.125

t 1.594

.

,

\.'

-0.622

.

0.084.

(2.33)*

-0.003

,

0.226
(6.18)**

-0.006
(-0.16)

0.008

(0.72)

,0.140
(3.76)**

0:117

(3.14)**

-0.141

(-3.72)**

.4,09
(-2.6 **

0.027
(0.81)

-0.051

(-1.41)

-0.160
(-4.26)**

-0.065

(-1.75)

8.97**

0,658

'0.123

1.706

---

,

.

-1.169

(-5.43)**
.

-0.010
(-0.1Y)

0.000
(0.47)

0.220
(3.31)**

-0.090
(-142)

0.038

(0.57)
.,

0,074

(1.09)

0.182

(2.68)**

-0.153
(-2.23)*

-0.236
(-3.63)**

-0.112

(-1.72)

0.322
(4.94)**

-0.097

(.4.42)

-0056
(-0.82)

6.04**

0.312

0.223

1.630

.

'

.

-

'

.

t

-1.600
(-7.84)**

-0.121

(-1.96)

0%002
(2.35)*

0.031

. (0.50)

b.053
(0.82)

-0.040

(-0.62)

0.062

(0.97).

.0.1511

(2.37T*<

-0.196
(-2.99)**

-0.181
(-2.95)**

0.084

(1.36)

0.104

(1.69)

-0.046

(-0.72)

-0.027
(-0.42)

2.0"

0.306

ball

.

0.254

(1.18)

0.669

(10.57)**

-0.000
(-0.13)

0.315
(4.73)**

-0.111

(-1.63)

-0.183
(-2.71)**

-0.080

(-1.19)

-0.033
(0.51)

0.076

(1.17)

-0.069

(1.06)

0.063
(1.93)

0.096'

(1.42)

' ..,

4.18**

0.688

0.223

1.557
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ployed people in the same demographiC'group. Hence, an increase

in the unemploy,ment rate generates a higher laborsforce exit rate
V

.
merely by shifting/more people.into the exit-prone unemployment

stock even if....tpe probability of exit from that stock does not

10
'

change.

Our last two sets of equations analyze the probabilities of

. transitionibetween unemployment,and employment. Table 6 provides
.

our estimates of the relationship,between the probability of unem-

ployed persons finding a job each month and the same cyclical,.trend,

,

and seasona,,,l terms used _in the preceding equations. For most teen-

'
age groups the probability of finding a job varies procyclically, as

expected. For nonwhite females, we have an unexpected negative re-
,

. lationship. There is also a slight negative trend in the prob-

ability of an unemployed nonwhiti male teenager finding a job.

Seasonality plays a significant role for every group,'with success

highest in July and lowest in Jahuary.

Table 7 provides estimates of the relationship explaining the

probability of an emploYed person becoming unemployed each month.

0111

This turnover probabilit is highest.for nonwhite male.teenagers and

lowest for white femal eens. We expected an inverse cycli,cal ;e-

lationship for every group, but found it Only for white female teens.

The probability for most groups is highest in the months of January,,

June, and September and lowest in-the spring.-

Other Factors

We recognize that the transition _rates of teenagers are influenced

by mall variables that are not included in our, regression equations.

10. For a steady state analysis of this phenonienon,.based on previous

tiansition prObability estimates, see Ralph E. Smith, "The Dis- '

couraged Worker in a Full Employment Economy," Proceedings of

tbkmerican Statistical Association, Businois and Economics

tpaion, 1974, pp. 210-25. Subsequent simulations confirmed its
t.00
importance in a dynamic context.

0.-N;w1,

64?
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TABLE 6

PARAMETERS DETERM ING PROBABILITY OF TRANSITION FROM
UAEMF TRENT TOEMPLOYMENT ,

In(UE1...1/ .) * Ink 4 B ln(V/U)
uei -uei -1

IL

Ink
uti

B
uei

g
uei

SI

S2

, S3

(1) .

WHITE I4ALES

16-19

(2) .

WHITE FEMALES
16-19

.

-0.533

(-2..90)**1

0.244
(4.01)**

0.00r

(1,32) -

-0.208
(-5:87)**.

(-3.,IT)**

(-3.50**

(-6.76)**

0.085
(1.84)

0.001

(1.59)

-0.388

(-8.29)**

-0.047

(-0:98)

-0.105

(4.22)*

(-0.78)

- 0.152
. (4.13)**

0.356

(10.28)"

0.127

(3.68)**

,

' Sll 9 4.101

,

0.023
(0.67)

0.065

(1.80)

(3).

°NONWHITE MALES
16-19

-0.234

(-0.77)

-0.16

(-1.73)1

-0.095
(-0.99)

-0.035

(-0.37)

,0.109 -0.144

(-1.50)

-0.039 -0.170

(-0.82) (-1.76)

0.067
(1.58)

0.279

(6.10)**

S0.055
.(1 .22)

0.021

(0.21)

0.540

(5.86)**

0.291

(3.16)**

0.108 -0:176

.(2.36)* (-1.89)

,
A

0.140 40.124

(2.92)** (1.29)

-0.002 -0.023
4-0,24)

109)- , .

v

SeitkpriOs 21.93** \,,., 11.72**

\,
,

0.747 0.535

0..157.

D.,t; /.1:.1;.909 2034.

, ;..). ,--,-

AX 1.,
.,It:;;

y.,-y,

4:,1 *.i,;k
-;1

i'lp o:
t/ .1 r;

i.

.P

. 5.45**

0.485

0.317

1.624

6.1 ,

S1 . + C
uei

(4)

NONWHITE FEMALES
16-19

(5)

WHITE MALES
25-59

-2.610 -0.663

(-7.34) ** (-6.83)**

'4.0.216 0.102
(-2.01)* (3.48)*w

-0.000 , -0.002.
(-0.27) (-4.29)**

.0.394 -0.203

(-3.58)**

-0.099- -0.065
(-0.88) (-2.10)*

0.105' -0.016

(0.945) (-0.54)

-A.299 0.075

(-2.69)** (2.47)**

-0.066 0.089
(-0.59) (2.90)**

-0.016 -0.046

(-0.14) (-1.46)

)4.
0.S52 0.027

(5.15)"' (0.92)

0.191 .0.161

(1.79) (5.50)**

0.101 0.154

(0..94). (5.25)**

0.353 0.027

(3.14)** (0.88)

-0.239 -0.035

(-2.14)* (-1.15)

6.36** 15.45"

0.332 0.716

0.369\ 0.101

2.249 2.256 ,

-.a
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TABLE 7,

PARAMETERS DETERMINING-PROBABILITY OF TRANVTION FROM EMPLOYMENT TO.UNEMPLOYMENT

a

ln(EU /E ) * ln(V/U)
1,-1 eui eui -1

Ink
eui

.

(1)

WHITE MALE'S

16.19

(2)
WHITE FEMA Ep

16-19

-3.235

(-20.37)**r
-4.430

(-20,92)**

;

6eu
0.006

(0.13)

-0.190
(-2.96)**

geui
0.000 0.002
(0.59) (2,01)*

SI. 0.252' 0.152

(5.13)". (2.32)*

S2 4.097
(-1.93) (-1.20)

S3 -0.211 -0.017

(-4.24)** (-0.26) 0

S4 -0.236 -0.231

(-4.75)** (-3.48)**

S5 -0.233 -0.169
(-4.65)** (-2.53)*

S6 0.264 0.414
(5.19)** (6:10)**

S7., 0.088 0.048
(1.83) (0.75)

'S8 -0.117. -0.162
(-2.46)* (-2.53)*

S9 0.171 0.289

(3.55)** (4.51)**

$10 -0.005 0.025 .

(-0.1,0) (0.37)

S11 0.201 0,063

(4.03)** (0.94)

F(11, 1 9)

Seasonal 13.58** 9.15**

,N2 0.530 0.521

S.E. 0.165 0.2W

R.N. 1.853 . 2.218

+ t T +etii SI. . . . sli
* ceui

(3) (4)

NONWHITE MALES NONWHITE.FEMALES
16-19 16-19

-2.613

---,--(1.0358;*:-.., (-5.68)**,

-0.018 -0.170
(-0.16) (1.22)

0.002
(1.40) (-0.88)

0.224 0.178

(1.99)* (1.25)

-0.271 -0.269
(71.85)

-0.112
(.2.55)* (-0.78)

-0.186 -0.369

(-1.63) (-2.56)*

0.025 ..0.387
(0.22) (-2.66)**

0.394 0.380

(3.37)** Ok.57)*

0.256
(2.33)*

-0.147

(-1.34)

0.236

(2.14)*

0.124
(1.08)

-0.077
(-0.67)

0.062
(0.44)

0.007
(0,05)

0.440
(3.16)**

0.119

(0.82)

0.129
(0.89).

3.97** 3.20**

.0.234

0.378

1.763

0.212

0.477

1.822

(5)

WHITE MALES
25-59

-6.554

(-46.84)**

-0.483

(-11.53)**

0.001

(1.19)

0.288
(6.67)**

0.144
(3.25)**

0.063

(1.44)

-0.072
(-1.64)

,/,4128
(-2.91)**

-0.060

(-1.33)

-0.090

(-2.12)*

0:080

(.1.91)

-0.088
(-2.08)*

0.812

0.145

1.410 -
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In partiCular, decisions to)Oter or leave the civilian,labor market

and the outcomes of these deCisions are closely related to decisiOns

regarding schooling, marriage,.fertility, and military'service and

tq government activities such is minimum wages and public service

employment. .A comprehensive gross flow model of the taw labor

market should take these factors into account.

Puringthe past decade, probably thP.most.critical influence

on teenage males was the Vietnam War. To explore the impact of the

military buildup in the late-sixties, we re-estimated our equations .

with a dummy variable that took the value of one in.1967, 1968r and

1969, and zero in other years. Since the Vietnam years were also

the period of lowest unemployment and were at the beginning of our

estimation period, we were concerned that our cyclical and trend

coefficients would be quite sensitive to the change.in specification.

A superior procedure, time and data permitting, would be to mOde1
\

directlysthe gross flows betwedn the armed orces and each of the

abor market stocks.

Our resillts ConfiTmed the importance of Vietnam, to the teenage

labor market, but suggested thit our trend and cycle estimates were

not particularly sensitive. avery group's probability of finding a

job when unemployed was increased duringsthe Vietnam-period (with

significantNietnam dUmmies for thiee of the groups and negr-signif-

icance for white male teens). Also, the probability of a white

male teen leaving the civilian labor_force increased, while their

probability of transition from employment io unemployment declined.'

Only tyl other Vietnam dummies were significant.
11

Among the or-

iginal cyclical and trwid terms, only one coefficient (a negative

cyciical.term on the white female exit rate from employment) switched

11. These were a positive dummy in the equation explaining tfle
entry rate of nonwhite females and an unexpected negative
aunmy in the equation for the white female entry success
'rate.

(15

4.

A

4,
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s:gns and remained significant; o six of the tweniy-five signif-

i ant trend or cyclical coefficients lost.significance; and two new

trends were introduced (positive hire probabilities for white males

air white females)
1

terpretation of the Labbr.Force and Unemployment Pattelms

.
What have we learned about the teenage participation and unem-

jiloyment rates of the past decade by analyzing the underlying gross

flows? First, there are strong trends. in both the labor force entry

rates and the exit rates that are underlying the growth in white teen-

age participation, with steeper trends for the-femdles. Unless these

trends change, the difference in particiaption.rates between white

male and white female teens will Continue to narrow. These.entry

A-and exit trends mere not present for nonwhites.

/

Second, the cyclical participation patterns of teenagers are

generated, in.part, by .the-positive link betWeen their entry decisiOns

and job availability. In addition, unemployed teenager§ are mudh

more.likely tgan.those with jobs to drop out of the labor force.

This discouraged worker, pattern serves to dampen the cyclical amp-

litude of their reported unemployment rates since only active job-

Seekers are.counted. Since the recent recession reduced teenage

partieipation,.above-trend growth in their partitipation rates

should be anticipated during the recovery end ha's begun.

Third,,the chronically.high unemployment.rates of teenagers can

be directly linked to their large flows through the labor mArkét.1*

12. .An exCellent analysil of differences in steady state unemployment.
c

,trates between demqkraph'ic groups fs in-Stephen T. Marston, "Emt-ii

,Tloyment Instabilfty and High Unetployment Rates,".Brookings: .

Paper on Economic Activity vol. 1 (1976), pp'. 169-203. ."--;Usi,pg

our correctedAransition probabilities for 1967 tbrough.1973,
Marston finds that the major factor accounting for the difference
between,teen and adult unemploytent rates is'the largenprobabil-
ity for teens of leaving employment. This-is consistent with

our findings.
-2

,

6 6'
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40OP

One-third of white teenagers and over half of nonwhite teenageis

'experience unemployment durinethe month that they enter the labor

.

force.. In addition, over 3% of teens with jobs beitne unemployed

each month,- tripleille rate for prime-age adults.. Once-unemployed,

white teenagers' probability of finding-a job is similar to_that of

adults,.but the:likelihood-of leaving the,laborforce is. muc4.higher.

'Nonwhite teenagers haVe the additional problem of having much lower-
A \

probabilities of finding a job'in the month that they enter the

laborforce and much lower.monthly probability of finding a job once
,

N.

.unemployed. ,Also; if employed, their probability0.becoming unem-
. .

, \
% ployed ch month is much higher.

.

Fou th, the deterioration in the relative position of nonwhite . \
. # \

teenag s can be.traced to both seCular and cyclical differences \in eir.behavior. Not oniy are their rates of labor force entry 0
. N

.e

1'

failin to keep'pace with those for white teenagers, buf also their

success ain finding work is deereasing more rapidly, which discourages

further participation. The widening gap between nonwhite and white

teenage.unemployment is contributing to the Adening gap'in their'

participation.

t

CONCLUSIONS

One of the motivations for this paper was to call attention to
.,...

)1

a,potenti lly valuable source of data.on labor market dynamics of

youth.. C early, the dafa need to be improyed'before they can be

considered as valid indicators of month-to-month. changes in the state
. v

of the economy.
13

But their Sailure to proxide monthly signals

that always coincide With those provided by conventional labor

market series does not eliminate their valtie as an analytic tool-.

L:The trend, cyclical, and seasonal pattefts reported in thiS paper

13. For recommendations regarding the improvement and dissemination

of.gross flow tabulations see our paper,."Gross Change Data:
The Negledted Data Base," to be published by the National Com-
mission on Employment and,Unemployment Statistics later this

year. k r.

doe
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do conform to those of the conventional CPS labor force,,and unemploy- .

.-ment seiies'and help-tO explain them.- Much of the monthly variation.

in the.transition probabi1ities is systematid7and accouAed.for by

our. equations. Of the twenty-fourequations estimatdd for teen-

.agers, lourteen had Cyclical .Variatioh-signiTicant at-4e .:05 level;

fourteen had sigiltificant trends; and all had siglifiCant seasonality;
. .

". 'for white teenagers, between 52% ahd 92%'of the variation.up the .

, . .

transition probabilitifts were ixplained by our regressions; for .non7

'white teenagers, between 23% and-86% -were expl4ned.

In this,paper we have not focussed on the policy implications
.

of our estimates. -One useof the.estimates-would-be,to test the/:

potential effects on'teenage employment and unemployment ok'al aiive

policy interventions. Typically, a'program would have its di ct

impact on one.or-more-t6nsition probabilities which, in turn, wouldi'
,

effect'both employment and unemployment. For example, expanding the

number of public service employmen.Cslots available to teenagers

would increase-their probability of being hired and would attract

more teenagers into the labor force. In evaluating,the outcome of

'a job-creation program,. q estimates suggest the importance,of

measuring the labor for ponse as well as the.impact on unemployment.

Earlier estimates of the transition prObability equations have

beep used to asses the impact of macroeconomic policy on the teenage

rabor market.
14

t was found that the 1974-1975 receSsion had a. -

severelimpact on teenage employment which was only partly reflected

in their unemployment rvtes. We estimated that macroeconomic policies

'alonecoutd alleviate much of the pAblem, but would leave teenage
,

1'
f^,

unemployment and laboi force discouragement rates substantially higher'
)

- than those of aaults. Structural remedies oriented toward t

special labor market problems and seasonalify of the*youth 1

." 14. Ralph-E..Smith, "The 'Teenage Unemployment Problem--How, h Will
Macro Policies Matter?" in The Teenage Unemployment Prob

Conference (Washi ton, D.C.: 'Government Printing Office),
Wipt Are the Report of a Congressional tu'dget OTTice

pp. 7-17.

#111°
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markpt are needed. .
.

inreasing difficulty that11 teen groups are'having in

findi4 jobs must be diagnosed and cured. Teenagers whose amines

are not plugged into informal job referral networks need alt rnatives.

This is especially the case far minorities. Much of the diff ence

*between white and nonwhi& teenagers in their une*loyment ratp

can be traced to the greater difficulty that nonwhites have in ob-

t. a job once in the market: In addition, nonwhite teenage

job-seekers are more likely to'become discouraged and withdraw from

the labor force. Hence, the real di4etence in the labor market: .

performance between the.two.groups is even greater than the difference

in their unemployment rates. Ways niu;st be found to eliminate these

disparities.. Our analysis of the past decade provides no basis what-

soever for optimism that the problems are being resolved.

4 to-

Ct.
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APPENDIX

ANERAGE MONTHLY TRANSITION PROBABILITIES'
.(JULY 1967 - JUNE 1977) .

Labor Force Entry
, (NL'/N

i i,-1

Soccestful Entry
(NE'/NL')

Labor Force Exit From
Employmvnt

L.

Labor Force:Exit From Un-
Employment (UN'/U * )

i-1
,

Uqemployment to fmployment

,

Employment to Unemployment

(EUi/Ei,.1)

4

Wftte White-
Male Female
Tden .Teen.

. 22 ..16

. 7 .64

. 31 .i.301%

.30 .28

, .04 .03

.Black

Male
'Teen

BlaCk

Female

Teen

White

Male -

Age 25-59

.19 .13 ;10

.49 .36 .68 .*

.15 .18 .003

.34 .37 .10

.20 .18 , '.32

-.06 .04 .01

a. These are the Mean peoportiots of the.-populations who make the in-
dicated transitions. The flows on which. these estimates are.based
were corrected, using.the procedure discussed in the text.

6

4

Pg.

11.
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THE TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL.TO WORK

WITH JOB SEARCH IMPLICATIONS

By: Stanley P. Stephenson, Jr.*

ABSTRACT

This study adapts a human capital model of schooling and earnings
to focus on the transition period. The adaptation consists of two
steps. ',First, unemployment incidence and duratio/ after last leaving
school, but prior to the fisst job taken, is included as an intervening
part of the transition proces. A second feature is Ihe consideration
of the extent to whtich job holding whilein school .alters subsequent
unemployment and wage.rates.

Data used in the analysis i).the NLS panel of white and blacl: young
men who were fourteen- to twenty-four-years-old in 1966. . Persons in-
cluded'in the sample were drawn frOm the period 1966 to.1971 and had
'.stoOed attending school during this.period. White and black menoiere
studied separately: The complete model comprised a recdrsive system
of a schooling equation, an unemployment equation, and an hourly wage
equation.

The main results concern the unemployment and wage.equations.
Holding:a jOb while in school lowers the incideoce and duration of
later Ilnemployment and_ tJe subsequent hourly wage for both
white and black youth. Full-tithe job effects exceed part-tithe..job

effects in.both equations, and all effects are highfy significant
statistically; Job Search theOry suggegls some types of unemployment
behavior may lead to a higher e and a positive but nonsignificant
effect of une4loyment on th schOol wage Was foutd for blaek
youth. For white youth, ho significant and negative impacts of
unemployment on the'post-schc qe were found.

Policy implications of t lysis,suggest that School.:.work pro-
grams may ease transition proble s for some youth in terms of raising .
post-school wage rates and lowering youth unemplOment in'the time
immediately after school. An important qualification is that-the
present study did not evaluate'government-created jobs for' youth which
may differ from the in-school jobs held by yodlth in this study,.

*I am grateful for the research assistanCe of%David Smu e opinions
are mine alone, however.
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,INTRODUCTION

66.

This paper examines the determinants of successful school to work

.transition among a nationally representative sample of black and white

male youth. Tht analysis involves estimating the parameters in a stan:-

dard recursive model of-schooling and wage rates and consideTs two issues .

which have not been fully explored in previous empirical analyses.

First, the traaltion year may invoive an intervening periosito em7

ployment during-which the school leaver searches for a job. s search

behavior is included in the recursive model as an added equation. Some

consider such unemployment as an indicator of an unsuccessful transi-

tion.. This view is questioned b7.soine results obtained here. Secondly,

the. nature of the search process, as well,as the overall easesof the

transition process; mar be altered by the youth's labor force statusi

during his last yeai in school. Indeed, Freeman and Coleman in a recent

report.urged that federal youth policy should consider programs which

include work experiences while in school as a means of easing.school to

. work transition problems..1 While no speciallrograms are examined here,

we can examine the impact of labor status in school on the subsequent

job ?earch process and on 'the wage rate,on the.job held after last

leatring. school.

CONdEPTUAL ISSUES
.04

Defining the Process

How .one specifies exactly when the school to work transition occurs

lois.crucial to the interpretation of the labor market results.obtained.
2

*
1. ichard Freeman and James Coleman, discussiop in Th Teend Unem-

ployment.Problem: What are the Options?, Congress onal Budget Office

Report. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1976).

Michael D. Ornstein, Entry into the American Labor Forte (Ntw York:
Academic Press, 1976),

14

7
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Perhaps the first.job held is the point at which the transition process

should be Measured. Yet such a jobt if it can be recalled, may have

little relation to a youth's futuNnreer,or adult 4abor market ex-

perience, and, as such, may not indicate a successful transition. 'A

next step it to conscder the job taken after leavins_school, Yet, a

.number of analysts have discussed the difficulties arising from ambi-

guities in responses obtained in surveys which seek to identify the
3

first fuirVime job after an individual left school. Severaf'solu-
,

tiOns have been suggested for determining the first such job: (a) "the
4

first job after you first attended,regular school", (b) "the.first job

at which the respondent worked for two or more consecutive weeks after
5

discontinuing regular.school", and (c When the individual "leaves

full-timt schooling and participates in the labor force. for a period
-

of more than sixteen months without rtrning t full-time education

during that time".6 The Choice depends on the goals and purposes of

the analyst.
0

In this study, we are concerned with the determinants of successful

transition from full-time stu4ent status to full-time labor participa-

tion. As such, we need to allow for the intertittent nature of the

schoolAng.decision by many youth by defining entry .point into the labor

3 Pt M. Blau and 0. D. Dibisan, The American Occupational Structure.
New York:. Wiley, 1967); O. D. Duncan, D. L. Featherman, and B.

. Duncan, Socioeconomic Backsround and Achievement,(New York: 'Semi-
nar Press, 1972); Ornstein, op. cit.

4 . -Duncan, et al. , op. cit. .

5 . 'A. Kohen and . Andrisani, 6areer Thresholds: A Longitudinal
Stud); of the Educational'and Labor Market Fxperience of Male

Youth, voi. 4 (Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State UniyerSity, 9

Center for Human Resource Research, 1973).

6. Ornstein, op. Git.
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force as the first job after the youth has last left full-time school.

The data used covers six years of school and nonschool status, 1966- '

1971. Youth not in ful.1-time school during at least one year in this

period, as well,as youth only in full-time'school the entire time, were

.excluded. As indicated, for youth who, entered and left school repeat-

edly, tHt,last schodl exit was selected.. In the empirical. section,

.%. emphasis is placed on examining responses at time t, thv last year in

School, with responses obtained at t+1, the next year...

Model Specification
, rid.. .

, .
Jot%

Thetransition from school to work.is considered in paper as

an extension of human, capital theory. Usually, in.such theoretical

models,',the individual chooses how far to continue in school, so:as to.

maximize the discounted value of future earriings.
8

In the empirical

versions pf such models, indiVidual earnings, Y, are considered a

function 0 ontimal sehno1ipa years, 5, ang individual."ability",, A.

where scho 1 years are a function of ability and market interest rates,

r. With nasures of A and r, slich As test score's, family socio-economic

status, family income, and so forth, "the model is recursive and exactly

identified.
9

7. For some Youth, a one.year school exit, even the last such exit,
may not capture the job held after last'exit, if school re-entry
occurs. Within, the existing data, one could require two succes-
sive years of onschool\status, but such'a procedure restrictTm
the-available ample.

46

I

.

8. Gary Beaer,jiuman Capital and Personal Distribution of Income,
1967 Woytinsy Lectuta (Ann Arbor, Michigan; University of
Michigan*, Ins itute of Public Admiodstration, 1967).

9. Sherwin Rosen "Huthan. Capital: A Survey of Empirical Research"
in R. Ehrenbe g, ed., Research in Labor Economics, vol.I (Green-
wich, Conn.: IJAJ Press, 1977), pP.3-39.

\
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v S .="G [r,A]

..Y.= P [S,A].,- (2)-

This is the basic. model-used in, the'present analysis.

'iloweVer, certain modifications are neCessary since this Kloes not allow

;for sufficient flexibility in an individual's com6ination of school/Work

alternatives. First, the above model implies that the youtOundergoes

a period of full-time.schooling followed by a,lifetime of full-time

e'arnings. For many youth, such as.those who face imperfect capital

markets, or those who are married and maintain hqiseholds away from

their-parents, e.g., such as a resea4h assistan , full-time schooling'

is continued while hording a job. In addition, ecause we have se-

lected the transition definition of the first job aft last leaving
0

school, it is quite possible that persons in school will also be active.

in the labor market. In contrast, the theoretical model does not allow

for later wage impacts of jobs held while in school. Granted, the

training impact on wages of'informal on-the-job-training has been es-

tablished by Mincer,
10

Becker,
11

and others; but there is a problem with

Mincer's measure of pot tial work experience 'as [Age - Education - 6]

in thAt it asgumes no j_ was held while in school. For example, con-

10. Jacob Milcer, ."On-the--Job Training:. Costs, Returns, and Some
Implications," Tournal ofrolitical Economy, supplement 5, part 21,

vol. 70.(October 1,962).
.

"The Distribution of Labor IncomeS: A Survey with

.Special. Reference to the Human Capital-Approach," Journal of
,Economic Literature, vol. 8, 1970. .

, Schooling, Experience and Earninis (New York:-
toluMbia.Uniyersity'Press, 1974), .'

Gary Becker, "Investvnt in Anan Capitali A Theoretical'Analysis,"
Journal ofj5o1itica1 Economy, October 1962..
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sider a twenty-year old youth with twelve years of education. If the

youth Eid no,t-hold a job while in school', potential experience is two

years, while it is three years if a job was held during the last year

in school. Because we are'interested in Measuring successive years in

schiel and out of school, the problem may be minimal; Yet if'schooling

and informal training are substitutes in terms of their effect on future

earnings, we overeitimate the ,returns to schooliniby excluding the

general training content of jobs held while in school.
12

001.1111% A
N Ideally, one would like to include an indicator of each year in

which schooling and work were combined- As an approximation, we con-

sider the worlostatus in the last year of schooling and distinguishe

full-time, part-time (less than thirty hours worked per week), unem.

ployed, and not in the labor force. Thus, equations (1) and (2) have

been rewritten.'as

S = G [r,A] (3)

Y
t

.4.

1
F [S,A,LFS

t
(4)

AP

where LFS
t
is individual labor force status attime t when in school.

A second modification to the human capital model considers youth

job search behavior. Following Stigler's seminal theoretical article

on search theory,
13 several theoretical efforts have been made to

examine differential wage levels for homogeneous labor at a given place

and time in terms of the differential length Of effort by individuals'

12. .
This statement presumes that the job held in school is primarily
part-time and that job changing occurs after.schooling is com-

pleted. According to Lazear, "92% of students who work change

,jobs upon graduation." see Edward Lazear, "Schoo.ling as a Wage

Depressant," Journal.of Human Resources, vol. 12, (Spring 197i),

pp. 164-76. 7111k

13. George Stigler, "Information in the Labor Market," Journal of

Political Economy, vol. 70 (October 1962).

,
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in searching for a job.14 Searh costs, time preferences in consumption,

wealth and propenity for leisure have also been empirically related to

youth jOb search behavior.
15

According to the theory, the basic dilemma

facilig the youth is which of many possible offers to accept. If alOw *

:Offer is,acceptpd, search length is reduced, but subsequent earnings

are also reduced.. :Alternativelk, too high a reservation wage _leads to

a prolonged search period add possibly higher post-unemployment earnings..

.If the searchfor labor market information is viewed as an investment,
,

.primarilX in time,: certain.investment optimization rules can be applied,.
,

muoh like those applied to school leaving deqisions.- That is, some

Yqpihunemploymedt may be beneficial in that'it enables the youth to
- e

secute.his highest wage consistent with his search Costs. Yet, some.

IP, 4

youtS unemployment may not be Of this type.- A previous studY.of mine

fou 901, of uneMployed youth acOpted their, first job offer..1 6 To

find any offer may be a. main job.40*rh goal for many routh.

We. ncorporate this second modification by including a third and

ineerven ng equation for unemployment.. Schooling and work experience

in schoo alter the.nnemployment behavior and all three-factors affect

the wage obtained after leaving school. We now rewrite the model as
loo,

.S . g [AkA,Xt,c1]

\IJE . H [r,S,LF8t,Xt,c2]

F [S,LFSt,UE,Xt+1,c31\

14. 'Stevenlippman and John J. McCall, "The Economics of Job Searc :

A Survey," Economic Inquiry, vol. 14, nos. 2 and 3 (June 1976 and

September\1976).
:

15. Stanley P. tephenson, Jr., "The Economics of Youth Job Search Be-

havior," Th Review of Economics and Statistics vol. 58 ,(February

1976), pp. 1 4-11.

1 . Stephenson, cit.

00,

11
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,t

The X and
t+1

are vectors of relevant demographic and economic vari-

ables and the c
i

re randomly distributed error terms with zero means

that account for left out variables. Unemployment now alters parnings

after school, yet the sign'is ambiguous. If unemployment is a produaive

job search i'llestment, then aYt+1/31JE>0; if, however, UE is above some

subjeCtively determined critical point, such that reservation wage decay

-.4 has substantially reduced the average acceptance wage, then aYt+1/DUE<0.

. Two problems arise in,estimating this model. Unemployment and .

. .

reservation wage adjustments are dynamiQ concepts that we only approx-
.

.

imate with annual survey data on weeks unemployed in the .past year and
,

the wage of the job held wlien interviewed. Many.persons have no-unem.,
,

ployment, which means a clustering of zeio values and inefficient OLS

estimation of equation (6) parameters. We, therefore, consider two

measures of UE: (a) whether or not one becomes,unemployed.and (b) the

duration of unemployment. A second issue is that search theory implies

that e and c
3

are jointly distributed with a negative covariance due
2 4

to-the hypothesized decline in reservation wages over unemployment dura-

tion. This Means that not only will axt+1/an be biased, but every

othez term in equation (7) that is correlated with UE will be biased.
,

,

To cO rect for-this problem, we use not the actual UE measure, but an

expected UE measure that,considers separately (a) whether or not the

youth becomes unemployed and (b) the duration of cPnditionalunemploy-

merit. This procedure is derived with a twin linear probability model. 17

DATA

The sAl y.is based on\he National-Longitudinal Survey panel

data 'of 5000 oung men interviewed each year from 1966 to 1971. To

be included, the youth had to complete twO successive interviews in

which he was a full-time student in.year t and not enrolled in year

caSe of multiple periods in and out of school, the last such

4

17. 'Arthur S. Goldberier, Econometric Theory (New York: John Willy &
Sons, 1964), p.

7,c)
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pAirof years-was sclected. White and black youth were studied sepa-

rately. ,Certain key variables were used to additionally screen the.

sample. That-is, youth not having a recorded measure of scholastic

aptitude,local unemployment.rate, years of,school completed, or family

socio-economic status were excluded. Further exclusions were for

youth with less than eight years of schooling. Sample means and

stapdard deviations of variables used in the analysis are provided in

Table 1.

The empirical specification of the theoretical model is a recur-

.

sive system of three.equations which allOw us to examine,direct and in-

direct influences on postschooling wage rates. The equationslare

Schooling . aotal. Scholastic Aptitude + a2 Non-South +

a
3
Time + a

4
Family SES + a

5
Health Limits

t
+

a6 Pamily IncoMe + a7 Age

Unemployment = 130 + bl Schooling + b2 Non-South +

b
3
Time +'b

4
UE Rate + b

5
Marital Status +

b
6
Net Family Income + b

7
Military Exp. +

bg UI Payment + b9 LSFTot + blo LSI1Tt +

b
11

LSUEt,
HourlyWaget+1 = co + cl Schooling + c2 Scholastic

Aptitude + c3 Non-South + c4 Time +

UE Rate + c
6
Health Limits

5 t+1

7Military Exp. + c8 LSFTt + c9 LSPTt +

10
LSUE + c

11
Unemployment (10)

b
t

where Scholastic Aptitude is. a stanOrdized mental.ability measure based

-on pooling scores from a variety of achievement, aptitude, and intelli-

gence tests; Non-South is a zero-one dummy variable equal tb 1-if the

respondent lives in a non-south census division; Time is a linear trend'

measure where 1967=1, 1968=2, etc.; Family SES is an index of the socio-
.

economic level of the respondent's parental family based on (1) father's

education, (2) father's occupation when respondent was fourteen-, (3)
,

mother's education, (4) education of oldest sibling,-and (p) Availability,

(8)

(9)

7 !).

. 4
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TABLE 1

MEANS AMD STANDARD.DEVIATIONS OF

'VARIABLES USED IN THE ANALYSIS BY RACE

White
:'StandarT

Variable Mean .Deviation

'School,ing Yeats 13.62 (2.16)

-')Scholastic'Aptitude 105.34 (13.57)

Non-South Resident .73 ( .44)

Aleal Family Income/1000
a,.

10.36 (6.98).

Reel Famili Iftcome Less 7.27 (6.86).

Respondent's\locome/1000 P

. ...If Heafth-Limits, time t. ..-06 ( ,23)

.

If Health Limits Work: time ttl .09 (. .28)

,

Family Socioeconomic Status .109.56 (18.18)
.

.
$ If Not Married, time t+1 .7.9' ( .40)

Age When-last in School / 19.51 (3.00)

Real Wage Rate per Hour 2.13 (1.56)

jf EMployed Full-Time, time t .29 ( ..45)

if Employed Part-Time, time t .33 .46)

,
( .If Unemployed, time t .07 .25)

. If Ever In Military : .07 :25j

Local Unemployment Rate

Time, (1.1967; 2=1968, etc.)

Public Unemployment Inuran e
Benefits per Week Unemp yed

. Predicted Conditional Unempl yment
'Duration of Multiplied by Predicted
Uftemployment IncidenCe

Predicted Unemployment Incidence

Other Variables of Interest
Real Weekly EarniAgS, time t+1
If had Positkve Earnings, tiMe t+1
Average Mrs Worked per Wk, time t+1
Unemployment Durition, uo

4.15 (2.44)

3:32 (1,78)

.90 (7.46)

1.37 (1.56)

. .29 ( .45)

93.68 (69.61)

.90 ( .31)

38.08 (16.56)
8.73 (9.38)

tt
Black'

Standard
Mean teviation

12:52 (1.64)

-87.39 (1482)

.36 ( .48)

6.69 (4.67)

4.71- (4.11)

.03 ( .16)

.05 ( .21)

93.11. (18.35)

.90 (..29)

18.24
-.

(2.38)

1.70 (1.53)

. .20 ( .39)

.26 ( .44)

:.
.14 ( '.35)

.03. ( .16)

4.37 (1.90)

2,76 (1.61)

.34 (2,50)

i

3114 (3.p4).

.40 ( .49)

1

69.70 (62;32)

.90 ( :30)-

36.55 .(14.94).

8.83 (9.98)
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of reading material in the home when respondent was fourteen; Healt.

timits is a'zero-one dummy variable equal to 4 if the respondent indicated

the existence of work-limiting health problems; Family Income is the

paTental income if the individual is single or lives with his'parents

and is the respondent's.family income for married youth not livineat
I_

home (parental income, initially given in discrete i.nter vals, was made

into.a.continuous variable by first selecting midErang es, then converting

the aPpropriate medsure into constant 1967,
dollars via a CPI Price de-

.

blator); Ap is the respondent's age whbn last in school; UE Rate is'

the local unemployment rate in the local labor market in which the

respondent lived at t+1; Marital Status is a zero-one dummy variable

equal to 1 if the respondent was mot married; Net FaMily Income is .

famify income less the respondent's Anual wage or salary; Military pcp.
.

is a ter6-one dummy variablfi equal tolone if the respondent ev-er served
1

in the militax4 as of time i; UI Payment.is the an ual incoMe f, rom public

unemploymentinsurance divided by the number of w s unemployed, or

zero for persons never unemp e; i . LSFi'
' '

LSPT add LSUE are zero-ode
,,--t -------t -------t

dummy variables which refer t.', he lab.4or force status.of the full-time
. .

student afid indicate fullt.time employment, part-time employment (less

than thirty work hours per week), and unemployment, respectively. The

dbpendent variables are Schooling, which is. meaSured as the highest

year of school completed at t+1; Unemployment, which is a zero-one

dummy variable equal to one if the respondent was ever unemployed in

the year preceding the interview at t+1, or a continuous variable' made

up o the number*of weeks une ployed in the past year; Hourly Wage at

\, t+1, which is b4n the oceSsed -response to "How much do you
e ,

usugly earn on this job before deductions?" and is converted Into 1967

, ,

valuet.

4pecial attention in this study is placed on schooling,, unemploy-

.

ment, and previous labor status effects on W, hourly wage. We hypo-

thesi,ze that,schooling.and previous work experience will raise W. As

mentronedvearlier,-the unemployment variable-effect on W is less clear.

Some lat,fution ,is also kiver to the individual equations. . In 'the



k..

4

Schooling equation, we.expect al, a4., and a7 to be pogitive as ability,

taste for sthool, wealth, and age enter schooling decisions. The other

variables control tOr time.and place differences. In the unemployment

equation, we eXpect b
4'

b
8'

and b
11-

te be positive. The method of com-
. .

.

.
.

4.

puting UI Payment, however, may add some spurious correlation to the

b8 estimate arid, hencp,..b8 should be considered more of an "Ul eligibility"
.

.

.effect rather tha 'an exaclopeasure of.UI impacts on unemployMent incidence

or. duration. Schooling influences on' unemployment, are unclear. Yet, pre-

Nious work experierite.effects, b9 and b.10 are'hypothesilzed to reduce

.both unemployMent measures. In the wage rate equation, the direct effects -..

of'schooling, previous work experience, and st.holastic aptitUde,are 4-
-

4; .\!cted to be 'positive. Job search impacts are lpss clear. In one sense,

successful job search investments might suggest c
11

0; yet, reservation

wage decays might lead.to c<0. Of course, we shall al5o examine the

indirect effects of selected variables as well. For example, the total

impact on W of being unemployed during orie's.last year in school is

alvaLstm whtch is the sum of the direct effect,
C10,

and indirect effects, .

c
11
.((aP(UE)fal,SUE)4L[UE Duration]/ P(UE)=1)+(UE DurationALSUE).E1P(UE)D

RESULTS

I. Table '2 are presented the full tegression results and standard

etrors. Conside.i.first the schooling equatiOn results. Nor white

'youth, as expected, scholastic aptitude, family SES, and age are statis-

.tically significant and positively related to years in school. The

negative and significant effect of family income wag not expected:
*.

Several possible expla ations are ,(a) nonlinear inca06-effects (p) meas-

urement problems cr ated by censoring out high inco*Tesponses (c) the

impacts on measured low income of married college students liying apart

from parents: These alternatives all require'further investigation.

Black youth also had more years of schooling if they'had-a high schor

last aptitude,'familySES, and were older. Family income effects is

so negative,.for black youth, but are net significant. Also, Non-

, South black youth averaged neatly .4 of a year less On jnool years tom-

pleted.than southern blacks;

P:.
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TABLE 2
.r.

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD ERRO (IN PARENTHESES),-

..

Independent Variable

Family SES

Scholastic Aptitude

-. . .;,

CeRsus.Division
, ''. (1=Non-South;,0=South)

.

Family In&me/1000a
.

: Health Eimits.on.Work,
at t or t+1 (=Yes; 0=No)

Age When Leftitchool.

. in Years
.

.:

. ,

..--.o.---
. White Youth.

.

Schooling

.

If UE

-

Weeks UL

,Wage Rate-

per Houra

. .

42***I
( Al)

.04,,,
*.

.04

k .01) ( .37)

-..09 .04 .45 22.15**

( .09) ' (.03) (1.36) (10.62)

.,02** .1

( ,01)

- .14
c

oic -25.65*

( ,18) (.15.60)
.

.
47***

( .02)

Time in Years .. .02 .03** ,
4. .

. -.

( .02) (.01)
41110

..:4 Schooring. -.01

4,4'5.

c.01)

Marital

s

,..: Status ..I5***4
, (.04)

Family IncOme. Less , .00

Respondent's Income/1060a (.00)

_.13***
1,f Employed Full-Time,
:time t (1=Yes; 0=No)

:If Employed Part-Time,

time t. (I=Yes; 0=No)

If.Unemployed,
. time t'(l=Yet;. 0=No)

Lf tver in Military
- e

(1=Yes; 0=No)

4.

(.94)

-,06
(.06)

.. Local Unemployment Rate, .01**

-time t+1/10 - . (.00)

. (.00)
7 Unemployient InSuricnce Payments

. Divided by all Weeks UnemploYed

-
4.

\ "

c

or *-

Expected UrDuration

ConStint

.112
c

Mean Dependent Variable

Sal/eV/Size

606.1.02 * .13

'.64 30

, 13.63 °, .29

955 f-55

10- 77** '7.23**

( .35) ( 3.25)

.19 '20.06***

( .31) (.2.43)
253
(2.10)

.03

( .08)
PP

-3.88**

(1.57) (13.77)

-2.91** 20.89*

(1,36) (12.69)

4.10** 40.64*

(1-97) (21.59)

4.34 90.40**

(2.88) : (18.80)

- .01 .31

( .02), ( .20)

.04

( .04)

00

-15.43***
( 4.64)

-103.32

.1

213.00

955.

IR 1967 lelue terms for cents pef hour, e.g. the mean of 213. is $2:13 per hour.

W*** **,* significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% leVol, respectively, with a two-tailed t-test

N.
...

e

:L.9.- (9
Is f .1. 4,, .r-.. ...

., 9 . .', .
. .4_ /V

U.
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TABLE 2 (continued)

RE61ESSION COEFAMMNTS AND STANDARD ERRORS (IN PARENTHESES)

Intlepen.dent Variable

Family SES
A

.

Schglastic Aptitude

A,

Census Division
(1=Islon-South; 04South)

Family Income/1000a

Health Units on Work., '

at t or t+1 (1=yes; '0=No)

Age When Left School
in NearS

Black Youth

Wage Rate
Schooling If UE Weeks UE per Houra

.crt

.02)

.A0

.49)

.39***

.04)

Time in Years .05

.05)

Schobling J
. ,
Marital Status

. Family Income Less
Respondent's Income/1000a

Lf Employed.Full-Time
time t (1=Yes; 0=No)

If .Employed Part-Time,
v time t (1Yes, 0=No)

If Unemployed
time t (1=Yes; 0=No)

If EVer in Milkt y

(1=Yes; 0=No

Local Unemployment Rate
time t+1/10 4a

!

Divided by all Weeks UnempTOyed
r

Expected 111i Duration

..'1

C nstant i' 1.450'.

- .26

( ,.73)
28.55

(22.60)

-31.62
(47.74)

5.50

( 6.93) de

38.04***
( 6.93)

-.01 .92

(.02) ( .76)

-.01 -. .22

(.02) ( ..82)

.02 3.114

(.13) (5.00)
.01 - .14

(.01) ( .30)

-.24** _72.61 93.25**
(..10) 114.14) (33.80)

-.11 .45 44.98*
(.09) (3.20) (26.18) ,

.18* .7.84** -10.01
4.11) (3.10) -(58.25)

.41* 1.11 J164.19**
(,22) (5.60) (80.35)

.01 - :05 . 1.00
(.01) ( .06) ( 5.56)

Unemployment InsuranCe PaymenIS .02 .17 4004014'
(.01) ( .31).

..* .

7.38 -

( 7.96)

',/t6' 6..75 ., -3,58.44-

14

1 .59 .12 .15 ..23
..

i

Mea Dependent Variable

Sampl SIze

1 12.52
t

.40
..

8.83
......

188 188 i
' 7.6

_, 1

1: a
A

4.aIn 1967 v .69115 for.cents per.hour. ilkis

!

* * * * * -.....* significant atpliIF
,

, S%, ahd 1096 level, respectively,, with a two-tailed t-test,P
1

1

ly

411*

,
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The secondequation.examines factors affecting youth unemploy- .

ment incidence and conditional unemployment duration. Estimating

the unemployment equations-by OLS is clearly not as appropriate as
-

Some other estimation techniques, such as Tobit or logit, which

accounts for the highly skewed unemployment duration distribution.

That is, because 60% of the black youth ahdy0% of-the white youth.

had no unemployment at...a11,the response surface is nonlinear, which

means that the marginal impact of eny variable is dependent on where

on the distribution of unemployment it is evaluated. Cost constraints

limited the use of the nonlinear estimation techniques. As'an alter-
.

native;' we use the same specification,to examine separately the ini

cidence.and durati of unemployment.... This procedure permits.some

discriminAtion betwee the marginal impacts' pf exogendus terms-at

different points on the distributioA of unemploymelk dvation.

Youth unemployment changes are probably due, in part, to aggregate

demand swings, population changes; and other supply.related changes, and

changes in a third set of factors which are Unique to youth and the

Jabor markets they face. For White youth', we find the incidence and
"

duration of unemployment are positively related to. local ufemployMent

rates after controlling for family income and time trend effects. The

siie of the effect is small, yet the positive sign suggests, perhaps,

an "additional" worker efect that is puziling.

For both r ce groups, unemployment.insura ce is seen to increase

unemploymeht *atm and incidence. put p1lj the latter effect is
4

significanq Furthermbre, since weeks dh mployea entered the cal-
.1\.

culation of.this variable,the estimael_s'neg ively kased. Being

interested in the transition from school to wor of all young men,

18. Ehrenberg and Oaxaca fihd that a U1 benefit/earnings replacement
ratio.iucrbase.of .4 to 3.increases male You0 unemploymebt.

duration by .2 weeks: see Ronald Ehrenberg,andRonald Oaxaca,
"Unemployment Insurance, Duration of lipemployment and-Ipbsequent':

Wage Gaip," American Economic Isteview, 66,(December 1976),

'<lgat r"'''1''
*.

A

11
4 '4.

''*42Alitat,

J.

'V
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weerliannot restrict the\sample_to persons hydding a jOb prior to un7

employment and calculate'the ratio of UI benefits,,to net after tax ".

employment earnings. We can, however consider the cost bf a week '

ofunemployment as potential earnings less weekly uhemployient in-
0.

..

surance benefits. The latter reduces'the cost of unemployment ana,

thus, ii expected to increase unemployment. Potential eaping effects

are approximated by schooling, census division, and previous expert--
4

1

ence gRined in job holding ancrmil.itary empriencb.. Of these vari-

. ables, 'previous fob holding stands,out in Magnitude and statistical

i,gnificance, especially for white youth. To have held a.job while in

saool raises the individual's potential earnings,- which inereases

'.search costs, and,thus, .reduces both the incidence and duration of

unemployment. ,Furthermore, if'full-time jobs pay more than'part-time

jobs, then we would expect.tkt 011"ployment reductions woul4 be
k

s

; greater for the forMeT group, which 'is exactly rhat is gound for Whites

Ihd blacks alike., Fo'r example, for White youth who held aqui-I-time
'

'job their last yearin'schoof, there is a 13%, reduction in the proba-.

..

bility of being unemplipyed relative to §tudents who neither worked.
ft

npr looked forwork. The corresponding figure is 10% for.holders of

41ppart7time jobs. .

4: Tinglly, the persistence of unemployment.is shown in tho result

that students Wao were uuemployed.when interviewed at time t

. experlencedsharp increases in the durationad incidence of lin-

emplioyment in the next twelve ,monthS.19. The main point is that if
A -

xouth unemployment reduction is a policy goa ,job holding

Whop-Ain .4010.1may reauce the unemployment mmedia ly after school. .

°

4 Some Aksts.may poiritouf'that-youth nemployment in itself
4,

theNyouth 41a invest-
.

a Way or,may notp. 6. asteful.

in,unemploYed t ,search raises his sUbsequent net earnings,

19. We CheXea' -fhe possibility tIlat slme-persons s'imply stayed
'ungtoployed for the entire year and, thus, account for the

,

positive-result. Yet only 1% to 2% of eacIrrace grobp had .

total annual UE durations of forty weeks, ihe maximum length.

.8u
4

. 4

.10
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.

then. such -youtWunmployment may be,privatqly, and even socially.A .

* t. ,. . ..

beneficial. We examine -ehis possibili ty in theleiagp;equation....

Full fegession model results by.race for'the heurly wage equa-*
-.

. .

tion are presented in Table 2.. Results are in-terms of cents. Fot
1 ,.

example, for .black yogth, 'an added nal- a schooling lilaVs. a direet
. A s. .

positive marginal contribution of thirty=eight 4ce,nts to thlg Arage:
' . ,

..

wage per hour. .Our main interest is with unemployment-,..Aphcoling,jii.

and school labor market activity effects, and each is, dislpussed inl,
),,,,

. ,

turn.
4 .

Sharp racial differences are found in unemployment impacts

on the post-school hourly wage. For whi,te youth expected unemploy-
.

ment dultion is. associated with ign*ficant and negattimpact

on W, whereas for blackyolitk, a positive but onsignificant impact

was foubth An.added week_of unefliployment duration teduces the

age white wage bs'y' ts pet added week of unemployment.

y,the racial differen6b? Can We say unemployed search is pro-

ductive for black youth? We do not know very much from the NLS
.

cIata about he.details of sp.ch behavior of the youth during un

employmentt For example, direct marginal searCh cosi differentials

by. race could account for_ ari ofthe observed differen4 A
. .

_Previous <study of mine est mated weekly .sêarch costs for Octo4r
. .

.41 1971 of white-youth:at.48.-66 Vs. '$3.-90.Per week for black.youth."

If'similar direct cost disparities ar6 true for...tbe_NI,S sample.used

in ihe present study and if sea costs increase as time unemployed.
.

, continues, then idiite youth wage mands may fall more.Stharpiy ,than

gtephenson op. cit.

o.

11
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LSUEt (-..16)$[(.10).(8.73)+(4.10)(.29)]=. -.32 .41 .08

p.

14

TABLE 3

MARGINAL CONTRIBUTION OF SELECTED4VARIABLES ON

HOURLY WAGE OF FIRST JOB AFTER.LAST LEAVING SCHOOL

1

11

(1) (2) (3)7(2)+(1)

White Indirect Effecta Direct Effect Totaj Effect

.A

Schooling (-..16),.[(-.01).(8.73)+(.19).(.29)].. -.01 ,.20 . . 19

. .
.

LSFT
t

(-.16).[(-.13).(8.73)+(-3.88).(.29)]=.36 4.66 , 1.02
.

L$PTt
. '(-.16).[(-,16)-(8.73)+(-2.19).(.2R)]......27 .21 .48.

-000

A

.B1 aC

LSUE
t

(. 7).[(-.24)-(8.83)+(Z,619.(.40)]=,-N

(.07)4[(-.11)-(8.83)+(.45).(.40)]=

(.07).[(.18).(8.83)+(7.84).(.40)]=33

.38 .37

.93 .71

.45 , .39

-.10 .23

8 8 a Indirect Effects Of X. are computed, as .

.
.

aW/DE(UE)4(DP[UE]/DX1),(ECUE Dural4on]/PNE1404(DUE Durati.on/aX1).E(P[UE))]

Iss

A

4.ts,

4

4

I.
,81)
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black.youth wage demands and the racial,diNgferen6e in unemployment

\*N..e.
4

_effects on W will be found. A siMilar -result could.be -found i)\Whites

continually readjust downward their wage demands as new information is

obtained regarding the nature of the wage offer distribution they face;

yet, there'is no convincing reason why white'youth shoul.d be expected

to'be initially further malaligned with the reality of the market than

Ilfliok youth. Clearly, further anaaysis of this'result is needed.

The impact on.thd postschool,wage of years of schooling 9.ndin-

schoo3 labor market activity involve direct and indirect estimates.
7

In Table 3 are shown such. nal.effects by-race. For black youth,

as mentioned, ari added y. ar of schooling adds thirty7eight cents

to the postschomd pourly wage; owever, the.indirect effect is such

that the total.marginai.j.Mpact' f an added year of schooling is

thirty-seven cents Racial comparisons suggest that the marginal

tft
value of an added year of schohlimtfor white youth is about one-half,

that for blacks. Part of.this difference is probably due to diminish%
,

ing marginal returns:to continued eduational ilgestments and-the facf

that the years of schooling in%the sample was 13.5 for whites vs. 12:5

'for blacki.
. t

Having Iteldit job"-during one's last yearin school-both reduceS

unemployment and raises
..

the postschool age level. 'Mese effects are-A
relatively large and statistically signi 'cant. For white youth,,

since unemployment is wage'depressing,
i

the direct poSitive Wage impact/

of having held a full-time or part-time job is increased' by,the

difect effect of previous job holding' on expected unemployment. For

examp1e/9LSFT = .66 from Tale 2 in the Ut duration,equation if

we exPress,thd resuftin dollars and cents. In addition, part of the

'isn't effect on W,operates through the reduction.in expected un--

employment duration.. .The total effect on W iS thus (.66 +.36).or
0

one dollar and two cents. White young men who held a full-time

,job during thOrlaSt.year in school make more than one dollar an

*ihour more than white young men who previously neither.lOoked foF work.

nor held_ a. part-time jOb. 'Further such derivations are presented in ,

1

A
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Part-time iob. holding has about one-half qle full-time job impact

On W.and merely having. looked'for Work during one's last year in school

may have some payoff'relative to NLF students. Racial patterns.are

similar in terms.of the relative marginal influenCe of previous'

full-time and, part-tieme job holding. However, iri school job holding .

increases the wage.of white youth more than for black youth:, Another

racial difference arise04cause black unemployment is wage-augment-
f,

ing, whereas, for White, youth unemployment is wage depreSsing.

The net wage gain to white.youth Who were unemployed in school is

eight cents per hour over NLF youth versus the twenty-three cent

.differential for black youth.

SUMMARY .

We began the analysis by considering the issue of how tcychpfiole:4

the transition from school to work Jn arange of dehnitions-
°.

chose the first job after last leaving school. By selecting 00'

Point, we in:creased thp average'observed age and also incieasetrfhp.%

possibility that the fine between school and work would become.

.creasingly blurred. This point was selected, however, not to ob-
. J

fuscate-the transition issue, kit to choose that point that best t

M'arkS a permanent leaving 'of rfurl-time student'status.- Such a

pointMay best serve Om need to examine jobs leading to lifetime

'careers,.

The analysis w'as considerably aided by the availability of the

'rich NLS panel data on yoiing men. However, sample attrition, non-*.

response to key questions,,and the.transition process-selected all
4

.

servedto limit the final sample studied. Since the data.covered,

he period from 196 o 19 ilitary experience and time trbYld
. ..

.variables were, added kls ntrol variables.
1?,, ,..,..,..,...,,,,,... - ,

The major results of ke analysis. were obtAined"inaripanded ^'

human capital model. i;he ex ansion was (a) telt iulude unemployment
-ffl

,

,.
,

.-i. f.

"

40'.

4
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4

incidence or dufation as an intervening equatio between the standard

schooling and wage rate equations and (b).to consider Ihe impact on
-

unemployment and wage ratesof holding 4 job or looking for a job while

in school. .%,Job bolding in school reduces later uneopployment for white

and black youth. Furthermore, pwevious job holding, especially.full-
*

fime job 'holding while a student, sharply increases hourly wage rates

on postschoo obs.

In terms of job search implications during the transition
,_ - . _

process racial differences were found.. In the sample, 40%'of the

youth had some unemployment. For suCh youth, post-unemploy-

ment wage,rates were higher than for other black youth. Unite
,

youth, however, who experienced unemployment, had lower subsequent

wages. While further research is needed regarding this important g

issue, the preliminary policy iMplication is that unempioyment may
,

not,be either socially or privately wasteful to some black youth.

and that a policy of.in school work experience Lght aid the tran-

sitton, process for both groups,
2

"

,

A
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF STABLE IOD SUCCESSFULEMPLOYMENT CAREERS:

THE ROLE OF WORK ATTITUDES AND LABOR MARKET KNOWLEDGE

By: Paul J. Andrisani

N.

ABSTRACT>4-

This paper.assesses the extent. to which stable and successful

employmeni.careers'are a-function of the work attitudes ancllabor

market knowledge of youths. The paper examines the wora atitudes°

and labor market knowledge of youths, considers how they differ from

their elder and presumably more mature counterpartS, and hew they

affect and are affected by.successesand failures upen initial entry

into the-work force. The researCh summarized draws primarily.from

published works based on the National Longitudinal (Parnes) Surveys.

The data summarized clearly show the importance of positive

work attitudes and adequatelabor market knowledge for the estab-

lithment of stable and SucCessful employment careers. Confidence

in.these findings cs strengthened by the iact that the observed

relationships were independent of individual.differences among the

youths studied id a wide range of'skills, abilitieS, and demographic

characteristics,)and were-supported by'longitudinal data as well.

,The data also d4ment persuasively the inadequacy of all types of

labor market noWledge as youths cross,thecrifical threshOld from'

school-to work--with blacks; females, and poor white youths possess-

. ing the least adequate knowledge. Yet, the data provide little em-

pirical justification'to consider youths' attitudeS toward work as.

inadelete, immature (other than for lack of adequate labor market

information),:anti-w6rk,:or the cause.of the unique labor market

problems'of youth. On the 'basis of the statistfcs,for the kate .

1960s, youths'. attitudes toward work were hardly divssimilarifrom

those of older workers;,they reflecied considerable ambitio# in

'the setting of career .goalls, and they viere shown to bp inffldenced

in an anti-work direction by unsatisfactory labot market-experi-

ences early in.w9rk careers: A
,

\INTRODUCTION.

Referring.to 2-school and%uneMployed teenagers, Charles

7:Silberman once wrote:
0 .

Mhny Of them pearrto.be unefiployable: they art--er seem
to be--uninte ested in working, unwilling or unable to ad-
just te the routine and disCipline of a jdb, and generally
apathetic; sullen or ho tile...teenagers also lack the
psychological pressures hat make the great majority of
adult men prefer work ta idleness.:Aolding down a job

9!).
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is not necessarily a source- of status, noris unemployment
a source of shame. On the contrary, in 4f" least some city,s.
slums, teenafe Society displays a certain' disdain for
tiMate wo

Quite similirly, on the basis of'The Coleman Rliort's. finding
tiiat, a ,youth's attitude "wat More highly related to, achievement than

, 2 -ai4r other factor in the student ' s background ot. school " James "S

C91044111 was prompted to write:
,

...internal changes in the Negro, changes in htS conception
himself in relation to his 'environment, may-haye more

effect on 'Negro achievement .than any other: Singl.,0- factor.;
The letermination to overcome relevant dbg,..ales, .and th'e
belief that he will overcome them...tay 'Ott most criti-
cal e.jement_._in achieving equality of'Apportufl1ty.3

. .
St i 1 1 futther, EdWard Kalacitek ' s analysis of the, youth labor

i

market has also rioted the potential importance of certain work attitudes
for success in the werld of work:* -

) , I 06 4pReports- of' operdting manpower agencies stress the importance
J.. .. :- ;.' of attitudinal factors...Clients, dravirr frot these groups

are frequently charatterized a,:i" alienated, discouraged, im,
mature, lackin ifLesteem, a jrot conversant with accepted
midglle-cl 'pee.. Codpieling, Oforts at building
self-este iiigiftally supportive serviCeirarescited

essent in improng employabi lity.4 \

..i. Ano otent tant but ',vgdom researched factor in
es wolishingiStabl t,'e'IsSE.ut btAti vreers i/s the adequacy of

.f,,, ../.6.' ..- - ,,,k .
.4....,:. 4,4.

0 -.?.. ji., ,,
1. Si lberniartt ,. ilttenageti*Z*:!x Fortune, April 1965, as.

.ciletitl in. 1,14uthAabio.l. kket Washington: Nation-
al kTask Oce s.Vlity.',Papits. in Human Resources
and In ioDs.. No. '121;,-. 469) , p..., .14.

...

2. J.S. Col P i Sthools or Equala Stude ts?'t in D.M. Gordon;
ed. Pro lem4;4. al Econft: 'An. Vrbaif6Rerspective (Lexing-
tom D.C.Aeg \:-,1,971),p. .1 4, emphasis in original.

. Ibid.

4' r".
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1.' . LaboVMarket_knowiedge vailable to youths:5 Inadequate labor market '
.*

'Inowledge is conceptuallk linkbd ikwork attitudes, since it implies .

,-',;-?,ta faiilty perception *of tllp opetation of the labor market., When the

--
11

i,

-.arpnts,reldtives,.: rrierid,S; teachprs, or guidance counselors of
,

.. ,:.
youthsand of,,female and. disadvantaged youths in particUlar--possess

s I, .

!?I'' inadequate thoft-,markei knOwledge, riot only may this develop faulty.

perceptiontOriong the youths, but it may .shape important worVattitudes

in-an anti-wofk direction as well.
fko .

t ay, tor exampl6 preclude youths from adequately preparing'

, .-1-.
. s ,

.

1,,,, Jar t ,careers to which they aspire. Or, as has long been the case
4 r_

-wFth young women, it may cause them to aSpire to and,prepare for careers ,

they may later learn, were not what they wanu.:d or expected, or
4

le liklitigire hot imadil.y. available. In each instance, ip0equate labor

it 1 d

. . ,

ket nove ge may generate unrealistic career aspixations and
.

,.0p4tations on.the partof youths that are easily dashed when con- ,illp

fp A

vfroeted lath the harsh and oftentimes brutarrealities of the world
!I. ''sf, .

. 0,. , %.g,d't wbrk., The Consequences for the ultimate establiiihmentlof stable.

.

and Successful work careers quite obviously may be serious. In an.
. . ,

.

econdMic systemin which youths are-presumably free to'choose among

various occupational and employment opportunities, the freedom to,
,

0
choose is indeed hollow ih the absence of adequate labor mkt
knowl.edge.

\1The principa purposo of this paper is-to 'assess the extent

to which stableand.successful employment careers are a funttion of
u

5. H.S. Parneg and A.I. Kohen, "Occupational Information and Labor .

Market Status: The Case of Young Men," Journal of Human Resources,
voi. 10,'no. i (Winter 1975), pp. 4-55. See also: G. Stigler,

"Information in the Labor Market," Journal of PolitiCal Economy,
vol. 70, no. 5 (Supplement, October 1962), pp. 94-105.

v
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6
-the work attitudes and labor market knowledge of youths. A second,

ary purpose is to examine what the work attitudes of youths actually

are, how they differ from those of'their Older-and piesumably more

mature Counterparts, mid how they are'affected by successes.and fail-

urês uPon initial entry into the work fofce. To a considerable. degree,

the research summarized in this paper draws upon pUblished world from*

a,pnique set of longitudinal data for representative national samples

o4 10000 American youths Ind 10,000 older workers during the second

of the 1960s--namely, the'National Longitudinal Surv6ks.'
7

6. That IS., the extent:to which stable and successful employment

careers are a function of work attitudes and labor market know-

ledge rather than of traditional huinin capjtal and demographic ...

variables most typically,considdred in labor market studies. Mese
include such Variables as age, race, sexeducatioh, general and
specific training, institutional and on-the-job training, health;

marital status, region of residtnce, type.pf: local:Aabor market,

etc. In the human Capital model f income distribution developed

by Becker-ppd Mincer, labor market.success, phrticularly in terms .

of earnings, is a.function of investments,iman inOividual's,pro
ductive skills and abilities, coMprising one'S stock of human
capital. /Variables .listea above that do not reflect human capttal

or supply-side characterigtics, ire,generally presumpd to'rgflect..

demapd-side or labor market effects. See: G. Becker, Human Cap-

.

ital. ($ew York: 6o1umbiR Univel'sity Press, 1964)and J. Mincer,
"The Dikribution-of Labor Incomes: A Survey with Special Refer-

ences to the Human Capital Approach," Journal of Economic-Liter-

nrivrA, vql. 8, no. l'(lux110970), pp. 1-26,

7. Begun in 1966 the NLS is a ten-year longitUdinal study of the work
experiencp of four age-sex cohorts Of the opulation, each of which

consists of roughly 50000 respondents: me
i

forty-five to fifty-nine, 1

women thirfy to forty-fOur, and young mpn'rand women fourteep to
twenty-foirr years dg agp-at'the date of the initial interviews.

The samples in each case constitute a.representative national
'probability sample-of the noninstitUtionaliied civilian population
W the particular cohOrt as of the first survey date. The samples

were drawn and .PerSonal interviews conducted by the U.S. Bureau of

the Census for The Ohio Stat, Urilversity Center for'Human'Resource
Research under separate Contracts With the.U.S. Department of. Labor,-.

For.an overview of the entire NL9.data baSe-, including a complete,

description of the sampling design, interviewing procedures, and'

the host-ff _included variables, see: ea National Longifudinal

Surveys Handbook (Cblumbus: The Ohio 'State University center for

Humap Resource Research, 1975). a . ,.

4 I.
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,In the sectibn to follow, the adequacy Of labor market knowledge

available to youths and the consequences of.inadequate knowledge will

be explored.. Then in the third section, the paper will explore what

the work attitudes of youths actually are, and haw they differ from
.

-

those Of olaer workers. In the fourth section,,the empirical/evidence

relating taXilether the work attitudes of'youths have any bearing on'

their eirly 1)0or market experience will,be examined. The fifth Sec-

tion then examines the empirical evidence relating to the effects of

'early labor market experience On wori,'( attitudes:IOW the final section'

concludes'with'a brief discussionof the implittions of the research.

reported.herein.
*

THE ADWUACY AND IMPORTANCE OF:LABOR MARKET KNOWLEVE

According to Parnel', there are four types of labor market knoWl-
b

edge that should be considered in diScussions of this sort.
8

The first

and second Ire essentially the distinction between'"general" and.

tt specific" human capital investments mate by Becker.
9

Characteristic-
)

ally, general laby market dnformation is a highly substitutable good-

with a market of substantial breadth. It comprises, for example,

wilshorvra is well as long run knowledge of altetnative oNupationsp

industries, geographic locations, relative income and job security

prospeets, avenues.of pi-eparation for vakious jobs, and a host of
.

other characteristies of the alternative opportunities available in

the labor market. In contrasi, specific labor market information in

its most limited form ig the opi5osite side of the coin--i.e., at th%

limit it is confined to'a single market and ta even a single firm."
41'

8. H.S. Parnes, "Improved Job Information: Its Impact on Long-Run
Labor Market Experience," in Seymour L. Wolfbein, ed., Labor
Market Infoilmation, fO Youths (Philadelphia: Temple University
School of Business Administration, 1975), pp. 163-83. Much of
the material inthis section of the paper summarizes'a recent

. conference on I,mproving Labor Market Information for Youth held
at Temple University on atober 21-22, ,1971.. The proceedings were
publishe'd in the v9lume cited here.

9: Becker, op.. cit.
4

4.

"7.

a
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Clearly the former is more important than the latter in preparing

youths for the world of work. 'It may be the latter, however,.which

is of relatively greater importance to *youths aiter adequately pre-
.

paring for work--i.e during the criticarperiod of settling-upon a

specific firm.
10.

The third type of labor maTket information includes knowledge of

the relative advantages and disadvantages of various job search strat-

egies and.institutions--e.g., public and private employment 04.vioes.,

trade un'ons, and various public and ftivtite social welfare agencies...

Finally, ?i fourth fype-of labor market information of relevance to

workers, part cularly.youths, js what Parnes calls "an understanding

Of the regimentation that is inherent in greater or lesser degr.ee

in most woik situatiOns.
"11

This understanding.includds knowledge

/of the "importance to success of regular attendance, pUnctftelity,

_good work habits, concarn for the objectives of,the employing ,estab-

lishment, ahd conformity to acceptOd standards of dress and behavior."
12

irrespective of whether one endorses all of these or whether all are

essentia l to satisfactory, performance on all jObs, it is Parnes' view

thal failure to alert youths tp.such facts of industrial life would
ee

indeed 4ole a disservice to them.

-Whichever type of labor markeeknowledge is considered, there is.

per uasi\ve eVidence that many youths take their first jobs in a very

haph zard manner, and that initial decisiortil often have a lasting.im-

,4

10. ere is cos: erable evidence, for example, that the differential
kjf, p ;A ent rates between adults and youths results maikly

turnovei, and thus a higher incidence of-unemployment.
ee M.S. ?If44ste1n, "Lowering the Permanent Rate qf Unemployment,
.study preVilied.for the use of the Joint Economic Committee,

Congress.Of the United States, 93rd Congress, 1st SesSion, Sept-
ember 1973 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973)-,.
pp. 17-18.

11. ,Parnes, op. cit., p. 167.

12 Ibid
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9r

pact.
13 Mangum estimates that more than one million Youths

.
initially .

dntering the labor force each yetar encounter difficulty assimilating

into the world pf work, with blacks considerably overrepresented wi,th-
. . .

in this group,
14

In the very tight abor market of 1967, for instance,

the aVerage rate of unemployment among nonwhite teenagers was 26.5$, .

a level seven t,imes the national average of 3..8%.
15 Furthermore, there

is little doubt of the inadequacy of all types of labor market knowl-
.

edge among youthsparticularly blacks, young women, poor wfiites, and

those in rural laboe mafkets.
16

Singell's follow-up of high schobl

graduates in Detroit dyear after initial entry intotthe labor market

is_tolpical in its observation that:

Most youths had not "chosen" a job in any-real sens.e:

but had either drifted into one or had taken it be7

cause' they,could\find.no other...Furthermore, the

youths exhibited extremely vague knowledge about wages,

,

, \

13. Ibid., p. 169. Alsp see, for example: P.J. Andrisani, An'Empiri-

'cal Analysds of the Dual Labor Market Theory.(Columbus: The-Ohio

State Univdrsrty Center for Human Resource Research, 1973); P.E.

Davidson and H. Anderson, Occupational Mobility in an American
, CoMMunity (Stanford: StanfW University Press, 1937); M.D. Orn-

stein, Entry,into the Americlan Labor Force (New York: Academic'

Press, 1975); J. Piker, Entty dnto the Labor Force:. A Survey oi. .

Literature on the,ExperienCes of Negro and White YOuths (Ann Arbor:

' Institute of Labor'and IndUstrial Relations, University of Michi-

.

'-ganWayne State University, 1969); Kalachek, op.cit.; and L. lieyn7

olds, The Structure of Lapor Markets (New York: Harper and Broth.-
v . .

/

ers) 1951):
/

,

.

14, G.I.,-: Mangum, "Second Chance in he Transition from School to Work,

in P- Arnow-et al.., eds., The Transition from School to,Work,

(Princeton: The Industrial. Relations Section, Princeton University;

1968), pp. 231.769.
4

i
i

4 *
.

.

1 P. Arnow et al., "The Transition from School tti'Work"., in The Tran- .

.

sition-f..7bmkchool to Work, a ci . p.3.

16. 'Parnes and Kohen, op, cit.; P. Brito and C. Jusenius, "Occupational/

Expec atiolis for Age 35Tr; in F.L. Mott et al., eas., Years for Dec-

isio IV, a(4olumbus: The Ohio State University+ Center for Human .

Res urce Research, 1977), Tp.. 113,1394

IL
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'working conditions, steadiness of employment, ana.chances
of advancement when they accepted their first job.1.7

,.

°Years earlier, Reynolds! classic study of ;the New Haven labor mar-.
-A

ket produced results:that were essentially the same: "Most youngsters

(and their parents) approached the choice of a first job with no clear
A..

.

conception (1 where theywere going..."
18

Other -Studies fromTavidson
.

$a AAderson in 1937 to 4 very,recent and comprehensive'one by Michael

/694rnstein are equally.consistent on the point. 19%
When a sample of

sixt4y-nine vocational-educators in twenty-two urban areas were asked

to disquss the labor market problems, of high school graduates, for
...

instance, more than half reported that youths have unrealistic as-

pirations-and expectatidn?concerning'work, 'and nitre than 40% felt that. g,

'poor attitudes and.lack of responsibility, maturify, and self-disipline
,

were part of the problem.
20

Furthermore,.there is little reason to be any more sanguine about

the adequa'ty of labor market information available to postsecondary

students. Perhaps the,only study to be impressed by the adectuScy of t.

labor market knowldege of any type is that of Richard Freeman.
21

As

Parnes has noted, however:

1,

17. L.D: Singell, Some Private ana Social Aspects of the Labor Mdbil-
ity of Young Workers".; The QuarterlyeRevieW Of Ecopomicl and
Business, vol. 6, no. 1 (Spring 1966); p: 23.

18. Reynolds, op. ci t.)* 213-14.

19. Daviason and Anderson, Op. cit.; and Ornstein, op. cit.6

9

20. A.P.Garbin, R. Campbell, D.P. Jackson, and R. Feldw,.Problems
in the Transition froi High School to Work as Perceived by Vocat-

..ional Educators (Columbus: The Ohio State University Center for
Vocational and Technical Education Research Series No. 20, 067),

49-50., . I

21. Fleçman, he Market for College-Trained Manpower: A Study.in
e Economics of Career Choice (Cambridge: Harvard University

., Press., 1971)..

1 t).0
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.'..even Freeman's data show that a sixth of the nder--

graduates and an, eighth o the graduatelotudents believed

that the information avai ble to them at the time they

made their career choices was inadequate, while another

.fourth regarded it as "j3arely adequate". MoreoVer, other

investigators ofithe process of career choices among college

students have drawn generalizations diffttent from those

"of Freeman. A study of almost two, thousand male and fe-,

male members of the 1972 graduating classes of five Penn-
s

syl,vania colleges and universities reported that...two-

fifths of the students reported that they were "riot too

aware" and one-fifth that they were "not at all aware"

of /ohe jqb mariCet in the field of their bajor at the

tiMe they selected it .22

Of what empirical consequence,are such differences in labor

market knol4ledge among youthi4 One of the very few.studies.to
23

examine,the issue,is that of Parnes,and Kohen. Using longitudinal

q% data on male youths from the National Longitudinal Surveys, amulti-
..

ivariate statistical model, and a mulfi-item measure of occupational

information, Parnes and Kohgn found that scores in 1966 on the NLS

measure of labor market knowledge were siznificantly correlated with

the hourly wage rafes.and occapational attainment of the yoUths two

. years later. Moreover, Ilhe results were obtained for young Waek

Men apd their young white,'Counterparts, with statistical controls

for such human capital and demographic variables as'years of schooling,

IQ, socio-.pconomic status,.quality of high school attended, years

of work experienIce, healthstatus,Xegion of residence, and rural

versus urban residence. As.thesjtresearchers correctly Observed:

Indeed; there is reason to believe that these findings

understate the total contribution of the kinds of labor

market information measured by the test, since they ig-

nore,the indirect effects such knowledge may have on

occupational status and wages via its effect on educa-

tional attaiTlent.24

22. Parnes, op. cit., p. 171.

s23. Parnes,and Kobeno'op. ,cit.

24. ,Parnes,,op. cit: pp. 175-76.

lj
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S
Qiipen the empirical Iresults, what then would be the social

conseletiees of i mproved labor market knowledge? Would it simply
t,

mean 1Reshuffling of youths among jobs'as the gain's of those with-
. ,

super'40 labor Market knowledge are transferred to those youths With
P

inade -04te knowledge? Uheorettcally, the answer to the second questionN
is nopsince improved labor &rket knowledge'tmplies movement of the

' -14orl1arket from.disequilibrium to equilibrium-14th the resultant

rea1i4OtiOn of labor being more nearly olitimal as'youths and Oder

workets beconle better matcheciwith the.jobs.for which they are best

s4tbd: In thlory,-an Optimal allocation of human resources means

that no one could improve his-orlier utility or.contribution to'theq

tpfal social produet by making any job change. Thus, the reallocation
,_

, Ahould lead to increased productivity and individual welfare. Second,
4m.v

'more equitable distribution of labor market knowledge among youths

PCr
q$hould reduce race, sex, and class differences in unemployment and
c, .

,5
Oneope, since greater labor market knowledge has been shown in the
t.

h.-NLS data both to be disproportionately possessed by white, male
V v
,.. lithsand higher SES yo and to be significantly linked with a succes-,,,, .

.,

ful"transition-from school to work. .

Third, improved labor Market knowledge would enhance the oper-

ation of competitive .forces in lhe labor market. l'hus, for lmple,
,

Some employers would.feel.a stronger need to improve the Otality of

.workp keep employees, and the labor market would be better able

to realloc4te labor more efficiently in response to technological *

shifts and to shifts in consumer preferences and tastes. ncreased

compeiition should act to reduce levels of unemploymenc and to shift

. the Phillips curve down to ths leftl The iatter result might be

particularly'effective for reducing youth unemployment, since it

would reduce yoOth'turnover and fr4ctional unemployment which play'

so large a role in the differential Uetween,youth and adult unemploy-
.

ment rates.
25 ,

'25. Feldstein, bp.cit., pp: 17-18.

I

!.
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WHAT ARE THE ATTIT DES. OF YOUTHS TOWARD MORK AND ARE THEY DIFFERENT'

FROM THOSE OF THEI LDERS?
, .

By way of the data for the-four NLS cohorts covering the 1966-

1972 peridd, it is possible to examine a number of the work attitudes

of male and female youttis and to comparothem,wAh those of their older'

and presumabl Y more matureicounterparts, When Tesporidents who were

in the lilbor force at the initiaf surveys were asked whethbr they'would

continue 'to work if by some_chance they were to get enough monq to,

comfortably withbut working, 73-78% of the older men, 78-82% of

the younger men, 58-68% of the older women, and 59-70% of the younger

women replied that they- would continue to work.
26

The high degree of

reported commitment to work and the absence of age differences in

responses to this question are entirely-consistenioDwith responses

to eleven other attitudinal items more'directly probing commitment

to the Protestant'work ethic. For each f the eleven items there

tended to be virtually no age differences in the tendency to ascribe

credence to the Protestrnt work ethic belief that hard work. leads to

success.
27

With respect to their occupational goals, young men and women_in_

1966 aspired to considerablY greater occupational heights than either-

28
they or.their older counterparts had attained. . Two to three years

.

later) as the yoUths aged and gained mb-re wo experience, occupation-
,

al aspirations in the aggregate changed little 0 hite or black, male

or female youths. Coded.in terms of the Dancan ind of occupational

status, White,young 'nen ih 1966 aspired to occu ions averaging 55

points (on a scale .from 0 to 100).whiae black t.ng men aspired

,

-26. This portion bf the. paper draws heavily frOM Chapters 3,4, and 5, ,

of a research volume on the relationship between work.attitudes

and labor market experiencef P.J. 4ndrisani, with the astance
E._Applebaum, KOppel, and R.C. Miljus, Work Attitudes and..

Labor. Market txperiencev Evidence from the National longitudinal

Surveys (New York: Praeger PUblishers,.1978).

2 PJ Andrisani,"Internal-External Attitudes, Personal Initiative,

and Labor Markei.Werience," in Andrisanj, et al., op. cit.,

chapter 4. 4

4

P.O. Andrisani, vWork Attitudes.and.Labor Market ExperLence: Other

Fin4ngs," in Andrisani et al.; op. cit., cOpter
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to occupations averagingwonly 46 points. Among the young women, whites

in 1968 aspired to jobs averaging 53 pOints,while blacks aspired. to

jobs avqraging 48 points.. Of the youths who worked at each survey date,

and who were not enrolled'in school, the actual occupational attainments

of the white.and black young men were 32 and 19 points respectivefy, in

1966, and!44 and 30..pointsrespertively for white and black,young,women..

Of those employed in the two older NLS cohorts at each survey. date, the
1

actual occupational attainments of the white and black men were 40 and 18

points respectively, and 43 and 29 points respectively for white and black

women.

*Yet Grhile aviirations were high, 29% o he oung white men and 37%

of the young black men perceived their chances of attaining t.keir goals as

only "fair" at best.
29

Furthermore, the gap between aspirations and

actual occupational attainment was much greater for black youths than white

youths: Relative to theirfactual eoC7hpational attainmerq, or relative to

the occupational attainment of their counterparts in the' older cohorts,

black youths aspired to greater heights than white youths. Within race

graups,.however, young. men and women differed'little on the average in

their occupational gaals. Thus, while blacks and female youths may'be

unrealistic in their occupatsional goals, they can hardly be accused of

lacking ambition in Setting their goals.

When asked-whether "wages" or "lAing the work" was the Tore'im-

portant aspect of a good job, better than half within nearly every NIsS

ge-sex-race,group.responded "liking the work.'
,30

Only among black men

were preference differences between the younger and older NLS cohorts

more than fours percentage points, and even in the one instance the age

differences are hardly suggestive of substantially different work atti-
,

tudes between youths and their elders. When asked to report the aspects

of their 'jobs that they liked best, white and black, male and female

youths Wert, most inclined to mention "the work itself.'"31 OtAr fre-
4

quently mentioned factors were economic aspects of%work and interper-
4

. V r
sonal telationships. On-balance, their responses weie not dissimilhr -

t ; 1 it

29.

30.. tbid.

. 31. 'Ibid.

.f.
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to Oose of older workers. Much'the sdme, when asked o cite.the speci-

fic aspe ? of work disliked most, youths reported a wide range offactors,

ultimately constitueing patterns quite similar to those reported by their
, . .

,

'elders,
.

. k

HQW satisfied were youths With their jobs., particularly in relation
.

to the,reported job satisfaction of their older counterparts? .Remarkaly

few youthsexpressed a disliking for their jobs at any survey date between-

32
1966 and.1972. Fewer than 15% of the.employed respondents within any of

.the.NLS age-sex-race groups reported that they disliked their job somewhat

oi disliked it'very much.. At some points during'the period,'however, age

differences in degree ofjob satisfaction did tend to Ir substantial,

particularly between young and middle-aged black men. For exampre, in:

1966 only 34% ot young.black males who were out of school and Working re-

ported themselves, to be highly satisfied with their jobs,'in contrast to
N,

51%.among their Older counterparts. For.the most par,t, age differentials

'eP
in levels'of jog satisfaCtion narrowed during the 1966-1972 period.

In sum, with the possible exceptions of their occupational..aspira.:-

tionS.and degree of joAsatisfaction, the NLS data provide little evidence
(

'that ihe'work attitudes-of yOuths are,esential#7 different from those of

their older counterparts. It arso s at odds with.the data to suggest

that youths, particularly young blhcks and young,women, lack ambition in

settinetheir employment goals. That their .gbais tend to'be so high may

be a cause for concern, especially for the-adetpacy of their labor market

knOwledge. It is qUite possible that at least a part of the job dis-
.

satisfaction, high turnover, and,higli unemployment rates.of youths reflects

their high--and perkaps unrealistic--otalpational aspir ions, which in

turn may relelect the inadequacy of their labor market ation.

32'. P.J.,Andrisani, "Levels and Trends in Job Satisfaction; 1966-1972,"

iin Andrisani et al. op., cit., Chapter 3..
C

dr
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'THE EFFECTS OF WORK.ATTITUDES

100

1. .

The NLS data provideclear evid6nceof the.impor4ance of work

a.ttitudes.jn.conditioning subsequent labor Market ggccess among. youths.
33.

For-example, the relationshipletween.job dissatisfact, ibn and turnove.

is.unIptakablej suggesting that highly. dissatisTied yotiths were from

eighteen to for,ty,two.percentage po.ints more likely thancomparable
4. . .

youths whO were highly satisfied.with their jobs to change'eMplivers

subSequentlY.
34 .1

4oreoVer, since youths stand less to.los6, the data not

suprisingly'show a'stronger relationship between job aisAtisfaction and

turnover'among youths than older workers. The evidence also suggests.that

job dissatisfaction imposes considerable costs on youths.in.terms of

Creased uneMployment, decreased labor'force participation, and'below-:

average virwth in annual earnings. Furthermore, :the data shoW that the .

costs.of job dissatisfactionreflect more than the costs of tyrnoverwhiCh

were borne disproportionately by dissatisfied yemths.. Among cOmparable

.Whi.te youths who did not.chaAge employers, thereis considerable evidence .

that thosedissatisfied.wi*their jobs'werefbeloW-aver*.in occupational.

and earnings advancetent. 'Among those who, changed employers, the .dis-.

satisfied were .generally above,-average in weeks of unemployment as well.

The evidence thus.sugge,sts that job'dissatisfaction often leads'to:reduced

productivity and to job changing that has been lessIcarefully planned than .

that'which takes place'among comparable youths mote highly satisfied with.

4

their jobs.

33. P.J. Andrisani, "Introduction.and Overview,." in Andrisani et al
cit Chapter. 1. To assure that workers were comparabde re-

gressions were performed separately' for 6ach of the eight NLS age-
'sex-race groups With control variable's for such human capital and
emographic variables as education, formal training, years of work -

experience, seniority with eml:Iloyeri, health, marttal staths, region
of residence, and type of local labor market.

.

34. P.J. Andrisani, "DifferenceS Between Satisfied. ahd Dissatisfied
.Workers in Subsequ nt:Labor Market ExperiehCe,"-in Andrisani
op. cit., Chapter 2.

;
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The NLS data also'provide strong and consistent evidere thit male

youths with an Pinternal-attitude"--i.e., v0D.perceive,payoffs to their ,

initia tivesubsequently experience greater labor market success than

their co'ntemporaries who perceive less payo ffs to their efforv.
35 -

The
.

Ccaleman Report founq that differences in these attitudes were a)more

important factor in explaining achievement among black youihs than all

. of-the differences in school quality and family background combined.

Internal-extqnal attitudes are arso of interest because of a similarity.

, to the concept of alienation, and because some have maintained that racial

;

I.

differences in labor market experience stem mkinly from racial differences
4.1k

,

in work ethic attitudes closelyresembling the internal-ekternal distinc-
,

tion...
.

4 ..

.

. While the.NLS data suggest that attitudin41 change,.among youths who'per-
, ,

ceive little payoff to their personal initiative-would result in greater.

.

initiative and mere sucCessful labor market experience, there is 1.ttle-.4.

reason'to suspect that the vlimination of age differences in'these atti-
. ,

.

06-

. tudes wo ld.have an appreciabte impact upon age diffvenees in work ex-
.

l petience. /n the main, youths differ only minimally-from older workers

in these attitudes.

' .Mgre specifically, the NLS data show that white and black yourig men

with an internal,outlook in. 1968 were in the better.occupation,s and had

Agher hourly earnings two years later.ehan comparable youths with anh

external attitude. In lite regressions which come closest t ntifying

a true causal relationship, those examining subsequent growth in earnings

and occupational advancement, internals of both race groups Were also more

likely to outdistance comparable exterrials'both in terms 5f growth in .

, hourly earnings and occupational advanCement.

As for the magnitude of the relationships, those male youths who were

. "slight0 internal" in 1968, a score'Of eight on the attitudinal measure,

a

35. Andrisani "Internal-External Attitudes, Personal Initiative, and '

. Labor Mar5pt ?Experience" op. cit.. A
A

. 4.

Q.*
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'were estimated to have enjoyed a 12% differential in houriy earnings

two'years later over comparable youths-who were "slightly external" in

outlook, a score of tWelve. Also, their average hourly earnings were.

estimated to have aivanced by-$.20 per hour more between. 1968 and 1970

than the wage iate pf coMparable.youths'who were "slightly external."

With respect to racial differences, there.were only two cases

where the regressioril,coefficientsL differed between,. yhite and black young

men. In.the first, it appears that these-attitudes-are more strongly

related to annual earnings twd years later for. whiteg than blacks% IR :

the seCond, it appears that trie attitudes are more Strongly related to

*occupational advancement fox-blacks than whites.
36

Moreover, the

elimination of racial kfferences in internal-external attitudes among

youths apparently would not appreciably reduce racial d'fferences in

their-labor market experience, since these are only slig t'diffuences

in th6se atti6des between\white and black youths of either sex. .

The only aspect of labor market experience examined with the NLS

data tkat was not significantly related to'internal-external attitudes
1

'for either' whit or black young men is growth in annual earnings. Al- /

though the data do not addres the issue directly, this may reflect

greater investRents (foregone earnings) that youths with an internal

attitude have:made in order to realize their'advantage two years later.

40
hourly earnings snct occupational attainment. Greater investments in

ok Ajob search and mobility, 'in particular, may'explain why youths with an

internail attit,u4. outtistanced comparableyouths with extergal outlooks

in growth in hourly earnings and fn occupational advancement without

exceedilg their gr rgth in annual' earnings..
Differences among otherwise comparable worker ih other work-

,
;

'II related attitudes--e.g., career goals, expeciation4afachiving goals,

tommitment to Work, attitudes toward one's work role,.attitudes toward

prpriety of working Whers, and spousess attitude toward one's work

36. Ibid.
,
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role--have
.

also been shown.with the NLS Ata
, ,. , .

37
741Vwesubsequent labor markel.experienc6. , In par

. . p
'

ros

VW.

A

bear a'relationship to

?, the tarker goals of
4

filpfseyouth', both'black and white, and,a belief that olik's.goals aDe

attainable, ate linked

The N,LS data show thk

.tibnal aspirations-in

to a successful transitiA from/school to work."
t

white and b1aCk male yoUths,with greater oecupa-

1966 advanced mo'r.in annual- earnings over the.next

Ong the
" .

three yeats than collarable youths who were less ambitious.
. os. 0.

V

(white youths, occupational. aspirations wetp also related, fo occupa4onal

adyaicemnt, to advancemen1k in hoUrly.rates of pay,A the reception of

- formal occupational training,.and to Bewer weeks of.unemploymentong.
s, (

,

. the black yout114, the more ambitious were also more inclined to receive
, .

formal.occupationalitraining, but there is no evidenceithaf ehey were

MOre 'likely, to advauce occupationally, or in wage. rates,. OT that they
.

were anidess likely to enpunter unempoyment. One iikelysexplanation why

a the..aspirationS Of black-youths are not as closely linked to subsequent
v

labotilitarket success as f .0whites iS Of coursg/that employers diScriminate

againSt Irks. Additioval r altA-rnati e explanations include the fact

that the black youths .ate more deficien barket infOrmatien.

.0ther regretsio4resu1ts Withthe NES( data,for male youths reinforce
A

thfese iingg. .Whitead 'itlack.young men with -greaterself-confidence

"k

Aad con iderably reater subsequent smccess in the labor market during,

the.trinsitional-p riod from school tO wprk than compaiable Youths;with,

.

lesis self-confidence. THose black;and white young men who perceived their

chances-of attaining their career' goals as "excellent" in 1966, for example,

-advanced oecujoationally from seVen to eight poiuts more (on the Duncan t.

, .

I.

44 At

C
.,..;.37.. Andfi'sani, 4WOrk AttitUdqs and:Labot Market:6iperience! Mir Findings,"

.. o ..cit.:-and F. Appelbaum,and R. Koppel, "Ae Impact Of WINAttitudeS ,

. Tormed tior.to Labor Market Entry on the Process of Early Labor Market
A1t1Inment,"-in Aridrisaniet alp, :op. cit., Chapter. 6. C*it

38. .Andrisini, Ibi.d.
A

tVit ;4lti4
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Index)'over the next three ydars than coTparable youth who initially rated
, . ' .

.

their chances as "poor". 'Inoladdition, their annual earnings adfancement
. .

* , i ,11 I
. over the next three years exceeded that of those.:less confident'by $825 to

, 4 i
C ft

I AL:
$1150, and.the more confident youths% experience gree to tour fewer weeks

,.

(-0-44hemplOyitept as well. Aiming the wilite yputh the more cOnfident ones ,

also had considerably g ater advancemont O'hOu cy rates of pay, fewer
i. ,

weeks out of the labor f pre, and weD0 more prone to ba geographically
,..

,
. \

mobile.

ft thus seems clear on theAbasi.s/of the NLS data Olat the

attitudes of youths are important factorrin understanding the process of
,

..
>

establishing stable and.successful eMplo;ment Careers. The NLS results
. *

summarized above'show that the effects of the work attitudes of youths are

indepeuiden1i of the effects of a wide iange of more traditional labor market

variables- e.g.4 huhan.capital and demographtc.variables. They also show-'

that the attitudes have effet'iS on subsequent labor market experience, thus

showing that cross-seaional relationships between.work attitudes and labor

mark,,t'experience- do mit.reflect excluively the'influence of the latter on

the former. Indeed, there'is reason.topbelieve that these findings may

understate the real effect of,work attit4hes on the labor market experience

of youths, silk it. has.nOt been posstble to isolate the inditect effect of

the attitudes on, experience.via their effect on investments in education and

otherlOrms ok human capital. Noi: has it been possible to estimate tte'

extent to which t e effects are understated by. using such Cruddland simplisL

tic,. And thus in ently less reliable, measures of work attitudes as are
. 1 .

available in the NLS.

Finalry, it should also
.

be oted that these findings are quite con-
. ti

sistent with those.of,other studies of youths from more restricted samples.

%According to Sewell Ad ifauser's study of Wisconsin youths, for instance:

.4-

. the inclusion of the's-social psychological'
vatiables-has resulted in a more complete expli-
ation bf the attainment process in the educa-
tional,,occupational,,and ecOnomic spheres . . .

Thejotpanded model we have discussed in.the

present chaptePhas illuminated the rather com-
plex process by which, the effects47f,socioeconomic

.,jiLffi' t
, 004.0%0Vi

, 11.fl

r
0

% t
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IOR

background on educationat'occupational, and eco-
.

nomic attainments are mediated by various social
sycholhical expe'rince. 39 *

.

4. THE EFFECTS AABOR-MARKET EXPERIENCE ON THE WORK ATTITIES OF YOUTHS'

siecent tudies with the NLS datarfor youths have examined the ex'tent
gips' . 0

to'whicY1 r- market experiences earhlwork-carPers'affe'ct the occupa-
40

tiOnal asPi tions of youths. 1,11 one of them,- changes in .occupational

aspirqtioi& among the young men between 1966 and 1969 hate been regressed

on their ,OCCupational status and hourly earnings between 1966 and 1969.
41

In addftion, .o-assure that.comparable young ten were being considered,

control
.

yariables for individual differences.at the.beginning of the period

Were also-included in the regressions--e.g., for years of, schoolinglcomPle-
.

tion- of formal occUpational.training, years Of general,on-the-job training:

years orservice with 1966 employer, health status, marital status,region

of.residence, degree. of urbanization-in the local labor market, and initial

levels -of oCcupational'aspirations, work commitmentand preferences for

dorieconomic.versus econoMic rewaras.

,3 . W. H. Sewell and R.M.Hauser, ."Social Psychological Factors dn

Nchievement, in W. H..Sewell and R.M.Hauser, Education, Occulati n,

anciEzjLgnins: Achievement in the Early Career (New Yoik: ACa emi

Press, Inc., 1975), pp. 111 and 90. .See 'also: R.M.Gasson, A. O.

Haller, and W. H. Sewell,'Attitudes and Facilitation.in the Attain
of Status (Washington: The American Sociological Association Rose Mono-

graph Series, 1972);' A. C. Kerckhoff, Ambition ahd Attainment: A Study

of Four Samples of-American Boys (Washington. The American Sociological

Association Rose MonographSeries, 1974); A.O. Haller and A. Portes,

"Status Attainment Process," Sociologjr of Education, voI..46 (Winter

1973), pp. 51-91; and R. C. Edwards, "yldividual Traits and Organiza-
. -tional Incentive's: What, Makes a 'Good' Worker?". Journal of Human

ReSources, yol. 11, No. L (Winter 1976), pp. 51-68.

40. Brito and JusenduS, op. cit'.; Andrisani et al., pp. cit., Chapter 5;

and J. Grasso with A. I. Kohen, PThe Formation and Revision of Goals

by Young Men," in A. I. Kohen et al., Career Thresholds, IV,
(Columbits: Ohio. State University Center for Human Resoure Research,

1977), pP. 15-52 %

An'drisani'et al., o . cit., Chapter 5.
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Among white and bladk young men, as previously noted, there were !

virtually no changes in occupational aspirations, on the average, between

* 1966 and1969, despite the fact that mahy yoUths,Crosgtd the critical
-

v .

threshold from school to work during the.period. For you4 men who were
/.

employed as wage and salary woYkers and not enrolled 110 school( during the'

19661-1949.period, the subset .of the total cohort included in these re-
v

gressions, aspirations on tb average'changed by only tWo-thirds orone

point among the white yatths and by less than one-twentieth .4 one point,

among the black youths. Nonetheless,.the evidence Suggests fhat more

favorable work experience.leads to more favorable work.attitudes and that .

sO,

unsuccessful work.experience leads to discouragemennd reduced aSpirations.

. wAmong'both race gros, for example, those-in the better. occupations
. A

initially, and those who'advanced the most occupationally during the period,

raised their occupational aspirations between 1966 and 1969, while those

in the lowest-status jobs iniptially and those who advanced the least or
. ,

regressed occupatãonal3,r reduced ,their aspirations between 1966 and 1969:

Furthermore, 4mong black ,youths, those in the better payihg jobs initially

and those Whose earnings grew the most,Ourihg the period became'more ambi-

tiau in dareer objectives between 1966 and 1969, while those in the low-
'?

paying jobs initially-and those whose earnings.advanced t1'etr5grreduCed 4.

their occupational.gOals during the.period. The influence of earnings was

so strong, in.fact, that,those black youths who differed by $1.00 in initial

hourly,eatnius or in groWth In hourly'earnings, differed'in changes in.
,

their. occupational aspirations by 5.5 and 3.4 points respectively on the

Duncan Index,_

Other variables also related to changing aspirations included years of

work experience, health, and suburban residence. The longer the youths had

been out of school in 1966, and heke the greater their eXperience in the

world of work, the less likely they were to reVse their aspirations upward
,

and the more likely they were to revise'them downward.: AmonF blacks, those

with a health problem I 1966 whose career goals at that point May have
. ,

% been most seriously in d , raised their aspirations by fourteen points
. w

e
more. during the period than comparable youths with no he-4th limitation in

.
.

- :9i6o6nb:moth7ehPtoeisn'tsti:::: ::sanditilllgoslenZsb::s7deiansg-rianisr:dratrc::::-

a
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Other,pub1ishef1-dat from-the NLS have.shown that famkly background,

dOinic origin, schoollink, and the extent Of a,youth's labor market informa-
4
ti4on have a considerable impact on occupational aspirations while youths

42 I

arb still,in school. St#11 -rfurthero Brito and Jusenius show that occupa-

4.

'107 4.

'V

f

tional goals of the NLS young women were significantly related:to the
r

young women's'faMily backgroUnds and education; a's well as to their, actual

labor market eicperience.43..Quite similarly, Grasso and Kbhen report that the

. ^

.

occupational goals.df NLS male.youths enrolled inhighschoo1 in. 1966 were

significantly linked tcvtheir labor market knowledge and IQ, and=-in the
.41 44

case of' the whites only-Ltotheirfamily backgrounds. In their own words:

4

-4

...measures of informatiori .(e.g., amount of schooling%
'availability of readingmaterial'in the home) and,of
opportunities and constraints (e.g.., encouragement by .
parents, school per(onnel and peers) also tontributed
to explaining varia -ion& irOeveis of aspiration ....
While growing u in a lArge urb4n area was assodiated.
with decide4rhighereducationaland.occupational goals,
the evidenciiis that these goals.are likely to-be in-
congruent wfth eath other and unrealistically high...
While work*perience gained cluring hikh.school was
not found to be related to, goal, level, it is notahle

that high school youth mith onsiderable workvex-
perience are less,likely," all other things eqbal,

to express educational ankfacFupational.goals that
.are incongruent with one anothef. .... More able stud7nts
(IQ) netonly expressed higher gpals, but at least
'among young whites were also More.likely to.profess
congruent and realistic goals and were more optimistic
about being able to achieve their Aroalg. 45

,

.

ThUs it appears that while wbrk exp9riene eapes work attitudes,

numerous other forces have'a conside able impact as well: As a final,

.

0
4 P 0.

, '. ' i' .^ ,,
42. 'H. S. Phrnes etlal., Career Thresholds, I, U.'S: Dept, of Labor Man-'

,power,-ReAarch Monograph No. 16 (Washington: U. S. GovernientPrinting'
,

.
. .

. ..
.

4efice,1976),.pp. 178-85.

43. Britt And Jusenius, op. cit., pp. 121-'32.

44. Grasso and Kohen, op, Git., pp.128-9.

45. Ibid, pp. 46-7.
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illustration of the point, while there are vast age-sex-rac differen s'

in labor market ixperience, differences in'internal-external ttitudes on

the basis of age, seX0'and race are virtually nonexistent,
46

". CONCLUVONS' ,
.0.

4
.*.L1

iThe principia purpose of this paper has been to assess the extent

.to stable and successful employment careers are a furittion.of the

. work attitudes and labor market knowledge of youths, rather thanof tradi-

tional hUman capital and demographic variables most typiCally considered

in labor market studies. A secondary purpose has been to examine what the

'work attitudes of youths actually are, how'they differ fr,on th e of their

older and presImaby more mature)counterpatts, and how -affected

by suQaesses and ailures upon initial entr-y into the wb'k$rce. To'a

considerable degreer, he research summarized in this paper daws upon

published works from a unique set of rongitudinal data for representative

national samples of 10,000'American yoUthi and 10,000 older workers--during

the second'half of the 1460s --namely, the National Eongitudinal Surveys.

The empiricalfindings reported here show clearly the importance of

-,,p,c att,14tive,w itudes and adequhte labo market knowledge for the estab-N4r14

. 4 lishment of stable and successful employi4nt careers. Confidence in these

findings'is StrengthemPO'by the fact that the observed relationships wer7

independent 6f icdiVidual differences,among the y6uths studied in a.widj
,

range of skills, abilities, and.demographic characteristics, and /

suppdrted by longitudknal data'as well.

The data are also persuasive in documenting the inadeqacy of all -21P

types of labor market knowledge as youths cross the critical threshold from
. .

school to4work--with blacks, females, and poor whites possessing the least

adequate knowledge. The fact that so muc of the differential in unemploy-

ment rates between youths.and adults resul s from greater incidences of un-'

employment among youths, rather, tWan longer average spells of unempl, oyment,
.

4
in itself lendS support to the need for more adequate labor market' know-

ledge for youths..'-Moreover,'theineed to adequately prepare for careers

long before initial entry into..the work force argues for th:e- dissemination

of more adequate labor' market information years in advance of actual labor

,market entry4 .

46. Andrisani et 'a ., op. cit., Chapter.4%

.
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,
Thp role of positive work attitudes for youth'S in the estahljahment of :

' stable and successful work- oareers is less straightforward and unambiguous.
. .

buring the late -060s, youths who were ambitious, self-confident,NTm-
1

'mitted to the Protestant Itork'eti.c that hard work leads to success,

and whO liked their jobs.Were more'likely tp.estahlish stable and suc-.,

cessful- dmployment careers thdn comparable youths 'who felt otherwise.

Yet there is little empirical juStification to consider xo4ths' attitudes.
.. 1

A
toward work as.inadequate, immature (other than for lack.of adequate labOr

market information), anti-.work, or the cause of.the unique labor market

problems of youths--at:least on the basis Of the statistics for the late
4

1960s. The wo4 attitudes of youths measured in.the NLS data were hardly
-

4. .dissimilar from those reported b5, older workers during the same period,
AO. .

and.there is littlel..empirical reason Ap Suspect that youths on the .

e Jacked ambition during the.late 1960s. Quite the contrary, the

data suggest that fnadequaie labor market knoWledge may produce a lack
:

of realism among youths which-leads in the aggregate to overambition
-4

rather than to a lack.of ambition: It may indeed be inadequate labor'
.

market information which atleast in t is responsible for the rel-
,

_

atively higher levels ofjob d action, turnover, and frictional

unemployment observed among yoUths.

..T evidence is also clear and convincing- j.n shOwing that unsatis-
* . .

factory labOr market experiences early in work careers can influence

youthS'. attitudes in an ant'f-mork direction, thereby reducingthechances

Of ever establishing a stable and successful employment career. As

Glen Cain has noted:

I

4

RV

ir Conventional economists have customarily viewed
'tastes' as.exogenous and as one of the (unexplored)
causal variables explaining such labor market
achievements as eMployment, .wage earnings arid
Occupational achievement. The eontributiOn of :
the Dual-Radicaq theories lies not in -reiterating%
the potehtiai importance .of tastes in-their re-

,

-search, but ather.in pointing out_ how tastes .may

be endogenous ant a result of-one's labor market
achieVements. Thus, the effects of'discrimination;
other.systematic factors, or even'random factors

4

41.
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'
while work-attitudes amyng youths appear important for l

.

.. . 1,,,I,
i'. J 7 the estab'li.phment of stable and sliccessiU1 ,employment careers,'they'

,
... l'. .0

' -

,.

hardlyikapear to be the prinCipal cause of the unique labor market prob-
.

, .f.,. -..# -

lems .oi'..youtil. Ieems flighlY unlikely that secular changes in the
. .

41.
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that can start workere.off in the secondary
sectox,..(that is, in 'bad' lobs), can hape

tastes in an anti-work directiorrandthus
reinforce the disadvantaged4position,.of
wage worker. 47

-

work attitudes and labor market knowledge oryouths since the late.1960s
6

could have.had nearly as much to do with the worsening youth labor market .

situation of this decade as have such factors as chabges inthe number of'

'youths looking for work and Aanges in the 1,ggregate demand for labOr.

While it is unclear how much a part the wOrk attitudes of-today's youths

have.to do with the worsenihg youth iabor market situation, it seems en-
.

tirely clear What effect the loose labor markets oethe 1970s have had. On-
4

youths' attitudes toward work. Loose labor markets lead to a.deterioration'

of positive work'attitudes among 'youths which makes, it 11 the'More dif-'

ficult to establish stable and successful employment careers. Theloosa

labor markets of the 1970s can be expected to haye had such an effect.

The implications for public policy are essentially twofold. First,

increase the availability of all.types of lakor market information early.
-A

in the life cycle, ,particulariy'for young blacks, young women, and poor

white youths. .
Second, employment and training programs could seek to

offset the negatiVe,.anti-work. effects of loose labor markets, and the

pathology of.the youth labor market on tfiefwerICattitudes of youths. LongA

run.incentives to work, find giving good reason for youths to believe that

hard work and human capital investments now will eventually.paY of"f in the

, labor maftet are clearly needy. The anti-work effects of.the loose labor

-markets in.the 1970s on youths-' attitudes can be particularly important

for.many years to came. After all the anti-work. effects are being felt

47,, G. G. Cain, "The Challenge of Dual and Radical Thearies of the Labor
Market to Orthodox Theory", paper presented at the American Economic
Association Annual Meetings, San Francisco, December, 1975, pp. '18-9,
emphasis in original. (mineographed).
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by one of the largest cotorts of youths to ever enter the labox market.

Ln addition, this cohortilof baby boom youngsters faces4lat,may-possibly

be, re'lative to their aspirations, perhaps the worst set of labor market

,constraints ever to have aced preceding generations of youths.
6
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIOCULTURAL VARIABLES AFFECTING RATES

OkYOUTH\UNEMPLOYMENT, DE*LINQUENCY AN CRIME

Byt, Daniel Glaser
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Research has 'repeatedly found a lair,ect correlation between unempfOy-

ment rates and crime rate's; but not so.p.owerful and consistent 'a relatioh, 4

ship as to exclude.other factors irrcrime qausation. This paperlwill
first.survey social-sciedde literature on economic variableg affectipW .

law,.yiolationrates. It will..then present briefly some evidence and
inference that social, cultural and politicallApects of 'the lives of
many of.today'syouths.are major .determinants.of both their unemployment

-t,and their offervs.
.

.
.

INTRODUdTION' -4
The simplehftry that cr.i,qe. "ks a means'of obtaimpjag wealth or-of

expresSing anger when legitimate econoeic plksuits fail has probably

been propounded since ancient 'timeg, and has been tested statistically

at least stnce.the early niheteenth century (Vold. 1958 . Chapter 9).

Four distinct methodolo es ifferentiate these st6dies, which.can be

categorized by the types of data that they employ, as: human ecology,

sociai clasSi business cycle, and circumstances of the offender. This

research was always handicapped by deficient information, especially

'crn crime, and probably by,faildre to investigate adequately the quali-
*

fications that the simple theory requires to fit reality. Nevertheless,

-even a- cursory review reveals that Tindings from'Tach of these four

types of investigations, wke somewhat inconsistent and controversial,

predominantly show that extreme poverty (in.comparison to the rest of

the cimmunity) is highly correlated with cria.

ECOLOGICAL STUDIES

.A "social survey" movement spreid from one city to another during the -

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. PerhaPs the most influential of

it publications.in the English-speaking world was Charles Booth's

We and Labor of the People of Londonlissued piecemeal from 1886 to 1903.

I
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' The movement's many similar studies illustrated, for a large nitber'of 1-)

4 metropolises,.the cmicentration,of botihtlri'me- and poverty in the 'same)
.

,
%

sileighborhoods. Somewhat mdte, objective evidence was provided by
.

Clifford ,Shaw and Henry,D. McKay (1929; 1942)\ Their maps and tabld ))
. _

showed,bow dellinquency rates. yaried in Chicago's censustOcts, For.
. ).

0

1P4

comparisolithey made simlar'maps and tables for such ijidi&'of pover4
. . .

A

asaverage rentper residential unit, average.number ofoctupants per

to.

_room, and infant mortalitY. rates. .Thus these publicatiOns demonstrated,

but d-id'not measure, the extentoto which-delinquency was cOncentrated -

in are s with peak rates,o poverty, disease, divorce and all other

es of what they called "&cial disorganization." Their 1942 book

also reported similar studies that' their work had inspired in other

of which had analogous findings.

following World War II, the analysis of cbnsus tract'

and other variables--such as.ineome, Tent, ethnicity,

and every otileitem-that the census tabulates by 1,

these tracts--yaS made- more rigorous in several.cities through multilyariate

statistical computations. Gordon's (1967) thorough review of this re-

search,'however, .summarizes:

All ot these studies misused such ... procedures as.partial
correlation, multiple regression and factor analysis. In

addition, theie Studies ... have been affected by serious
artifacts stemming,fromthe accepted practice-of using
indexes with mixed cutting poirnts, some of which are more.

sensitiye to the tails of their distributions than others.
AlLeh all of these errors are taken into account, it turns 4e'
out that the,association between delinquency and socio-

, economic status is quite unambiguously very strong.

He adds an extremely astute message fot policimakers:

.011°..

American-citios, all
-

. For two decades

rates for cilinquency

housing, crOwdedness,

It is the extremely lOw.end of the SES range that is most relevant.

This finding ... contains a warning concerning,the conduct
of.antipoveTty progyams. It suggests that, in order to

.decrease delinquency, for example, it is necessary t reach
-the very bottom-most stratum in every census-tract. Simply
'pumping Money into'low7income areas may result in lping

needy people, but.they may not be the ones chiefly res-
ponsible for the high social pathology indexes from which
intervention against poverty now-derives its main political
justification. To the extent-that programs fail to reach
this lowest stratuin--however successful thejr gre at assist-

ing the more accessible higher-stratut poitr--they will fail

9
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to alleviate'the more intractable and aerially' vi,sible'con-

sequences of povdrty, certainly there is'much to be said,

on humanitarian grAinds d169,for-directing limited re7
./

SodiCes +bward the people best able to take advantage of
them. ... Nonetheless, there remains the posg'ibility that

the fa'lure of prdgrams to materially redu6e deliriquenqy
andeiminate hard*core poveTty wjtil triggQrcpoliticar rtmr.
Actio s that make it impossible to gain support for efforts\
that would.benefit ,the very iSoorest. For these people's

own misery to be usea to legitimate help'foy vmeone else

and in a manner tlhat diminishes-their own dian'des of
'eventually receivimg.help themselves, would be the'Ultimate

exploitation. 11

Oelinquency: as a legal concept, refers only to offenses committed

by juVeniles. While defined somewhat diversely in our fifty states, it

usually encompasses ell acts bY persons below a particular age--usuglly
S.

eighteen--that would be prosecutable as crimes if the perpetrators were
,

older. It also includes acts for which only juveniles can be placed in

state custody. These solalled juveniles status offenses mainly

truancy from hOme or schqol, and incortigibility (defined aS,persistent

or flagrant disobedience of parents, teachers or ther adult authorities).

Adult crime, however, includes many offenses byfyouths,.since the median.

age of arrest for major-crimes (the FBI's "Index Offenses") was 19.2
;-

during 1976 (a puzzling increase of-about one year over the median in

preceding years), and about one-third of the arrestees were.between

eighteenLand-twenty-five-years-old in every recent year.
)-

There has been much less eCologicalNwsedrch on the neighborhood
`%

cOrre-lates ok adult crime rates than on delinquency. the major study

was Schmid's'(1960) factor analj,sis of a 38 x 38 correlation matrix of

twenty crime indexes aneeighteen economic; demographic and social

variables from the 1950'census-fpr ninety-three census tracts of Seattie.

By far the highest cqtrelations in,the'matrix were between the percentage

of males unemployed and the rates of.varlods.specificl.dffenses, notably

.

.82 for drunkenness, .83 for fighting, .85 for other disorderly. condua,

.82 for lewdness, .85 for petty larceny, .80 for theft from automobile,
. .

and .85 for_12.1.9way and car robbery. Correlations of medianipincome with

,:the same offenses ranged from .48 for lewdness to .58 for theft from,

1

.
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aupmobile. It sho ld be'npted that the.location of arrests for drunVeh-

ness,,disorderly nduot agd,lewdness often tells.a's much,aboui nellrhbor-

hoyd variations in police practicei- as about variations in citizen be-
.

havior. 1

Schmid's (1960) factor analysis'identified eight-clusters of 'inter-

correlated variables. The first fact6r,with. by far the highestioadingst-
'0

he labeled "Low Social Cohesionl-Low Family Status." It_reve d
.

correlation of Social, conditions characterisfic.of slum roonting house

4

areas hear busineAs districts--low.proportion of homes owner-occupied,
.

.

high liertentage'of labor force unemploYed, low educAion levelS, low
..

*. .. :.

percentage of..adUlts married, high proportion.of fethales-in the labor-

forcA and iow statu.occupations--with such crimes as automobile theft,

theft from automob'les and shoplifting. The second factor, which was-

)1111°

labeled "Low Social hesion--Low OccuP Aeional Status identified by

high'factor.scores a poorest residential neighborhoods, contiguous

No.Skid,00w and mostiy occupied then by.blacks and Orientals, but by

r'rlow Scores it,Also identified the better teside a '1 areas with mainly.-white cpllar octupations or higher blue collar:jobs. ,,,The demographic

componenfsof this factor'Vere Jow status oecupations and low education

levels, but 0 hir proportion married, high fertility rates,, few of the
. ,

,

females.in:the labor force and high proportion.of housing over thirty

years o1d;,it was linkJ to the saMztypes of crime as Factor 1. This

study's extremely high'correlations

two strongest factors emphasize the

the poor neighborhoC;ds,.nuch as did

quency raes. 6.

of crime with unemployment a. its

linkage.,of crime to the poorest of

the nultivariate analysis o delin-.

A different ecological renarth method divided cities into "social '

areas" by.three composite indicators of census tract characteristics:

- Economic StatuS, determined by prestigious occupations and high levels

of education; Family Status, shown by high'fertility rates,'low-percenfage

,:of watien' working, andiligh percentage of single-family dwellings; Ethnio.

Status, ascribed to areas with a, high percentage of. native-born whites...4ft

(Shevky arid Bell, 1055). Applying this scheme to Lexington, Kentucky in

.1960,'Quinney (1964) found .bo6 crime and delinquency rates inversely
,e

;

tJ

e.
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reaated to ecohomic and family status but positively related,t4 ethnic

status. Further,analygis how* however, Oat the ethni c. status findimg

occurrectbecause offen rites were highqst for nonwhites Hiring in areas
.

A
/

occupied predominantly b .whites and highest for white§ in.areas with the
,

largest propioTtion of nonwhite residents. Furthermore,-high family-status

prevented crime only in areas of loW economic status.

l'quitelcontrasting tyPe of ecological analysis uses tdtal'ciqes,Or',

met4O1ita1i areas,as units, rather. tliln.Census_tracts-within'theSe.,

communities. Schuessler and Slatin (1964) factor analyzed 1950 and 1960

crime and census variables for cities.of over 100,000.popufation in the

Ukited States.' In both periods'the f'actor most aSsoci'ated with crimes

against the person, which they first called "Social Frustration" but

relabeled ",Minority. Relations," had major loadings from high percentage .

nonwhite, high. housing crowdedness; and low percentage of-young-people'

in school. The factor most associated with property crime, which.they

. labeled "Anomie," loadecr.high ononly one census variable in 1960, per-

centage div ceit but in 1950 was also identified by lowpercentagq of

populatio

families, low

eng d in manufacturing, low percentage of population in

dian'schooling of male,s ovtr twenty-tour-years-old,and

low median monthly rent. Economic vaiialips were clearly far from,

dominant in the conditions that thisstddy lifted with city crime Tates.

Werts and Schwirian (1968) hypothesized that crime would be evoked...,

not by a particular low level of wealth or income.in a city, but by the

relutive.deprivatign of some persons there as compared to the rest;

essentialli/they-ascribed ciipe more toinequalty than to poverty.
. .

Using data on 200 Standard MetrOpolitan Statistical Areas from the 1960

census and F4I figues on offenses known to the police, they found crime

1

.
rates highest in metropolises with the'greatest disparity between the

proportion Of the populatio4 with anhul income over won and the pro-
.

fie

'portion with income under $3,000, Thus crime rates were higher where

there was a .arge upper class or a large lower class than.where these
4

extreme strata were nearly equal in size. This finding was clearest in

the biggest metrOpOlitanareas,,in those with a high percentage of non-

aites1 an 'in the'Soutir, Outside the Souihi crimr retes were especiallY
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inked to a hig portiOh in the upper.class rather than to ra- mote

balanced income dis,tribution'orNithd latgest proportioll in the podrest

class.
. , .

,

t Eberts:and Schwirian also classified metropolitan areas by the.
.

percentages ortheirvwbite and nonwhite populations having white-collar
. . .

jobs; 6ompared to national percentages for each Of theSe racial- groups.
,.

.
.

.
. .

Ciime rates were largest in metropolitan.areas where.these percentaos
. . /.

.

Were highestfor whites and fowest for nonwhites; it.wasthe disparity
4

in availability of white-coalar employment more than' the actuat prO-
.

.

portion ,of the white pr nonWhite,proportion receiving it tbat was most
.. I

related to offense rates. This -finding applied to both large and Small
,

Ineeropolises, and torthe non-South0as weflas the South, although it was
.

.

most7pronounced ill.,41Tas with.a Pow percentage of the population non-

'white., Thus:5oth of thtir analySes confirmdd that-inequality is the

economic variable.mostcorrelated with 'high crime.rates.,, It would be

'interesting if such -analyses hre dond.separately for crimes 14, youth,

' and for different es of.offenses:.

P--"-----'\

.

S

,

-.A stilj dif erent type ot ecological analysis uses states within

4our nation ,as its units, and its findings have been of major intest

.

primarily for'homicide, Many criminology textbOoks shave for decades

4

r 4 suggested that regional cultures ar&major determinants of crime rates
_

in the United States., pointing dut that'most offense rttes of states
1

Ancreased as one moved from the Northeastern to the Far Western states,
,

but that the Southeastern states combined by far the highest homicide

and assault rates in the nation with low rates of crimdi against'property.

Hackney'(1969)rand,Gastil (1971) extended the'analySis ofSouthern homi-

cide rates. lrlmy'emphasized (1) the slavery and abs*e of.industry in '.

, 'Southein history, (2) 4 traditions of dueling and,vigilantism, and
4; #,

(3) statmatics that showed higher correlations between state homicide

4

rates and whether a State had been in the Confederacy,duritig the Civil

War than the zero-order or multiplecorrelations of the hOmicide rates

with fnedian incomp,'edbcationor a host-of other economic and social
.

1Vriables.
. ,

b.
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Loftin and Hill (1974), however, preSent impressive evidence that
-

Akt is not a state's Southernness but its (14cTee of extreme poverty or

of poverty-conducive conditlons that is mqt predictive of its homicide -

rate. Thus the zero-order correlation o'f state'homicide rates in 1960

was -.43 with median income-but ,67 with the percentage o a state's

. families having annual income under $1,000, .77 with the percentage of .

the.,.popultion iriiterate, 82.with the percentage of the opulation over

twenty-four-years-old with less than five years of education, .83 with

. the percentage of its inductees failing the ArMed Forces Mental Test,
.

,

.85 with its infant mortality ra.,te,. .88 with the percentage.of its

,children living with only one parent and .93 with a "Structural Poverty

Index" based on all.of the foregoing except median income. The correla-

tiOrof homicide rates was .80 with a state's'bOing in the Coinfederacy
,

duririg.the Civil War and .87 with Gastil's (l9f index of the Southern-

.ness of each state's-poplation (an index for each state, which foNori-

4 SOuthern states'considers how many migrants it received from the So'uth

anci other'evidence of probable Southern cultural influence). Incidentally,

state homicide rates correlated .85 with percentage of the state popu-
.

lation nonwhite, and the Structural Poverty Index correlated .84 with
11V.

South9nness. In twb multiple cOrrelations of state homicide rates with .

diverse Independent variables, one with a dummy variable for Confederacy

and One with the SouthInneEs Index, Structural Povrty had by far the

highest Beta Weights.

4 Thus, whether the units of ecological analysis are neighborhoods,
dr

cities'pr states, both z*o-order and multiple correlations between rates

of delinquency or crime ahd indices of extreme poVerty are quite high.

Nevertheless, persons who'are skeptical that poverty is a primaty cause

A)f..crime point tO rich people who Violate the law and.poor peopte who

do.not.. Specifically, critics of ecological studies point to law-abiding

individuals in high offense-rate neighborhoods, and to some neighborhoods

with much poverty but Ow offense rates. Such exceptions are among the

reasons, why statistical correlation coefficients areAgess than lA but

. they may alse be cluep to factors that counteract poverty in crime

'causation.

!pi"
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l'C'luinney's (1964) Lexington study, already cited, was One of many to

find that cohesive family bbnds distinguish the nonoffenders in high'
#

'delinquency areas. Similar conclusions were reached by the Gluecks (1950).

in,their landmark Tomparisonof delinquents and nondelinquents from the

same Boston neighborhoods, and also by more recent studies. HirscHi (1969)

provides persuasive data on family and nondelinquent peer friendship bonds

acting as "Tntrols" against temptat'ions to delinquency to) which, he

suggests, most af us would otherwise succumb. SociolOgists have also re-
.

, -
peatedly demonstrated by illustration--not by aaequate statistics--that

when low offense rates characterize very po6i neighborhoods or. towns,*the

residents generally are of the.samelethnicity, have.cohesiv extended

fami(Tes, and particiPate actively in local religious or 6 her organiza-

tions. Examples in the United States included Chiriiowns,and- Japanese-

American neighborhoods that formerly were bothextremely f3oor and rela-

tively free df crime. More recent examples are sections of African cities

settled by a single tribe a compared with.mixed tribal neighborhoods'

(Clinard and Abbott, 1973, 1976; Glaser,. 1978-: 22425). Yet, interethnic

mixture is lievitable in modern cities; although the weakening of-ethnic
. 4 ,

institutions ahd a resulting inCrease in crime are often its temporary
. .

consequences,-itS long run effects probably are to reduce both inequality-

and crime.:Howevek.,,the most influential assertions 'that economic condi-
.

tions cause crime-focus on conflict amonggroups'with 'opposing interests

;in the means:of production, but these assertions have been a source of

discord in the academic community.

SOCIO-TCONOMIC CLASS AND YOUTH CRIME

Karl Marx wrote little on crime, but designated all private propegrty,
0

as "theft." He was unsympathetic to criminals, whom he called "scum" when

warning his followers against alliances wish them'(Hirst, 1975). However,

early-Marxist criminologists; notably Holland't Willem Bonger (1905/1969),

.ascribed crime tp poverty and blamed poverty on,capitalispi. This theme is

wigly asserted in Britain and the United States by self-styled "radical"

or "critical" criminologists. 'They procraim that we could "rid society of
4

thievery by abolishing the precondition for theft-rnamely private property"

1 4: 5
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(Taylor et al., 197 4 ), ignoring the theft of public property in all

societies, and that the ost serious crimes-everywhere are against

persons, including fhed fther legal rights.

he ecological data 44,reliay cited, and statistibs on the.income or

occupation of arrestees or convicts "and their parents, provide ample and
. ,

consistent evidenit for those who claim'that inequality of'sOcio-economic

status causes crime. Criticlkof all political persimpiOnS, *however,

question the adequacy of official statistics ttlat link crime to the lower

classes on two major groundl. The first is that crimes of the upper

classeS;such as monopolistivpractices, misrepresentations in selling,

tax evasion and other so-called,white-collar offenses are not greatly

prosecuted, although their dollar costs are always estimated as totalling

manytimes that of ordinary property crimes, such as theft, burglary and

robbery. The, secorict is that ordinary offenses are also committed by the

Middle and upper classes, but police d courts enforce the law dispro-

portionately against low-status offenders. A third, albeit less major;

crititisM by some criminologists; is that all vio1ationsf human rights

are criminal, and therefore, any\act fogtering poverty, racism, sexism ,

or war is a crime ,(Schwendingers, 1970). There arai.good methodological
41

arguments for-defining "crime" more narrowly, yet in its broadest legal

sense, as any act for which a court may lawfully impose punishment; but

-criminologists phould still be concerned with how economic elitcts and

other pressure groups tend to determine the content of laws that specify :

'what courts Tay punish (Glaser, 1978: Ch.2).

Osten,sibly compelling evidehce that delinquency rates are not re,
.

lated to socio-economic.class was.provided by questionnaires given to.

junior high, and high school students, who were as

a Aist of offenses they had sommitted. Usually t ese

to check which of

s were anony-

mod'sthe students' names were not required, but later research shows

that requesting naies makes little difference in, the responses. The

students werp also asked to indicate the occupations Of their parents;

41and the surprising finding was that stu4ents from every social class

; grouping of parental occupations reported delinquency at about the same
, . .

1
rates (Nye et.al., 1958; Dentler and Monroe, 1961; Akers', 1964; Erickson

I ;

,
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and.Empey, 19e; Hirschi, 1969). Diverse checkS, including use of a lie

detector, have shown these questionnaire admissions of law-breaking to

be'quite valid (See Clark and Tlf.ftet 1966).

There are tWo malor methodological defects in the above procedures.

In the first place:' all these studies either were don4 at only'one school

or pooled the responses from different schools. It is po'ssible that
,

students within any school develop similar standards of conduct regardless

of the occupations of their parents--the school is a subcultural unit--
,

A`

but that schools-from neighborhoods of verk contrasting economic:status

differ in the delinquency of their juvenile subcultures. It is also. //

possible that the classification of parentai occupations, usually by' .

census categories, is misleading as an index of socio-ecohomic class

-wherdifferent types of neighborhoods are pooled. For example, mast

business proprietors or salespersont living in A slum ma:hpve Much less

income than persons with the same occupation who live ilia wealthy suburb;

the shim residents may average as little as $10,000 per year and the

suburbanitds over $100,000.

The above hypotheses seemed to be validated by Clark and Wenninger

(1962), who administered luestionnaires in a poor rural school district,*

an inner city metropolitan ghetto, an extremely,wealthy suburb, and a:

small industrial city. There was4no marked relationship within any of

these districts between father's occupation and admitted delinquency, but

on the whole, offense rates were lowest in the rural ar a and highest in

the slum ghetto. The slum juveniles reported/more theft violence, tru-

ancy from schook, deliberate disruption of school activit es and vanda-

lism than did youngsters elsewhere. The suburban students reported more

drinking, gambling and use of pornographic literature, offenses probably

reflecting their affluence, as well as a fair amount of truancy. Haxdt

(1968) repOrted similar findings in comparison of lower and middle ciass

svistborhoods of.anOther metropolitan area. It-should be stressed, .how-

ever, that the contrasts between neighborhood admitted-delinquency rates

reportedcin these studies were hot nearly as grea:t as those indicated by

police records. Hardt procured arrest records for th6areas in which

he gave questionnaires and he also'asked, the 4tudents whether therhad

,

7

4
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been ticketed.or arrested by the police. The results -showed that police

are much more inclined to arrest in poor than in middle class areas.

Several calAtudies of middle and ppe class delinquency (e.g.,*Cham-
, .: .

. .-
.

bliss; 1973) also.indicate the eas :with which saMe afftoent youth Can

"get away with" crime. .
r*

..

A second source of error in these studies is that the mOstdelinquent,

-students are likely to,be truants; henee absent.when the questionnaires

aTe distributed. This biases the researeh.to underreport delinquendy.

-Such an error was.demonstratecl.through a study.in london, /by-the'Canadian
, .

. .

Sociologist Lynn Majonald (1969), who found neighborhood differences in

Pmitted'delinquency analagousrto those reported:by Clark. and Wenninger

and by Hardt. .When%she traced and.contacted most of the students who

'were absent-when she administered her questionnaaes to the schools;.she

'found that, they had highercrime.rates thanlhose
..f

who were present, and '
.

that absenteeism was highest in the low stitus areas.

An additional lefect not inherent in the above type of methodology

characterized most of the earlystudies. In order to have offenses that.
.

. ,

scaled Statistically, so:that they could ask ab ut many offenses but as-
.

-sign a single de inquency score o each studeh the researchers in-

g)cluded inquirie on very petty in ractions, su h as speeding, and deli-
,

berately disobeying parents. Some also failed o ask abdut.the frequency

of. offenses. .Virtually all studies thek provide separt6 data On a wide

range of offenges and.by frequency, even within school districts, find
. .

that children of low status parents differ from those
,

of higher status

in Ireportiwg that-they mare often used violence and stole items of
.

4
appreciable tralue (see also, Gold, 1970).

These admitted offense quvitiqm(ttires halie been used almost excluslve-

ly with students. In their..one major application to adults (Walleratein

-and Wyle, r947),mdt amazing volume of serious offenses were admitted, but

the study s only statement on the relationship of crime rates to status

wag that: "The mean number of offenses committed in adult life(oVer age

16) for men, classified accerding to occupation, ranged from 8.2 for

ministers to 20.2 for laborers, with a mean of 18 for al.1 meA."
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During 1973 the U.S. BuKeau of the Census conducted a national a

sample survey for the Justice Department in which persons were asked

if they had suffered any of a list of major crimes6"inikhe previous year,
. . . .

in addition to qudstions oh"their.social and economic characteristics.
,

Ar.

Those who reported the lowest annual incomes-most often reported

ization from assaults and robberies from the person,.but the'poorest and,

,the wealthiest were highest in household burglaries (Law Enforcement

Assistance Admihistration, 1975:18,-22). Since all of these crimes.ex-

cept-burglary of affluent homes are usuatly ascribed to youths in the
1

area and since a neighborhood's residents.tend to be of similar economic

status, one can inEer from the'victim's reports that such crimes are

committed fiost Often by the poorest-youths. The relationships of

v-ictimization rates to income were similar for blacks and whites.

In'summary, the traditional conclusion that the lowest socio-

ecOnomic classes have delinquency and crime rates greater than those of

the upper classes is predominantlY supported by questionnaire studies,

but less strongly'than by arrest rates. Therefcire, it is erroneous to

assert that all socio-economic clksses have the same law-vioiation rates;

most types of ordinary crimes are demonstrably perpetrated more often

. by poor than by aTuent youths. Yet so-called white-collar offense's

certainly are committed most often by adults in high-status ocydp*ions,

since they have the most opportunity to engage in such crimes.

'CRIME AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE

Efforts to relate fluctuations in the frequency of crime to changes

in varOus economic indicators, from unemployment rates to the price of

rye, were undertaken during most of the nineteenth century-in Europe,

and were extended to the United'States during the twentieth century.

The results were highly inconsistent and controversial. After Surveying
4 0

these undertakings, Vold (1958:-164-81)' concludes that: '4...assumptions

involving
t

either positive or.negative relationships with economiC cbndi-
.

fions may be supported with.some show'of statisical significance. The
. .

obvious inference is that the general re ations of economic conditions

and cri lity are so indefinite that o clear or definite conclusion

rwn
.

bda
I
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Despite the pessimism itat this earlier researn evoked studies
e

during the past tweriif years-have qUite consistently relatea variations

in crime rates.to shifts in the extent of unemployment, especially yhen.

they also considered in eracting'variables. Glaser and Rice (1959),

controlling only for'age, found marked positive correlations between

arrest rates of males twenty-one-year-old or alder in Boston, Cincinnati
,.

.

and Chicago during 1930-1956 and U.S. national Age-Specific Male Labor

Force UnemployMent rates, bufnegative correlations br persons under.

twenty-one. The positive correlations of crime with unIployment for
., 1-.

men twenty-one-and o-yer"igere especially marked and consistent for theft

in all three Cities, but only in Boston. and Cincinnati for crimes against

persons and for misdemeanors: Chicago had a variable pattern on these

two types of offenses. The inverse.correlation of arrest rates with

unemployment for males under twenty-one was consistent in all three

cities only for crimes against persons and for-misdemeanors, but not

for the positive correlations for men twenty-one and over. .

The Glaser-Rice study focused on these three cities because they

were le only places for which we could find age-specific arrest rates

compiled in a uniform. manner for a long range of years 'The FBI'S age-.

specific national arrest totals had *a highly variable (opulation base,
tor many years came only-from cities that comprised under half the-

United States population, and reflect drastic changes in methods of

collecting arrest.information, especially after 1952; thus we.had no

way of knowing for sany long range of Years the population base from

which to convert the FBI arrest data to'rates. Nevertheless, we cal-
. /

. .

culated each/age group's proportion of,total' arrests from the FBI figures

for 1932-19501and correlated these proporlliOns with the percentages of

I
U:S. Labor Force Unemployed in these years. file correlations were con-

sistently pciiitive for ages twenty-,one through thirty-four for property

crimes, for crimps against Persons, and for misdAmeanors; they were con-
.

:sistent4y negative for arrestees eighteen and under for property crimes

and.for crimes again,st persons, but they were also negative for al1

three categories of crimes forpersons thirty-five and over, and were

inconsistent for other .age .and offense groups. It,is possible that the

1 o
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negative correlations for those thirty-five and over are'artifacts of/

Using proportions of total arrest's instead of rates for each age group,'
-

since this procedure makes figures for the_variOus-age categories infer--

dependent. Incidentally, similar. results were obtained using total and

age-specific unemployment rates.

In-planning this research I wished to control for age because I

presumed that unemployment would most strongly affect Crime rates for

men over'tv;enty-one, most of whom are in the labor force. I hypothesized

that juvenile offenses, conversely, might increasedn periods of full

-'employment, because then more mofhers enter the labor'force.and there

is increased.use of commercial recreation that separates parents from

Ndren. The ding that positive correlation with Unemployment 4

for men over twe ty-one was strongest and most consistent for property
4 -

crimes (since these -are illegal substitutes for jobs),'-while negative

correlations for juveniles *ere more marked and consistent for crimes

against persons and for misdemeanors (which are mostly either violent

or disorderly acts), seemed to support the theory underlying these hypd-

theses. '

. Gibbs (1966), however, offers an alternative explanation for our

findings. iHe interprets our data as support for his theory of status

integration; with which he has analyzed various forms of deviant conduct

and uwally has procured positive but also,debatable results (see Lk,

1971). Essentially, the theory asserts that conduct will be most deviant
1

under conditions that are most unusual for persons in a given status, and

unemplokmerit is least unusual in our society for men over.twenty-pne and

under retirement age. Incidentally, inspection of the raw dateindicated

that'very high juvenile arrest rates accompanied full employment of adults

only during the World War II and immediate postwar years, when numerous .41d

adult males were away in the armed forces and many families were.relocated

far from kini-leaving adolescents especially on their own.

-More recent reiearch relating crime to unemployment has been done

by economists. They used much more sophisticated statistical methods

than were previously applied to this.task. The major study is that of

Belton Pleisher (1966), who limited himself'to offenses by petsons under
,

4
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twenty-four-years-old.' He used multiple-regression analysis, hdding

many variables to the unemployment and arrest data, including: (1) the .

number of men'.in the armed forces, to take into account the eiffects of

war mobilization on family life; (2) what he, ls "taste" variables,
om

namely, the proportion of women over fourteen- ears-old who are separated

or divorced, the koportAm of residences that are owner-occupied, and

the median years of schOoling of the adult,population; (4) dummy variables

-for region and for years'in which.there were changes in the FBI's method

of collecting age-specific arrest data.; (4) additional variables for

social" conditions, notably percehtage nonWhites and geograp4ic mobility
. .

of.the population.. He applies these variables to relating unempioyment

and crime either longitudinally over time Or cross-sectionajly at, one

time,, to 101 U.S. cities.and speenty-foUr Chicago census tracts plus

forty-five Chicago suburbsiland also presents'some British data. His

time-series analySes show marked positive correlations, especially-for

thoqe over seventeen, but a negative.corielation for.those under seven-

teen in England. and Wales. His cross-sectional analysis, which is really

aniecological study, finds youth arAsts in high arrest rate areas more

a function of mean income tfian of.unemployment rate. He estimates that

in these areas "a ten per cent-rise in income might well result in a

twenty per cent decline in delinquency." Although one'dare"not extra-

polate that a.fifty percent increase in income would eliminate delin,

quency, there is much to bt learneltfrom his data and his cogent

commtntary.

Phillips, Votey and7Maxwell (1072a 192b) extend

lySis somewhat by: (1) conSidering as.sephrate independent variables're-

-lated tounemployment (a) the race-specific proportion of.an age.group

in tHe 1h6Or force Cwhj.ch has declined for youtb,as more gto college,

but also as more give up searching when.lonk unable.to get Yobs), (b)

race-specific rates of unemployment, and,(c) the fractiori or eighteen-
.

and nineteen-year-old males of each race in the nopinstitutionalized.
,

,

'population (which changes mainly from shifts in the size of our armed

forces); (2) coniidering as Separate dependent variables'the four most.

Fleisher's 'aria-

frequent property crimes--larceny, burglary, robbery and auto theft--

.
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1Suie only for eighteen-and nineteen;-year-olds. Because ofrcollinearity,

le 'independent variables Pilicted crime rates better if racial cate-

gories were combined and all the population was categorized by pither
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pf two trichotoMies: (1) working, nonworking(either uneMployed or net

:in'the laber-foree).and other; (2) in ihe labor force; not,in the labor

orce and other. Vaiiatiens in the values for each of these iwo

hotomie predfcted offense'rate ally well. Age-pecificoffense

rates wer estimated for youth by.divi ing the proportion of all,arrests .

,in the eig teen-to-nineteenyear-old"age category by.the ratio of

c.learances y arrest to total reported offenses;- this assurilhat there

is the samettge distributionin nonar/:-e-i170as in arrested offenders.

These procedures permitted remarkably accurate estimation of youth-offense

rates from the employment data. They conclude that the increases in

youth crime rates during the 1960s did not indicate that youths lere

becoming more criminal but rather, that the-economic difficulties cOn-

ducive to their committing crimes were increasing (see. also, Votey and

Phillips, 1974). Several other multivariat'e regressions of crime with'

unemployment have.been published (e.g., Ehrlich, 1973; Greenberg, 1978),

but none, I believe', that fdcus on yeah crime.

Discussion of crime and the business cycle should not'be concluded

without considering some rather remarkable fluctuations in the offense.

'rates of metropplitan youths that occurred in the late 1960s and'early
.

1970s which, as far as I know, have not been analyzed by economists.

Nationally, homicide rates-increased from 9.6 to. 18.4 per 100,000 in

ci.ties of over a Million population between 1965-1970, and reached

24.6 id 1975, but decli'ned slightly thereafter. This was mainly a' metro-

. politan phenemenon; the national homicide rate changed from 5.5 in 1965

to 8.3 in 1970 to 10.2 in 1975, and all city categories, of less than a

quarter-million-had increases less' pronounced.than the surge in national

.totals, e rise in robbery rates reported to the FBI was even more

pronounce from 1965 to 1970 in cities of over a million, increasing from

221 per 1000,01,10 in 1965 to 778 in 1970, then only to 879 in 1975, and

declining thereafter; the national robbery rate went from 72 in 1965 to

172j in 1970 to 218 in 1975.

1
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There are ho published national tabulations to in4icate the cuntri-

bution of different age gripups in.large cities tO such increases-in these

two types of violent crime. 'Special studies for Chicago, however,

probably indicate developments I ,Most metropolises of the United States

in this period, .for the social d cultural groupings and' sentiments

were similar in many cities!. ietw.een 1965 and 1970 the rate Of homicides

notecirby the Chicago police more than doubled, but homicide arrests

of black males fifteen-to wenty-four-yealis-old almost,tripled and homi-

cide victimization rates for this population category more than tripled.

During this period the ercentage of homicides that occurred in the course

of robberies45Ose fro eight to, 'eighteen in Chicago but the number

robbery killing's ascr bed to offenders fifteen-to twenty-four-years-old

increased mdie than sevenfold, with both arrestees and victims in these

offenses diSproportionately.black. There was also a 791% increase in

the number of homicides ascribed to groups of black males, aged fifteen to

twenty-four, as pomparedwith 136% increase in the'homicides alleged to

ha e been done by lone offenders in this population category. Finally,

he proportionpof homicides ascribed to black males aged fifteen to twenty-

fo r invblving the use of firearms increased 444%.between 1965 and 1970,
1

ompare&to 69%'for their homicides by all.other means CBlock and Zimring,

1973). 'These trends continued through 1973, but were less pronounded

after 1970 (Bloa, 1975),

The disthitt&e feature of the early 1960s in the history of the

United StateS was t e progress of the civil rights movement. This greatly.

increased expectations of incteased equality of opportunities aMtng black

youth,. The lag in\alization of these hopes, especially in the metrqr

ghettus, is alleged to have beepi/the,main factor in ptecipitating

a series of riots in these locales, beginning with the Watts riot in Los

Angeles in 1965. These-disturbances intensified following the assassina-
.

tions of Martin Luther-King and Robert F. Kennedy in 1968, but were largely

inated in the early 1970s.

FroM 1965 on, the mass media viyidly pOrtrayed this violence, bring-
,

ing it pictorially into everyone's diving room. 'This *furthered.both black

yotith violence and white backlash. More than:ever Wore, the nation be-
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caMe an arted. caMp,.with manufacture and- importation of handguns rising

from one million in 1965 to over three million in 1969, then declining

to about two million annuapy by the mid..1970s (Newtoll and.Zimring,

1969:174;'U.S. Departmerit of Commerce, )976:156)

.10 To claim a fdll understanding of this upsurge in yiolent crime

would be presumptuous, but it seems. reasonable to infer that it was,in

large part a consequence of a growing sense of relative deprivatioR

among ghetto youths. Their frustration...at the inaccessibility of kegi-

, timate ways to realize the "American dream" that Dr.Aing had portrayed

evoked an anger that usually was directed at the moSt convenient targets,

other blacks. But the wave of ghetto.riots were followed by some re-

duction of both perceived and actual inequility--social, political, and

economic--sufficient tolfiacilitate further progress by nonviolent means.
.

Although social scientists.debate how much this progress:bas slowed down

in.the 1970s; it does not appear to have stopped;.black.youth incredsingly

have seen prospects of improving their lot by education, and have gained

much white collar employment, despite the fact that an academic degree

may be less of a guarant e of a good job flip it was a few years ago

(Hauser and Featherman, 1 76; Taussig and Danziger, 1976; Farley, 1977).

It would be interesting to etermine whether there was decreased predict-

ability of black.yduth ates from employant data during the 1970s,

and whether yolith in the Latino barrios of our metropolitan areas are

beginning an upsurge Similar to t at of the black youth a decade earlier,

for somewhat comparable reasons.

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF OFFENDERS ATITHE.TIME OF THEIR CRIMES

A fourth method of investigating'the economic factor in law violation

as been to try to,determine the rate and quality of employment of offend-
,

. .

rs at the time they commit their crimes. Such inquiries are Most easily

sued when research subjects are under some type of.government control'.

Methods.used include (1)interviewing convicts in prison about their em-

ployment when they committed their crimes, (2) correlating the employment

information routinelx collected on probationers and parolees while they
_ 4

are under supervision,,with their slibsequent recidivism rate, arid (3) in-
,

.17f)
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terviewing them regarding their'einployment when they make their required_

regular visits to the supervision officee

All the Above procedures were used in Glaser's (1964) study of
,

federal prisoners and parolees. The parolee interviews were replicated

and extended 12sy Pownall (1969). Only a quart of the federal prisoners

were found to-have been employed during 75% ore of their last two

years in the community, 38% were emp1oleed'.4. to 74% of this'time, 27%

worked less than a quarter of this period and 6% not at all, while 4%

were students throughout these last two years out. Postrelease employ- .

ment and earning rates were inversely related to recidivism rates on

parole. Also, in-.almost all probation and parole prediction studies
'-

testing this variable, prior employment is invprsely relatedotb recidi-

vism.
,

A-1974 Bureau of the Census survey of inmates in state prisons,k

conducted for 'the Department of Justice, concluded from respons of

the prisoners that almost half had worked for twenty-eight weeks or less

on their last job, 42% had apnual incomes near or below the $2,492 then

designated by thegovernment. as the poverty leyel, and their employment

was,disproportionately in unskilled labor, operativeand service jobs

(U.S:-Department of Justice, 1976:25). A Rand Corporation study probed .

in depth,the official and actual crime and work careers of forty-nine'

..California'prisoners convicted of robbery who.had at least one 'prior

prison term. .The study found that only about half had dependpd on a

regular job as their usual source of ineome, that 10% never were interes-
.

ted in a regular job, and that only about 15% claimed that loss of a job

had .contributed to their committing their laSt.offense'. Most of their

jobs were Of poor qualitY,.but those with the best employment records.

Werethe most intermittent in their offenses (Petersilia et al., 1977).1

A'RLd su'rveythattontacted about 1400 inmateS who offered a. gairly

representative saMple of California prisoner's, found from a.factor ana-

lysis 9f their responses to.probings on the motivation of their crimes,.
. .

that about equal weight was given.by them to economic duress (e.g., losing

a job, heavy debts) and "high times" (e,g., to get money for, drugs or .1

alcohol, excitement and kicks). Those with the M6st stable employment

hid thie leatt.involvement in crime (Stambul and Peterson, 1977): .

. .4
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That'dgstitution evokes crime is suggested alsoby experiments in
4 %.

Califnrnia and Maryland which.demonstrated that recidivism of parolees

is re'duced'If they are paid"Modest tms....-$60 to $80.per, week for up to

dr 13 weeks--when unemployed (Reinarman and Ailler, 1975; U.S.'Depart-
,

ment of Labor, 1977)." These programs were justified, in part, by the.
(

faq, that elifibility for unemployment insurance rdquires a minimum

'amount of insurance-covered emploYmeneduring the preceding 12 to 18

emonths (amount and duration depend on state laws), but a person confined

in this peT,kord (e.g., as an inmate.of a prison or a mental hospital)

.

cannot have sucti employment.' I'undeistand that
fi

experiments in Georgia and Texas did.not *sult

but reports on'these-studies%are not Yet availab

in 1977 enacted S.13.244 which prides credit gor work in prison toward

payments when unemployed on parol.e.

%Studies of Offenders' circumstances, like the other three types

of inquiry into economics and crime 'reviewed here, leave the.impression

that extreme failure at legitimate ethployment is highly correlated with

seriOus law violations., Yet this correlation prollably is imperfect not

only because of theasurement'difficulties, but (i) because of variatious

'in the way people dssess their-ecouolpic deprivation,.and (2) because

repetiiions ,of these .

in recidivism reduction,

le. However, California

A

of other social And cultural influences inhibiting or fostering involve-,

mat in crime. Some of the latter influences-may affect not only_crime,

4ut also-prospects.of emPloyment:

SOCIOCULTURAL.AND POLITLCAL FACORS IN TODAY'S YOUTH CRIME'

corimeiikould analyze'the

'yields'someighat different

cbnclusions 'for diffetent 'types'of.offense (elaborated in 0140.er, 1978),

but suggmsts that-for most youth,crimes in the United Statps today,three

developmentsiore-pspecially influential: Il) social separation of youths

from'aadlts; (2)-differenLiatiqnlof studeilts in elementary and secondaryEr
school experience,'and (3) futile' caMinalization of some types of drug

use. Orhese trends, it can be argued, not,only suPplement unemployment

rn causing youth crimes but'also cause much youth unemployability.

Any,:study of youth unemployment and youth

history of these problems. A viEM-df:the past

*4 '
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SegregaXion of Youth

Formetly, the activitiesof a(110. and children were much less

*eparate than they have now become. The rapid increase in ownership of

home applia nces:automatic central heating, no-iron clothing and pre-

processed food has steadily dimin. htd the ,tame required for household 10,

'chores and the extent to whic1yhey are shared b children and parents.

The replacement of small family businesses by orate enterprises has

eliminated what once,were intensely collective interests'of the parents

4 and all their offsprifig old enough to help; family businesses have shrunk

from the major .form of employment to a relatively small role in out

etonomy, especially as the proportion of the populatidn engaged(in

fatming has declined.
A,

The time that youth spend in,school has giown continuouslx. The

.median-lever Of.education of our population over twenty-four-years-old

rose from 8.-6.years in 1940 to 12.1 in 1970.. Contrastingly, until the

begiiping of the twentieth century a majority,did not even enter high

schoOf and until about 1950 mom entrants dropped out than Iraduated.

The academic year has been lengthrhed.by more than a third during the

,k past haFf-century. The amount of time that stadents spend away from hoyné

per school day and on weekends'has,also grown because of burgeoning extra-

curricular Activities in lichool and\cainmercial recreational activitLes

cateririg ptimarily to youth. These developments, plus more employment

of both parents awaX from home, have steadily.expanded the proportion of

their waking hours'in which yOuth.are in close personal contact only with.
4

persOns of about their own age 1974; U.S. President's Science

Advisory Panel on 'Youth, 1974t; Glaser, 1978:Chapter 8).

A basic law of socidlogy and Anthropology is that social sparation
rAk
!

Tduces cultural diffventiation. Because of their i4rCeased separation,

today's youth ptobably diverge frdM theil par,ents in iastes and values

more than -did youth of.any form* era. This contrast between the genera-

tions is readily.evident in.their musip and dancing prefer06ces, and it
1

was demonstrated statistically by the 1977 Gallup Poll findings that most .

Americans eighteen to thirty ye4i.s old had smoked marijuana, but only 5%
.

of those over fifty had.tried it. Such generational differences probably.

138
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can be reduced only by increased collaboration of juveniles with adults

4

in common intereS'ts*and activities. Unless,the age segregation in our

society diminishes, not only will the generations disagree on marijuana,

but many yodths.will be especially deficient invqualifications for

successful.employment in today's industrialized and urbanized society..

These handteaps, however, do not divideithe generations as much.as they

differentiate the, youth population, and ther result from conditions in

our schools.

Differentiation of Students

Because the years spent tp school and the schoo4days per year have

grown -while time spent by youths with their parents has diminished, the'

school's potehtial influence
r

on the younger geilel'ation probably has
.. .

increased. But those who become seriously retarded in basic learning

e
skills in the early grades find the'r classes in.subsequeni years

especially frustrating, humiliati r and boring. All youths seem to seek

respect from peers, and those who.cannot get it by academic work search
..

for.ii in-al..ternative types of activities, including deanquency. More

than ever before, research finds that dislike of school, poor graddt,
, 1

and classroom%misconduct are Oedictive of iater law violations, both

when offenses are measUred by infractions that 'Youths admit On question- .°

a
naires or by their arrest records (Hirschi, 1969; Empevand Lubeck, 1971;

Polk and Schafer, 1972;-Frease, 1973). Multivariate analysis indicates

that a poor school record lias become more'closely related to delinquency

than belonging to a lower socio-economic class or a minority group (Polk

and Hilferty, 1966; Jensen, 1976). When juveniles acquire 'delinquency

records while in school, ilowevet, their rate of,further offenses diminish-

es ifthey drgp out,\and.declines even more, if tNey.also marry) get jobs)

or both; thus delinquency bedomes less persistent i.f they leave the iso-
,,

lated social and cultural world of-adolescents maladjusted to the student
.

role"and acquire legitimate roles in the adult.wórld (Elliott and Voss,

1974).

Contrastingly, students who like school and are fairly successful in

Aeeting its academic rdquirements are thereby prepared for legitimate

1
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4

adulf roles. .They usually are less separated ana alienated from adults

than students doing poorly in school, and they are much less likely to

ecquirq a criminal record. Engaging in extracurricular activities is

also inversely correlated with law violation (Hirschi, 1969), :and such
(

activities other than athletics are especially associated with later

mobility in adult occupations (SpAdy, 1970; Otto, 1976).

It is probable that both. classroom and many extracurricular krOups

prepare youths not just with substantive khowledge needed for adult

occupations, but with a complex of lifestyleond communication habits

needed for successful employment in Modern large-sCale formal organiza-
,

tions of business'and government. 'Restriction of theirs"ocial experience

almost exclusively to informal adolescent groups may well be a major

facum-in the failure of-many delinquent 'youth to meet the requirement's

of jobs provided for them (Loeb", 1973; Glaser, 1978;178-81) . This, of

coprse, is In addition tg the stigma of a criminal record and, in many

cases, to disabling appetites.

Drugs and Crime

ince ancient times various substanceOlave been consumed by humans

in order to alter their moods. Alcohol has probably always been the

drug most widely used for this purpose, but dpiates have a long history,

as do marijuana and a derivative of the'same plant, hashish. Cocaine

and amphetamines Viso supplemented coffee.and tea as stimulants in many

times and places. Today 10% to 20% of the adult population in many

coninuniti.eS take tranquiliters and sedatives under very liberal medical

prescriptionv or without this legitimation, although moSt of these

commonly used substances are clearly more disabling than mariivana-and

some other legally prohibited mood-altering substances. Which one of

these chemicals becomes legitimated and which outlawed has not been a.

function of the biological.or psychological dangers inherent'in their

use, but of the political tactics of various interest and status groups
.1

(Goode, 1972;,Glaser, 1978:Chaptprs 2 and 10).

The histolrY of,all of our drug prohibition legislation seems to be

one of ineffectiveness, largely,because the participants in drug use do

14U
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not consider themselves victimized and therefore do not complain to the

police. Consequently, only'a small percentage of users and sellers are

caught. When the substances are highly addictive,-users have a very

illelastic demand for them; making their sale so profitable that whenever

l:aw enforcement cuts off one source, others expand and new supply channels

soon open. Also, when scarcities develop, .some drugs are substituted

for others. ff the substances not only are highly addictive but their

cost becomes more than most users can earn legitimately,,they resorl

to crime to pay for drugs. Then police actions that make Ihe supply
%

short anci the pricehigh increase the amount'of property crime and pros-

titution committed by addicts (Fuji, 1975: Votey and Phillips, 1976).

In addition, when prohib. d.substances are widely used, even by

persons of influential socia status, as alcohol.was during our nationair

- Prohibition Era and marijuana increasingly has been in the past decade,

enforcement of laws against them becomes glaringly haphazard.- This

development alienates enough of the population to.nurture a gradually

successful movement for regulation rather than proteibition of the ,

substance, with responsibility for combatting injurious dse transferred .

from thevpolice to publichealth and education agencies. This has

happened: with alcohol, may be on its way witth marijuana, And has been
4

initiateld with opiates through methadone maintenance programs. All

suth decriminalization reduced crime and other soCial 'Costs from.use of

,theSe substaneeS-, and probably diminished employment impairment as well.

Unless this shift from prohibition to regulation accelerates, the high

cqt of youthful drug abuse-will undoubtedly continue to be dmajor

source of both drug andproperti 4-imes by youths, 'as well as an impedi-
,

ment of efforts to reduce their unemployment rates (these themes are

elaborated and kocumented in Glaser, 1978:Chaper 10) .

.CONCLUSIONS t9

To combat youth crime is largely futile unless an effOrt is also

made to assure legitimate employment for youths; To deal effectively

with both youth crime and youth unemployment in the United States today,

however, major social, cultural and political developments amSt bt
;

4
%
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4' taken into account.. Perhaps the most relevant and least recognized of

1.these developments are tne separation of youth social worlds from those

of adults, the differentiation of youths in school adjustment, and the.

futile criminalization bf substance abuse.

The praCtical implication is that youth crime reduction in the

Uhited States today requires not only full employment, but imaginative

experiments, recognizing that each innovation probably will be effective

for only a.segment of the total offense-prone population'. The many

possibilities in-clude, for example: subsidizing' part-time employment

of youngsters in junior high and high schoals conditional on their

progresi in part- or full-time schooling, placing such youth individually

or in very small numbers at work in a large variety, .of adult Korkplaces,

treating small groups of students of mixed age and achievement as calla-
,

. .

iTative teams competing not as individuals, but for rewarded increase-in

the team's.average scholastic and conduct attainments, involving youth

itin formal, management committees of mixed-age composition-for matters that

affect their daily lives (e.g., managing their recreational facilities,
lk .

planning their cafeteria menus), changing-youth corrections establishments

from large storage, institutions to small places wdth well-mixed staff and

inmates;plus-much rewarded hard work, making abuse of psychoactive drugs

of all types primarily a public health system rather t an a criminal jus-

tice concern, decentralizing police and courtsto get theM closer to their

clientele and,oriented more to involving than to fighting our younger

generation.- ll such endeavors require analytic rather than the.customary
G

global evaluations; we need to.learn what works for, whomunder'what

circumstAnces and above all Why 6r why not, rather,tha assessing each

policy only on whetheT or not it is a'panacpa (s'nce none is, and all.are

- easily rendered ineffective or even co roduc ive by fabr persannel '

. in keY positidits).

0
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sBy: Paul Osterman .

ABSTRACT .

-. This, paper seeks.to understand the source of-racial unemployment
differentialS for' young men. TkreaRproach is to estimate a model of
youth unemployment separately for bl-kk and white youth and to,com,
pare.the.yesults for the two groups. The model consists of an equa-
.tion.for the-duration of a completed spell of unemployment and equa-
tions estimating the.probability-of_quits and layoffs. .The res,u1tS-
indicate significant racial differencesin unemployment duration
which, persist even after-controlling for various personal characteric-
ties nd labo market demand:. On the othbr hand, the probability of
.a.layoff is n t much higher for blacks than whites and blacks are
found more p ne to quit into,unethployment.

The fi 41 section of the paper examines the consequencesof un-
employment d finds that for.whites the experience.of unemployment
seems to ha few long term effects.- However, for blacks.high un-
employment long-term adverse donsequences,and low unemplopent
seems to ha longterm benefits.

-INTRODUCTIO

There arkably high unemployment rates.experiended by black
i

youth .are-p obably the most.serioug blot on.the recent economic .

record, and the recent reduction-in .overall unemployment has not

appreciably' ased

4
he.plight of young-blacks.

To a ce ain xAni the high unemploythent rate experienped by

black yo.uth'i. due to.causes, common to all young people, the hiring

pa.acticeS of table.employers and the restlessness of youth, and,

:will disaPpear with- age.
1

Ihe outStanding question is why the
.

,

1% In 1976 th unemploythent rate for Black men was 34% for 18-19.
year olds, 20.7% for 20-24 year.olds'and 11% for 25-34 year olds.
_Me comparable figures for whites were 15.5%, 0.9%, and'5.6%.

- Although these are cross-sectional data the pattern is also
.found in longitudinal samples ind persistioafter controls for
education and years.in the labor,force. In part this pattern

retults from a change in the'behavior of'youth--quits decline
with Age as do exits from the labor force--and in part from
the reluctance of stable employers to hire teenageTs5S1...
Osterman (1978) and Lester t1954).
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differential is so large between the experience of the two groups.

This differential is ttQpjc.of this paper.

There are important my ries aasociated with this differential.
- .

It is not enough simply, to as ert that"black, youth unemployment- .

*stands in a relatively fixed r tio to white unemployment and that

therefore the high recent rates experienced by black youth are not

unexpected. Thp fact is that t e experience of black relative to

white teenagers has bepn worSe ing. Particularlybfor males, in the

iimid-siXtieS a shift seems.to h, e.occurred and the relative position
,... . .

2
of blacks deteriorated. Why this occurred.rS' unclear. Same have

suggested that labor supply shifts are the culpr. For example, a

variable meastring the.ratio of youth to adults i the labor force .41

tends to be significant in time series regressions or black unemi5"loy-i

ment but not for whites. However, in the absence of a convincing

story about demand it is not4clear why a surplus of yount.blacks

Should increase their unemployment relktive to whites instead of
4

doing damage.to both. Such a demand-side story would presumably

emphasize discrimination, but here the mystery 'deepens. During the

same period in which the unemployment.situation of young blacks

seems to have deteriorated, their earnings reMtive to whites improved.

There is convincing evidenpe from a number of 4urces that rates of

return in earnings functions haVe been roughly (though not entirely)

equalized across races. Limn in the absence of equalization the

trend,seems definitely positive. It.is diffi t to reconcile this

"new labor market" with respect to earnings with the unemployment

expe"rience.

In addition to supply and deMand explanations there are also'

soMe possible structural stories. One of these is the minimum wage,

k

2. Between 1950 and 1959 the ratio of black to white unemployment
Tor 18-19 year old males was 1.48. Between 1960 send 1.965 the
ratio was 1.75 and from 1966 to 1976 the ratio was 2.16.

-

1
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- 41.!donot.find it-convincing. Even.gra'nied.a:disemployment effect,

-recent,evidrwe...does not suggesr that the ratio of bladk to.white.un-'

-..employmerkhaA detetiorated becauSe:DOtinimum.wage.increases.

aotherpOsible expfillation is sukbanization ofemployment.. More

so than a lts,,youth tend to work near home'and if youth-intensiye

jobs have.moved o t of reach then even in'the absence of discrimina-
.,

tion blacyo cou ebe saturatinvthe inner city job market4

This seem ossible, but it.*

is a trend which*predates tlAe

jobs (service and trade emplO_ym

st be 'kept in Minethat suburbaniiat
,v
44-csixties'and that youth-inten 'ye

Olt) have not suburbanized as rapid1Sr..
.

as manufacturing.

This paper:will addresA 4-considerably more limited set of.'

questions than thOse posed above. Operating in the context of the
A

new labor market" findings and using the viewpoint and kind of tools

generally aSsociated with that analysis we will 7,camine whether'

I I

differences in background characteristics and:tastes can.explaiWthe
. .

cross-sectional differences in the unemploymet.experiences of black

andiNhite youth. This investigation,is important because if back-

ground characteristics.can "explain away" the dIfference in black

and Ihite unemploymenipexperiencesito the same extent that they can .

earnings °differentials, then thismight implt leiss attention.to the .

41
.hiring practices of firns and more attehtiOn both tO improving the -

endowments .of black youfh and to structural factors such as the

suburbanization of employment opportUnities. On the pther hand, if

''t appears`that black youth face different demand curves, then renewed

eff ts at ulualtemployment ppportunity programs and 'Strengthening

the p ceme capabilities of manpower programs and schools may 'seem

import t. To antk$pate":the answer, the results below show that

after' controllNg for various fdaors the unempioyment gap narrows

but that an important, fraction orthis gap-cannot be "explained
-

Tbe.next section of this paper will present and estimate a'

cross-sectional model Ot.teenage unemployment, using microdats



Following that, in the final sectibn, I will briefly discuss a

topic to which surprising1y aoention has been given, the

long-term conseq ce; of teenue unemployment and how this varies

by race.

e
A MODEL OF YOUTH tNEMPLOYMENT

The idea underlying this approach is to estimate a model of

youth unemployment seirrately for black& and whites and then to

compare the strupture of that model across the two groups. In this

manner we can try to determine to what extent the different.out-
.

comes are,due to different values of the parateters; i.e., differ- !

encr in.treatment bf behavior, and how mudtliphey are due to differ-

ences in the vallo of t4e variables, i.e., differences in endow-
.

ments.

0,4 Modern theories of unemployment distinguish between spells and
.

duration. A,group may suffer higper unemployment.rates either be-
.

^' "cause it has/a disproportionate number of spells, though each spell

-*moy end quickly, or because unemployment lasts.a very long time when
.'tees occur. Imp9rtant differences in interpretation arise, with

,

.long duia ons Olpl*ig difficulty finding work while frequent':

spells.are t ught'to.imply either unstable'behavior or high risk
,

jobs. I will rst,analyze the determinants of duration and then

turn to an ahalysi of spells. -

Duration of Unemployment

- The model employed here is drawn from the implications of

various search thebries (for example, Mortehsen, 1970 and Lippman

,and McCall, 1976). An.indixidual's duration of unemployment is

determined by a two equation system, one equation determiningthe

reservation or acceptance wage, the other determining the'durition

of a spell. This system can be summarized as;

(1) R R (K,D,C)

(2) D.= D (U,R,K) D = Duration of spell,

1.3z.
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K = Skill Level

R .'Reservatibn Wage

C ..Cost'of -search and time
)spent,unemployed

U = Distribution of job

vacancies

A straightforward approach,to searching for ?racial differentials

in duration is to estimate this syistem for blacks and whites and test

for the differences across the equations. In particular, it would

be intere"sting to know whether there are differences in the Tate at

which the reservation wage fallS in'response to duration, differences

in the extent to which skill levels reduce ddration, and differenóes

in the impact of cost rechicing factors, suctras unemploymentlinsur-

ance, tyt increasing the reservation wage.

Estimates of this system will 'be provided below. However,

there'is a serious.difficulty. Although this system provides a

measure of,the determinants of' reservation wage, the measure of

duration is seriously biased. Rather than being a measure of

completed spells, which is'What we want to measure with-respect to

pur complete system of .unemployment, the simultaneous system above
_

provides a meaSure of spells in progress... As has been shown

(MarSton, 1975), use of duration in,progress provides a biased esti-

mate of the length of completed spells largely because long spells

have a higher probability dan short spells of being sample:1\a a

ploint in time.

Because of this problem the emphasis in ars paper will be on

a reduced,form of (1) and (2), namely.

:(3) C=2 D (U,K,,C2

where D is now len'gth.of completed spells. Unfortunately, this ---
.,

introduces some ambigu#y into both the expected signs of the vari-
, 0

abfes mnd,the interpret tion of the coefficients. For example, a

high skill level would educe duration by making Nye vacancies
...

a.

0,
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accessible but might alscOncreaSe duration by raising the reserva- /7

tion wage. Furthermore, a positive coefficient on marriage, for

example, may be due either to married workers being more eager to

find work (and thus reducing their asking wage) or to them being

. more attractive to employers and hence reaeiving more or better
11

offers.

The data employed are those in the National Longitudinal Survey

of Young Men_parnes, 1970).
3

Information froM two survey periods

are employed, 1969-1970.(colfected in 1970).and 1970-1971 (collected

in 1971). ,These periods were chosen because they are the first for

which complete information is available on every job held and on

each spell of unemployment. The sauple was limited to-wbites and

blacks (other nonwhite being excluded). 'The analysis is limited to
4

out-of-school youth:

In the analysis of the reduced form equation (3) the unit of

observation.is each cOmpleted spell of unemployment which occurred

between 1969-1971. This procedure insures that we are measuring the .

3. The NLS data, for reasons not yet understood,. report unemployMent
rates below ,those reporMd by the monthly Census and hence'may
seem a poor data source for examining unemployment. Eowever, the

racial ratios are very similar to those in the Census. For ex-
, ample,.the October 1970 Current Population Survey reported racial

ratios for out-of-school male 18-19 year olds of 1.84 and for

22-25 year olds 1.65. The-NLS ratios for the same period were

1.88 3d,1.66 respectively.

_4. No observAtion of a spell is included if it occurred while the

youth was in school. However, because observations are pooled,
as will be explained below, some youth in the sample were in

school during some portion of the period.
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5
theoret ally4proper dependent variable. In addition, Only spells

associa d with job changing, entrance, or re-entrance into the labor

market' fare included. Thui spells associated with tempQrary recalls
4i

are exauded. Whatever the importance of this class of spells for
,

adulis'(Feldstein, 1975) they are not important for youtn
6

and they

are excfuded because of expected differences in the pattOn of )ob

search.
7

The independent variables are defined as follows:

Skills and Personal Characteristics

AGE: ;Age in years, measured at the beginning of the year.

KWW: This is zihe score on a knowledge of the world of work
*

5'. Every spell which Occurre4 any time-between the 1969 and 1971

interviews is included. The only exceptions are spells inro-
gress at the time of the 1971 interview. Tho'se are excluded

because information on their length is unavailable. Thus the

.measure employed here seems to be the aosest possibU approx-,

imation of the theoretically appropriate variable. There,is still

ome bias since a very long.spell, say'dne which began at the.

time of the 19694intetwiew and was still in progress at thOliiie

oethe 1971 interview, would be excluded. However, the fact

that the sample period is over two yearslong.makes this bihs of

little practical importance jice thete 6 plenty of opportunity

to Capture long spells. For urther discussion of tisissu1e

see Welch (1977).

6. In the entire sample there were only 68 affIrmative responses

in the 1969-1970 period to the question "Did you eltperience

spell of unemployment while holding this job?"

.
7. In these definitions the teE4 "year" should be understood to

refer:to the interview peridd, 'either 1969-1970 or 1970-1971.

When a variable is described 0 measured at the beginning of

the year this means at the tiMe of the 19,69 interview 'if the

spell occurred during 1969-1970 and at tgre time of fhe 1970

interview if the'spell was in the 1970-1971 period.
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test, 61ministered by the interviewers. In addition to

the possible direct .importance orsuch a measure in ex-

lpfaining abiliiy to find a job, it is also a good proxy

152

/ miiatpre of intelligence (Griliches, 1976).
Ci

:EDUCATION: Years of education, m asured at the.beginning of the

year. .

DEPEt: . Number of dependents; excluding the wife, measured at the

beginning of.the yeqr.

'DRAFT: "1" if eligible for the draft, "0" if not, measured at the

beginning of the,year.

MAR: "1" if married a.the beginning of the year, "CO if not...

Search Cost.Variables

. , UI:

NONWG:

This is the frWion of *rages replaced by unemployment
,. 1, 6

insurance: '1410.rariable ii (Total UI dollars received)

/(Hourly wage of most r cent job x 35 x weeks, unemployed

4that year) and it is fined analogouily to that em-

ployed by Ehrenberg and Oaxaca (1976). It is Measured

with evror 'since data On the amount received is Avail-

able for the entire year butnot for each spell. Also,

see footnote 9.

This is nonlabor inCOme (excluding transfer payments)'

received during the.year. The availability of such

income should permit, and perhaps encourage, more ex-

tended search.

Demand Variables .

U:

DU:

The local unemployment rate, measured in .tenths of a

point.

The local unemployment rate at.the end of the year minus

the rate at the beginning of the year.

,e
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5.

Other Variable?

LINE: "1" if the Spell began when the resPondent

% left a previes job and,if upon leaving the

respondent had the next job lined up in ad- lit

vance,. "0" otherwise. .

.LAYOFF: "1" if the spell n with a layoff from
;

a prPvious job otherwise.

OLF: "1" if during spell of Unemployment time was

also spent out-of-the labpr force, in'addition to

time uhemployed. "0" if not. Time out-of-the

labor force spent in school or in the armed forces

iS noi included in this medsure.

An important peculiarity of the youth labor market is that an

important fraction,of unemployment is associAted with entering anti'

re-entering the laborforce. This pattern is 'largely due to the

work rhythm imposed by the school calendar and the proeess of leaving ,

school. Spells of.unemployment due to entrance and re-entrance are '

likely to differ from spells caused by job leaving or loss and hence

are analyzed separately. The discussion here.will emphasize non-

entrance or re-entrance spe
8

lg.

.8. wenty percent of the total spells in the sample were due to
entrance or re-entrance. A Chow test was perlirmed to test the
hypothesis that entants/re-entrants and job leavers share the
game equation and the hypothesis was rejected at better than the

, .01 level. Within the entrance/re-entrance grodp there were no
-1%

. significant racial differences and a Chow tbst failedto reject
the equality hypothesis. The results for the analysts for enr
trants and re-entrants are available upon.request.

-..
. .

r.
";:c.4.

#1
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The results of the duration equation are presented in Table 1.

The two racial evations were tested for equality vii the Chow test

and ihe hypothesis of equality was rejected at the .05 level (F =

2.3). In aertion, raCe was fully interacted with the Variabits in

'a pooled equation to test for significant differences among specific

coefficiepts. The coefficients of DRAFT, U, mid LINE are signifi-.

Canny different at the .05 level and the coefficients of AGE differ

at the level.

The iliterpretation.of these coefficientt must be tempered by

the realization that the equation is a reduced form. Keeping this

limitation in 'Mind, there are several interesting results. Time

' Spent out of the labor force, neither Vorking nor looking, reduces

the duration of unemployment. lhis is plausible since many jobs

are found through word of mouth; and the word can easily be passed

to someone not actively looking. ,TA for youth the distinction

between time unemploy.ed and time out-of-the labor force can be ten2:

uous. The impact of unemployment insurance seems marginal, and co-

efficients in both equations are insignificant and of opposite sign.

However, as noted abo40 this_variable is measured with potentially

serious .1-ror and there 'are additional possible biases in its use., 9

A change'in.the'unemployment rate (DU) has an identical impact on

black and white duration, although the level of unemployment has

9. A-spurious f)ositive.correlation between duration and benefits
is caused by the fact that the NLS data do not tell us whether
alrorker is covered, only that he received benefits. Most

have.waiting periods, and thus a minimum spell length is
required for even a covered worker to receive benefits. See

-Welch (1977).

a 40 ,Ve- R,, 41(
0 e ,

%.411:41e,t)
:

)
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TABLE 1

DURATION EQUATIONS
(Standard Errors)

Variable B1ak

AGE 0.511
(0.206) ,

(0.075)

DRAFT 6.141

" .(1.474)

DEPEN 0.402
(0.449)

EDUCATION
t

0.535

(0.255)
0.

MAR -3.246
A, (1 . 393)

LAYOFF ' 3.243
.(1.106)

LINE 2.314

(1:893)

-0.003
(0.028)

White -

0.006

(.174)

-0.013
(0.059)

0.055
(0.029)

-0.092

(Q.601)

0.223
(0,210)

-1.577
(1,049)

0.643
(0.841)

-2,598
(L353)

0.073
(0.022)

V

Variable A .

DU--

UI

BJack

0.055

(0.031)

-0.271

(0.466)

White

0055.
(0.029)

0.268

(0.585)

NONWG . 0.001 0.003
t,

(0.007) (0.001)
,-. ..,

OLF -3.303 . -2.385
t m
Ln

(1.589) (1.059)

CONSTANT -10.140 1.600

,N 247 * 412'

3:421(13,233) 2.44(13,398)

SE 8.395 7.952 /.-/

R
2

,c

.1i3 .043

1 6
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10opposite racial effects. Finally, non-labor income incieases ,the

duration of spells for both races, although the effect is statisti-
:

cally significant only for *kites.

(1 A useful technique for 'summarizing the resultg of these equa-

tions is to decomposq the differential into portions due to differ-

ences in the valueeof the variables of the two grou/5s and differJ.

ences due to the structure of the equations. This decomposition is

reported in Table 2.
11

In this decomposition negativlitems are

javorable to whites. The results indicate that difference in the

structure of the equations implies that blacks have durations which

are 1.200 weeks longer than they, would be were they treated or be-

haved as whites. ,Given that their actual duration is 7.915 weeks .

they suffer durations whickare 17% "too long". On the other hand,'

black characteristics are slightly "favorable": .In particujar, they

have less education and non-wage income than do whites, both of

which increases white duration. The sum of these favorable character-

istics reduces their duratipns.relative to whites by .403.weeks and."

this, when subtracted fromCthe differential due to equation differ-

mces, leads to an actual differential of .797 weeks'.

Because this estimate grows out of a reduceeform.(Equation

it is unclear how much of the unexplained racial gap is due to be-

10. In cross-sectional data the .level variable may capture long
.run-equilibrium behavior. This is because of the very high
correlation over time of at areais unemployment tate. Thus
in this equation thb level unemployment rate may serve as a
proxy for structural characteristics of the local economy.

, i Since high unemployment areas also tend to have high hourly
wages the.weipre interpretation is ambiguous.

#

"1 . The formula'is:
W B W --B W= (00 - 4. - X.) + EX.(0. - B.)

where D is. the total differential, i indexes the variables, and
the.superscripts refer to blacks and whites. The first and
third terms*onithe.righf represent differences in the structure
of theequatidns while the middle term represents differences
in the values/of the'variables.

, 1. 6 /
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TABLE 2

'DECOMPOSITION OF UNEMPLOYMENT DURATION

Difference Difference

V41.abl.e
Charatttristics I) Equation Structure

. Due to Due to

,T-

/i(GE

KWW

U.

DU

DEPEN

EDUCATIO*

UI-

.

DRAFT

LAYOFF

NONWG

LINE

MAR

OLF

CONSTANT

-.003

-.086

,

,

-10,988

4 .297

.018 3.559

.116- 0

.057
\

.
-.513

.258 -6.294

.014 .079

.

-.002 -1.087

.048 -1.152

.124 6.021

-.015 - .455

-.012 .581

-.114 .012

.403 -12.940

. 11.740

-1,200
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havioral differences and how much difference in treatment.- The most

important likely behavioral difference 134ke yelat'siship between

I"duration.and reservation wage depicted in Equation 1

blacks have an "unreasonably" high reservatifn wage.

ve. If young

or if their

reservation wage'declines 1,ess rapidly than it does for whites in the

face of unemployment 13 then the consequence would Ite longer duration.

, Table 3 presents a tworstage least squares estimate of the re-

servation wage equation for youth unemployed at the time of the 197Q,

or 1971 surveys.
14

All of the variables have'been defined previously,

with the exception of EXXP which is (AGE:-EDUCATION-5). This is\the

standard experience variable eMployed in many earnings functions.\\

The sam1e is limited to youth out-of-school at the time of the un-\

employment who were uneMployed for reasons other than temporary lay-

off, waiting for a new jobto begin, or a labor dispute..

The results in Table 3 imply that little of the observed differ-
&

:once in duration can be attri6uted to differences in reservation wage

fotmation. The coefficient on duration is only 5¢ per week apart.for

12. A too high reservation wage might occur because blacks,. perhaps '

due to inadequate information, over-value their potential earnings.
Another passibility is that blacks, perhaps due to changing .

attitudes, are refusing to take jobs which offer them wages
below that which comparable whites would earn. Thia shift in

thesupply durve could alio explain the equalization of earnings
found in earnings equations since these are actually reduced
forms of supply and demand equations.

In.fact most studies of youth fj.nd they take the firit job
offered (Stephenson, 1976). However, the reservation wage
mechanism might operate through patterns of search. If youth

- have information about the characteristics of firms they may,
search only among firms whose witty wage ig equal to or better
than their reservatLon wage.

14. The duration equation is available upon request.

1
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,

TABLE 3

TWO STAOE.LEAST'SQUARES RESERVATION WAGE EQUATIONS

.(Standard Errors).

'

. DURATION

LINE

DRAFT

OLF

EXXP

EXXP2 .

U1

14
.

WHITES BPACKS

2.471 7.13;46

(6,.411) (4.384?

69.296 -26.195

(28.99) (36.011)

-100.162 3.994

(154.009)
, (82.679)

41.385 -29.418

(24.989) (27.549)

-37.601 55.067

(21.958) (27.505)

22,149
6J10:11(16.245 '17:0)1

-.890 -.163

(1.495) (.805)

-9 32.963,

, (8.735) (21.073)

3.538
(2.228)

.215

(1.576)

DERN 33.625
(20.259)

EDUCATION 21.507
(5.121)

CONSTANT -95.572
(70.105)

- .511

5.71(11,60)

10.155
(13....204

-2.626

(7.845)

64.831
(105.36)

.316

1.88( 4

lb

)

S.E. 74.,39 .73.84

N A 72 57

1
Note: The dependent variable is the hourly reservation wage

in cents.
046



the two races..
'15

When bIack uinvalues were substitvted into the
4

white equitivn the predicted re$ervation wage is $2.41'an hour,

slightly higher than the Sikual 'value of $2.38. uS the white and

black reservation wage structures are essentially e same'and there

is no evidence that black youth unemployment is due o unrealistically

high 'reservation wages ..

Thus flip key conctl-sion of this section, that a'ri explained

tacial gap which implies durations qf 17% itoo long;f fgr blacks,
. -

seems,not to be due to behavioral differences, 'at 41east those cap--
,

tured ip r eservation wage behavior. :
r .
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g.

Spells of Unemlisloyment

In this section We Win
ie

xamine spells of unemployment and seek

to disentangle the effect of differences in endowments on the one

hand and differences In treatment and-behavior on the other. The

most impOrtant conclusion which emerges from.this effort ips that,

unlike the.case of duration, the ratkal diAerences.in §pells.of.

unemployment are largely due to either differences in background

characteristics or behaVior, and apparently'not copdifferences in
4

tteatment.
.

h The natural approach to this question is to estimate separate

racial' equations for the probability of a spellf unemployment lad

to,compare the equations. However, t is rimportant to distinguish

IMI between.qUits and layoffs. 'file same var able,.for example the

unemployment rate, has an opposite expecte impact upon quits and

layoffs and therefotp, we will estimate a separate model for 'each.

1 The positive, :though insignificant, sign on the coefficientiS is
contrary to that predicted by theory. Evidently for this sample
'duration has no effect on reservation. When the system.was es-
timated uSing timenot working (i.e., duration of unemployment
Plus time out-of-the labor forte) the coefficient was-2.8, wifk
w.stahdard error oft *.7.for blatks and -4.6 with a standard
error of 7.8 for whites..

.1

JI 10

tk,IL 1
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4

Not all quits and layoffs lead to unemployment; In both in- .

, stances, though presumably more so for quits, a separation can be

followed by immediat4e acquisition of another job. Furthermore, the

seParation can,also be followed by movement out-of-the labor force.
6

The distribution of quits and layoffs into these 'categories is shown

in Table 4. The figures in the table are the average of the 1969-

1970 and 1970-1'971 quit and layoff rates for youth out of school in

those periods 41 the data reflects all jOb changes.which occurred

in those periods.

' As is apparent from lines 4 and 8; both the overall layoff and

the quit rates are higher for blacks than whites, the'quit rate being'

7% higher and layoff r116% higher. These results are not sur-

prising; we.expect to find blacks laid off more frequently than

whites both beCause of discrimination and because of lower endow-
.

ments.. FurJzhermore, the poorer jobs held by blacks would lead them

to quit mor frequently. What is surprising about this table is

t if one restricts attention to layoffAnd quits resulting in

mployment, then4While the differential, rema,iT roughly the same

f r layoffs .(23%) it Widens considerably for quits to 62%-higher

t an the white rate. Evidently while blacks'do not.quit in general
ko,

much more frequently than do whites, they are,considerably more

proge to quit into uneAployment and less prone to quit and immedi-
.

ately find another job. It remains, of course., to see if this -

pattern persist4, after controlling'for diffetences in personal

characteristics.

Parenthetically, it is also interesting to riote that this table

'supports the common view tliat most voluntary job changing does not

result in unemployment. However, ft is suiprising to"learn that a

considerable:fraction of layoffs' (46.8% for whites ,and 44.2% foi

blacks) are also immediately followed by anotherjob. .

Our next step iv to estimate quit and layoff models. In the

analysis which follows attention will be limited to only those quits

A

.40



TABLE 4 .

- ANNUAL:QUIT'ANU LAYOFF RATES

Whites

Rate Percent Rate Percent
\

Layoffs
. 4

(1),- Resulting in Unemployment

(2) Resulting in Labor Force
Withdrawal

Followed by Another Job

.

b

qPits

(5) Resulting in Unemployment

(6) Resulting in Labor Force
Withdrawal

(7) Yollowed by Another Job'

(8)

te: The rates are averaged for t
,c youth are included, Percent

40,

Blacks

.073

.011

.074

46.2 .

6.9

46.8

.096

.010

i .084

.158 100 .190

.072 L. 22.1 .117

.11A5
10.7 .033

.218 67.0 .194

.325 100 .344

4

50.5,

5.2

44.2

100

34:0

9.5
/1

56.3

100

iods, 1969-1970 and 1970-1971. Only out-of-school
ay not'add up to 100 due to rounding.

1 (1
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V Mk

and layoffs followed by spetls of unemployment. The quit equations

can be motivated by search thediy,,, Jilin= capital theory, or some

x amalgam of the two. Accumulation of specific human capital and high

wages shoula, holding the other variables constant, reduce the pro-

bability of quitting (Parsons,. 1972). Potential other opportunities,

indexed in"this model by the unemployment rate, should incre'ase the

probability 'of 'quitting. PerSOnal characteristici, such as marital

status, dependents, and age; have an aMbiguous'effect dependingpu

thgir impact on the individuals' needs and taste f9T risk.

The variables in the quit equation which are new are TENURE,

which measures yearS on the job, UNION, a dummy variable which takes

on the value of "1" if wages are set by collective bargaining and

"0" otherwise, and WAGE, tbe houi,ly wage measured in cents. In

addition, a yariable is introduced tO,test the hypothesis that one

source of black quitting is discrimination on the job. The variable
,

WTDIF is consttucted by fitting a wage equation for whites, estimatingu

what each indiVidual would receive, and taking the difference between

that valge and the actual hourly wage.
16 positive value for Blacks

would indicate a wage below that predicted by the white equation

and nay-be correlated with quitting,

'In the layoff model the expectation,iNhat specific human'

.capital and a high skill level will redysse the probability of a lay-

'. off while increases in the unemployment rate,shOuld increase-the

probability (Ui, 1962). Temporary layoffs are again excluded from

the analysis.

The auxiliary equation was:

) ln(hourly'wage)43.; ..f B EQUCATION+112KWW 4- B3TENURE"4. B4UNION+

(I

2 2 '

B
5
TENURE 4. B

6
EXXP 4. B

7
EXXP 4. B

8
MAR

:

See footnote 21 for a brief description of 1.anagan's, (4978) use

of a similar variable.

t

44'
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In.all the equations the dependent variable is dichotomous and

takes on'the value of "1" if a quit or layoff followed by unemploy-
,,: 17

ment occurred during the yea# and "d" otherwise. As was the case

in the duration analysis, ttie sample is pooled,for two years, 1969-
a

1970 and 1970-1971, and only 'youth out of school at the'beginning and

end of tie period are ApOuded.

The equation was estimated to fit the logit functiona4 form
18

P = 1/1+e
-BX

where P is the dichotoffious dependent Variable, X is the vector of

explanatory variable and S are the estimated parameterS. A maximum

likelihood estimatifon procedure was employed. _The results of the

logit quit and the /layoff equations are presented in Table 5. Pre-

dicted probabilities for the mean values of the variables are Ivo-

.vided in Table 6. The story to1Xby this equation is somewhat

surprising.
19

The uncontrolled gap for layoffs (rable 4) narrows

bIlt the gap remains. Thus even after controlling for personal

characteristics, demand, experience, and job skills young black men

still face a higher layoff probability, but the gap is not strikingly

large. With respect to qui7 we find the surprising result that the
.

gap widens. Blacks seem considerably more prone to quit into un-

employment:

17. The incidence of multiple quits or layoffs during one year is
very low. 'During 1969-1970 only 1.2% of whites and .7% of blacks
experienced more than one layoff and for quits the figures are
1.1% and 1.4%.

18. The logit functional form is convenient because it constrains
prediCted values to a (0,1) interval,,a charatteristit which
is eSsential if the equation is to haye a probability inter-
pretation. In addition, McFadden (1973) has shown that under
reasonable assumptions the logit form follows from utility max-

imizing behavior.

19. Ordinary, least squares estimates
prpduce equivalent results.' F
the black values substituted
predicted quit rate of .049.,.

of linear probability models
example, for the quit equation
he white equation.pro*e a

1

1. 6
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'TABLE 5

QUIT'AND'LAYOFF EQUATIONS
(absolute vqiue oft statistics in parentheses)

CONSTANT

' AGE'
\

r

TENURE

DRAFT

DEPENDENTS'

UNION

WAGE

KWW

DU

WTDIF

- 2 *log likelihood
.ilA

%,

.

Black

g-11-tt

. White

Layoff

WhiteBlack

-2.178
(2.074)

0.055
(1.033)

0.208'
(0.185)

-0.082

(1.499)

-1.740

(1.918)

-0.026

(0.679)

-0:461
(0,584)'

-0.003
" 4(0.089)

0.153 -0.148 -0.033 -0.198

(1.735) (1.741) (0.579)

-0.037 -0.619 '10.514

(0.584) (4.736) (2.881) (6.491)

0.556 -0.338 0.255 0.087

(1.854) (1.108) ' (0.839) (0.323)

0.025
(0.265) (1.262)

0.368 -0.324 -0.428 -0.449

(1.044) (0.923) (1.8.18) (2.252)

0.293 0.428

(0.527) (0.091) (2.483) (2.215)

-0.016 0.002 0.0001

(2.365) (0.248) (2.504) (0.135)

0.034 0.040- 0.0006 -0.003

(1.494) (1.937) (0.036) (0.297)

0.010 0.002 0.022 mft

(0.248) (1.944) (0.325) (4.986)

I 0.015 0.010 0.038 0%012

(1.787) (1.811) (4.061) (2.548)

0.014 0:0006
,(2.143) (0.100)

554.48 807.896 550046 989.624

1
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TABLE .6

PREDICTED PROBABILITIES OF QUITS AND
LlAYOFFS FOR BLACKS

,"

White.Equatlon Black Nuation

Quits .034 .120

Layoffs .078 .089

k

et.

p.
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In terms of the mechanics of the equations the key variables are

AGE, EDUCAYION, TENURE, AND WAGE. Increa2s in the values of the

first three variables all decrease the probability of white quits

bUt increase the probability of black quits. The only offset is

WAGE in which a high wage decreases the probability of.black Audtting

more so than is the case for whites.'

The variable employed to test for quitting due to differential

WTDIF, performs as expgcted both in its sign and signifi-

cance. This is interesting because it lendsesupport td the.notion

of shifts in supply as well as demand curves (footnote 12); however,

, the magnitude of the effect is small. .

The explanation for,the quit differential is elusive. The

differential in overall quits, as opposed to quits into unemployment,

is considerablky smaller and hence (as we will see below) the structure

of a general quit equation may be more similar across the races than

the unemployment quit equation. Thus blacks mamuit not much more

frequently than whites but.they haVe difficulty lining up the next

job. Possible reasons for this will be mentioned in the conclusion,

but this is a good point to summarize the results of the entire sy-
,

stem of equations.
a

Table 7 summarizes the results of the several duration.and spell.,

equations and indicates how tuch additional Unemployment can be

attributed to each of the divergences between the actual black values

and the value predicted by each .of the white equations. As is

apparent.in each instance-- quits, layoffs ad duration7 blacks ex-
.

perience more unemployment than they would h d they been treated

(or behaved) like whites. The difference in uit hehavior.accounts.

for nearly.half of the additional unemployment, followed in impor-

tance-by layoffs and duration. In the period 1969-1971 the average

annUal wpeks of unemployment for out-of-school youth waS 4.145 for"

Blacks and 2.252 for whites, thus the differential was 1.893 weeks...

Column 4. of Table 7 shows the fraction of the total differential

7 2.
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TABLE 7

SUMMARY OF RACIAL DIFFERENTIALS
FOR THE FULL SYSTEM.

QUITS

, ttAYOFFS

-L4 DURATION

% .

tA

(1)

.096

.117

7.915

a.

(1): \Actual Values. for Black.

(2) (3) (4)

.034 .490 25.8%
.,

.078 .308 16.2%

6.715 .255 13.4%
55.4%

(2): P dieted Values Using White Equations and Black Characteristics.

(3): Ext a Annual Weeks of Unemployment Due to Divergence'of (1) and
(2)A Holding Remaining Variabkes Constant.

.(4): Frac ton.of Annual Diffe ntial in Annual Weeks.of Unemployment
,

Accointed for by (3)." ..I
,

I
'.,,
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accounted for by the difference between actual values and those pre-
. . k.t

ddcted by the white equations. This calculation'implies that St%

-of the.toal differential is due to differences in behavior or treat-
.

ment while the'remaining 45% can be explained by.differences in

k,peronal
characteristics.

As a final point, the reader may wonder why so-little has been

made of the ro18.of distribution among industries. It is often

thought that ne reason blacks experience high unemployment is that

they are concentrated in unstable industries. This, however, is

not an important issue in these data. For..example,, in 1969-1970

blacks out of. school at both the beginnin& and end of the period

averaged 3.39 weeks of unemployment. Had they had the salile industrial'

distribution.as whites (but with the black Within industry unpmploy-

ment experience) they would have averaged 3.32 weeks of unemplOyMent.

Thp difference is small. Furthermore, the knclusion of industry

dummY variables in the quit and layoff.equations had no appreCiable

effect on the results. -

tascusiN AND FUTURE TOPICS

-The resultsTresented here have shown that an important fraction

of the racial differential-remains after the various.controls, that

the most.,important source of this unexplained differential lies in

quit behavior but that important components ard also due to layoffs

and duration. 4

The most uzzling finding is clearly the quit differential:

layoffs and duration differences can plausibly be attributed to dis-

crimination in firing and hiring. We will offer some additional

.;ekplanationS.below., but first it is worthwhile to explore the quit

issue a bit further (although We'will not be able to resqolve it).

It does not seem to:te the case ,that blacks quit in general'

.more frequently than dolffiites. We saw in Table ethat the over-all

quit rate of young black ten is not appreciably higher than that of
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whites. We estimated via ordinary Jeast squares a linear probability

model for all, quit§ (employing the same variables 4)und

and when black mean values-were substituted in-the. white equation the

predieted probability of a quit was .280 1.gher than.the actual black

mean of .264.
20.

This stands in contrast lith both the logit,and the

OLS results for quitting into unemployment.

Thus young black men are not especially quit prone. Rather it

is thatftheir quits.are more likely to lead to unemployment than
\

those of Whites. Onb-possible explanation-miett_be found in the

.motives for quitting,\but Table seems to.dispel this posSibility.

There.is a clear difference in the reasons for quittini for those.\-.

quits followed and not followed, by unemployment. For example, the

category "feund a.betier job"-is more important (for both.races)

for quits not followed by unemployment than by those which are.

However, there.do hot seem to be major racial differences: For...

example, the nature of the job was cited by 51.9% of the.blacks and

50.79%-of the whites who quit'into unemployTent. Blacks 40 cite

wageS more often while whites cite.working conditions but the impact

-

20. This mean is below ,that in Table 4 because .plat Table includes
multiple quits by one indiyidual while the.dependent vaxiable
in the regressions was only dichotomous. The equations reported
here are.available upon request.

7,3
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TABLE 8

REASONS FOR QUITTING.

Followed'by Unemployment

Blacks tes

Nature of Job

Hours/kind of_work/conditions/
interpersonil/location

36.8% 44.6%

Wages 15.1% . 6.1%

Found Bettr Job 10.4% 9.1%

Health 8.5% 14.4%

Other*- 29.2% 25.7%

Not Followed by UnemploYment

Nature of Job

Hours/Kind of work/conditions/
interpersonal/location

22.3% 20.5%.

Wages 17.6% 11.6%

Found Better Job 26128% 24.0%

Health 6.0% 4.4%

Other* 26.7w 38.9%

st.

* Other includes return to school, military, prison, family and'
personal, aA other.

1 7u
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t
Another possible explanation of the differential pay lie in

different access to job contacts. Having decided to leave a job,.

'whites may simply be more able than bl'acks to line up the 'next job

. without experiencing unemployment. This may also-be an explanation

of the difference in the length of durations: Most jobs are found

through personal contacts (Granovetter, 1976) and if blacks have

fewer personal contacts ihan whites they may experience difficulty

. locating jobs. Statistical controls for personal characteristics

may'fail to capture this important "unobservalhe" and since personal

contact networks help people of every education and skill level land

jobs (Granovetter, I.976) it Is unlik'oly that the effect of this

-variable would be fully capttired by other measured variables. The

consequence may be that blacks., even after controlling*for personal

characteristics, may still expeiience a hitder time than whites in

finding a job. 1

,

3

21. In-a useful paperwublished after this drticle was completed

Flanagan (1978) examited racial.differences in quit and layoff

experiences. The focus of the articlç was upOn a variable similar

to the WTDIF variable employed here and his results were generally

comparable. As is the case here Flanagan.found that the probability

of quitting into'unemployment is higher.for young.blaCks thdh

whites. -He argued that this is due to an inverse' relationSItip

.between time intensive search methods and wage rates (and skill

levels). Low wage rates make tiMe intensive search more desirable

lhangoods intensive search. BeCauSe young blacks.have lower

average wage lavels,Flahagan.argued that they more often choose

to be unemployed while searching (i.e. use their time to,Aearch),'

However, this argument is not satisfactory, First, the NLS data.

4not reveal significant racial di'fferences injob finding and

job search.methods (see below). Secoridly, the quit equations

,reported here show a different structure acrciss the race5 while.

Flanagan's arguement would imply a'similar structure with the

observed differences emerging from the different values Of the,

variables (wage leVel and' personal characteristics) which. would

lead to different choices of Search behavior.

1,3 #
on ft. 4

If. 4 1 7 7
411.
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Jn the NLS data blacks and whites reported essentially the same

pattern of job finding. For example, for youth out of school in 1969,

51.3%,of the blacks and 44.2% of the whites found their jobs through

personal contacts.
22

However, assuiing that the peers and family of

youth aresimilar to tkiemselves, a smaller fraction of these contacts

for blacks will be employedlphan for whites and thus the network may

be less efficacious. Some evidence of this is'fOund in interviews we

Conducted in Boston. The sample consisted of 150 non-college out,of

school.males between the ages of sixteen-and twenty-six, half from a

white working class community (East Boston) and.half from a black

A; community (Roxbury). ,Of those whd reported findingtheir current
,

)Ob via personal contacts 70% of the whites said that the contact ...

was working in the f m where_the job was foUnd while for blacks the

figure was only 4296f.. Thus contacts"for'Whites may simply be more .

effective.

This argument clearly is tentative and requires more research,
.

as does the general issue of the quit differential between blacks.and
.

whites. Thus, though we havecome some way toward understanding the
,

. nature of the racial differential in unemployment, there is clearly

more to.learn. It should also be recognized that,the results here

are cross-sectiondl and thus Cannot welj explain changes Inthe.dif-

ferential over time. These shifts are important since in the mid -

1960s the ratio of black to white yoUth unemployment took a sudden

.... adverse shift Ar the.worse, a shift o a. level which has remained
40,

with us.,A satisfactory understanding of this would rieiqure, at least
in part, that we shift our attention away from the pe/S.Onal character-.

istics and behavior emphasized in this article and.focui upon structural

changes.in the'economy; Changes such as the suburbanization of,jobs,
. -

rising labor fcirCe participation Of adult women, and changes in the'

22. -Direct coritact witli the 61p1oyed was used by 24.994 of the

blacks and 22:8% or the whites. Newspaper ads were employed
by 4.2% of the blacks and 5.7% df the whites.
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struaure of demand for youth. labor': . .

'A

4THE CO1EQUENCE6 OF UNEMPLOYMENT----7"1-:

3

We know surpriAmly little about the long-term.cOnsequences of

teenage unemployment. Are teenagers who experience considerable un-
, . .

P

employment handicapped;later in their careers or is ihe effect trans-
.,

itory and unimportant? Arguments that.the impact is considerable dO/n,

the road could rely either on-the asSumed psychological impact of

joblessness early in the working career or upon the missed opportunities

, to develop training and skills. -On the,other hand, ihe'association of
.

uneTptoyment with moratorium behavior and, the importance of new-and

re-Atrants in unemplOyment would tend .to imply'that there are few ,

A

4 loniV-term effects and that the real Arobliem is onb of lost output and 411

. 4 income maintatftnce in the short run..

Little. work has been done on this'question nd.hnce little can
t 4:

be said with confidence. An initial effort at sheddipg someslight on

the issue is presented in Table 9. .

In thietabie the young men in 1968 are'divided into three groups:

those who.had no-uneuployment in 1968, those who experienced between

one and four weeks, and those who experienced five or more weeks. With-

in each of these three groups weaook at their unemployment expeiience

in 1966 and' 1970 and'determine the deviation of their-unemployment in

those years from the average unemployment experienced by the entire

2 roup (or subgroup). in that,year. .Thus,\for.examp1e, whites with no .

unemployment in 1968 had 26% less unefiployment in 1966 than all whites

experienced in 19100.22%less unemployment in 1970,than al1 whites.
*

',Or, to pick awther egample, bIa4sbwith less than a high school degree

who experienced one to fait' weeks of unemploymentein' 1968 had 12% more

v'ke ,unemployment in 1966 than all blacks with Pess than, 4 hi.igh school degree

experienced that yer and in.1970 had,091% more'unemployment than all
A

blacks with less than a high school degree"had that year.

The'advantage of looking at,1966 as.well 4s 1970'UnemployMent Is.

ft .,

.

4

that thq 1966.exper ience was obviously unaffected by the 1968 e).cperce
.

.

.

. -i,

. 4
, I

-

t '40.' '4,4

'
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TABLE 9

DEVIATIONS FROM EXPECTED UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1966 AND'1970
',BY WEEKS UNEMPLOYED IN 1968

0 Weeks,

4966

;77.14hi es.

Blacks'
,

16-19 Years

Whites -47%
,

Rlacks

-26%,

1968 1-4 Weeks, 1968 5 or More Weeks, 1968

1970 1966 1970 1966 1970

--22% +77% +.35% +266% 4-126%

,(

-34%1 +25% +38% +..36% + 81%

-48%

-43%

+ 6.% +37% - 2%

-45%. -11% +37%

-25% +74% +123%

-10%

-16%. +44% -17% +219%

-42% +12% . +91% +.10% +53%

'!10-

-33% +62% +107%

-25%
'V+

-11%
"1

-21%
#*

-12% .

4

. 20-23 Years

Whites

Blacks

24-26 Years
. .Whites -40%

0%

Blacks -23%

< High School
Degree

, )29Whites

Blacks - 9%

, High School

Degree
Whites r -17%

B acks

Mlore an HS
Whi s/

Blacks IF 0%

P

,

11

I.

.

Age ii as of'1068; EdUcation as of 1970; Only those out-of.school in 1967-
included; Data not repO'rted for cells less than 30.

i4
v. 1

o. 180
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.and hence an 'control for the unobserved.differences in individuals

which mighlihavè led the to experience more or less than average un-
.,,

employment in both 1968 and 1970. Thus, to determine the impact of
. . ,

. .
.

1968 unemployment we look at the'difference between the 1966 and 19670

figures

The lesson from this table is quite striking. Considexable un-

employment in 1968 does ntt adversely affect whites in 1970 but it
[

does damage blacks and, conversely, little unemployment in 1968 does,

not help whites in 1970 but it does help,hlacks.: This result hblds

for virtually all age and education groups.

This point can be made clearerbif we,look, for example, at the
' . 4

rows labled "whites" and "blacks." Whites who had no unemployment in

\f\
1968 had.26% 1 s than average in 196(1 and 22% less than 'average in

1970. Thus this group is clearly more succdtsful than.the average

for whites but the zero unemployment in 1968 did not appreaably

improve the situation in 1970. On the,other hand, for blacks, those

with zero unemployment in 1968 had 12% less than the average in'1966

and 34% less than the,average'in.197b. oThus, while the 1966 figure
A #'0

indicates that the group is somewhat special, the lem figure is an
4 .

improvement beyond expectations,

A similar picture emergesfof groups with high 1968,. unemjiloyment.

Thus, among all whites with five or more-weeks in 1968 the 1966 figure

indicates tha,,the^groUp is in diffidulty to begin with but the 1970

figure is an improvement and is a regression to the mean. On the
s

othe/ hana, for hlacks with fiiie ci; more' weeks, in 1968 the 1966 figure
)

also indicates trouble indeperfaTt of the 1968.eXperience, but the

1970 figure i4 a worsening of'the situAion.

These patterns are quite consistnt throughout.th'e.tabIe and 'seem

to indicate that whites afe feiatively unaffected by their early un-

"employment experience while blacks are very much affected. I say

Ifseem to indicate, because these results,ar'e only correlational; they

do.not prove causelnd effect.. Nevertheless, the iilgures seem poWer-.

full a:nd persuasive. ,
.,

4 t4- 10..- 7". '',.
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*
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'Why should we:find these Patterns? Once4ain, the answer is nOt'

known,.but some plausible explanations.are available: It may be, for

example,.that young blacks become in some sense more.discourage'd
0
than'

,

whites'. Or it is possible thatoemployers hold a sporadic emplopaut
s"

record against blacks but are inclined to overlook this for whites.

:Both explanations are possible, but a more persuasive explanation relies,

on our earlier discussions of job-finding techniques and how these

differ by race. The data on consequences justopreSented seem to imply

that.whites in effect get more than one chance to "make it," bueth4I

for a-black the chance, if any, comes onte,.and if available and taken

the young black remains unuspally stable and if missed then a,worsening

of employment prospects.occuis. A pattern like this would result if

whites relied on informal cOntactsaq hence.could repeatedly receive
At, A

helpWhile blacks were more dependenPon.foita1 institutions and thus

b thhad their access rationed.and were:likely to'be turned'away in

't e, face of a poor pAor record.... In this situation, blacks whO did

land,a'stable job, el- a job with the petential for stability,, would

be much more likely to hold On 'to it and tftus we'would observe, as we'

do, early stabirify (or rack of unemployment) 'being more strongly

.,Orelated with later unemployment f6i blacks than whites.

This explanation is tentative and speculative and shourt be

tTeated as such. However, the faCt seems to remqin that unemployment

has mote serious consequences for black than white teenagers and thus

should add greater urgency to the formulation Of policy.

etf
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THE EFFECTS OF CHILD LABOR LAWS ON YOUTH 'EMPLOYMENT

By: Daniel J. B. Mitchell & John Clapp*

ABSTRACT

Child labor laws are a relatively neglected aspect of public policy
toWarM youth employment. This is partly due to the difficulty in xe-

.

dicing thediverse state and federal laws in the child labor area into
a quantifiable index. This study attempts to surmount the quantification

.. barrier and analyze the employment effects of child labor laws.
Despite their name; child labor laws really regulate employment of

teenagers, not children. They typically permit restricted labor force
activity during ages fourteen to seventeen and do not apply at older age-
lev,els.. Hence, comparisons of the employment behavior of those below age
eighteen and those eighieen'years or older should reflect the effects of

. Ihe laws. .
.

if At approximately age eighteen, individuals typically graduate from
'high school. Thus, a general Sample of young people is likely to be
dominated by fhe sects of graduation, particularly in regard to the
availability for Work. To avoid confounding the graduation effect with
the legislative effect, a sample of high school dropouts aged fourteen to
twentyTone was drawn from the 1970 Census.of Population. Comparisons of
those younger than eighteen with those eighteen and above indicate that
employment shifts toward sectors restricted by child,labor at,tbe pigh-
teenth birthday. This shift suggest that the laws,do restrict employment

a in selected'sectors. A more tenuous analysis suggests thatl_the laws
have the effect of restricting total employment (as.uptioSedto dts.
pattern) for dropouts under age eighteen.

, Aiguments for child labor laws include the proposition that premature
employment leads to "dead-end" jobs. Census data on .occupational mobility

,

of yoling people during 1965-1970 do suggest a Cohsiderable degree of im,
mobility. Since dropouts tend to obtain lower status jobs, occupational
immobilitY tends to keep'them in such employment. However, the paper,
questions whether current public policy is an appropriate response to
this phenomenon. Ar.

.. .t
.

.

,

, INTRODUCTION Yr

. Onehundred years ago, Olemormal activity,of a teenager would'have

'leen work, not school...Today, it is assumed that the oppos.ite Should be

trpe. -Public pOlicies, especially thild labor laiis and school leaving
I

law's') reinforce thiS popular gonception.. Child labor laws restrict youth

ut ors would like to
tal, ahd RobereGOldstont
.

tliaiik NasirtKaramat, Steven Stambaugh; Jose Or-

who servd as .research assistants.
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employment in certain occupations and industries. School leaying laws

limit the availability of young plop4'for work. This paper presents

an empirical analysis of the gq,lo.oyMent impact of'-such

Both sChool leaving laws and Child labor laws were the products of

imblic reaction to perceLved evils jn the period from the late nineteenth

century to.the.early twentieth. These laws have been periodically updated.

But since the 1930s, they have received little critical attention. Despite

44, this neglect, current concerns about yOuth employment.problems must in-

evitably force a re-examination of the impacts of these programs.

. : Rethinking public policiies.is not an easy task; remaking public

policies is even harder. Current legislation with regard to "child" labor

--really teenage labor--k)uld not be changed without creating some adverse:

effects..
1,

6 Inevitably, there wOuld be.coneern about the impact on the

adult labor market.of an increase in the supply in teenagers.. But th4

Ifact that reform is complicated and raises potentially controversial issues

is not reason for avoidintKe.needed review.

Indeed, it could be argued that the time is especially rigW, r a

re-appraisal. Historically, child labor laws anEfemale protective labOr

laws were seen as pdrt of a package; both women and children were seen as
f :

needing special'state protection at the turn of thecentury. Although
. .

female kotective labor laws seemed sacrosanct, the de'sex:ingOf state

labor codes--under the impetus of Title 7 of the Civil Rights Act.of 1964--
2

was accomplished smoothly. The lessons from that episode,should carry

over.into child labor law reform. MoreoJer, the recent declline in birth

rates will reduge the'proportion of teenagers in the working age population

--during.the next:two decades.. Youthsfourteen to seventeen 4ccounted for

et.'

,

'Th s &tudy does.not concern itsel wit agriculture, w ere use 3T-----.
"preteenage children is a source of controversy. The youth employmept
problems discussed.below are basically urban problems.

2. lipe Raymóna'MUnts and David.G. Rice, Women Workers: Protection or
liquality?"' Industrial and Labor.RelatiOns Review, mol. 24 (October
1970) pp 3-13.

0
.

0

.
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10:5% of the population of-fourteen and above in 1910 but will, account

.for only 6,8% of the population by 1990, a reduction of well over one.

third.
3

Thus, concerns.abouCthe impact of teenage emprOyment on adult
.

job opportunities should be lessening.

Recent studies on child labor laws have been rare. One unpunished .

.4
'study attempted to relate such laws to juvenile delinquencyrates. .

5
Another relied heavily on employer interviews. The problem.,:has been 41-i,

that the laws, which varyf:tic)m state to state and between the states and

the federal government, have seemed inherently resistant 0-quantitative

analysis. When studying protective legislation, economists have tended

to prefer apalysisof the minimum wage and its impact on teenage 'employ:

ment, probably because the minimum wage tan be expressed as. a number.

Ironically, state minimum wage provisions and child labor laws are usually

found in the same labor codes. And, of course,-federal"child labor pro-

visions are included in the Fair Labor Standards Act, ge same siit0t0'

e estimate fOr 1990 is from the Census Series II projecq I Data

from U.S.. Bureau of,the Census,
States) 1976.(Washington: dovernment Printing Office,

4, Donald G. Woodworth, The Effects- of Laws Gove .g Youth Employment

and.School Attendanceon Youth Offenses and Del Ruency, unpublished
report 'by Stanford Reseaia'Institute prepared.for the Office 6f.

Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development:U.S. Department of Health,
Edu9ation and Welfare, December 1965. (Report available from

Edacational Resourcei Information Center.)

,

5. National Committee on Employment of Youth, The Tr'ansition from School

7

to'Work: A Study, of.Laws
4

, eplations and Practices Restri-ctIng, Work

Experience and Employment portunities for Youth, unpublished report
prepared for the U.S. Office of Education, June 1975, It might be

note& that'the dommittee which sponsored the report-,:-which is critical
of Unwarranted legal'restrictions on.teenage employMentwas formerly

efit; the National Child Labor Committee, the major forum for'chIJA labOr ....
law advocgtes in the early twentieth century. See Walter I. Trattner,

,
J Crusade for. the Ch"ldren:, A Histo of the N tional Child Labo ComJ-,

mittee an a orm ine_ erica, icaga: % Ua rang p do

100). .'""., -
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w4ch establishes the federal minimum wage and overtime provisions. Thus,

a researcher interested in teenage minimum wage impacts,cannot help but'

run across the child labor provisions.in these yarious statutes.
, .

It would be incorrect to suggest tnat contemporary observers have

been-unconcerned about the possible effects of child labor low's. But

there have been relativelt, few,specific proposals for reform:. Most pro-

poSals have been quite geAral. . A typical example is a'recent book by;

Willa Wirtz, the former Labor Secretor& Wirtz states that.: -

Fed ral and state prohibitions on persons under eighteen
working in "hazardokis occupations" are perhaps significontlk
involved (as,a barrier to youth job opportunities). Although
federal offices report that only obout_5,percent of all em-
ployment isforeclosed-to sixteen and seventeen-year-olds by
such prohibitions, employers manifest a considerable concern
about their s'cop,e ... It adds to this confusion'tha the
types of employment allowed for fourteen and'fifteen-year-
olds are considerably more limited A comprehensive
effort must be made to eliminate these misunderstandings.

Wirtz makes two points. First; he suggests that the effect of child

lobor laws should be small--that .cmly 5%fof potential employment is
.

affected. The difficulty with this estimate is that it ignores the fact

that teenagers are not likely to enter mamy forms of employment, especially

thme requirifig professionál.training and skills.. What matters is.the

po..po.tiontof jobs which,could reasonably be sources of employment and

whi01 are in fact restricted#by law. For reasons to be discussed below,

it is difficult to pinpoint precisely which occUpations and iiidustries

are dir irectly affected Vy child labor laws However, a'

of highschool dropouts was assembled for analysis in this paper.

It was found, that roughly half the mdles,and a fourth of the females in

the sample worked in Occupations and industries which appear most likely

to be affected after they attain *Iv 4.. Since yOlingsters 18 years of

age and older are no longeirSubjectAto child labor restrictions,*the po-

,tential impact of tge laws-on younger workers.appears larger than Wirtz's

5 percent estiMate.

th-riz,.The BoUnqess_Resourcc A Pros ectus for an Education
Wofk.Pojicr (Washingfon: New llepublic,800 o., 1

4
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The second suggestion is that the problem could be alleviated b/ .

supplying more information to employers. In fact, there is no shortage

of Labor Department pamphlets tai the subject. The difficulty is that

the asiertion contained in such,pamphlets-1-that the.laws.are basically
7

simple to.understand and obey--is false. .
Instead, the laws.are'com-*

plicated, Confusing, and.oVerlapping. ...

I

DEVELOPMENT OF CURRENT POLICY'

Two legal questions surround the field,of-child protectiv legisla-

,tion. First, at what age do individuals become responsible for heir own

behavior and choices? The long-term rise,in living standards has rad-
.

uably permitted this age to rise, and only recently has a countertrend

of "children's rights" begun to develop,
8

Second, below the critical age

7. As an illustration, consiaer a recent Labor Department releasb- design-

ed to convince employers "that there is nothing complicated about the

laws governing summer jobs." The rerease'goes on for three pages des-

cribing federal laws, and then,notes that employers had better check

up on state laws as well. In fact, .a perusal of the release is suffi-

cient to convince the reader that the laws are complicated and that

the simple way to avoid violating them is to avoid hirihg teenagers

in a number of broad industrial sectors.. See '!Elisburg'Explains the

Laws Applying to Summer Jobs for Teenagers," U.S. Department of Labor,

4,Employment.Standards Administration press release,JOne 12, 1977.

8 Redings on the issile of children's rights can be fotiind in Robert H.

Bremner, ed., The Legal,Rights of Children 4New YorkE Arne Press-,

1974). Recent litigation has centered on the rights.;of juvenile

delinquents to due/process procedures, the rights ordependent) child-

reR.in divorce cases, and rights\ of exprAsien in Student npwspapers.

The minimum voting age vas lowered to elefteen years by the twenty-

sixth amendment to the tgpstitution. Sibm'e' observers have claimed

'that the age of physical_ maturity., i.e., puberty, has been declining.

On the last point, see John,A. R.e.iWilson, et al, Psychological Foun-

dations of Learning and Teaching; Second edition (New Nork:1 McGraw-

Hill, 1974), p. 302.. 0

i8.1)
dli
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of maturitr, who will he the p.arty responsible fox making decisions -for
. .

minors? Basically, the alternatives have been faMilytands state. For

queitions of education and work, child labor refprmer's gra.dually ,pushed
the,age of matuiity up to eighteen years. Furthermore, they advocated a
major role fori& s,tater-rather than the familyin dealing with,these
issues. 9

..
.

A compliCated web df So'cial and economic 'forces contributed te the
.t, ..

,,.... ri,$v of the child labor lat./. movement. Ingtstrialization broUght-,4 ti,:

s:41...se in productivity 'which made ft economically feasible to delay,wo4.
' intill the late teenage ?rears. As a -.consumption good, it mighli,be exPected.i.:,A,,

: ,

that:an increased, demand for education would ariSe as= living stark1at4
.. , .

toses. Froilan investment .viewpoint,, indUstrialiaiion appeared to create
a, widedisparity in wage differentials between skiiled arid unskilled..

4

.v

workers. To the extent that e,ducation provided a route into skilled
employment;qhe demand for it dould be e'xpected tij increase.

Industrialization also meant that child labor would take place in the
context of an employer-pmpl9yee relationship rather than a parent-child

4e1titiOns1tip, at least in urban area*, The conversion of child labor into
°A_Market transaction bron.ht It to ger*ate
reformers tended Iniaz4 Ihe 's1./.trtu.
--even on subsi -60"474desp.ite`'.:ame

celle
lab r laws
uttiif4ren
Harvaid Uhl

, . .

Ao, le;
kyavion,Of doc
Jated issu

Jifieri ca

10.. .See

r public attention. In contrast,
es of child labor
contrary evida

on family farms
11 The fact

ents relating te child labor, child
be found in Robert H, Bremner, ed.,

Docwientarillfstaizr (Cambridge, Mass.:
,

.0444:Differentials, 1907-1947," Monthly
:fitutittfat§48),;.pp. 127-34; and Paul G. Keat,

es' "Occupttional. Wage Structure, .1900-1956," Journal
vOletrietlbecember 1960), pp. 584-600;

11. For mo
Working
98 (Obtob

4

's *sue, -se4Dat4e1,..T4 B*, Mitchell, "A Furor OtTr,
1.*rd.the Burouof Labor;" jMonthly abor Revie vol.

34.1t6. 064.,r

4 ..9 .

Hlt '1.. A
A : .

4
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that:child labor:laws are generally less strict l,11 agriculture.is partly
, :

4-11* to this temdency4

rhalliiatidwailo weakened the importance of

productionnit.:121he failure of the
f 1.' :. . , 1 .-

. 1.-

:ti,ol over children amAnithe urban poor led to the phenomenon of "street
.. ,, ,,.. . ,

,,
' .6hildree Who stillhaves counterparts tociay throughout the less-developed
.f 0

the family asia self-

family to maintain con-

:..or1nLin ol 13
ttemporary American city slums. The visibility of such

.s.;Feei childrpn led inevitably to the view that "the publi must in some
A

400sure:Ptke the One of those who ought to have been thei natural
14

ans and pfoteCtors." The groundwork was thus laid for state

entiOn in matters of employment and education, because the tradi-
J .

ti aljaMilY wS viewed as an inadequatelOntrol..-, . k
. .". Qpinions'on Why parental authority was inadequate varied.. Some

.

J.
,y ,r,pformerssimply viewed poor parents, as greedy exploiters of their own-

irt,Apny. Others assumed that the seeming laaofYaren.ts' concern for

11e*r.children's educational needs or for the peril's of too-early 1 or
.

fprce.partiipation stemmed frotn the regrettab.le ignorance of forei :or

!(..)4111ial immigrants into urban centers. Some ano saw repuired.public

ed0fation as wmethod of weaning immigrant children froM their alien
. .

15
ctiltures.

As'a.result-of pressure for child labor laws and schooling laws, most

0 states by the turn of the century required education somewhere between ages

. Stuart M. Blumin The Urban ThreShold (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1976), p. 245.

13. For a view from the earl)P part of this century, see 'Edward N. Clopper;
Child Labor in Ciq Streets (New York: -Macmillan, 1.912). A con-
temporary^aescription can'he found in Claude Brown The Children'of

Ham (New York: Stein and Day, 1976).

14. A quote from officials of the New York House of Refuge, an agency
which 'began to receive public grants'in 1829. See Joseph M. Hawes,

Children in Urban SOciety: Juvenile, Delinquency in Nineteenth Century

Amerlea (New Yort: OxfOrd University Press, 1971),.p. 46.

15. err, cnildren and Youth, vol, 2, p. 605.

0
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seven or eight and fourteen to siiteen. inaaTtton, same limitldtions on

minimum wages and maximum hours pf work for minors in industry were-often

provided. According to the 1900 Census, children in the age bracket ten
Ak

to fifteen generally did not work but a minority of-aboye 26% did, With --

agriculture being the most significant employer.
16

Recent.evidence sug- .

gests that minimum schooling requirements in the nineteenth4century t9nded

to follow actuai practice, i.e., thoe states with high ,educational attain-
, ,

ment rateso-tended.to raise their minimum school leaving ages. And it does
,

r
. 1 .. .

appear that early state child labor laws restricted.employment in certhin. ,

.

. .

' sectOrs:
7 ..

.

_
. -

.. Within the child labor reform N,y,leint there developed.a rift between
-,.

those who wished to.contiiiuo Pressuring the states-for .stricter lawS, and

'those who 4esired federal legislation. Ultimately,.the'movement united ,

behind a push for a federal 1Aw. The 1:113-itia1 outcome of this effort'was.

the Creation of the federal Children's Bureau of 1912; an agency which

continues today, but no longer has responsibility in-the child labor

area..18 '1O attempts io pass federal statutes liTiting chil,d labor--one
..

in 1916
/
and another in 1918--ran afoul of Supreme Court decisions dedlaring- :

. , .

them unconstitutional. .Chi.ld labOr reformers then sQught'adponstitutional .
, ,

'Amendment; an effort which failed after a fierce opposition campaign d

. the state ratification process.'

: The need for a special amendment ended with the change in stance of'

the Supreme Court toward such legislation in the late 1930s and early.

16. Idem,

17. See William M. Landes and Lewis C. Solmon, "Compulsory Schooling Leg-
-islation: An Economic Analysis of Law and Social Change in the Nine.-
teenth Century," Journal of Economic Histor vol. 32 (March 1972), ,

pp. 54-91; and Olen R. Sanderson, "Child bor Legislation and the
Labor Force Participation of Children" Jbifria1 of Econotic History?

vol. 34 (March 1974) pp. 297,99.

I.

18. See Robert H. Bremner, ed., The UnitedStates Children's Bureau ,1912-

1972 (New York: Arnó, 1974).
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1940s. Congress passe(Fthe Fair Labor. Standards.Act'(FLSA) in 1938; which'

contained child labor'provisions alongth minimum wages' and overtime

Tegulations. Since 1938, child lat;or has been regulated at both the state

0

and federal levelS.

CURRENT REGULATIONS

Uncle

4 46

-th'e fedeial ELSA, illegal, use'of childrennor teenagers is de-

fined.as essive child lab'or." Enterprises considered to be in inter-,
grANN

/A state commerce-tiff-der the act are prohibited.fre'using oppressi:ve.child

, 'labor in the production'of goods'and services. Shipments of. such goods

("hot goOds") acgross state lines ar. e also banned. .

04tside agriculture, employment below age fourteen iS basically 0o-
, 4

-

^hibited, except for a -fqw insignifieaa exwtions. Employment during ages'

fourt.een.and fifteen iS for bidden in.manufacturing, mrning, pnd othet areas

foundbe hazardous brthe Secretary ofLa
:

bor. At agn sixteen geld
.

seventeen, empiSYment'is regulated by means of "hazardous orders" iS*ued

- by the Svretary of Labor which declare certaiu tipes o'f.jobs to be detri-

mentai tb the health and wel.1-being of teenage employees. These orders. \

op.are'M likely.to affect manUfacturing, mininA,''constrAtion, transporta-
.

4 .

.
tion, and.utilities, especially in occupations where' contact with machinery,

.chemicals, explosives, and sw'forth'is a possibili ty.

pe e4,ial regulations iss by the Secrety of Lahor limit hodrs of

or fourteen and fifteenA.-year-o1d4. When S\chool is:not in session, .

employees In'this age'bracket may notmork more than eight hours per day-
, . *.

nor more than fortyhours per weak. .Qpring the 4cheo1 year, the limits'

1 01 are eighteen hours per-weeli and three hours per school day. In addition,

other limits are applied on the hours'auring-which-work--may take place.

Certain exrptions the general rules apply for vocational rrograms.

'For exqmple, provisions are made for work/study arrangements for fOurteen
P

4 and fifteen-years-odds under 41prk,experience and career exploration pro-

c.gram044 Ihese WECEP programs'are aimé'ciat dropoutirone students, and
,

provide work experience under,supervision of 1tca1 school autho'rities.
4 1/4

Evide nce from theSe programs'suggest.4 that'the jobs provided have not

'1',
1 ,t;

t-

4,

-^

4

N.,
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e

.fact,interfered with school perfo 4nce; they

19
it. Tkere a5e also special exc ptions for

may evenjza*e-Improved

student learners and

apprentices.. iHowever, ai"Cavch-22' applies, since apprenticeship pro-
-. .

grams often do not acce131 applicazits below' age eighteen, or, T uire a
.

high\school.diploma.
2
.3

,

I 0

I
.....,.. .

iN
,

An important element'of federal policy is that the FLSA's sectioArs

18ka) permit's state law to override the federar'regulations, whenever the
0,. . J / w

state law is stricter. In short, the previ4.on applicable to.an 04loyer

is_always the stricter of the federal and Atate requirements..,.State laws

Itary considerably so that Ae importance ofAhe FLSA compared with the

state requirements will vary. rom state to%state. Ima given state; the

Nt
.

44b

FLSA may.be.applcab,le to cert in youngsters and state law to others.
21

22
It.is not possible TO review the various state However, it

is worth pointing out that state 1 y be scattered in various codeS,
,

a feature whicn makes it more diff1èt1t for employers to determine require-

19., -Dennis Roth an Ernst W. Stromsdorfer, An Analys.is of the Edycational

and Economi,c &pact of the WorkExperience and Careei Exploration
Program, unpublished working paper of the Office of the Assistant'
Secretary for Policy, Evallzation, and Research, U.S.-Department of
Labor, 1ay.29 1975:P/ /-

20. Other federal policies' have an effect'un teenage employment. In \,

articular, although the FLSA'permits some employmelV of 14-15 year. -,
lds, the Walsh-Healey Act--which applifs to federallIcontractors--

,Irohibits emploTent of youngsterS under age sixteen.

examp , in
1

California no provision is'made for WECEP progtams

t=.

e law; so.such programs cannot operate M.nce state law.

Yet 1 e$ e federal. Howeyer, the ELSA is generally stricter for

oungste Uteen to seventeen-years-old than the state law.

A somewhat dated summary 'of state child labor laws can Ize found in .

U.S.sgureau of Labor Standards,'State Child Labor Standards, Bulletin
158, reir$sed 065 (Washington:, Government Printing Office, 1965).
Highlights of revisions in state laws can be found. annuatly in the

Monthly Labor Review.,

, . 1

t
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ments, For example, in CalifoAka it is necessary to consult the labor,

education, and insurance codes ta.locate the relevant child requirements

t\
in the state, (Theinsurace cdde deals partly with workers' compensations

have'special features with regard to injury o"f illegalfy em7

ployed minorc.) Certain sections of the administrative code ai:e also ap-
,

plfcable
4

T

State laws generally foll the FLSA in terms of the tyldes of cover-

age. Typically, regulatios vary at different age levels, with younger

workers subject to.'strieter standards. Certain types of emplo)ment re

restricted on the grounds of physical or morad hazard. Hours are li 'ted

to dovetail with school requirements. The main un'ifying pOiNt about both

state and federal laws in this area is that applicatio4basically ceases

age.eighteen. Thus, despite the difficulty in summarizing the details

of the laws,' comparisons of thejabor market behavior *of youngsters below
t

4
Ar( age eighteen,with that df those above that age can,provide some.indication

of the impact c.f oVeral,l child.labor policy.'

I.
4

SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS OF CHI_LD LAapR LAWS

1

The dearth of,professional studies on the impact of.child labor laws

leaves open the question of whethpr such laws have any impact.at.all.

Perhaps, due to inLiequate enforcement or a "natural" avoidance of modern-

ay teenagers of the types of jobs which are restricted, the laws do not ,

influence labor-market behavior. In_principle, the lawS seek to shift

teenage employment from cktain sectors which are declared "off limitsr

to'others whLch are considered to be more desirable. Hence, it is essen-

tial to elamine available enployment data to determine if such,an'employ.,

ment-shifting effect can be detected. lf ie cannot, there is little point

in considering the reform of laws which--for whatexer reason--have no

noticeable influelce.

.
School dropouts are more likely than other teenagers to be affected

- -1

tby chlId laboyll6s. Dropoutsare potentially availAble for full-time .

.4,*

work while ,students are not. Hence, ifrthe impact of child labor laws*is
. ,

4
,

0,.
detectable,,the logical place to lopk,is within a ;ample of highlOchool

, . . ,

dropouts.
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The 1970 CenlUs of-Population 'public use sawle" computer )es

were used to xrovide a clata base of kndividuals not.enrolled 1 school,

with educational attainment of less.thari a hign.school diploma. 'ReSidents

of çural 'areas, mhb :are not the:focus of this study, were deleted. Ana-

ly s was confined tb the Wqst South Central, Mountainnd.Pacific N
23

.regiong. The limitation of the study.tio the.westet:.states was'dic-
. . .

..
, .. .

.

tated by the avai1al4ility of computerized data and computer time.- It is

believed, however, th'at the results discussed below.have %general appli-

cability despite possible variations of state child labor .raws across

regions. This iS because the federal regulations constitute a floor on

et
$44

,
state Variation. Only individuals within the".age) range fourteen to *

twenty-one were included. This decision permitted observation on both

sides of the eighteenth birthday while excluding.individuals who were

well into adulthood. A total of 7,764 individuals were selected, 48.5%
-

of.whom were male: Since the sampl contains only one percent of those ,

surveyed by the Census, the sample represents 776,400 p rsons in the
,

western.area. Within the lamplac 2,724 persons were employed.

" Initially, the goal was to determine whether child labor Tegulations

had the.antfcipated effect of pushing employed dropouts in the-sample away

from sectors restricted:by ttese Jams. It is difficult to pinpoint indus-

tries.and jobs whicii,are spedifically covered by chikd labor restrictions.

. But it:is possible to desi gnate'certaind.industrial sectors Mid occupational'
A

classes which4eem.post prone to reOlation. A reading.of the lams suggeSts

thafthe industries most likely to be.atfected are mining, construction;

I.

2 . For details on the pUblic use saMple,%see U.S. itgread of the Census,
Vublic Use Samp/es of the Basis Records.from the 1970 Census: Des-
eription -and Technical Documentation (Washingtqn: Government PKipting

,

Office, 1972). A comparison of the Western sample with published
Census data for the,entire urban United. States suggests that no sub-

. stantial demographic distortions'were introduced by confining the
sample.to thd western area. However, nonwhites'tend to be pomewhat

I underrepresented in the west compalied with the entire country (17.4%
of,the dropout population aged rfburteen to twenty-one versus 23.9%).

,

0: 01 4T at5

4
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emanufacturing; transportation, and uttilities. Th6 occupations most

24
likely to he affected aro blue collar wap-earning positions. (Un-

'paid familyemployment is less -striCtly regulated.1 TAis, one ap'proach

used was simply to Oefine emPloyment in the indusfYies and occupations

enumerated above as the "covered" sector, and all other employment-as.

"uncovered."

Since one goal of child 1 or legislation is to reduce exposure to

unsafe working conditiOns, a secomd.method of.designating sectors

likely,to be heavilY. affected by child labor regulation was also

utilized.- As a byproduct of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of

1970, statisticl on.industrialigyork-injury rates are-available. Thus,

it is
4
possible to determine'accident :Tates..aceording to detailed ilk-.

oulustry code and to isolate those industries with'4..ez!_average injuries

per-100 full-time employee equi.Valents: Blue colJar wage-earnikig em-

ployment in such industries Was'designated as. "hazardous"- and all
25'

-

.other employment s "nonhazardous." -.

. If child labor laws had been constructed after detailed study of

hazard, designation based on work injury rates would presumably *capture

sectors.which were not available when most child labor provisjons were
eak

24, lat employment was i.e ine .as nclu ing t e .o lowing

Census occupation classes: craftsmen andkindred worker,.

A operativeslaborers, and farmers.

25.-. Industries were classified at roughly the three-digit S.I.C. level
.

4

on the' basis of recordable occupational injury and illness rates

itp 1973. (In a-few cases of missing data, 1972 rates were used.) \(

The mean rate for the private sector in 1973 was 11 cases, per 100

full-time efiployee equivalents. ource; U.S. Bureau of Labor

Statist.ics,.Handbook of Labor"Stat stics 1975--Reference Edition

- (Washington: Goverlment Priqing ffice, 1975). The use of the

mean rate of injuries to clssify industries is obvibusly arbi-

trary. It is possible that an alternative Cutoff point would have

proauced different result's, .However, the general similarity of

'the results'of the two olternative classification scAemes described

in the'text.suggests .thll.the general conclusions would not varyk

with reasonable definitions of hazardous industries.
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drawn up. So despite the quariittative aspect,of the hazardous/nonhazar-.

douS dichotomy, there is no'reasori to 'assumel(hat it captures effects of-

,

1

. .

child labor laws-better than the simpler covered/uncovered classifications.

In an. y cae,, there is onsiderable,overlap betWee-n the Covered and hazar-

dous secfors.

The:first step in the:analysis of employment patterns within the drop-,

lout sample was to-determine whether the seCtoralicompositiop of employmen

shifts toward the covered or hazardous sectors at aie eighteen. TO make

fhis determination, the sample)was divided into employed individuals ag

- fourteen to seventeen (ages regulated-by child labor 1aw4) and, ages eigh-

teen to twenty,one (ages not regulated by child labor laws). the sample

was t n swbdivided into SeX, race, and other'dimographit categories.
4

Si c the sample was relatively small, substantial disaggregation was not'.

possible. ,

Table 1 summarizes these.breakdowns for employed individuals: .1-n all

categdiries;',-except for nonwhite'femaleS, a higher proportionof those aged-

edghteen to twenty-one worked in the covered or hatardous sectors 9an
.

those aged fourteen to seventeen. Of course, some of the cells are tdo.

.smalioto pezmit much to be said
26

about Significance. -But in most oi

the larger cells, a statistically significant.shift in employment patterns
, .

the direction child,labor laws weuld lead' one to expect--does occur.

"The shift seems to be greater for males-than for females,' prokably reflct-

inga lower proptnsity of femalesat all ages to seek blue collar work

26. An approximately nordal distributOn was.used to%test for statistica%

significance. The test statistic was defined as the ratio of the

difference in sample proportions'to the'standard eilror of the diffe-

fence. See Robert V. Hogg and Allen'T. Craig, Introduction to Nathe-

maticayStatistids, third edition (New York: The MacMillan Company,

1976), pp. 201-2. For,some of the smaller cells of Table 4, this

test may be inaccurate. Most of the cells,.however, contain at leaS't

fifty individuats, a,poitt cQnsidered tcPbe the cutoff for reasonable

accuracy of-the test,

414'4N.

Et

sso-
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the restricted-seetors.
. .

r,

These conclusions continue to hold when the sample is*disaggregated

along demographic lines.. For example, t2sii. no evidence of any.

:differential on nonwhite' females. (Of cOurse,.a large sample size for

this group-might be more revealing.) The results.for nonwhite males are

not.,substantially different than.those for whiteS) and-are less statisti-

cally significant. .?oung people not living with.both parents and who

are not themselve-S married With spouse- present.can be expected tothave

leSsadult guidance (or less adult responsibility) than otheroungSters.

BUt the differences between the sectoral employment tomposition of the

older and.yoUngok individual.not living in husband7wife families are

smaller as nd. eiss significant than.the differences for thosO who do.live
.

in such fdilies. si.nce youth-employmelt'prOblems are often

asSociated with large urban. centeit might be expected,that those

iVfilig in the larger cities would be.more,affected by-child laborlaws'

, than- those who do not. Bui thetable-indicates only slight differences

in ihe results.for larger and smaller .urban areas%

Some evi,dence on the maturity effect can be found on Table 1. As

was.previously noted, comparisons of older and younger workers might be

influenced by differences in maturity which alter em ployabilitY in various

Sectors., One element.ofmaturity- at *etage-range'in the sample 14 the
. .

tendency to be married. Only 44% of the males the younger,age grouR

were married with spot*e present, compared with'41%. 'the older males.

The figures for females were 19% and 41A., respective However, even

when the sample is broken doWn into single and ed indlvidualg, the'
,

gaps in; the proportion employed in cwiered or haz r ous jobs.at the two

age brackets-rematn. If marriage is important in etermining these see-
,

toral.employmdnt.ratios'--and it does seem.tolboost.the ratios.for

it is7still not sufficient to eliminate the markedshi.fi in employment
^ .

at age eighteen..in the dropout sample. ,-

. ,
v

... There are, of,course,:other facefs of maturity besides, marriage. But

1
,

.
,-whatover maturity entails, it seems'unlikeIy that adulthood is.a.quality

, . .

which is bestowed on an individual as a one-shotoevent at age eighteen.

.It\ seems more teasonable to assume that maturity accrues gradually. If .

P
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TABLE l'
.EMPLOYMENT COMPOSITION Og EMpLOYED

SCH0101 LEAVERS -

Sector

Males Females

14-17 18-21 Tgst' 14-17 18-21 Test
years years Statititlyears year Statistic

A

Sample size 399

Total Sample

1327 ..- '238 760
Covered (%) 32.3 , 49.1 6.16 13.5. 23.7 3.79
Hazardous (%) 42.4 52.9 3.73 12.6 19.5 2.65-,

Sample size
Coyered (%)

Hazardous"(%)

Sample size
Covered (%)\
'Hazardous 0)

353
.

32.0

43.1

,
46

. 34.8

37.0

Whig's 4

- 1118 - 198 642 ..,

. 49.3 5.96 12.1 24.8 4.40
53.1 -3.32 11.6 19.6 .2.90

s

Nonwhites

s\,

209 ' - . 40 1'18

. 4,8_,/c1.67 20.0 17.8 -.30
51.7 1.86 .$17.5 1816 .16

White BluedCollar Workers (A) .

Samplq size 224 863 - 37 190 -
'Coveted (%) , 39.7 57.4 4.81 48.6 72.1 . 2.66 .

Hazardous (%) , 574 62.1 1.35 37.8 . 52.1 1.63
f, w . ,

Co ere (%)

Ha; ous t%)

24 .

37.5

45.8

Nonwhite Btue 611ar Workers (A) .

139 - 14 27 -

65.5 2.62 50.0. . 74.1 1.53
70.5 2.27 42.9 70.4 . 1.73

,,Living,in Husband-Wife Families (B)

Sample size 291 977 159 35.
Cover6a (%) 33.7 51.4 5.33 10.7- 423.6
Hazardous (%) 44.3 56.1 3,55 10.7 18.9

-
4.20,
2.75

,Not LiviAg in Husband-Wife Famtlies (B)
, .

-..

Sample size 108 350 79 225 -
Covered (%) 28.9 42:6 /.92 19.0 / 24.0 .95'
Hazardous (%) ,37.0 44.0 1.30 .16.5 20.9 \.89

I'N,5412gle C

. Sample size . 342 784

2 0

192 .446
' Covered (%) 31.0 45.2 14.1 '21.7 2.42

f,

Hazardous (%) 41.2 40.0 -.36 13.0 18.2 1.69
i

..
4 t
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TABLE 1

. (COnt'd) ,

.0

. Maleb Females
,

14-11 1B-21. Test). 14-17 1B-21 Test .

Sector years ,years Stafistic 'years years, Stat istic

. .

Marr4ed-Spouse Present
.$

4go Sample size 57 '", 543 - 46 314. -

Covered (%) 40.4 54.7 2.-11) 10.9 26.4 2.98

.v Hazardous (%) 49.1 59.9 1.54 10.9 21.3 2.04
J (

Living.in Smaller Urbhn Areas (I,3)

)
Sample size 177 579 '108' , 326

.

Covered (%) 32..8 .45.9' 3%22 12.0 ?1.5 2.44

Hazardous (%) 42.9 51.1 1.92 13.0 17.8 i .25
, .

Living in Larger ,Urban Areas (E)
b

..,

.-Sanyik.size , 222 748 , -.- 130 434 , -

: Covered.(%),; 32,6 51,5 5.38 . 14.6 25.3 2:87

Hazardous (%). 41.9 54.3 3:28 12.3. . 20.7 , 2.42

4

(A) See footnote 24 of text f occupations inclu,pd.

(10. 'Living wlth both .parents or narried, spouse 'present.

(C) Includes never .mar'ried"as well, as dilorced , windowed, and separated.

-

.(:0) -Urban areas of 506,000 population or less.
.

N.

. (0 Urban areas pf population' greater tlian 500,000. .t

/Source: see text .

I.

t . , y.

r".
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so, a better understanding.of Xhe mattirity effect might be ob ined from :

a more detailed age breakdoWn that was shown on Table 1.
.

Two problems arise when detailed age iroufiings are ASed. First, the

sample size'in any pep is reduced, decreasing the precision of the es

mates. _Second, comparisons of.fourteen- to fifteen-year-olds with six-
!.

teen- tolseventeen-lear'-olds are distorted'by. the differerices in child

labor laws whichapply toAhese,tto-ige2 brackets. _Both ,these con* sidera-

tions suggest that.special attent n should.be paid to a.comparison of. .

eighteeri- to nineteen-year-olds wit% twenty- to twenty-one-year-olds.'
, .

The sample .size is larger:for these.older persons than for the.younger.
. ,

group andeneither adi is covered.by child labor lawS, xteptfor pessible

"echo" effects for individ4als not tar.beyond their eighteenth birthdai..27

Table 2 shoWs that for males--both white and nonwhite-there is no

significan*hift in employment Patterns toward reStricted, work between

ages eighteen to nineteen and twenty to twenty-.0ne. If maturitf, was

trashing employment toward the restricted sectors,at these age lev'els, a

significant' shift would lie expe cted. The fact that none is found suggeses

that growing maturity by itself.does not bias"employment toward sectors

Testrictea'by child labor.laW'S, atl.-enst at ages hOt far above the years'
, .

when child labor lays apply. The gap between ages &ixteen to seventeen

and ages eighteen to nindteen, in contiast, is always significant and

positive.

For fbnIales, the pattern is less clear.

when- examined on Tpb10001--show na evidence of

First,,noiwhite females--

a,shNft toward restricted

27. Those who are just beyond their eighteenth.birthdays may.not\have-
sufficient time to change th47-sectorof emilkoyment. Since these .

echo effects Of child labor laws will reduce the significance of
differnces in the sectoral employment:ratios betwee .sixteen to

Njo
eventeen-year-olds

add eighteen tp nineteen-year- ds, the analytia
escribed is strngthened.

,

1
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TABLE 2

EMPLOYMENT COMPARISON'BY DETAILED AGE4 RACE, AND SEX: -ALIO WORKERS

14-15 ,16-17 18-19 20-21

\ years years yeares years

White MaleS (Number) ..

Covered/(%)

". Hazarflous (%)

.. \ 9 -- ,..'

. ..

80-

2056-

22.5

-. 2

.273.. .,

26.7
-(1.29)

.40.3
. (3.22)

"--....t,

530 .

42.§
(4.63)

48.1
(2.12).

58T

45.(
(1.04)

. 47.8'

(-',10)

--)

Norwhite Males Osi...uMber 15 . 31 94 115

Coveted(%) 26-.7 16.1 40.4 46.1'.

- ,. .(-.80)' '(2.92) (.83)

.. HaZardous (%) 33.3 ..-19.4 42.6 50.4

(- (2.65) (1.13)

White Females .(NUmber) 47 15 -288..

Covered (%). .
6:4 13.9 20..1 .8.5

(1.60) (1.69). (2.50)

Hazardous (%) 144 10.6 18.1 20.1-

(-:.75) (2.22) . .(.64)

/ .

Ncinwhite Females (Number) 10. .30 . 39 79

Covered (%1 30.0 16.7 Z0.5 16.4

,

Hazardous Mi.

40

20,0 .

..

. ..(-.83)

16.7
'(-.23)

(Ap)
23.1.

(.67)

(-'.53)

16.4

(-.84)
.

Total Males,(Number) 95 hp 304 624 703

,..
.

Covered (%). 21.1 .25.7, 42.3 0.8-
.

(.94) (5.20) (1,28)

-. Hai(ixdous (%) 24.2. 38.2 47.3 . 48.2

a (2.69) (2.65) (.33)

Total Femalei (Number) 57 181 327 433
.

Covered 10.5
.

* 14.4 20.2 '263
- (.81). ' (1.69) (1.99)

Hazardous (A) 15.8 ' 11.6 1t.7

'4
0 '.(-..78) (2.21)

12t.1

(.48)

.Note: The test statistic in parent,heses cbmpares-the figure above
with ffgure in columi tO the feft.

Source: See text.

.
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employment at age eighteen. Hence, a search for a maturity effect among

females must necessarily be confined to whites. Second, the data on white

females.betweet e hteen to nineteen ages and twenty td twenty-one suggest

the existence of a m ity effect when the cpver6d definition is used,
. .

. \
but not when the hazardous definition is,applied. That.is, there iS a,.

stgiistically sigpificant shift toward covered employment bY white females
k,...L.... A .

.

between eighteen to nineteen and:twenty to twenty-one, but not toward

hazardous employmeht.
.

. , .
.

, \ .

hort, it haS been established that a statistically significant-
,

shift toward employmentin sectors restricted by.child.labor laws bccurs

in a sample of western school dropouts between ages fourteen to eighteen

and eighteenqo twenty-one. '.For..-maleS, it can reasonably be inferred

that the shift is due to the lapsing of these laws at age. eighteen. Re-

Call thit.the saMple.is composed entirely of high tchool dropouts; Thus

the males included/in the sample did not experience the breaking point

whichehe rest.of the population encounters at approxiiriately age 1'8: a
4a

high.school graduation. Moreover, sin(ce there Woüld presumably be a time
6 .*

lbetween. a person's eighteenth birthday.and a resultant employment

shift, the fact that a sta tistically significant shift is observed in.the

data lends support to the child labor law interpretation. Due td over-
0

lapping juriTdictions, there is no way of separating the state versus

Neral.impact.

For females, the evidence iS less clear. Among whites, the possibi:

lity.thaf sote, undefined gradual,filaturity effect is causing the shift

rather than.a Cessation o.f legal pstriction cannot:be-dismissed. How-.

eVer, the suggestionsithat child labor laws affect4.males more.than females

is not surprising;.the ri4tricted types of employmen 'have tended,to.be
,

traditionally male. Of course,. as women enter"male".occupations in

greatermumbers, this distinctiX mild fade. 4

r

OVERALL EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS OF CHILD LABOR AWS

Thq,.evidence presentsp far.deals only with the

between sectors, not with the overall number employed.
,:.

labor laws could affect the mix and not the magnitude.

mix of employment

In principle, child

However, it is

s'"
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also poSsible that the laws.compl.icate.the)0o4 arch,pteces for teen,:.
- . .

,

2,----Agers., thus reSpltingtin.fewertee*ers actu Pridini'em oytent.
f

, a f. . ..

Orviticoula be.that the'laws "'crowd" teenagers into c`eitai; S ctors
, . .

4 . .
_. .

-.where tp.resuiting.depresSion.of wages either is or be-omeS.l mited by

a miniMum.wAge floor. .At such a floOr,-the_number, of j bg. is
/
inherently

a
,

, and teenage disemployment;could result, Finally, il is liassi41,e,
. .

.

that-'teenagers liewlhejobs ikthe unrbsfricted sectors as ler desirable
. .

.
,

than restrictedjob, IfYso; lhbOr fOrcellarticipation of'teenagers ,

.
, . k (mig be reduced. .

a r, , . .

.
*

.

In e or'ing the possibility' o& an OUerall eMplOyment iMpact, tkhe..

sample of western school dropouts is:again of .uu., since the.individuals

IncludpdcOuld be expbCtedto be most sensitive to regutation.bY child

illabor laws. ..Even with this sam e.was felt that more.cQuld be learned

by using employment rather ';han. nefriployment.as the dependent variable.

'At the Younger end of the'l r,matket, the definition of'unemploympt

cre'atewell known problem *elating to discouragement and maiWal

ment toth abor force. Other studies .have found the employment-to-pbpu-.

lationrati, ..to be useful at.this age a4ge since its meaning is less am-
,

e.bfguous.
,28

Thus,
'A
tkcalcurations. described.below make use of this.ratio.

,--
1

.'-
Yonr sehool leaVers'tend to have relatively loW employment,-to-Impu-

Q..

lation ratios when compared with oldeeschool leavers: The caUseS of this-

difference probably include the tendency 'of younger persdhs.to be pbrceived
,

a as%4aving lower productivity, to haVe less job experienee; irdto..be under
.' .

_.... . ,

less essure to seek work due to jatk Of dependents or income from famly
,

. II. sources. Thus, the.difference between.the employmentwatios for Younger
1

f.. .

:individuals below age eighteen and older oneS shoulll represent at upper-
A. 4

...limit esefeafe ofsthe oVerali ihild labor law efea. The eStimft e can be
, .

-sdiftwhat refined by tonfining' tKe older comparisdrigrodP to eighie - to..
v.

nineteer0.0ar-olds, .i.e.-, om. itting those- in.thesample aged twenty tiktwen-

ty-one. Evq0o, it should still exaggerate. the chi d!)labor law i4:16%
4.2: ,

,
.

. . .

vii.,4,.

1
, v,

mi
t401,

, See. u,S, reau Of Lab-or St'atistics, .Youth E4loyment arid Mini,

mal!)

Waoei. (WashingtOn: Governmeht Printing Office, 1970,- p..43.

1

se.

fu
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.An alte'rnativo prodbditre.is to make ap explicit adjustment for

. maturity in explaining employment-to:population ratios at ages below
... . .-

.
1 eighteen yeals. The most obvious adjustfflent'is.tp take ascount of the'

. 4

maturity effect obServed between eighteen io nAineteen-yea.i-olds and

twe y- to tWenty-one7year-oldS, broken down by race ki4 sex.' Differencts

between the4e older grOup can then 1:;e,projyated backwards*Onto sixteen- ,

to seventegn-year-olds and.fourteen- to fifteen-year-olds.On a linear i
. .. 4 :

. basis. 'Such adjusted rat.ios, awn compal'ed, with the actual figuros,:can '
.

.. be expected t.g.represent lower-liffit egtimates dfrzh-e effects of,child

la6Or lak: since greater.chaikges. in Yifee.style ar,e likely to'take place
1 #,: .

for.dropouts between eighteen or. nineteen and. i'werity to twenty-one years
. 4 .

thap between-fourteen or fifteen'and sixteen-to seventeen yeafs. In par-
, -/

tieular,.. a greatertendency to. marry, ackiuire dependents, or simply be
.

' non one's own" is likely to be found betweenr older age bradets than
29 #'

between the yotinger.ones. However; It must be recognized that.a linear ..

adjustment is extremely crude and that the resulting estimates arebest
.

.

viewed as suggestive rather than definitive..

Tabled presents the'results.of the two calculations.. Shown is the

pmployment"deficit," the'difference between actual employment and.employ-

ment that would have been expected in the age range fourteen to seventeen
. -

years based.on einPloyment-to-population ratios of eighteen- to nineteen-
,

year-old4. The lower-limit estimates include a linear adjustment forr

r

2 . In 1970, the ar of the Census,'sihgle men un er twenty years had an
.

overall labo force particivation rate of 49.0%, compared with 95.5%
for married men with spouse present'at the same age./ Married women.'
under twenty with spouse pres'ent had a rate of 36.0%; not far below

, the single ..T.,ate of 39.5%. Thus, marriage tends to raise the labor
fOrce'activity ofmales drastically,.and lower it for females some-
what. The propensity'to become independent at this age level is
likely to outweigh the somewhat depre'ssing effect of,marriAge for
females: Data from U. PresidentEmploytent and Training Report of
the President,,1977splashingtont Government Printing Office, 077),
TaFTF-N=27-7

. -
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t. TABLE 3

4 4

4.

,EMPLOYMENTDEF.01CIT" ESTIMATES FOR 14-17 YEAR 01,1i DROPOUTS

rt

VS

.
\

Lower-amit Estimate

..

Uppft-Limit Ettimata

Estimated

Employment
"Deficit".1/

I.

or

"Deficit"
as percent
of naia-

employment 2

Estinfited ,
"Deficit" ,

EMploy ent
f as percent

."Defic t" 1/. ,of non-
' employMent 2/. _

White Males

White Females;

Nofiwhite Males

NOnwhite Females

Total

-5,906

*.J

-11,000'

*

5.3%

- 13,30D

-11,900'

4,600

- 1,000

30,800

Each individual in sample represents 100 pergons. The "deficit" is the daference between

actual employment arid employment which would be expected based on employment ratios of

older persons. See text'for details.

2 Nonémployment consists ofTersons unempl d or'no the labor force.

Source: See text.

.#

,
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maturity; the upper-limit figures do na, 30 Taken literally,/the figures .

- suggest that 5-d5% of 1.1.ban school leavers aged fourteen to seventeeen
4

years in the western.area who are not emPloyed 'would 14 emproyed in the

abseice of legareonstraints. . These eatimates IN esent a ran& of 11,100
*-

.to 30,800 persons'in the western area. Projected to the national level,

the railte would be on the 'order of'38,000 to 106,000.

is unfortunate )hat the iange,of estitate* is so wide, The'

'-autho7,would lean toward.the lower-limitestImdisf hs being more accurate
A. .

despite'their exclusion of nonWhites. That females make up more than half !N.

.ofthe lower-limit estjmate.and over 40%%-if the upper-limit estimate is

suapicious.' -Nonwhite(females did not se m to evidence a Sectoral employ-
,-

ment impact, blit they are repreSented in-the upper-limit deficit eatimates.

White females are represented in both upper- and lower-limit defiet esti,

mates. As was noted in.the,previoua-section, evidence on the sectoral

employment effect for this.group was ambiguous. But it-is possible that'

child labor laws could have a discowaging effect on total employment for

Yema.les, even' in the absence Of a sectoral shift effect. The laws impose

restriétions on employment.in all'seetors with regard to hours, working.. -V

paper requirements, workers' colicensation laws, and so on.

30. For the upper-limit estimates the difference between the employment
to-population ratios For eighteen to nineteen-ypar-olds was compared
with that for fourteen tp fifteen and sixteen,Vo seventeen-ye4r-olds.
The differences were Multiplied by populations in_the samplek these

.

two age ranges to estimate the employment deficit. ThiS calculation
was made ty.ra and sex. 'For the lpwer-limit estimates the eighteen
to nineteen-y d ratios were lowered'by a maturity factor to ob-

. tain the "exp .rates.for sixteen to seventeen-year-oldg. The

derived rate was ain lowered by 'the maturit)i factor.to obtain the
expected rate for, urteen to fifteen-year-olds. 'As an.example, for

white males the eMpl yment ratio for eighteen to -ninetedn2.year-blds
was 50.0%. This. was 6.3 percentage points billow,thp ratio for twenty'.

to twenty-one-year-olds.Thus, ihe maturitytetr wai a'et.at 6.3,-
The expected ratlo was set for sixfeen to sevpnteen-year-olds as 50.0

The expe .ed ratio for fourteen to fifteen-year-olda
was set at 43.7 - 3= .4%. Actual ratios for tfiese two age

ranges.were, respect y, 4009% and 26.8%. Hence, a deficit in
employment:i4inditated3 Poi nonwhites, the maturity-adjustment .

technique.tended to underestimatt the.valoyment ratios, so po.de- :
ficit is estimated or them.

2158
fi
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The.andlysis of the overall employmentreffect iscertainly tenuous.

..kallt It does:Ug.gest that. chiTd r'abor'laws do have an employment-discour-

I.

.
.

.

1 , aging impact, at least on certain aropolis. Given the magnitudes e-sti-
;

mated, relaxing 'the.laws olyiously will noi.solve the entire'youth employ--I

1

.

14 ment problem: But it does.appear.."that costs al4 imposed by'current policy.
i

*. Th ext section.critically examine§-sOme of the benefits t at tht laws
.

-are.said to. ngender. -

BENEFITS OF CUILD LABOR-LAWS
I

Arguments for child labor legislation'have usually'.center around ,

thr e aspects of yoUth employment. First, premdc7rd work was bel eved

to e anger a child's health and safety. Second, early work was sa'd-to

'V

be a cause of delinquency, while-school'w4s held'to.repess delinquen-y.
,,.

, .

Third, it was argued that premature work wcluld limit a chird's eiduc4 ion:
,

Und the benefits'derived theref;Tom. In.particUlar, it was believed,that
,

.
.

premature entry into employment wo d 1ead.tp.a lifetime of'"dead-end"
. . .

. .

jobs 'due to insufficient educatitin and.OPpotunity for,trOning. That

Tis, a dropout's first job would.be typicod.of-what he or she 6ould expect
*

. ...

over a ltfetiMe. These iSsues are discuseq below, and some pngitudinal.
data fTom the 1970 Census are offered on the i

Y sue
of a lock:in effect'.

. .

.. r
with.tegard to dead endjobs.

,

..., *(i1) Safety .

...

.. '
t/ ,

.

/

There is little of an empirical nature th,.. at can be safd on the safety ,

. 1 ..

%
.

.

issue. Contemporary ch'ild labor laws really regukate the employment of.
.

. .

teenagers, -not children%. Thus, the older arguments.aliOut stunted growth
.

:no longer apply. A key issve is whtther teenagers--if'they worked in .

currently restrict6d areas--wo ld-have 'higher accident rates than adults.
t "so

This question cannot 14 answ d from standard sources of labor-market -

., 1'

data. might.be inferred from automobile acciderit records that teeriaier'S

are4es9'sareful than adults. However, tinless a.case Qan be maidp ilat on-
.

,

the-job acci4ent.rates.wd.ho4,51'.gher, it is hard to s'eb.the justification
.

for special arrangements for teenagers--phrticularly older ones-in the
, 4.

17'
face of federal job'-safety requiipments for all workers.under the Occupa-



4 ""

-., tis al Health and Safety Act. Perhaps some.comfort can.be t1 4from

the finding above that the hazardous and covered sectors heavily overlap.. .
.

To the welt that a,special rationale for teenage safetNrsus adult
1

safety can be adduced--e.g., the lifetime cost of,a.permanent injury is
A 1

206

c.

-

likely to be higher for a younger person with more years in the labor
$

. .

erson--it is reasur.t.ng to find tat child labor

)14

. .

oxover relatively'hazardou6 industries.

market than an older

rdaws do in fact tend.

Work, School;'

Although it may

- , .

early part of this

not a cure. The

meisengers.--were

and Delin4uency

seem surprising to contemporary rese.archers,,i,p the
A,+

ntury, employment was seen as a, cause of.de1inquency,

s8aflefi "street.trades"--shoeshine boys, newsboys,-and

vlew s Jittile more than excuses to .stand.'around (in
,

street 'corners and get into trouble. A major study by the old Bureau'of
.

'Labor demonstrated that delinquents were micre likely to%have been emplOyed

.than nondelinquents, and imputed a causal relationAip funning from wod

to crime.
..

A modern-analyst would be more likely to assume that work
. . .

31 .

.,-,

and delincluency were both negatively associated with family, income in
.

4 .'. '
'.

0

the Bureau of-Labor'S sample:

, ,The assumption thak school reduces delinquency has been questionedeTA

recent literature. The actual effect'appears to depend critically.on the
,. . .

type of experience ayoungster is-having in school. FAilure in school can

be an alienating experience which increases the propensity for crime. .To

the extent that dropouts can make a reasonable accommodation to adult norms,

wh ilF at.the same-4fite meeting-some.of tlitir own aspirations, their delin-
,

,quent tendencies can be reduced. . Improved,access to employment is an

a

U.S. Senate Documents, 61st Congress, 2nd ession, Woman and 1

Wage-Earners in thejUnited 'States, vol. 8, "Juvenile 1Je1inquenCy

andIts relation tOTEhO1oyment°2tWashingtbn: Governm t Printing

Office, 1911).

. Delbert S. Elliott and Harwin L. Voss Delinquenc
to: Lexington Books, 19741, p. 60.

1

(Toron-
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obvious route to both s9cializaficra aad

(iii.) Education and the Lock,in Effect

k-

33
hievement it;if a4pirations.

The correlation between income and education is so well known that

thete is little point incommenting tm it. Nor can the long-standing

debate as to whether.a4pled'education truly is the caus of,higher income

be.discussethere. But'one point is worth notiVrTh 4gross'Correlation
_

betwee education and incame seems to be,heavily dependent on the rela-
. 1

tionshi between educWon and occupation.... Education appears to be an!

b eritry-way into.better occupations--in'terms of pay and other features. .

. ,

Once the occupational effect is removed, the variance.in income expiainod
.

by education is reduced. It is easy to find detailed occupational cl_assi- .
. .. _

lications in which dropouts' have only minor wage di'sadvantage--if any--in
54

full-time earpings. relative to high School graduates.

Still, it cannot be denied that on the average, dropouts farq..more

poo ly than graduate's. Even substitute forms of education'do rift seem to

.close the gap. For example, dropouts with vocatio raining enjoy a

. ,

33. Some sociologists have emVhasized
aspirations as a cause of delinq
paths-are closed, illegiti
See.Richard A. Cloward and Lloy
Oppo unity (Gloncoe, Ill.: Fre

pur d this framework and find evidence for it.,.See Belton M.
Fleisher; "The Effect of Unemployment on Delinquency," Journal of
Political Economy', vol. 71 (December 1965)., pp. 545-53, for evidence

that unemployment and delinquency are positively correlated.

34. gn the basis of median earnings 'for white males twenty-five years to

thirty-four years of age working fifty to.fiftyL,two weeks per year,

twenty-two occopational.classificatiods can be identified in which

dropOuts have an earnings disadVantage of less than 3%. See U.S.

Bureau of the Census, Earnings_by Occupation and Education, PC(2)-88

Olashington: Governmeni- Piinting ce 1-073) , .1'ab1e7:1 , Dyopouts

are defined as those with:one to three years of high'schbol-; graduates'

are those mith no college.attainment. Oaupations.include Rolice
-officers, cashiers, insurance sales workers, bus-drivers, add bank

cked,paths.to achievement of
Put simply, if legitimate

hs,are more likely to.be chosen.
Ohfin, Delinquency and ,

Press, 190). EconoMists have Lso

officials.

V.

0/0
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'larger wage pretium relative to untrained dropouts than trained gradates

do relative to untrained-graduates% 811i uarained gladAtes still.enjoy

They Alierage earnings than trained dropoutS:35

The Ql!iginal child labor reformers Saw. great perHs.in premature

.employment..: And, today, fears that early entry into "dead-end': jobs
4 v.

,\41-oilla lock t nagerS into-Such jobS during their entire careers reMain
.

.an- important ource of support for current child labor restrictions. It-
°

is. itherefore iortant .to examine the.available data for evidence of a

"loCked-in"effect. The evidence destribed below does suggest that such_L
d

an effect may exist. 'However, as will be noted at'the end of this settion,

.
.this finding.does not imply that'thild laboi laws dre, the optmum re4-

loyad

To deal with the lock-in issue, a second sample was dtawn from the

: -4

.

, public user sample of the 1970 Census of Population for the rn area.
.

.
.

.

In the 1970 Census, some responde ts were asked about t r;emiorent em-

ployment and theii employment fiv years before -cia 1
. .. .

.- Thu's., it is

possible to trace'occupational mobility patterns acrosS.kfive4ear
.

period. Since child labor laws would.affect the pattern's of anyone"who. .

was under eighteen.years in 1965, the sample was co)ifined to ihdividuals.

at 'least eighteen 'but riot more than twentrLfive years of age in 1965.

Again, it was hoped that the behavior of.older individuals-would provide

some guide to the bebvior that younger persons would exhibi t in the -

absence of legal constraints.. The sample,wes further confined to urban

males with educafional attainment-of at least nine,.but not more than

35. .A twenty- ive to t irty-foUr-year-old male dropout with vocational
training had median.earnings in 1969 which were,17% higher than a
droPout Without training. A high school gtaduate with n8 college
att4nment with training hfd only a 7% premium above an untrdined

graduate'. But a trained dropout earned 7% less-than an 'untrained

graduate. gee U.S. Bureau of the Census, Vocational Training,

PC(2)-5C (Washington: Government.Printing, Office, 1.973)'Tab1e 10.

-.1 '

41)c.
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twelve years who 11,10 been employed both in 1965 and 1970. A;total'of

5;434 individuals Were in1uded, representing.a.weern'population of

543 400. 1

'.44!
For purioses -of this stUdy,eoccupations were ranked by average:male

full-time earnings at all age levels. THe all-age average appeared tO be

t. a better guide to' lffetime,earnings thai.theeaiigs of youngr workers.
/-

A total of 102 Censusoccupationgcwas used to cla ify.employment. A

move1to a lower-!ranked occupation was congidditd 11'detbrioration. Since,

'n6,two octupations had exactiy the same earnings, no cSange in statu

ma4s synonymous with. no change in occupation.
4

The lock-in effectwoulct.be benign if it appljed only tO high-wage

octupations. :Illus., concern centers on the possibility'of.being locked

into low wage positions. Obviously, the Gutoffs for defihing /ow and

high wage'jobs,are inherently,arbitrary. As a ufter of convenience,'fhe

samplepgas divided roughly.into third4( on the basis of a ranking of,

individuals by their-.occupation!s average wages. The- bottom thirdfell

in occupations Wih average e4rnings below $6,371, while the top,third

was in to,occupations with average above $7,795; These classificatioqs

were then used fo categorize the initial type oBjob'of tach individual.

.Each person in.the sample experienced one of two basic-pbssibilties

during. 1965-1970.. Either he remained in his1965. occupation pr he moved

.to 'one of the other 101 occupations. If an individual moved,ithe shift

is described ag an improement on Table 4 if..the move was to a higher

wale occupation. 'Thus Move from an occupation with a-wage of $5,000.

to'one.with a ,wage ,Of 5,001 was cla3sified as an improvement'although

both are low-wage occ p tions. Of course, a move from a $5,000 occupation

;to an $8,000 occupation7in lying a jump fr om a'low-wage to a high-wage

occdpation--would also 'be classified as an improvement. Similarly, a

deteriOration is recorded on Table 4 whether the decline was large enough . .

to drop from high to,middle wage, middle to ftw wage, or simply involved

a dollar drop within the high, middle, or low wage classes.

There are few' surprises regarding the qualitative aspects of the re-

sults. It wouldbe expected that there\would be more upward mobility from

low wage jobs than from high wage jobs, ana vice verse for downward mo-
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a

TABLE-4-

- MALE EDUCATION AND OCCUPATIONALMBILITY, .

." High School

Dropouts
. /

1965 -.1970

High School,

.

Graduates

.Gh
.

ange Stat6s, .

.19657197Q

High '10iddle Low All

Wage , Wage 1 Wage

.1jigh Low. Ali

Wage .Wage Wage

Imprivement

No Change

Deterioration

Total

Number

,

9.0%

51.9

39.1

mho

35.4% 54.0%

4141 37,8

23.6 . 8.2

loo.o 100.00

',. 36.5%

.42.3

21.2

4
160.0

'432 669- 717 1,818

13.0% 3 64.6% 37.7i

54.5 " 41.7 *4. ,29.2 "mr43.1

32.5 20.6 6.2

100.0 '100.0 , 100.0 100.0

1,1213. 1,292 1,111 3,616

Note,: See text for soprce of data and.definitiohsY

4

4

e,
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biAity. This is partly becauu 'it is.hard to go down from the llottolior
. . .

up Aom the top, and partlr because ot the nature of the tabulaticin. If
j

a

it is assumed t the/re iS aPranddM;error present in occupational plaoe-

meht atiany poinf-in

wive toward their "Propeeoccupations;wheie "prope r" is defhted i4larms'

of haracteristics'affeCtigtivity,and employability.
.

e
,

'S.in'ce absdtute dollar definitions are being used.for defining low
0

' wage aRd beigh .i.lage, and since diopts are known to have lower average

ime, atsa later-date be fbund tO

wages Ihan graduate, the comparisop.of mobility across the igb.groups
4"

also does not prOduce qualitatively surrising results. Lt would he ex-
.

pected that with the same definitions, fewer drOpOuts than graduates woula

-show improvement in occupational statuS

more dropouts °ihan graduaies would show
-

occupations.- This is because graduates

'from low wage occupations and

downward.mobility'from high wage

will have a greaterjendency to

"belong" in the hifh wage occupations tdan dropoutswhile the 'reverse

will be true for.low-wage occupations.

Table 4 confirms these various expectations. What is surprising is

that,both graduates,and-dropouts show a high rate Of bccupation,a1 immobili-

lity--no change in tatus oVer the perioddespite the relative youthfulness

.3
6

Apparently, the high,degree of mobility which is often'of the sample.

associated with youth relates moke to changes of employer than changd of
,

occupation. The table shows that '42.3%.oPthe dropouts and 42.1% of the

graduates experienced no-change in occupdtion during the five-year pGriod.
411/.

36. A cording to national,data for males of,all age groups, the overall
oc upational immpbility rate was abSut\60%. Thus,, the immObility

figür S on Table-4 for the younger groups are'significantly lower,
as expected. See'Dixre Spmmers and Alan Eck, "OccUpational Mobility
in the American Labor Force," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 100 (January

. 1977), p. 9. Note that the figUre-s inthe Sommers and Eck paper must
be adjusted to exclude individuals not working or who died during
l9165-I970 to obtaiin estimates comparable to thov.discussed in the

text.
.
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(

Theserates probably understate tWe mobility rates that would apply to
\'

teenagers below ne eighteen in
,
the absence, of legal constraints, since

. even within the saMple, the, younger workers'are more mobile than ',the.

37oldev, Rut the fears of child labor reformers of a lockl'in egfect
. ...

da find,some confirmation on the table. i .-
i

.

If it is grantl that the fe
.

aKs were wellpfounded, Tt4s.st141. yn-
1 JS.,

.

clear t at the policies chosen in response were optimal. These polici,es

4
both quire full-tilde attendance arichool until some minimum age'

(usually fain-teen to si)teen) and-limit the job op ortunities.availab1e

tO dropouts Under age eighteen,. Both Sets-of poli ies provikincentives

td -complete high-schooj. Assume for ,momen that the laws.haxie the
.

. .

,

desired.effect of keeping teenagers in school who would'otherwise drop-.
. _ .

. .
. . .

.out, At begt,-theeliws.woufd prevent the dropping out of students,on
. -

( the margin of the dropout decision, This marginal effect.would be

achieved by imposing posts on those who drop out despite the reverse in--,
.

s .centives. Only pout three-fourths of, a high'schoOl graduating clas's

finish their diplomas "on time." So the minorit'who_bear costs is not
38

an insignificant.fraction of the nation's teenagers'.

'IMPLICATIONS
4 .

Despite the inherent difficulties in,exploring the efActs and under-
. .

. . . . .

.
lying rationale,of statutes as diverse as child labor laws this study has .

37'kcAt ages in 1970 of twenty-three to twenty-foup, twen y-five to twenty-
.- six4.1wenty-seven to twenty:.eight, and twenty7nine,to thiXty years,

the proportions of dropouts experiencing no mobilityAvere, respective-
ly; 3.5%, 37.5%., 43.9%, and 50,14. For graduates the fjLelres

42.9%-and 51.2%. The proportions of dropoUts'experi- -

encing upward.bobility'weTe 43.0%, 40.6%; 3,5.3%,,and 30.2%. For

graduates, these'proporfions were 44.1%, 40.3%, 38.3%, and 31.0%.
Thus, immobility rises with'age,,arld upwara mobility declines-

/

38. About 74% of the class which entered.the'fifth grade in 1966 gr4duated

"on i.me" .1.11 1974. See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Ab-
stract of the United States 1976 (Washington:. Governmext Prinf4ing;

_

,OffiCe, 1970 p. 140.
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4

at statisiice invetigationt are poSsfble. , However, it s

strated the limitations-of such e/plorations, when. Confined
44...

iMilar data sources. The effects of the faw's are detect-

ata,"Iktit it would be diffietilt to carry oUt alternative'

ics.

rabor laWs tpuld best

t would.be interesting

Policy`simulatio s-based on the'available'statist

Turther.information on. the effects of child

-be.determined throu h experimental techniques. I

to relak the ,laws .14n

nately, the cvrrent a

Itricter.o.f the federal pr

diAcult. A.step towar experiMentation andjlltimate re-form would be

repeal 9f tfilt portion o Section 18(a) of the FLSA dealing with child
# 39-

labor. Such repeal wou ptIt child labor p
,

, under the ELSA exclusively federal hands.

articular areas and Observe the results. Unfortu-,.

angementk whereby t1te applicable law is always the-

state statutes makes such experimentation

y for all emppymeilt

ereafter, changes in
. .

,policy would not..require the coordination of diverse. state laws.
,

. . Finally,. researchers in he fidld of youth eMploymimtprobiems'
. . .

91:Ight not to neglect the impa t of. child'labor and related laws": desPite

the difficulty in. quantificati 1- It does.appear that the it.16.act is to

push tbenage employment-at lea

. virtues in terms of long-term j

t among dropouts-into seCtors whose

prospects are questionable. In

,additionc they may well tend to 1s.courage emOoyment of some teenagers

altogether..

39. Section 18(a) permits the sta
provisions-wi1j4 stricter regul

es to override the FLSA'g chiJd lab&

t"

s. I
4 .41

,
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YOUTH LABOR MARKETS AND THE MILITARY
8

.By: Richard V.L. Cooper

0-

ABSTRACT:.

This paper outlines the,effects that the military has on youth
labor force participation.andt4e yduth jOb market, and concludes
that the military4s demand for labor is an 'important determinant of
both the size-and composition of the youth labor force. 'Changes in . .

" the military'S demaind for -labor 5,4; have.significant effects on the
youth labor force, and other vafCables affecting American youth. The

.military also exerts a major influence on the supply-side behavtor -

.,of the,youth labor force. Of most significance for the ciyilian
labor market is the human tapital that fOrmer serVice members
"bring back when they rejoin the civilian work force. iThus youth un-

employment rates ought to be.defined in terms of the total labor
force, no't just;in terms of the civilian labor force: Developing
such appripriate measures,of youth.unemployment could lead torture
informed Poicy decisions.-

.'INTRODUCTION
Youth unemployaht has become an increasingly important problem

in recent yearS. Youth unemployment rates have averaged nearly 20%

sibce 1974,.and have run as high as 40% in some segments of the youth

, labor market' (e.g., black teenagers). Deve ldeing and implementing
,

solutifins to the youth unemployment probfemlas th.trefore become.a-

major.concern throughout the polLeraking community.

,*.Before the causes of and possible solutions'to the,youth unem-

ploymenf pro'blem can'be.i4entified, howevtr, it is both important

and necessary todevelbp a better understanding of the youth labor:

Imarket,-specifically, youth labc?r for ce, participjion and the youth

j a.market.- Because the military plays su brtant role in

. the youth labor.matkef, the purpose ofthiS pape js to highlight
,

some of the bffects that the military has on yout labor,force

participation an youth job market. As such, this paper is intended

simply to provide 'dn overvievifor the labor economist.not too

. familiar with the military. That s; it WietchtIntended to break

./.new gr und--:either theo dti6'lly,or empiricallybut rather_to put

/. .
. e P

.2 (cilt
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. labor, suppl and human.capital development. The last section examines,4

, '.*. the'implic tiOns of the military's role in the youth labor marketlor
. ,

rt.) .
!P

,
o a common frampwork many'of th4 issues aadressed separately. by

'\ both labor economists'and military manpower analysts.

*, ' The next sectiOn of this paper examines briefly the effect of..--
! .

r
demand'for laboron the youth job markei. The third

1
% . section then turns.tO focus on the. role of the military in youth .

:

the development, of meaningful Iabotatistics.,. .
1'..c.. V .

. . ..

1 THE MILITARYJS DEMAND FUR LAROR AND .THE YOUTH JOB MARKET h

Secause the military4 is such a major claimant of' ke nation!s

.
34. P .

,resouTces, and of youth labor in.particular, is useful to begin:
s. . 11-11..-- , .

bx discUissng the militarxis,demandfor labor. Whether the mil- .

..

,. itary enters the youth labor market through traditionaJ market

r:
allocating mechanisms-(e..g., wage: and other inducements td*join) or

-

.

.1
.

through nonmarket allocating mechanisms (e.g., tfie draft), the mil7
Ia p . . .

.

itary'demandfor laikcas.k have important effects on the size and
. ..

.

cbmposition. Of the youth laboA force. That is, the youth labor '
. , . .

force is shaped ln significiant4ways by.b fh the military's aggregate

demandWi iabor and the more Specifi policies that govern the uSe
1 ,4 . .tt

. 4 , of-military-personnel during their ser ice careers.-

. .

4.

Yrp3..

.The discussion below therefore centert, Qn the demand for mil- .

itary labor. If, as is not the,Case,. the military':s demandjor labor

made uR, say, 0.1 percent of the labor force, then,the subject .

might be interesting, but of only academiC.interest. If, as is

actualty the case,.the military inakes up a significant share of th

youth labor foree--in.thveighborhood of 10% to 20%--then thii

question4of demand becom4s of particular poliC4-importance. To the

.extent thWlabor 'statistics are not designed to'.measure the,mil-
,

itary's effect on either the size or,composition of the youth labor

Torce-these statistbics.are accordingly less.useful for-policy pur-
e

pose5...
,

'Recognizj,ng the importance of the aemand s'de of the equation,
,

4.
...

. 0
It..

... .
s .

.

. .

444 1;Z:if
.
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h
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'the discussion below fOcu first on the overall size of the mil-
,

itary, and then turns to the impact of the military on the yalth

labor market in particular.-

... Size of the Military

Witkits four to five million eMployess, depseneking on who is

.counted, and its apprOximaeely $400 billion worth of land and capital

in,fi'Acal 1976, the Department of befense is the single largest em-:

ploYer oflesources in.the nation. 'The'military's:capital stock

cons4Its not only.Of such obviously military ietems as tanks, ,ships,

.' and aircraft, but also the more mdndane items such as forklift trucks,

de-slp and file drawers; and so forth.

The military's labor forge incLudes about 2.1 million active

duty uniformed personnel, about 1 million reservistt (i.e., the so-

.called "weekend warriors")', 1. .million direct-hire;civilian personnel
,

(ot which about 600,000 are in white collar occupations, while the

remaining 400,000 ate in blue collar jobs), about 00,000 indirect--

hire pivilian personnel, 500;000 contract-hire civilian personnel,

and.about 250,000 nonappropriated fund employees.
1

1. "Direct-hire" civilians a,Tebthose civilian employees maintained

directly on tfie defense,payroll. "Indirect-hires",are those

foreign and'nationals working on U.S. installations abroad-who

44r 'formally employbd b the hott nation, but whose costs are

tually paid by.the Ur . military through a reimbursement pro.:

ram. "ContracttiresT are those individuals whet? through actu,

airy' employed by civil n firms; perform contract services for'

tFtç Military sueh as aircraft maintenance, janitorial services,

ánI kitchen duties, among otheM (Contract hires do-hot, how-

* .gv r, include these civilian workefs engaged in-theTroduction

.o -equipment and construction. ultimately purchased by the ,

feark.)* "Nonapproprfated fund" civilian personnel are individuals
igho are paid out.of funds not budgeted out of Congressionally

appropriated funds. These are.largely employeet of military
eommis'saries.and pogt exchanges who are.paid out of the'funds .

&Aerated by the sale of goods and services.

'a

C.

s
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For almost all of the civilian personnel, however, there is. little

differen6 between their employer and regular civilian emplOers.2

What is unique about the military, though, are military personnel.

For the most part,Aholdiscussion in this paper will fOcus on active.

duty personnel, but it is important to recognize that the nearly 1

millfon reservists represent an important type of secOnd job holding,.

and. need to be examined accordingly.
3

Even when we focus only on military p'ersonn61;.Figure'1 makes it

clear.that military personnel'cOm iise a significant portion of the

U.S.:male labor force. In'the diate post-World War II period;

male Military personnel made-.0 about'3..5% of the total ma:le work

force, but.jumped.to nearly 7.5% duringthe Kdrean conflict. Betwpen

the Koreah.and Vietnam wars* male military personnel made up between,

5% and 6% of the.U.S. male labor force. After juMping up to more

'than 6.5% duting the Vietnam war, the proportionof the U.S. male work

force in the military has declined to between, 3.57 and 470 during the !

past several years, .ThuS,.atthough.not a dominant factor in.the male

work"force, the military has nonetheless maintained a significant

share of the labor farce fn--its ranks during the entire post,World

War II period. <bx .

,

The Youth Labor Market

4 Because.the militar maintains a "closed' personnel system, the

foregoing understates in an impqrtant way the impact of the military.

.

-N

2. .There are some "dual-hatted" civilians, primarily maintenance

techniciansj who though emWoyed as civilians, are also members

of the reserve forces. AP

3. For a discuss'' on of moonlighting and qe reserves, see Bernard
le,D.,Rostker a d Robert Shishko, Air Reserve Personnel Study: .

Volume II. The Air Roserv4,Porces and the'Eeonomics of Secondary.

Labor maiket Participation (ganta Monica, Ca.: The R44 Corpor-

ation, 1973); and Robert Shishko and Bernard D. Rostker, "The

Economics of Multiple,Job Holding,!' American Economic Review, .

voer. 66 (June 1976).
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on the youth labor market. That is, the military maintains an "up
0.

through the ranks" personnel system, with little lateral entry. This

means, then, that the military's majlr irlfluence on labor markets is

at the entry point, typically the crop of recent college graduates

for the officer corps, and tlie recent crop Of high school graduates

for the enlisted ranks (although about 35% of enlisted recruits

are,non-high schOol graduates). As a'result,.about-90% of all en-,

listed.personnel join the military between the ages.of seventeen and

twentY years old.4

The implications of the closed military.personnel system for the

youth la r market can be seen in Figure 2, which shows that between
4P

the 1950 and mid-196k roughly half of all young men reaching mili-
c

tary'4ge served in.the military. By the mid- to late-1970s, however,

declining military force sizes and a substantially larger youth cohort .

meant' that only about One out of every five young mon would ser9le in
k

the military at some-time during his life.

A.somewhat different perspective on the .ffect of the military's

demaria'for lagor on tle-youth labor market.can be.seen in Figure 1

shown eary.er.. Specifically, Xigure 1 'also shows the proportions of

the .eightepn- to nineteen-year-old.,,youth labor fOrCe and eighteen-

to twenty-four-year-old labor force ell\ployed by the military. Acr

04,cording to either of these measures, we see that between 20% and

of the youth labor-force was employed by the military from the time

of the Korean buildup through the Vietnam war. nly'since the 'end of

4. Because of the "oldest first" draft(policy of-the 1950s and 1960s,
significaht numbers of personnel then entered the military in

.

their, mid-twenties.

5. 'In:.fact, these demographic trends,. more than anything else, were

'i,esponsible for tA,\demtse Of'the draft. 4That is, the growing
population base no,t only.created enormous inequities (since a
'snail, feW Would have to .bear the "burden" of milittary service,..
while the vast majority could escape serving), bd* also made it
possible to attract sufficient numbers of volunteers Without
tke threat of a draft.
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the Vietnam war, with the corresponding reduction in military force .

strengths-and glmultaneous increase in the yolith population cohort,

has the proportion of the youth cohort employed by the military

dropped significantly---at its current levele-to-a4Nt 1ot6. .Thus,

no matter how We meaSure it, the military is an important, and in'

some.cases the'dominant: player.in the'youth labor market. Accor-

dingly, policy changes affecting the numbers of young men .entering.

the military--andior the nature of their military service--can have

a significant impat on the size and composition of the youth labor

force.

In addifion.to the quantitative.side of- demand, there is an

important qualitativeaspect to themilitaryis participation
f

the youth labor market. $pdcifically, the military uses,a,variety.of

criteria to screen potential apPlicants for enlistment. The individual

must first'take a Mental aptitude test,\the results of.which are us0a

to clasify, the indiv,0011 into one of five so-calle mental categories

(with Mental Category I representing the top 7% of th -population and

Category V'representing the bottom 10%). Those tlassi 'ed into Mental

Category V are legally ineligible to serve. Others ineligible include

those who fail to pass the medical examination, as well as those who .

fail to meet c rtainkither criteria suoh as a check of police records',

talks with higFi school counselors, and so forih. Overall, about 40
,

out.of every 100 applicants for enlistment are rejected outright.
,

Moreover, of the remainder, the military only allows some Mental

Category IV (i.e., below Average) and high school dropouts to join.

The end resillt of supply behavior (on the part of the individual)

and this demand behavior (on the part of the military) can be seen

in Tables 1 and 2, which compare the mental aptitude and educational

6. Note, that these measures of the military's penetration exclude
members .of thetreserve fortes.
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: TABLE 1.

'DISTRT8UTI04 OV ENLISTED ACCESSIONS AND.THE GENERAL
18 TO 21 YEAR-OLD MALE POPULATION BY MENTAL CATEGORY.

(percent).

; 'Mental

° Category A:Iraft

I 6

II . 31

P

iL 43

IV 19

TOTAL 100.

AVF

US Population:. Male 18-21./ear-Olds

All 'Non-College

All Non-V All Non-V

3 7 2 .: 2

32 28' 31' 22 25

57'. 34 38 39 45

468 21 23 24 28

10 13

100 100 100 100. 100

Source: Office, Assistant Secretary of Diefense (Manpower and

keserve 4'fairs)

a

4

[0



TABLH 2.

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF ENLISTED ACCESSIONS
--AND-THE U.S..MALE OOPULATOK -

(percent)

c.

4.

MaXimUm
Educational
Attainment

Entigted
Accessionsa

Male populationb

. All
-18-22

.Not in.School
. 18-24 18-21-

Blue Collar
25-44Draft AVF

College Grad. 3 1 8 , 7 1 .3

SOW College 13. .-5 26 13 12 12

High SchoolGrad, ,. 54 -59 41 46 49 48'

Some High SChoOl 26 -'35 19 22 .27 21

Elementary .4 1 . 6 .11 . 12 16 ,.

a
Source: Office, Assistant Secretary- of Defense (Manpower and

,

Reserve Alfairs)
4

U.S. Bureau-of the Census and U.S1. Bureau of
Labot StAtistics.

4 . ,
, 4nc1ude6 GEDs--i,e those Who have passed'a general high.school

c

0
quivalency.tegt, butliho do nOtHpossegs a high'school, diploma.

. ,

1
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, attainment, respect.i.v,ely, of'military recruits with their civilian -

,

coNnterparts.. 'ln general, these comparisons show that the military

takes in a reasonably reppeoeniative sample of thlrnation's youth.- In

terds of the nation's policy toward yoiltivand.youth unemployment

Tabys 1 and 2 establish the important point that the military does

not /draw narrowly from any one segment of sod.efy;
8
rather,'the mili-

tary plays a significant Tole in almost all segments of the male youth

labof fOrcae.

. Finally, .the discussion of the.military's participation in the

youth,labor market woUld not b complete without giving consideration

to two special issues: the uS of women in.,the military and the

racial composition of new r.ecri.t s. Although participation of women.

in the armed force was limit d by law to no more than 2%iof. military

'1 personnel strengths prior.to 1972, these restrictions are now.largely

gone (the only major remaining restrictfon being that women are not

V

7 That is,
,

theory tells us that supply behavior should lead So. feiser

(than a random sample Of) very high mental aptitude indiv,dualsi -

joining the enlisted ranks, since the enlisted ranks correspond

1(x
more or less with bl e collar occuPaAons and since these very
high mental _aptitude 'outh are more likely to attend college. On

the demand side, the military limits (and in.some.cases exeludes
,

outright) the numbers of below avirage menlial aptitude and non-
high school graduates, so the bottom end of the mental aptitude

and educational attainment spectra will also tend to be "under-:

represented." Thus, the enlisted ranks of the military, would

be expected to have proportionately fewer members from the very

top and bottom ends of the mental aptitude sPectrum or from'those

with post-secondary and no secondary eqUcation. (Commissioned

officers, on the other hand, are drawn exclusively ffom the

college graduate population.) Note,'however, from Tables 1 and

2 that enlisted recruits are quite representative of the tipper

end of the noncollege civilian population--i.e., those individuals

corresponding most closely,With enlisted occupations.

8.. Other wprk by the author shows that.the military draws a reasonably

representative, sample of American youth in other dimensions as

well, such as region,of Origin and socio-economic background. See -

Richard V.L. Co6per, Military. Manpower and theAll-Volunteer Force ,.

(Santa Monica, Ca.: The Rand.Corporation, 1977).

, I.
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to be employed in "combat," though the.defination of coMbat is in the

process ofichange). As a result, palticipation of women in_trie armed'

forces has increased significantly over the i)asefive 'years, up to

more than 5% of total military persohne4 today-7that.is, currently

there are-about 110,000 womenflin.the 'military. Furthev increases

are planned such that women in the military should number betWeen

A0,000 a d'200,000 by.the 1940s. reover, Women ar4eing.used

in a vari y of !'nontraditional" jo s. That is, whereas women were

once limit mostly to certain medical and administrative occupations,

today'they a e entering a variety of occupational areas such a$
. .

truck.driverj aircraft mechanic and, in some cases, cOmbat support.

Thus, the military,.which once only had a minor role in the female

labor market, is now taking a much more/active role and will continue
A

todo so in the futufe.

For a variety of reasons, mostly economic in nature, the

tary enjoys an even more substantial' participation in the black youth

labor market than it does for the youth labor market as a whole. Un-

like some areas of the civilian labor market, ferhere blacks often face

inferior economic opportunities,the military does not discriminate

according to race ,(and this has been perceived by large umbers of

black youth). As a result, blacks halie,historically.serVe n larger

numbers relative to their population than have no4b1acks. I deed,

whereas the military employs about 10% of today's total' ighteen- to

twe y-four-yed1.-old male labor force, it employs nea y-20% of the

black ale e1ghtee4- to twenty-four-year-old labor force.
9

Increasing

' 9: The proportion'of new -recruits that are black has in fact increased

.
significantly over the past ten to fifteen years, from about 8%
in 1960 to some 16-18% today. The primary reason far this Increase
is the increasi g proportion of black youth 'found eligible for
military servic . During the mid-1950s, only about 12% of black
youth Were clas ified'into Mental.Categories I-III (i.e., the upper
70% of the ment 1 aptitude spectrum)--that fs, the so-cal;ed "prime"
manpower pool. ,oday, between 45% and SO% are so classifp.ed. *As

i result, blacks\have increased their'share of this prime manpower
group from 2.9% im the mid-1950s to more than 7% today.

'411

9 9
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pipticipation of black college,graduatev in the officer corps is

perhaps el.411 more impressive. _Whereas blacks made up only 1% of

all new officers in 196U, today they make up about 7% of the total.

Thus, not only is the militarran important-factor in the

youth labor market in total, it is pf increasing importdnce for

certain segments of that market, especialli minorities and women.

Staied mare simply the above discussion hat shown that the mill-
,

tary is ah important factor in the demand side of the youth labor.

force?

Sectaar, Cyclical, and Seasonal,Variations
in the Miritary's Demand for Labor

Because the Military plays such.an important role in the youth

labor market, variations in the military's demand for labor can have

an important effect on both the size of the civilianjoutivdabor .

1.

force and on ,the employment and unemliloyment prospects for these

youths. Three kipds ofIvariations in the nilitary's demand deserve

attention: secular, cyclical, and seasonal.'
A ,

As can be seerk, in Figuges 1 and 2 sgown earlier, thexe
v.

been a secular trend toward.smalrer military forces since the micr-
CII-

1950s (excepting of courte,for the Vietnam War). Looking ahead,

however, we expect military forces.to stay at approximately fheir

current levels7-about 2.1 million members in the active duty forces.

In other wards,. barring major unfaieseen circumstances, such as 0,

: ar, we.should'not expect to see major secular trends 4n,

the siz of military farces, and hence in the numbers of youth em-
T

, f1oy4d by the military.

" In the case of cyclical variations, the individual,military-.

serVides seem.to exhibit some cyclidal recruiting patterns (e.g:,

the Navy seems to still have a four-year recruiting cycle-i, which

is a regult of the Vietnamtbuildup and drawdown). For the Department

Itof Defense as...1 whale,' however, there is not much cyclical vyiatibn.

4 2.7()
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in'the'demand for Jabor, simpAy because the.cycles of the individual

services tend to be offsetting._ Thus, cycli al vAriations in the

demand for. labor son the part of the military Puld not seem to pose

significant problems for the youth labor force
, .

.
iinally, there are-significant seaschal va ations in the

military's-demand for.laboti but this seasonal va iation is-'a supply:.

-side not.a demand-side phenomen&c. That is,. the%m litary has adapted

itselfuto the seasonal.variations,in Fecruits seeki tO join the
.

Specifically,:the-miiitary recruits partic

numbers in the'summer and fall months--i.e., following.June 'high

1'

school graduation,. Again, seasonal variations in the m'litary's

demand for labor would not appear to pose siiignfcant pr blems for

the youth laborforCe. 11(

In conclusion, there have been secular and,cycfical f uctuations

historiCally in-the military's demand'for labor, but thesq ave been

a Fes lt declining forces sizes nd the Korean and Vietn conflicts.

g an ther major buildup in force sizes, we would pot e ect

much fur -secularor cyclical variation in the size of mi itary
t'

forces, .or in the military.'s demand for youth labor. Althoug there

is dn fact considerable s asonal variation in the military's emand

for labor, this works with, rather thakagainst, youth labor force

participation, since the mill y'is merely responding.tothe supply

of new recruits enter the job market.

MILITARY SERVICE'AND YOUTH LABORSUPPLY

Examination of the supply side of youth participation in the

military'is important for two main reasons. First, the continuity

During'the draft, there was far less seasonal variation in the
demand for labor, since the military could simply draft to make
upfor recruiting shortfalls in the "off" recruiting months.
This probably caused greater disruption to the youth labor force
than the current seasonal variations which are in response to
the supply of indilviduals entering the youth job market.

jf

4
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t

between milifaiY and civilian work experience is much greater than

is sometimes pkIrceived. That is, there'ai-e sufficient similarities

between military and civilian employment that movement between ate

two.sectors:is.frequently quite easy. .Every year, hundreds of

thouSandtof younumen leave the civilian.youth.labor force td jojm

the military, just as.hundreds of:thousands of young men.leave the

military to rejoin the .civilian youth labor market.. This means that

modestNariations ih the variables affecting Ae desirability of .

idiitary andtivilian employment-can have a significant effect on

the.flow between gdlitary and civil ybuth labor Markets: . -

. .

. .

SeCond; militarydemployment provides the individual with the

opportunity to..accumulate significant amounts.bf human capital'.

This human caPital, in turn, can frequently be uSed tiz.) obtain sub-..

sequent civilian emPloyment.. As" a result, the Military can affect

not onlythe size ofthe civilian youth labor force,'but also

qualitative.aspects.ofithat manpower pool,.-such.as the skill and
.

.education mix of members of the .youth labor force.

Tlie following .diScussione'examines these supply=side'aspects

of military employment; focusing first on the decision to join

the military, then on-the military.wiork experience, and, finally,

on the decision to stay or leave the military.

:.The,Decision tO Join,the Military

". When an individual joins the Military, he)or she leaves he

civilian work force. Because of this, at is important to.examine

various.aspects of the decision to join, as discussed below.

Pactos Affecting the Enlistment.Decision,

Models of enlistMent supply have bAn the subject of a consider-

4

a6le amount of researCh for'at least ten years. Among those ttudying

the enlistment decision are economists, sociolvists, and'psychologists.

The economiits tend to formulate the enlistment.decision as a model

of occupational choice, where the individual Presuma0; weighs the

2:1,2

It

I

a.

II

4,

A
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A

f

. various advantages and disadvantages of alternative employment <

v. .

0 .

. options and chooses the orne.that max mizes his or hef. Utility.

Ali.064 these are certainli not'the only modelsksed tocexplore,
,

..

the enlistment decision process, they are probably better developed
1

,

-u than those of the other disciplines.
1

, 4

GenerallY speaking, modpls of the enlistment decision, irrespeo.
,

-.

1

4

r.

tive of their disciplinary origin, have hig- hlighted a number of
.,

Tadtors as c4itica1 in the.individual's decision about Whether.or

.not.to enlist in the military. Important'among-these factors'are

certain-Anomic. variibleS, including the wage-rate offered by the,7.

militiry; the potential earnifigs from civilian employment, and the

-chances for obtainihg civilianeMployment (as reflected by the unem-

ployMent rate). Economic factors ate certainly not the only(vari-
o

ables'to affect the individual's decisionto enlist, as survexs

consistentry,show a *number of-otri6i factori to be'ds imPortant,

'such as the.training and lob experience okfered, by the military,

the chance tO travel and'"seethe ," patriotism, and a host of

other factors too numerous to ntion.

Ihe poinfis siMply that the enlistment on is shaped

A

.

o ' bf many different things, so that modest changes in one or more of
.

-

., these.can signiti6ntly affect both the number and types of individuals :

.

.

111

. .

1:

who j.oin the military. To illustrate, a variety of economic supply

studies conducted.over, the past ten to twelve years show that-if ihe

military pays wage aPproximating that earned by comparably aged
0.

and educated civilian workerst_themilitary can attracilabetween,'

g

7-
^

t . -
, .

11. 'As various. data collection techniques such.as surveys have
IMproved in,recent years, so have the enlistMent decision
models of fre-otherfacademic disciplines, especially,

socidiogy and.psycholog.'

0 o, Iwo.%
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*400

ti

'15% and.20% of a given youth cohort into military
.s
ervice.

12

Moreover, most of these studies show that the elasticity of supply
-0

with respect to 'pa'y is somewhere in the neighborhood of.1.0

(Actually, estimates of.the enlistment supply, elasticity range from

..about 0.5 to 2.0, with 1.0 represeking probably the bese guess.)

. :That I' a 10% increase in thi military wage rate widyield

dOpro imaielra 10% increase in the supply of labor to the'tilitary,

Cony,rsely, as the chanees for obtaining civilian employMent de-.

cr e, tbe.supply of la bor to the militarY also increases, Again,,k

ost studies done over the past several years show unemployment .

elasticities of between 0.1 and 0.4. In other.words, a 10% increase .

,

in the unemplpyment rate will lead to a 115. to yincreas in en-

li.stment supply.:

The imPication of these results is clear., Specifically, as

the_military Makes its employment offer more (less) attractiVe
.

relatiVe to civilian employment opportuusities, the military oan

expect to get ivre (fewer, individuals to join. In other words,

there. is not-a well defined line separating military and civilian
.

employment.- This means that in 'studying the factors affecting the
. ,

youth labdr force and youthiunemployment, it,is important to recogni;ze

the-role' the'llilitary plays in trying to,attract young men and women.

Military Earnings

-
As indicated above, previous studies have shown the importance

0

pf military pay for enlistmefit,supply. Inighis regard, Figur; S

N. 1r

.* 12. See for example, Dorothy Amey, et al., Supply Esikfn#on of En-s

listees to the Military (McLean, Va.: General Re earch Corporation,

1976)4 Pre-AW.Stuaies with Volunteer Enlistmenti," in Richard V.L.

, Cooper, ed., Defense ManpowerkPolicy (Santa Monica, Ca.: The Rand,
.Corimration; fOrthcoming);, Stuart' H. A-Itman and Alan E.1,echter,

"The Supply of Military Personnel in the Absence of a qhft,"
American Economic'Review, vol. 57 (May 1967);%and Harry J. Gilman,

"The Supply-of Voltinteers to the Military Services," in Studies
Prepared for the PresidenV's CommisSion on an All-Volunteer Armed
'Force (Washington, D.C.: Government Printipg Office, 1970).
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shows that military pay,for new recruits has.changed significantly

during thp, course of the past-tenyears. Specifidally, with the

pressure of the draft, there Was no "need" to,pay'military recruits

a market wage. Indeed, as shown in Figure 3., the wages earned by

. military recruits remaine&virtually unchanged from 1952 through
'

1965,.and.from'1965 to 1971 they receIxed only cost-of-living pay

increases. Although these Wage% wei-e sufficient to attract some

"true volunteers," the draft or threat of the)idraft provided the

. vast majority of new .recruiM
13

- (-
Given the demographic trends shownparlier in Figure 20it is

.clear how inequitable the selective service.draft had become by the.,

late 19§0s. Thdt is, only About one-fifth of the male military-

aged,population would have to bear the bilrden'of serving, while the

-other four-fifths could and more lucrative civilian employment.

The P esident's Commission on an.A11-Vol4nteer Armed Force recommended

that this pay discrimination be eliminated. Congreio concurred and

raiAed recruit pay to a leVel earned'by comparably aged and educated

civilian workers (basically,seventeen- to twenty-year-old high

school graduates), the results of which6can be seen in Figure 3.

The effect of this pay raisek*s substantialL. In fact, by 1975

the military had doubled the number of true volunteers joining

relative to ten years earlier. J

Again, the more general point to be drawn from this is that as

the military changes ope or more aspects of,its employment offer,

there will be a_significant impact,on the size and composition of

the civilian youth labor force.

13. During the 1950s and 1960s, about one-third of new *ecru

wpre"true volunteers"; about one-third were "draft-motivat "

volunteers (i.e., individuals who volunteer0 ip order to avo

'being drafted but who wou14 not have enliseed in the absenCe

of a draft); and about one4third Were drafted outright.

2
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PreJService Employment and the Military

It is important to recognize that many individuals joining the

military ,come not only from the ranks of the unemployed, but directly

frOm PreviouS civilian employment. A recent survey by Gay, for ex-

am0e, shows.that about 20$ of.the eighteen-year-0d enlistees in

1974 were nemployed prior to enlistinwbut that about 35% were

employed art time before enlisting.and 45% were employed full_time.1!
. .

For those.individuals emplved prior to joinink the Military, there

were obviously aspects Of the military.employmont offer that they
. .

found s4perior to their then present civilian employment. In othex 4.

words, the military does often compete directly with civilian employ-

ers for young.recruits. .This i ot altogether surprising,-though,

given the kinds.of work that yoing members of the labor force often

ind available. That is, not only is it harder for these young

members of the labor force to find work, as-reflected by high youth

unemployment rates, but the kinds of jobs they can obtain.frequently

offer less in t way of wages, challenging work, chance to.accumulate

human capital and so forth, than the militaryltan offer., ifet; it
lb

sely for these reasons that many young then and women seek

military employment as their first or second job after leaving

school.

:The implication of this is clear. Although thdie ate many young

men and women who would not enter the militaiy under any circumstances,

there is a sufficiently laxre portion of the Youth labor force that,

givei7 'the Proper set of inducements, would(and ih fact does) jOin

.the military. Thus; analysts of the youth,labor marketboth suPply

aild demand--must take the military into accounts.

lb.

14. *Source': unpublished tabulations provided by Robert M. 0ay,

The Rand Corporation, 1976.

......110
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The Military Work Experience

A

Al

Once in the military, the individual is obligated.for a period

of service, generally running three to six years. That is, unlike

civilian employers, the military can obligate
)
for a period of

.service.
15

The discussion here looks-briefly at the nature of this

military work experience, including the occupai;-Is that new re-
.

, cruits are ltkely to get, as well as the accumulation of human cap-

ital. by .military. personnel.

OtCupaiional Mix of the Military

Although it.is most common to view the military in terms of the

combat arms component, it is importUnt to recognize that the mull-
..

tary consists of a wide range of occupations, not at all unlike

what,one finds in tHkcivilian sector. In fap.erable 3 shows

lifthat the combat arms occupations make up only about 10% of Oe en-
.

tire enlisted work farce. The other 90% is'made up by suck diverse .

occupations as aircraft mechanics, medical and dental specialists,

radar repairers, radio operators, carpenters and:plumbers, Military

pdlice, intelligence experts, vehicle mechanics, and a ost of

. other s cifit occupations. In other words, young men a d women

joinin the military find virtually as many diffprent t es and

kinds of jobs kft the service as they could ih the outside ciyilian

it.
4

IP

Mbreover, as part 0t the move to the all-volunteer force, it

is common to find young men ana women joing the military to worh

fspecifically.in.a particular'

laiion, or wfth a palkicular

abotut the individual who was,

job.or,at a particular military instal-

military unifirce frequent .st,ories

an engineer IN forced tq, be an Army

cook, or the cook who was forced to become a'vehicle mechanic) and

15. there ere ways, however, for the individual to get out of;his or

her contractual obligation.

*t
t.
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TABLE 3.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORCE' BY

OCCUPATIONAL AREA: Fr74a

Enlisted

6ccupation
4

lExtcutives
'Tactical Operations
Intelligence
Engineer/Maintenance
Scientists/ProfessiynaIs.6.6
Medical/Dental 9.4

Administrators 12.8

Supply 6.1

Otherp 3.8

Officer,
..Percent

40,8
3,2

15.6

e.

4,

Occupation Percent

Combat Arms 12.3
lElectrenics 10.4

,Comm/Intelligence 6.7

Othe'r Specialises 1.9

EIrc/Mechanics 21.6

Medical/Dental , 4.6

Admin/Clerks. 18.4

Service Supply. 11.0

Craftsmen 4.6

Otherb 8.6

a
Based on,"primary" occupation designators.

bTraining,Iliscellaneous, and Other.
Source: Data were farnished'by the Office, Assistant Secretary

of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs

V.

E.

2,7 9

II- a
,

.4,
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so.forth, are not only not common nOw, they are'rare. The military

services have made signifticant strides in better matching individuals'v

tastes and aptitudes with actual"job assignments.
16

_ .

T11 foreg4ng'is not meant as an advertisement for military

service; but rather'as an indication of the very wide range pf

occupaticnal specialties that young meh and women jbining the service
(

. can and do engage in, and as evidence that many of these.yo9g men

and women tre 'in.these occupations as a result of their Own choice.

The implications for the civilian youth labor force are obVious, in

that individuals leavipg the military bring with them a set of skills
of'

ly acquired during their military service. To the extent that'young- men
Lr--

and women are'engage in jobs that arp\found in the civil sector

ahdithan these ar the types of jobs in whiCh these individuals
40 .

.Nould like to continue working, there is the important issue.of the
,

.

accumulation of human capital, as di8cussed below. .

The ACcumulation of Human Capital

As indicated above, military work.experiencoxanpe characteriZed

in economic terms as the'accumu4ttekhumancapital. ome of this

' ;human capital will be of a very general yariety, such as the maturity

that goes along.with the individual's early job choiJes. Paris c&

this human capit.41 are also very specific--in fact, they are. specific

entirely to the military. Examples of this would bf the 6se of

-mortars, marching, drill formation, and so forth. But a t.lhstantiai

amount'of this human capital may be af the general occupationtltype

that iLtransferable to similr jobs in the civil sector. "g"

This human capital famation,takes place in severaf ways:

ithrough formal school training,, through On-the-job training1(0JT),

4 and 4rough actual job experience. Che military maintains 'one,of the

latgest educational establishments in the nation. All military re-,

16. The major prpblem be.re, however, is that young recruits are
frequently unaware of what they.do and do not want=to do. in

fact, for many it is this indecision that led to their joining

the military..
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cruits attend'basic military training=2,i.e., the so-called "boot

. damp." In addition, about 95% of al4 new recruits attend formal

technical schools. .In these schools, which last from a few weeks

to as much as two years (and average three to four months4n length),

.° the individual is taught about.his or her new job. The clabses

consist of formal lectures and training, demonstration, and 'actual

hands-on experience.

The'on-the-job training and actual job experience in the mili-

tary constitute another form'of human capital accumulation. In fact,

given the often theoretical nature of formal technical school train-

ing, the OJT and job experience may constatute the more significant

form of human capital accumulation.

'In sum, the military work experience is likely to represent a
.

significant amount of human capital formation by the individual. And

this fact has not gone unrecognized by potential recruits, as mili-

tary. anci job experience are two of the most frequently ,

'cited reasons for joining in the irst place.

C.

The Decision to Stay.or Leave it

Upon completing the enlistment 'tour, the individual must decide

whether to remain in the military (if h is declared "eligible"), or

to return to the civilian labor force. The discussion focuses on'

this decision to stay ox leave by outlin ng, first, the factors

affecting the reenlistment decision: secon what individuals do

in their post-service employment; and thir, the migratory effects

brought about by military service. .

Factors Affecting the Reenligtment Decision

As has been the case with enlistment Aipply, reenlistment supply

hip been studied extensively during Irpast ten years or so. Again,

a number of,different academic disciplines have been brought to bear

on'the 3:we, Thciiiding econOmics, sociology, and psychology,\among
'

I.

V
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others. The.economic studies tend to show that reenlistment supply.

'is qiiite sensitive,Ao military and civilian pay opportunities,

Specifically, the elasticity.of Supplyowith respect to pay has bePn

.shown to.be in.the neighborhood ofs1.0 to 4,0, with,21.0 probably
4

-representing t-the besguess:
17

'This means, then, that reenlistment

supply is qui5 sensitive to military.pay. That rCenlistment supply

shoula be more,sensitive to pay than enlistment supply is.not sur:-

prising,,though, since individuals facinfOhe reenlistment point are

those- who have- already entered thpilitary. That is, the initial

filigtment decision screens out those indiViduals nios.t opposed to

military service on. "taSte" grounds, sothat reenliStment supply is

tobe.drawing frat a more homogeneous tanpower pool.

For'a vaTiety of technical reasons; s '1.es:have:been less

successful in pinpointing the responsiVeness of reenlistment to un-

employment.rates., Nevertheless, the convention41 wisdom. is that:

reenlistment supply is in fact quite sensitive to.unemplóyment, and

a casual review of the eVidence bears thiS point out. 1early, how-.

,

ever, more thorougHstudy of this iSsue is warranted before defin-
.

itive conclusions can be drawn.

Noneconomic factors have also been shown to play.an important

role in the individual's decision about whether to reenlist. A

variety of studies, mainly using survey techniques, find that certain

attributes of militafy servicewill either'perSuade or dissuade an'

individual from reenlisting. For exampie, job security is one of

the most frequently cited reasons for individuals deciding to reenlist,

whi4e the 'loss oOversonal freedot is perhaps the dominant non-
.

4

ecohomic.reason why individuals choose to leave.military service

, after the end of their first term. Since these are clearly, not the

17. See, for example, John H. Enns, Reenlistment nuses and First-
Term\Retention (Santa Monica, Ca.: The Rand C oration, 1977);
lind'eary R. Nelson, "Economic Analysis of FirSt-TerA Reenlist-
ments in the Army," in Studies Pre ar for the President's
Commiision, op.cit.

2, 9.
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only factors that affect the individual's'reenlistment decision, the.

larger point is simply:that reenlistment.is a function of many vari-

)4r%

,

Ibles, such t
1

t ch4nges in one or,more of these variables can in

the long run significantly affect the numbers and types of individuals

reentering,the civilian youth labor force. ".

Post-Service.Employment

As indicated earlier, military Iservice may provide the opportunity

'to accumulate human capital--humalcapital that can be applied to

subsequent civilian emplOrment. The p.t.4146wfomhich the military doe1

lead to the accumulation of human capital has in fact been the subject

46c

of considerable study during the past five to ten years.
18

These studies'df veterans' post-service activities have tended

to fdtus on one or more of the following three issues:,, general bin-

ployability of military veterans, the extent to which veterans use

some of the knowledge and experience'gained during the military

'emproyment for their post-service civilian empl6ment, and the earn-
,

ingS of veterans as compared with nohveterans. Although these.

studies differ substantially in their specific findings, one general

theme does emerge. Specifically, military service in.general does
0
..lead to the pprmation of human capital that can be applied to post-'

service civilian employment. As would be expected4though,'the de-

gree to.whichuman capital accumulate during military service can

18. See, for example, Eva Norrblom, An Assessment of tOe Available .

Evidence on the Returns to Military.Training (Santa Monica, Ca.: .
The Rand Corpamtion,' 1977):;-Eva Norrblom, The Returns to Mili-
tary and Civilian Training (Santa Monica) Ca.: The Rand Corti-

'oration, 1976); Roberta. Rlchardson, "An Examination of the',
...Transferability of Certain Military Skills and Experience to
.Civirian Occupations," unpublished Ph.D. disiertation, Cornell
Universityi,1966; William Mason, "On the'Socio-ecalomic Effects.
of Military Service," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University
"of Chicago, 1970; Adele P.!Massell and Gark R. Nelson, The
Estimation of Training Premiums for U.S. M11itary4ersonnel
(Santa Monica, Ca.: The Rand'Corporation, 1974);14ind Zvi Griliches

, and William Mason, "Education, Income, and Ability," Journal of

0..Tolitical.Ecoriomy,/G1.. 80 (Mir/June 1972).

0
t.
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,

be transfered to the civilian sector is obViously greater for indi-

viduigs serving in Military occupations,ilith more direct.civilian

counterparts.

In general, these anal/seS.of veterans' post-service emplOyment
A

activities show,tirst, that veterans trained in skill x during the

military tend to be employed in larger numbers in ski11 x in the

civil seCtor than would be iMplied by a mere random sampling. In,

other words, veterans tend to gravitate towards the.kinds.of occupa-

tions they hid in-the 511itary. Thus, 'military service may have a

,.potentially important effect on shaping the kinds of occupations

that members of the youth labor force will enter in tpeir post-,

service careers.
19 Second, individuals employed in a post-service

occupation similar to their military occupation tend to show higher

earnings than their veteran coUnterpartg whose civiiian dpcupations

A

are not so directly related. In other words, veterani' post-service'

earnings in a given occupation are higher if the veteran's military 4

service was in a re4ated occupational area.20

Part of the above-cited earnings differential may be due a

so-called "certification" effect. That is, for individualg such as
u.

minorities and high, school drgpouteyhose ecermic and employment

opportunities are otherwise,moreiimited, satisfactory completion of

mililary service may be viewed by.potential employers as'an indicators

of greater employabiljty. Casual examination of the evidence bears

19. Some of typicorrelation between individuals' military and post-

service/activWes is explaine4 by the fact that individuals'
pre-seivice and military occupa'tions are-also correlated, so

.
to "tie extent that individuals' pre- and post-service,occupatiOns

Otrelate, so will ttleir militdry\and post-service occupations,

20y/ It is important Ito note that the studies are far from unanimous on

this point. However, the siudiellithat fail to find much of a

relation have generally been hampered by data problems. In cases

/'
where there are sufficient 'data, they tend to show'their poiitive

earnings effect. See, EVa Norblomm, Ah Assessment of the Available

Evidedce op. cit..

.4

1'6
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1 ....., ,

. this point out, asublack and high ichool dropout veterans both tend
e '

.

. to see greater gains frpm their mili
.

tary ser ce in subsequent ci..vil-

ian.-9mployment than do white high school gra ate veterans.. In gener-

al,.howevef, the evidence is sketchy, so further studrof the effects

of militafy service on post-service earnings and employment opportun-
P. *

ities clearly' deserves more Careful attention.

knally, military service has a significant effect on post,-ser-

vice employment activities through the educational and training Ilene:.

fits offered by-the Veterans Administration. The pos't World War II

activities is that military service may have important %effects not

P4'23
skills possessed by former service personnel reentering civilian life.

G.I. Bip educated literally hundreds of thousands of former.service-

hNmen. Althou the nature f the G.I. Bill, has recently changed,
21

the military will continue to represent a potentially important source

of edu6ational benefits fo Americars youth population. Only recently

have the effectsof militar service on post-service education and.

"training bqtun to be studied,
22

so all the effects are far from under-
.,

stood.
*

The general conclusion to emerge from thiS review of post-service

only on.the size of the youth labor force, but i3erhaps more important,

on the compositicm of that labor 'force--especially the educdtion and

21. The present day GI Bill is contributory. That is, for every dollar
that the service member contributos to his or.her post-service
education "fund", the Government contributes two dollars.

: 22.. See, for example, Dave M. O'Neill, Sue Goetz Ross, and John T.
Warner, "the Effect of Military Training and GI Bill Trainipg
on Civilian Earnings," in Richard V.L. Cooper, ed., Defense
Manpower Policy, op.cit.

'Neter, however, that this does not imply that the current military.
civilian mix of education, training, and experience is efficient.
Other, it merely indicates that there may be some important effects..
The relevant.polig.y questionse.g., what is the "rightP anfount of
military education and training from a social perspective?--obvi-

ously need to be examined in a broader context. .

4-
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At the same time, definitit conclusions about the magnitu4 of

these effects (or, in some cases, even their direction). must be

tempered by the host of sample problems that the!.analySt encounars

with mast data sources. for "example, studies of post-service earnings

encounter.a number of selectivity biases regarding who serves in .

the miitary and who doe,s not, and who leaves the military.and:wha ,

-does 'not.

More definitive conclusions regarding these effects must thefe7
R

fore'amait improved data and analysis. rhdeld, one ois paper's

principal recommendations is thatkrspecial labor force datacollection
, . .

efforts (e,g., the National Longitudinal Survey) specifically'focus
.

on collecting information about all civilian and military 'work

experience.
4

Migration' .

Another possible effect of military service is oh migration
,..

.

patterns of.American's youth. These effects have been relativiely

unstudied thus far, but we do now that military retirees, or

example tend to locate'in clisjlroportionately large numbers ear

%

tary installations. This is becaUse of the-benefits pro ded

near military installation's (e.g.%, commiXaries, free medical,care,
.

..

and sofor6). litary service maY have a similar effect on one-
.

.

term veterans i termS of geOgraphic migration and.location, and

these effects clearly need to be studied further.

THE4jARY AND YOUTH.LABOR SiATISTICS

important conclusions emerge from the precedingAiscussion.

First, the military's demand for labor is'an important determinant

of both the,siie and composition of the youth labor force. This

means that changes in the military's demand kor labor can have. ,

iiplificant.effects on the youth labor market, Including employment

prospects, th size.of the youth 101bor fore, and a host of other

Variables affecting American youth. Sscond, the mdlitary also

4 6.

4
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,exerts a major influenCe qn the supply-side behavioi: ofthe youth.
1 a a

labordforceSpogifically, ikmprictin.youth havetresttated a

..cohsidtable degree. of mobility beVeen the mpitary and civil

.s.ectore: 'This includes both-the'initiar decision about joIning the

milit4 and lati)r decisiont'about whether te remaihin pr'.1eave the
r. j

military. . Perhaps the 1:1105 significant from the point:of vi oP e-.
... .

.7civilian.labormarkeris.the human capital.that &miter Semi e m
.

bers
.

bring.back wip .themwhOirthkoy,rejoin,the ciifilian work forc .

.

.The imOications of''phese1findings for the measurement'and collec-'
0. .

tion of youth labor mArket, intonation are several., fold. Specifically,
,

-.these implic4tions1concer.41} the measurement of'yowth unemployment-,

rates, (2) the collection'Of aggregate'labOr force statistics, and .

.(3)ftthe collect* of specia1 labor force.data depending upon the

particular policy:purposes :for .Which this info mation is ta be used.
.

In this 'regard', labor force'statittics would eem.to.have at least
. .

.two importantpolicy uses: (1) as an indicator for monitorinethe'
tiv .

"health". of the economy targeting particiltat government programs,
14

.and (2) a8.a.research tool for.investigating the determinants of

labor supply and The discussipn belaw briefly examines the

appropriateness of. ndluding military personnel in labor statistics

from the perspective of each of these policy purposes.

In,the'first instance, labor force statistics--especialiy.unem-

ployment rates:-provide useful measures for assessing the.economy's

"health." The$results p'resented in this paper suggest that, for both
. ,

theoretical and empiriCal reasons, military. personnel ought to be

'viewed ask1in $ part of the.1abor force. On.the eiical.grounds,

milit servicelt little differenf from many other employers
a

\Military service is entirely yoluntary,
24

so the military competes.

as just one among many emploYers of the nationts youth.This is .

24. Oh theoreticalpgrouhds, a case canAl made (though perhaps

not too persuasivelyl for excluding the miljtary during periods

of the.draf;. That is,-since not all Witary participation Is .

volunta7,dUring .draft, militarY may ,be a more separate and

dittinclkittity,rrom civiliah employment when adraft-is present.

to. 4 a

4.'. 1...'
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e

borne out empirically as well. Net only_iS/militAry service appar-
e ,

ently seen ason attractive employment option by a significant por-
A

tion of the youth 4abor force--between,10 and,20 percept of young

men enter the.miLitary--but;MemberS of the youth labor force haVe

' in fact,demonstrated considerable mobility between the ilitary

And civil labor markets. In,other words, military serviCe is in

integral part of the employment pattern for a sizeable portion of .

the youth labor for59!/ g
. M

In terms otimeasul'ing unemploYment rates, the above discussionit' 4 6

suggests that tholemployed in the military-ought to be counted,

as part Qi the labor force. Indeed, there is no more reason for

,excluding military,personnel from labor statistips4Whan there is
. )

for exctuding other/govOknment employed's, (many other employees

; for that Otter. $ecause these serving in the military are'employed,.
Alt4

-4 historical measurements based on the civiliari.labor'force alone

have therefore overestimated "true"'unemployment ratbs, and in

some oasesosubstantially. tor ex#mple, the current procedure

overeniMates overall unemployment rates'.Among black:youth.by some

13 to 2544ki - as oppdied to a 10 percent or so overestimation

of white youth un lOymencfrates--simply because such a large,

fraction of the.hla -yoUth labor force is employed in the military.
27

Although.this does"not ismiss the problem of black'unemiiloyment, it

does,suggest th the pr blem.is not quite as severe a's a casual

26

2. If, on the other hand, the Military' was empirically a distina
entity from the civilian sector, As in fact has been the case
in slow countries, then a case could be made for excludiflg the
mtlitarrfrom labor force:measures on.empirisal grounds. That
is', if there is-little flow between thy military and civil employ-

ment markets,:then the inclusion or exclusion of the military from
labor force measuret is.both less interesting.and less important.

26. fhat is, the current procedure omits those employed in the mil -

tary from the denominator of the ratio, used .to calculate the ue

employment rati.

27. Moreover, because th ilitary tends select the "cream of the
crop" from among black buth, th not serving in the military
would be expected to be th that would haveothe most diffi:-
culty Securing employment, .fropt either military or civilian em-.
ployers;p,

4* LSI
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3.

4

review of unemployment rates for black yOuth.,in the civilian labor

force would seem to imply. More senerally,.when he purpose is one

of assessing how well the economy'is doing with respect to employing

the members of its labor force, ghe foregoing suggests that military

personnel ought to be included in labor force statistics.

At the slime time, the.foregoing should no't be kiewed to mean

auch change in the ways ttiat data are. collected or maintai,ned. That

is, although it seems desirable'to define'unemployment rates relative
,

to the.total labor force, it is pseful to maintain separate statistics

on the civilianlabor,force and onsethe total labor force, as is now

6 the case. This is simpl? an.example of a more general principle.

Specifically, labor force statistics ought to he maintained for '

...

(major segments of the youth labor market:-,e.g., according to age,
s .,

,
.

race, geographic location, and so forth. That is, colleoemg and

maintaining labor statistics'according to these major segments of the

. youth labor force helps to pilipoint and spat certain.problem areas.
,

Because the military is in fact an important segment of rhe'youth .

, .

labor force, this suggests that the current procedure of maintaining'

separate labor force statistcs forrmilitary and civilian youth em-

ployment is a valid one.
. -s

.

. .

Besides.their uses in monitoring aggregate employment and unem-
,

ployment activity; labor statistics provide the core tool, for investi-

, gating the.determinants of laborforce acti,vity: participation, em-.

ployment, earnings, occupational chofce, arid so forth. 4 n this re-

gard, tills paper has argued vigorously that the military epresents
.,

a 15otentia1ly impoftant source of human capital for a stzeable

portion of AmeriCan yoUth. The limited knowledge currently available
,

l

suggests that military service can have s gnificant effects on'

%individuals' occuPational chOices, migra t On, and earnings,ramong

other'things.

,Since th9 collA)ction of individual data, both cross sectional

(e.g., the CPS) and\ongitudival (e.g., the NLS), represents the pri-

mary source for.investigating the det.erminants of labor force activity,

the foregoing argues strongly for incorporating'information about

,
2 4 f)
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ihdiYiduals' military experience into these data colleCtion efforts. .

For example, data collection efforts such as the National Longitudinal

Survey, the Current Population Survey, the Census, and so forth, should

place greater emphasis on collecting reievantinformation about the

iltvidual's military participatiOn. This would include age.of entry

intb the Military, length,of service, rank, occuPational specialty,

training received (both formal and on-the-job),,and so forth. To the

extent;that curreht,data sourc.es Oo not properly measure this training

and experience, then we are ailing to recognize the full effects of

alteipative policy options. Therefore, greater attention needs ta be

directed toward collecting relevant information about the individual's

military experience, in4Conjunction with his or her civilian experience.

In general, this calls for greater coordination of data collection'

effórts)aZtween military, and civilian authorities. Such effoilts are

warranted,'hot only because youth labor markets are affected by both

military and civilian work experience, but also because the controlled

nature of the military environment affords the opportunity to examine

certain youth productivity will behavioral paiameters that can be ob-

servedbnly with great difficulty in the civilian sector, For example,4

recent surveys of military personpel have provided valuable infoimatioh

abOut-the relationships=pg individuals' attitudes, their earnings

prospects, and their actual employment decisions.
28

This was made pos-

28. A number,of recent data collection efforts illustrate th2.point.
For example, to estimate the response to the military's hcalth
professionals scholarship.program, a suryey was administered to

a stratified random sample of medical studiktsacrossdthe country.
The .survey essentially asked these students to trace out their
supply.curve., not only with respect to values of the stipend, but

also to suCh other variables as tour commitmentj residency policy,

and so forth. The results hare been impressive, as prediction
errors over the past three years.have been in the neighborhood af

5 percent. Ih another effort, in4ividuals' productivity on the job

was measured. Combined with the attitudinal nformationalso col-
lected and the information available from personnel files, valuable
insights have been gained about the determinants of productivity,

attitudes; and supply behavior.
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sibl largdly by the fact that the military was able to first survey

thesi3 individuals,then track and compare these individuals' actual

decislions with what they said they had intended. Combined with the

vast amounts of information availcable on the military:personnel

files/ these types of surveys can be used to provide-Valuable info",

mation about i'nd iduals' attitudes, supply behavior, and produc-

tivity--not only in the military, but in the civilian labor market 1

as well.
C

Areas where such cooperation and coordination between military

and civilian data collection effo-rts Could prove to be paiticularly

profitable include certain ongoing Lnd special civilian collection

efforts, including future Nationa gitudinal-Surveys, the Current
. ,

Population Survey, and the Censu Alternatively; certain,regular

and special data Collection efforts in the military could.provide

valuable information to civilian researchers and policy makers.

Examples include the arTui,9 survey oT new reCruits a.\armed fonces
. .

_

entrance and examination stations,-exit.and post-service surveys

conducted by the milithil'r, attitudes of-young women towardtailitary

service, andJso forth. 1

.In sum, this paper hasaiied that tile militar is a mos;t

important factor in youth lab r markets. On the one and,.the

military is a major source of jobs for American yduth, while on the

other, it is clear that military experience and training can Iay

a significant role in the, issues and problems of civilian lab r

market 1)ehavior. It iS timethat labor force statistics reflected

this important role of the miqit'ary. *

1

,

w.f
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DIRECT EFFECTS OF EMOLOYAffrAND TRAINING PROGRAMS

ON,EMPLOYMENT'AND UNEMPLOYMENT:

- NEW ESTIMATES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR EMPLOVMOT POLICY

,By: Charles C. KillingswOrh an Mark R. Ki*ingsworth

1

,.

,

, .

We first discuss the ways in which partkipants in employment
and training progranis are.counted in official, figures on the number

of persons employed, unemployed'and' not indthe labor farce. We .

then analyze the consequences of an,expansion of such'programs,' 4nd
present estimates of the purely"statiStigal".,effects of expanding
such programs on the number of persoris empjoyed, unemployed and not
in the labor force. These effects appear to be substantial. For

eXample, our estipates imply tfiat,4 j:ra the absence of any.employment

and training prodiams, the aggregAe'unemployMent rate in 1976 would
have been 0.8 percentage point's hitgher than the actual figure, and .

the teenage unemployment fate would have Ween 3.9 percentage pdints
,

higher than the actual figure.: We concl de by distussirig the

implications of our analysis and estima e for employment policy
and employment training programs as an in§trument of employment ,

policy. - .
.., .

.

INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

How do employment and training programs affect progra partici-

pants, and what is the.appropriate roll for such programs in employment

policy? Most research on the effects of employment and training pro-

grams, and most discussions'of their merits as an instrument of employ-

ment policy, focus on what may be-called "ultimate" or "long run"

effects:, on ihe extent to which.they affect the human capita/ (and

thusthe subsequent earnings and'employment) of enrollees, and on the

exteht to whicWthey change the structure of,the labor farce, shifting
*

the economy's Phillips.cur'Ve and reducing the unemployment rate associ-
.

ated with any given inflaiiOn fhte. But 'h'few studies (Cohen, 1969;

We are most grateful to Mark Murray for hds extremely thorough and
painstaking research assistance; and to,Orfey Ashenfelter,'Burt
Barnow, Ohul Flaim and Ralph 8nlith for useful canments and suggest,-
ions.

41,
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Small, 102) suggest that emPloyment and training-programs also have

"short run" or purely "statistical" effects on employment and the.

unemployment rate:'.dependoing on the particular program in which

participan s are enrolled, enumerators for the Current Population

Survey (CP coUnt program participafts as employed, unemployed or

not in the kabor force. Obviousl then, rekardless of the ultimate

impact of these programs on.ent llees' earnings andAmployment,

changes in program enrollme s necessarily have a director short tun

or statistical'impact on official CPS figures on employment and on

the unemployment rate.

In this paper we haVe two objectives. First, relatively little .

is krloWn about-the magnitude of the statistical effect ofemployment
2

and trhining programs, so.our "short run" or "statistical" objective

is to present estimates of the magnittide,of*this effect, with special

reference to'youth. We also have a !flong run" or "analytical" objec-

tive, howeyer: to discuss the role'of employment and training prograps

as an instrument of.employment policy. FOr it turns out that our

'analysis of the "statistical" effects of employment and training

sr
programs not only provides estimates of these effects but also has a

4'
number of important impl cations.for broader is...ues.of-employment

t.

THE MATMENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ENROWNT
IN OFFICIAL LABOR FORCE STATISTICS

The substantial growth in enrollment in employment and train-

ing programs during the l960s--from 50,000 to ea.hy.1,0.00,040 in

D971--posed a 5erious, question for Federal sta tics-takerq: how
41W

-s.hiquld such enrollees be classified in official labor korce statistics?

4 1965,.a Federal interagency corirmittee adopted definitions which

Have been followed since that time. As" Smal-1 (1972, p. 7) puts it:

s

In the:final analyis, persons.(e rlrolleiOn ,such programs)
were:td be.classified as employed-if thty were'iNeceiving .

*ages rather than Subsistende or other a,11,040164, or if
they were getting on-the-job training; ta:J4, inplpyed if

thby were enrolled in institutional (classr training.
*vv.

6,
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Job Corps pairticipants were to e counted as not in the

labor force. The household inter 4 (for the CPS)

were given.' detailed instructions for classifying those 4

who volunteered information oR participation.
8 k

Most of the large manpower programs involved placing
peopile in jobs rather th411 in classroom training, and most

paricipants would therefore be co among the employed.

This would probably be true mhe er or not the househOld

respondent offered any information on the enrollee's
sdectfic program participation, because holding a job
and receivinva wage are fairly clearcut unambiguous Act-
ivities. On the other hand, the line of demarcation'
between 6eing unempioyed and outside the labor force is
much harder to define. Thus; how participants'in pro-

grams such as the Work Incentive program are actually .
classified in ,the officiallrabor force survey is uncertain

Accordingly, employment and training progams may be classified accor-

ding to the way in which their enrollees are counted in official employ.%

ment and labor force statistics. We shall refer to programs Whose en-
. .

rollees are counted as not in the
(

labor forcee.g.-, the Job Corps--as

"Type I" programs; we shall4Opfer to programs whose enrollees are counted

as unemployed,-e.g., institntional training progtamsaS'"Type. I

programs; and, tinally,.we Shall'refer to programs whose enrollees te

counted as employed-'-e.g.,.Public Service Employment or on-the-job

training programsas PType III" programs.

Table 1 shows how enrollees in each.of the Major employment

an4 training programs undertaken by the Federal. government during

1963-16 were classified in CPS unemployment anklabor force statistics.
1

Table 2 sunkrizes tOtal average annual enrollments n each type of

program both for the generaDpopulation and for youth (persons age

:.4\)

1. For atrapsule summary of,the history and nature of many of these .
programs, see U.S. Departlent of.Labor (1970, pp. 193-197).

111

.tfi'Mft, .114,
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TABLE I .

,

MAJOR FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS 1963-76 ,
BY. LABOR- FORCE CLASSIFICATION OF,,ENROLLEES

Type:I programs (enrollees counted.ns not

,Job Corps

i n the labor

4 .

Type II programs.(enrollees counted as Arniimployed)

Manpower'Development and Tralnin'Act (MPTA)...-
institutional. training .

Work-Experience'Progfam ,-.programs other than
on-the-job training

Work Incentive Trogram (WIN)..- programs other t-tlan
on-the-job trainAng--

:Comprehensive:Employment and _Training Act (CETA)
. institUtional tiaining 'under Titles I, II, VI

Type IT/ programs (enrollees counted as employed)
;,:t

* .

Manpower Oevelopmenk ad TrainingkAct (MDTA) ...
.

on-the-job training
w rk 'Experience PrograMy..On-the-job training'

rk-IncentiVe-Program#WIN) - on-the-job training
Mekghborhood.Touth C Aqiii(NYC) - in-xchool and

. summer; out of '6O1

College Work Study
. v

Comprehensive Emplo t- PSogram 10EP)
.

Operation Mainstreee . .

Public Service.Cares6s (PSC), inOludig
i

Mew Careels:alSTEP ,

Job Opportunities k
t

the Ausinegs fectot (JOSS) -
, rederaltysubeidiieM "
Jobs-Optional-13'0p) .

.

PUblic Employtimnt PyOgram'(PEP)
.Comprehen004ovloyment'ind Itaining'Act (CETA) -

On 00 training, public Xer4iceeMPloyment
(rs. '401t work-experience, -youth employment

!..

VO
`

farce)

4

_

0,marks

began 1965: continued under-CETA

began 1962: subsumed Mnder CETA

began 19651. subsumed under WIN

began 1969

began 1974

. begen 19e21 subsumed under JOP

began
began

-1;egan

1961 subsumed under WIN
1969,
1965;.subsumed under CETA

began 1965
began 1967; sUbsumed under CETA
began 1965; subsumed under CETA
.began 1970 (New Careeri began 1967)4
subsumed under,cETA'
egan 1968; subsumed under CETA

began 1971; sioNsumed*under CETAIL
began 1971;0subsumed under CETA
began 1974
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sixteen to nineteen).
2 .DeRending on the particular kind of activity'

in which they were engaged(e.g., on=the-job training or institutional

training), enrollebs in the Work Incentive 114'ogram (WIN) were counted

either asuemployed pr unemployed;\hence, WIN is in effecta blend of
Y

Types I'and'II and so WIN enrollments are shown separately in Table 2.

These tables reveal that the great majority of enrollees were .

. enrolled in "Type III" programsthat is, were counted as employed,

:during the period of their enrollment. In recent years, aggre te

enrollment:in Al programs combined has been high both in abso te

terms (e.g., in excess of 1,000,000) anqLrelative to the level pre-

vailing in the 1960s.

/--A

2. Withsome exceptiOns, the entries,in Table 2 represent actual

--annual averages of current enrollment 4.11 each kind of program.

Thege were calculated by aggregating annual' average enrollffient

figures, taken from a variety Of sources (e.4., issues of the

Employment and Training Report-of the.President), for each of

the:'individual programs lilted in Table 1.. TWo.major exCeptions

are as follows.. First, available data for enrollments Under

CETA:during 1974-1976.provide information,one new (rather than .,/"''s

'total.current) enrollments by quarter; for this reason, the

entries in Table 2 for 1974-1976 include annual averages of

new (rather than total current) CETA enrollment's:: To the ex-

tent th9t enrollees in CETA programs remained enrolled for more

than a quarter, the 1974-1976'figures shown in'Table 2 of Vpurse

understate the.actual total current annual enrcalments. Setond,

available data for enrollments unster the College Work Study,

program during 1965-1976 refer to awardS (in effect; "slots")

available daring a -Oven fiscal-year rather than to actual

recipients (enrollees on york-study payrolls) dur,ing a given

calendar year. In arriving'at the figures shown in Table 2,.

:we treated.fiscal and calendar year figures as equivalent, and

multiplied the number'of awards'by 0,8 to obtain an estimate of

the annual average number of actual recipients. Further, between

fiscal (or, under bur assumptions, calendar) ears 1975 and 1976,

the number of award's increased sharply, from 570,000 to 973,000--

so sharply:that we suspect that colleges end universities did

not.adjust in time to fill as much'as 80 per cent of the maximum

number of slots available in 1976. In arriving at the figures

shown in Table 2,:we therefore assumed that the "effective;

number of awardsavailable in 1976 was midway between the 1976

figure and the figure for 1977, .895,000, and multiplied this

"effective" number by 0,8'to get.an estimated annual average

number of actual recipients during 1976.



TABLE 2:

TOTAL. ENROLLMEN1 .AND ypum- ENROLLMENT IN MMOR
FEDERAL ENPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PORGRAMS 1963-.74, .4Y T4PEi.OF PROGRAM

(Annual. Averages; In -Themaands Perions)
. ..

WIN/Work
Experince ) Type I

I ay!'
.

.age age age - egeTear' Total 16-19 Total 16-19 Tota'l ,16-19. Tothl 1.6-19 Total 16-19
1963

t

1964

1965

1966 ----

1967

Type II Type II Total

1968

1969

-1970

1971

1972\

1973
. t

1974

'

19

197 '

kites?' *

1.
0

0 0

*
* *

* *

" *

3 -
59 6

91 ' 10

109 12
. ..,

115 14

163 18

,212 21'

213 24
0

265 29
..

0
.

0

10

28

42

33

24

20

21

22
/

20

19

.
20

'20

,

0
II

0

9

26

38

30

21

15

16

17

15'

15

.

16

16 '

rouri.dinq,

22 3 -

43 , 8.

63 17 .

**

62 14

48. 12

53 13

48. 10

51 g ç
58 13

51 10

3i3 8

4 24

33 ' 49

159 46-....

column entries doneg.ligible. Due to
io "Tr), ex 1 " f I niire vhowr i 1 ii.. f 'cc) 1 OM?) I or oift e.; co. t t

. .

2 * ., 24 3f
10 '1 3 A3 1,0

170 126 243 152

395 297 485 337 .

42 ,401 632 450

543 399 ,632 442

624 421 . 755 458

674 '462 816 497

756 503 943 543

1001 600 1191 641

893 529 1114 570
*,

884 494 1202 555

1420 1864 839
s..

12,64 655

748

1632
.

743

4

not al wa'ys sum along rows

2 :".)
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1

Bt while thAsize of:these enrollments is substantial, the
A

existence of substantial.employment programs sponsored by the

federa ,gdvernment is not, of course-, unprecedented.: enrollments

,
in fe eral.work-relief programs during the 1930s were still: larger.

There is, however, an i ()resting dtf erence: in contrast with

the roceddres adopted 1965,.under hich Type III enrollments

of he 1960s and1970s".are cOunted as einployed, participants in

th se work-r;lief programs during the 1930s were--and, in the

storical statistics, still are--counted as unemployed. (For

laboration on ihis point see Darby, 1976, pp.. 2-81 and the ref-

erences therein.) Table 3 illustrates the consequences of counting

1930s work-relief program participants as employedltas they would,

beiqbunted under current procedures) rather than.as unemployed (as

they were, nd still are, counted in official statistics).
3

Pre-
,

sumably, the growth in employment and training nrogram enrollments

duiing,the 1960s and 1970s may also have had.an important effect

' s

3. Darbygets "recalculated" figures (dr, in his terminology, "correc-

ted" frgures) which differ somewhat from ouis. (Compare, for exam-

ple, the fourth column in Table 3 in Darby, 1976, p. 8, with the

third column in 'our Table 3.) These.differences'seem to he the

result of using different data on work-relief enrollment:. Darby .

uses data on.total ederal, state and local work-relief enrollment

appearing in a 196 Department.of.Commerce publication (see notes -

to Table 2'in Da y, 1976, p. 7, especially in reference to column

7 of:that table); while wIlusSdata on Federal work-relief enroll:

ment only' appearing in lhe 1943 and 1946 editions of the Statistical

'Abstract of the United States (see notes to our Table 3). Despite v

these dif(ferences, our "recalculated" unemployment rate figuros for

1933-1941 are similar to Darby's "corrected" figures for the same

years; and, like us, Darby concludes that classifying Work-relief
1 enrollees as emi]loyed rather than unemployed would have a sufistantial ,

,

\ effect on measured unemployment 'rates for those years..
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TABLE 3.

PARTICiPANTS IN FBDERAL WORK-RELIEF PROGRAMS AND
REPORTED AN13 RECALCULATED UNEMPLOYMENT" RATES , 1933-42

A
(Annual Averages).

C.

Year

1933

1934

1935

1§36

Work-Relief Program
Participants,;
(thousands)

Unemployment_ Rates,

Reported** Resoaslculate.d":

4151

661

3817

24.9

` 20.7

18.3

20.7

13.8

41"13666 16.9 10.8

t
2553 .14.3 10.0

4210 19.0 12.3

17.2 12.0

/ 14 .6 10.0
, a

,.. a
176(1\,. 9.9

,

386 4.7 4"1

)937
.

1938

1939
.

194

1941

1942

Nptest

Porceritage eductioh in
unemployment rate** rr

26.5

4.16

31.3

34.9

30.:1

35,3

.30.2.

31.5

29.3

12.8 .

1

* includes Civil'Works Administration, Civilian.ConseYvation Corps, Nat onal
Youth.Admihistration, Works 1.4ogres!i.AdministratiOn and other Federal agency
prOyects financed from emergency. funds. ,D.ota do nOt includeadminis rati've
personnel. (Source: -Statistical,Abstract .of the UnitedIStates, 1943 editlon,
Tablo 204, and 1946 edition, Talile 259.)

** * Source: 1947 Handbd?ok ed.labor Statistics, Table. Al2.
*** ,Calculate'd.py switch*ng-e1.1 participants in.Federal work-rellef procftams

fromlipinemployed" tq "employed"'category:
= (column 2 - Column 3)/column 2. ,-

****

V.

2 :;.)
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o reported empl ent and on the reported unemployment rate.
4

n But

how may one mea ure-the purely "statistical" effects of these pro-
k.

grams, and just how iarge has this effect .actually been?

MEASURING THeSTATISTICAL EFFECTS OF EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING PROGRAMS
-----

For purposes.of measuriag the purely statistical effects of.an

expansion employment and training programs; it is useful to dil7ride'

the ,total effect of such expansion inio two components! "immediate"

and "induced.", Firstcconsider the immediate effect of each kind of

program, When a person enters a Type r program, his post-enrollment

status is allways "ngt in the labor force,"..so that'the immediate

..:effect of'an expansion of a Type I program isNo_incrmse the number
A

bf persons counted as absent from the labor force by an amount equal

to the number of enrollees
whoyere-in'tice labor force (that is, were

employed or unemployed) prior-to enrollment; and to reduce the numb

4. Note that the third colum in our Table 3 does not show what unem-

ployment TateS would hav during 1933-1941 in.the absenc of

goVernment work-relipf pr s. It simply shows what offici unem-

ployment rate statistics for these years *buld look like if 'th

offiial ddfinition of "unemployment" used for those years were

same (with respect to enrollees in work-relief and similar govern-
.

ment programs) as the one-in current use. Hence a comparison of ;

the second and third columns of Table 3 reveals only "tha-ireact

of this purely aefinitional cbange";,in and of itself, it does not

have any particular-analytical importance, since it does not show

the differencerunder either definition, berWeen reported unemploy-

ment rates and the unemployment rates which would have prevailed in

the absence of work-relief programs. Though he never says so,in so

many words, Darby seems to believe.that the ".porrected" (in his

terms' o "recalculdted" (in our terms) unemployment wuld

have prevai either in the presence or the absence,of work- elief

programs. In particuldi., he Appears to beljeve that such pr ams

"crowded out" other employment ()Tv one-for-One basis or, mor or

less equivalently, that-the statistiCal effect of such 'progrs on

recordld aggregate employment ('under either the 1930s or the ent

definifton) was zero. e Darby,\1976, pp. 5-6, especially the ,

second complete sentenc on p. 6.) Our analysis' in Section II and

in Appendix,A
implicitly calls this notion into question. For

additional criticiem of Darby's "crowdingLout" assumption, criticism

which is addressed explicitlyAlp Darby's paper, see Kesselman and

Savin (197/).

4
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of.persons counted ai emplo

Iiimbers,of enr011ees who were

258

unemployed by amounts 'equal to the

oyed or unetployed. 1rspectiv.ely,
..

prior to enrollment. (Of course-, persons not in the abor force prior
.

. .

, to enrollment are still counted as not in the labor florce after thei.

. enter a Type I program.) Similarly:, on net the imme iaté effect of.'
.....

expanding a Type IIprogtam isito increase the numbe of persons counted
.-

. as unemployed by an amount-equalAb the numberof

d i ith l d

e lleeLwho. werer
nnot unemploye (that S, were eer empoye or n t i,the lahor

. . w
force) priox to, enrollment; and tozeducelhe' mberS of,persons

. .

counted as employed or not,in the lahor force amounts equal to the
,

-numbers of enrolleesA . who'were employed ot not in the labor force.,
.

A

respectively, prior to enrollmerit. (Of course, persons who were

unemployed.prior.to enrollment are still counted as-unemployed after

they enter a.Type Hyrogram). -Finally, on net the-immediate effeCt -
....... ,

- -.

iof expanding a.Type IIF program s-to increaSe the number of perSons .

.couiffed aS- emplOyed,by an amount equaliio the aumber of peinsons who
. , .

were not employed (that is, were.either'unemployed or not,in the labor.

. .-. \force) before they entered,the program; and to.reduce the numbers of_
. . . . ,

.

persons counted, as unemplOyed or not-in the labor forde by amounts

equal:to.; respectivefy, the numbers.* enrollees who'were unemplox+
,.

:,. .

or.not in.the labor.force'Prior to enrollment. (Ofourse, persons-
.. .

-

who were empleyed.prior toenroalment.atc.still countWts employed*
, ,

. . v .
. .

.
.

After entering a Type III program.)

,Hence it is qUite simple and stpaightfo wardto work out. the
. .

nimMediate" effect on reported labor force statistics of expansion

0. of any'Of the emploYment and.training programs just:mentioned. De.-1

scribing .the "induced" eAects on reAried labor force stiistics is

mote difficult. This is because these "indueed",effects refer. (i) to

the reaction of the rest of the economy'to enrollment increases or
. 6

decreaseS.in the "employtent and training sector" ancf(ii) to the re-
.

action of.the, rest of the dconoMy to any changes in'the ecbnomic

envitonment which accompany and are the consequence of such enroll-.

..),ment Changes. -It to 'usually possible to say what the direction
0

N
I

4"
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of.these "i uced" Ofects on the rest of the economy will be. . (For

example, it seeMs reascinable to suppose that etployers will fill at

least some of,the jobs which are vacated by employed Persons who quit

in order to enter employment and training prpgrams.), Howevem, the

magnitUde of slich'effects is difficult to.determine a ptiori without

certain kinds of quantitative inforinati§n(e.g., on'elasticities of

demand, supply and substitution); and in gerieral.,this information

is neither readily available nor; even_j4f available, very reliable.

For this reason, previous work on the questidn of the statis-

tical effects,of employment and training pro rams (see Cohen, 1969,

andSmall, 1972) has been.bau4.on an ad hoc a umption of convenienCe

about aggregate labor market behavior: that measures of what we have-
..

. 4

here. Called the "immediate" effects of the expansion of such programs

on reported aggregate labor force Statistics provide a satisfactory

approximation to the total.effects of such programs on aggregate

la oxiforce.statistics; or, more,or less equillielently, that "induced"

.effe ts of such progrgis'on these statistics are bf secondary importance
0

..,.and ay be neglected .in arriving at an approximate measure oi the

tota Statistical effects of employment vid training programs.

* Hence) far example, this amounts to an assumption that inereasing I

Type Iiprogram enrollment reduces reported employment by an amount

equal to the number,of new enrollees whoyere in the labor force

prior to enrollment.. The assumption may also be applied in reArsir

here it amounts to an ssumption that abolishing a Type I program

would increase reporte employment by an amount equal fo the number

of enrollees who were employed prior to enrollment, and would

increaSe the reported labor fotce by an amount'equal to the number

of enrollees who were in the labor force prior to inrollment.
.

Similarly, in the cas.e of Type 1i programs, the ad lloC assumption

of convenience amounts to an assumption-that abolisbing. d TYpe II

program would increase reported employment by.an amount equal to -

the nuMber of enrollees who. were,employed prior to enrollment, and

wbuld re(lice the.reported_labor fOr
L.

ce an'amount,equal to the

.4*
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. .

number Of-enrollees who were not in the'labor fore prior to enrollment.

Finally, in the case of.Type III programs, this amounts to an assumption

that abolishing a Type III program would rpduce ieported *mployment by

J)//

,

an amoUnt equal to the number of enrollees who .yere not employed prior
..

to enrollment, and Would reduce

(t

he Teported labor force by an amount'

,

. ,

,
equal to the tumber. of enrollee who were not in the labor force prior.

to enrollment.
1Z-

It is imubrtant to note th4t this ad hoc assumption of conven-.

ience refers only to-aggrega e totals for persons emplbyed, unemploYed

and not in the labor force, an does Abt entail any assumptions about
, .

the effect of abolishing ir increasing enrollment in).any program

on the labor forte status of any.particular individual, enrolled or

no ti . For example, the assumption does.say that of the,-ie all en: ,

rol pps in a Type 11 program were in the tubby fordprior Pt enrollment,

then abolishing that program would increase the reported labor force
. .

by an amount equal tO the number of enrollees. But the ssumption

does not'imply ything about the effettgbf abolishing the program

on the employment s s.of any particular individual' whether

. previously enrolled.in the progr .not. In fact, if one iS

terested only in measuri th effects o expanding or contracting

employnQnt and txaini mS on'aggrega e abor force Tstatistics,

i4general, ass or results thut the effects of such

changes on.thegabor f atus of given individuals are neither

Aeinecessary nor particularly relevant. All that'is required is the

ad hoc 4ssumpion of convenipnce which we have stated above.
5

5. In fact,'neitlier Small vor ohen states the assumption in the form
given here. Wather, they b th say that, in¼4eriving estimates of'
the total statistical effett of employment a d training programs,
they assume that "enrollees w uld have continued at their previous
(i.e., pre-enrollment) employment status during their,pa icipation

in.the federal manpower program'if there.had'been e eral man-

power program" (Cohen, 1969, p.498), or, e u. ently, that "en-,-.

rollees would have continued their re-enro lment status in the
absenq of ihe.programs".(Small,.197 p. 11). This seems to have

rise to a fair amount of unne eSsary confusion and doubf.a.s,
0

A.; . 2 6-3
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-Since it refers to aggregates rather than to particular indi-
:-'
,
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I

viduals, the ad hoc assumptica of *venience used in previous work
.

.

onthe statistital effects of employment and training programs is

not unlike the*assumptions used to construct and interpret supply and

c demand schedules. "For example, the point of intersection-of'supply

and demand for labor schedules gives.the total number of persons

who will be employed in equilibrium at a given point in time, but

it does not show which persons will be employed. To say anything
AP

about the latter will require aditional assumptions (e4., about

labor turnover); but such assumptiOns are unnecessary if the objective

is simply to discuss the aggregate level.of emplpyment. Indeed,

this similarity between the ad hoc asktiptton of.convenience aboutl

the effects of employment and training programs on aggregate labor

-force statistics and the assumptionslUsed to construct and interpret

supply and demand schedules x. an advantage. As will become evident

below and in Appendix A, this similarity makes it possible to enalyze

the effects of such programs on aggregate labor force statistics

.within the context of a,simple model of supply and demand in the

labor market.

In sum, the ad hoc assumptiOn of con enience discussed above

constitutes ap ad hoc estimation methpd_L,r AHN,'for,short--which.

. may be used to estimate the effects of employment and training pro-
,

grams on aggregate statistics on persons employed, unemployed and

not in the labOr Torce. AHEM -pstimates refer to what We have called

5. cdnt;) to the.validity of their estimates,,since this version

ilk
the assumption is extremely stringent and; as Smith (1971, `

1 3) has noted, is probably quite unrealistic. However, it is
40 importaut to nOte ihtt Cohen.and Small discuss only the effects .

of employment and training prograds on aggregate labor force

statistics, so that none of their work actuallyirequires. this'

extremely strong assumption about effects pn paiticular indiv-

.
iduals. The only assumption required for any of their estimates

,

.

Oil the much more general ad hoc sumption of convenience,
,

. 0

stated in the text, about a behavior.
-..

, 0 ,N 2 I

k
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"immediate"'program effects only, and ignore all'"indUced" effects

of.the exp'ansion..of these programs on the rest of the economy.

Intuition therefore suggests tAat AHEM estimates of the total

'statistiCal effect of soch programs are probably'conservative.

particular, it can be shown that, beCause of the,nature of the

"induced" effects neglected by the AHEM procedure, the AtiEM tech-
.

.

ni e is always downward-biased: AHEM estimates will con.kistently

overstate any decreases.in
N
employment, labdr.force or the Unemployment

rate which are attributable to increases in program enrollment and

will conSistently understate any increases in these vari1ables which

are the result of-increas8s in enrollments. 1

t

In Appendix A we preSent a technicaj discussion of the reasons
I

why!this is so. Appendix A analyzes the staiisticaf effects of r
employment and training programs the context of a f (though .

relatively simple) model of the labor wket,'and as.sucIJnaybeof

some, interest to the technically-oriented.reader t profess-

ion'al economist). :ro *summai-ize the results ili Appendix A for the

general readdr, We think it sufficient, for our present purposes, to

note that Appendix A suggests.thatlihere.are tl.,f? basic reasons why

the AHEM procedure is "conserVative" in the sense given above. First,

the MEM procedure ignores the fact that some of the vacancies

cileated'in the r4st of the economy when employed, workers depart to

enroll.An employfnent and training programs will be filled with new
,

emoyees, so that, even when the abor market clears, employment

reduced on net by as much as thein the rest of:the economy.is n

number of new gnrollees who were employed in the rest of the economy

priofto enrollment. Second, to the extent that markets do not
4

0
clear--or, loosely speaking, to the eXtent that the economy is

4

below "full employment"--and the "government decides to expand

aggregate demana by expanding employment and training program enroll-

ment, the AHEM procedure also ignores the multiplier effects on

employment in the rest of the economy which occur gs the result of

this expansion in aggregate demand.
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With this as prologu6 it Cs not hard to discern the general

nature of the statistical effects of pmployment and training programs

in the United States in.the 1960s and 1970s. In essence, Type III

programs take persons out of the "unemployed" and, "not in the labor

force".pategories and.put them into the "employed" category; and

these "immediate" effects of Type JII prograihs are reinforced by .

additional -"induced" effects: euiployers fill some of the jobs

vacated by the employed persons who eriroll, and the additionalik

,AAfgregate demand generated by, the expansion of the programs stimu-

,---1;ttt aggregate employment still further. Moreover, Type III pro-

gram enroltments have generally been much largdi than enrollme0

in'other prograins (see Table 2), so, loosely speaking, "As Type:6i

frograms go, so ggps the economy." This means that, on the whole,

the expansion of eenrollment in employment.and traiging programs

.which occurred during the 1960s and 1970s increased both recorded

employment and he recorded labor force to levels above.(and reduceil

the recorded une ployment rate to a level below) what would Ilave

prevailed in the absence of these programs. But what is the magni-
.

.tude of these4eff cts, and what.implications do they have for

emplo ent policy?. We turn,to these questions in the next two parts

,of the paper.

/STIMAlis OF THE SWISTICAL EFFECTS OF
EMPLOYMENT..AND TRAINING PROGRAMS. .

In principle, one could estlmate the direct effects of employ-
.

ment and training programs using ither of twO procedure's. First, .

one could.specify a cqmp 3/ ete model of labor markets, representing
*

both the supply of and Omand for enrollments in employment and

training ppgrams exp0c tly in that model; estimate the parameters

of the model; and then easure the direct effects oremployment add
,

, training programs by (f r example) simulating the behavior of the
. . .

model with the supply 0 enr011ments 'elt at vero and then comparing
,

.

these results wi.th obse ved behavior. Unfortunately, specifying
.

and then estimating sticil a\model for use in simulations of this
I

A \
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lind is' no simple task; doing'the job properly may not require.,

building a complete macrpmodel, but it certainly calls for more

than t. few ordinary least squares regressions- -and7it probably

calls for more data than are actually available. Developing esti-

mates based on a complete model of labor'mar'kets is an important
.

goal for future researcS; far the present, we shall col'iXent ourselVes

with presenting .estimates of the direct effects of employment and

training programs derived from the second procedure, AHEM. In

view of the discuSsion above, it is worth s ressing once again

that estimates based on AHEM ar cormrvat ve: if anything, the

"true"'statistical effects, are probably gre ter than the estimates

which we shall present below.

With this in mind, conside Tables 4-7; in which' we present

official CPS figures on aggregate unemploymeht, employment, etc.,

and AHEM estimates of what these labor market variables would have

been in the absence of any employment and training programs. (For

a detaiked discussion of the procedures.used.in deriving the AHEM

estiMates set out in Tables 4-7, see Appendix B.) 'Table 4 contrasts

CPS figdres on actual levels of aggre ate employment, unemployment .

anYlabor f e (that is,.the actual value s of these labor market

'variables, erved in the presence of employment and training

-programs) with'AHEM figures (that is, our estimates of what these

variable6 would havQ been iri t e alsence of the programs) for the
A

. total population. Hence the eo4mks headed "cliff" in Table 4."giVes

the.purely statistical effect of emloyment and'training programs

'on the variablesiconsidered there. Table S presents similar compar-
.

isons for the aggregate employment-population ratio, the unempley-
.

ment rate and the labor force participation rate for the population

as a whole. Finally, Tables 6 and 7 present analogous results for

the teenage population (persons age sixteen to nineteen). ,

Both for the population as a whole and for the tdendgt'popula-

tion, our estimates imply that the statistical effects of expansion

of employment and training piograms (eipecially employment progr1ms)

2 6' 7



TABLE 4.

AHEM AND CPS MEASURES OF EMPLOYMENT UNEMPLOYMENT
AND LABOR TORCE FOR,TOTAL POPULATION, 1963-76

(Annual Average's, In Thousands Of Persons) .

EmpApArent Unemployment. 7 Labor Ponce
.

-"Year

1963

1964

,1965

'CPS AHE;A

.

CPs 'AHEM diff .AIIEM cliff'

f67762

.dip

6677(3 4070 4070 * 7.1031 7)832 *

.
.

69305
.

69302
,

3 3786 1789 .-3 71091 71090
.

1

: 71088 70957 7 132 366 a749 -.113 74455, 74436 19
,

72895 72609 286. 2875 3109 -234 75770 75718 52

74372 13902- 390 2975 3296 -121 77347 77277 .70.
/ I

75-92'0. 75522 397 2817. 3130 -314 & 76737 78653 84.

77902 77424 476 2812 3205 -373 80733. 80629 104
4

78627 78111. 516 4088 4473'. -'38,6 82715. 82584
1 130

, 79120 78538 582 4993 , 5415 -422 84113 83951 160

81102 -80909 ,' 793 4840 5441 -602. 86542 -86351 191
.

. 84409 83726 1684 4304 4791 .-487 '118714 88511 197

85936 ' 85247 688 .5076 .. 5r)7.6 -445 91011 9076s 243

84753 83776 1006 7830 8501 -671 92,613 92278 135.

87.485 86388 1097 7288 19'92. -705 '. 94773 94381 392

1966

1967 -,

1968.

1969
.

11970

1971

SN,197.2

1973

1974
p

-1975

. 1976

Note; t'igures within rows may not trum to total due' to rounding. " neoliqible.

("

4.
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TABLE. 5. .

-'AHEM AND CPS MEASURES OF EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT
AND LABOR FORCE RATIOS FOR TOTAL POpULATION, 1963-76

(Annual Averages, In Per Cent)

Year

..-Emplayment-.
tobulation ratio

. CPS AH1'M di f f...,...._......

.

1963 55.4. 554 *

.1964 55.7 55.7 *

1),)' 1

1965 ,. 56.2 56.1 0.1
..i/ .-

1966 . -56 9 56.7 . *O. 2

1967 57.p O. 3

1968 57,2 0.3

1969 6H4 57:6 ;0!4

1970 (574 57.0 0.4

1971 56.k 56.2 0.4

1972 5.i.c 56.9' ..0.'6 .

4:

193 57.

1974

57.4

57.' .570 0.5

1975 '. 5G.,0

1976 56.8\ 56.1 0.7 .

.Protet .Fi:gures withi

Unemployment
yate

CPS ',HEM di f f

5.7 7

.5.2 5..2

.425 4,1* -0.2

3.8 ; 4.1 -0.3

3.8 . 4.3 -,0. 4

4.0 -0.4

3.6..4 -.4..0 -0.5

5.9 (...4 -0..5
-

5.6 6.3 -017

Labor .force
part t,:ipation

CPS AHEM di f f

50. 7 50.7

- 58. 7 58.7

58.9 58.8

59.2 59.1
I

59..6 .59.6. 0.1

59.6 5'.6 fl.1, .

60,1 60.0 0.1

60.4 60.3 .0.1

60.2 GO .1 0.1

60.4 60.2 0.1

4.9 5_.4 -0.6 4 60.8 60,7 o:).

5.6 6.1 70.5 Gl" 2 6].1 0.2
,I11111.

% 8.5 p..2 -0.8_ 61'. 2 61.W : Q.2
Af ..

.

7.7 .8,5. -0.8 . 61.6.!' 61.4. 40
1..,

rows may not s UM to t dm. to roundYng. me qi hie

;



MEM-AND CPS MEASURES OF EMPLOYMENT,.UNEMPLOYMENT AND LABOR FORCE

" FOR POPULATION AGE 16-19, 1963-76
4.

(Annual Averages, In Thousands of Persons) . k...

. .,
. .

.Year I CPS /11-IEMI : cliff ' CPS I AHEM dif f CPS Alil!1 . di(f
Emnloymcint Uneindoymont Eabor force:'

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969
; lip

! 1970

- 1 9 7 1

; 1972

1973

1974

.1975

\1976.

4255

4511,

5036

5721

5682

579.0

6117

6141

61.95

6122

.7236

.7403

7046

7N9-
t

4255

4516

4933 `

.5494_

5379

548)

5803

.5795

5 8 1 6

6266

6859

7058

6589

6767

*

*

103.

227

303

299

a 314

346

379

456

377

345

457

502

883

672

874

836

838
.

839

853

11.05

1 2 5 7

1302

1:25

1410.

1752

1701

no* suM

883 * 5138

. 8-72 5390

.. 964 -.90 5910

1024 -188 6557

1090 .252 6519

1076 r237 : 6618

1091 -238 6970

1358 -253 7246

0 1 5 3 2 :- -275 7453

1633 -33) 8024

1484 -?1.59 8461

1628.. .-218 11013

2039 -287. 8799
.

2004 -301. 8970

tn tot I !ity, to ro'itn(!itig.

5138

5390

I

5924

6595

6570

6C80

:7046

'734p

75,5r7.

.8149

8579

84.0

8969

9)68

1

nonl

.

*

*

14

38

62

76

94:

104

175

.118

'127

.1 70

198

lotot Piqurog
r

within rowg may



TAIILE 7.

MEM AO CPS $MASURES OF EMPLOYMEWF , OEM LOY1,61T AND WO FORCE RAT 1 OS
FOR' POPULAT ION AGE 16- 19 , .1963-76

/

.4/

(Annual Averages, In Per Cent)

Employmerit.-

Year

. pppulatlon rati.o

1

1CPS AHEM diff__--. --Air-

1-9.6 . 3/.4 37.4
. /...,

: *

1964 .37.3 37.3 *

1965 38.9 .3.8.1 0.8

.1966 42.1 40.4. 1.7

1987 42.1 39.9 2.2

1968 42.2 . 40.0 2.2

'1969 43.4 41.2 2.21
.

1970- 42.3 39.9 2.4

1971 41.3 38.8 2.5

..

:1972 43.5 A0.6 t..0

1973 46.0 43:6 2.4.
\

1974 46.1 44.0 2.1
-- ... _ . -________...___ ........_____.._...

1975 . . 43.3 40,5 2.8

.1976 44.3 41.2 3.1

Note: Figures witffin rows may not sum

Unemployment
rat!te

Labor force
participation rate

CPS' AHEM cliff CPS AHEM cliff:

17.2 .;7. 2 .* .45.2 45.2 *

16.2 16.2 * 4-4-.- 5.5- 14 *e

14.8 16.3

12.7 J5.7

12.8 16.8

12.7 16.4.

12.2 15.8

15.2 19.0

.

16.9 20.9

16.2 20.7

1.4.5 -17.8

16_0 18.7

19.9 *23.6

19.0 22.0

-1.6 4.5.7 45.6 0.1

-3.0. 48,2 48.01 0.2

'-4.0 48.4 48.0 0.4

-3.7 48,3 47.9 0.5

-3.6 49,4 48.9 Q.5
.

-3.7 49:9- 49.3 .0.6

-4.0 ..*
Y.7 49.0 43.7

-4.4 /52.0 51.1 t).

-3.3 53.7 53.0 0.8

-2.7 1 54.9 54.1 0.8

-3.7 54.1 53.1 1.0

-3.9 54.6 53.4 I.

total duc! to rounding.

1
i

negligible.
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sinbe.,1963 have grown steadily in importance... The effect of employ-.

ment an'd trainitinoirograms on reported levels and rates of unemploy-

ment has increased steadily over time; the effect on reported levelg

of employment and labor force, and on reported employment-population

'and labor force participation figures, has likewise increased steadily

over, time.

In view-of our discussion.in Part II above, this is hardly

Astonishing; but the magnitudes of these effects may come as some-

thing of a.surprise, For'example, the estimates

the absence of employmentand training programs,

ployment rate would have been

point' higher in1-976 than 'the

about eight-tenths

actual figure; and

suggest that, in

the national unem-

'of a percentage

thit the teenage

unemployment rate would have been about 3.9 percentage points higher

than the ofticial 1976.figure.: Similarly, the estimates imply that,

in the absence of the programs).the'aggregate employment-population

ratio Would.have been about seven-tenths Of a percentage point ,

\ lower in 1976 than the actual.figure; and that the teenage eMploy.,,

ment-populatiqn ratio would have been about 3.1 percenbase points. .

lower than the actual 1976. figure.
6

Finally, the estimates also shed some inieresting light on

the experience of the second half of the 1960s. Both overall and

for teenagers, unemployment rates hit their lowest level fdr the

entire deAzie in 1969, an employment-population ratios reached

6. mDf course, these ar
are subject to some
be interpreted with

estimateswhich, as indicated in n. 2 above,
easurement error. Accordingly, they should
ome caution. However, to the .extekt that

measurement prirors i duce systematic biases, we.suspect that
they work in e'downward or 'conservative direction. Both because

of the nature of the AHEM approach and because 1974-1976 CETA
enrollment data used in our calculations almost certainly under-
state actual average total current enrollment (see n, 2 above),
it seems probable that the differences between the official 1976
employment, labor force, etc,,figures and those which would ob-
tain in the ablience of employment and training programs are larger'41,

than the ones given in the text.'

.0

272
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their'highest level Tor the entire decadetin 1969. .Tables 5 sand 7

suggest that the effect of employment and training programs on

these patterns was considerable. According to the estitateS pre-

sented ii Tables 5 and 7, almost .30% of the total decline in the

overall.natiOnal unemployment rate between 1964. and1969. was a con7

sequence ofthe statistical effects Of employmentband training pro-

grais; and that these statisticar effects account fot neatly al.1.(90%)

of the deetease in the teetlage, unemPloyment rate between 1964 and

1969.

Of course, the line.between unemployment and absence from the

labor fOree iS not always easy to draw, and so some Obsetvers=-notably
,

Geofftey Moore--have ar ued tha0for manY.purP ses the emploYment-

'popu4ation ratio is a bet r measpre of labor market behowiorthan the
1

-unemployment tate. In:the present case, however, aotparisän.of ihe

employmentpopulation rati with and withoutAployment and training

programs over 1964-1969 s esseintially the same sory as the.com-
.

parison of unemployment rs duri4 the same,period..Tables 5 and 7

imply that over 15%.of the an.crease in the aggregate employment.-

population ratio during,190-1969 was. a.consequenee of the expansion
t

\ of employment and training programs, and.that over 35% of the. increase

it( the teenage-employmr-population raeo during 1964-1969 was-like-sp
wi)se the result of this expansion.

7

That is,:fhe increase between 1964 and 1969 in the reported aggre-
gate e4loyment-populationratiowas 2.3 percentage points;'but the
reported employment-populatiOn ratio-in 1969 would have been 0.4 .

percentage pointS.lower'than it'actually waS had. there.been.no.
.emplgymett. and.training Programs, accOrding to our estimates(See
Table 54 Hence the program's pure/y statk4tical'effectS "account"
for'0,4/2.3 = 17.4%'of the total increase.in.the aggregate employ-
ment;Topglation ratio during.1964-069. Similarly, the.progrags

_acalunt for 2.2/6.1 . 36.1% of the increase in the teenage employ-
ment-population ratiO.between 1964 411d 1969; fór 0.5/1.7 = 29.4% of
the.decrease in the aggregate unemployment rate.during these years;
a44' felt 3.6/4.0 = 90%.of the 1964-1969 decreak in the teenage un-
emplo*ent-rate.

M

*4 16')A41,-.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS
..

. The estimates presented'here have an obviouS empirical signifi-
.,

cance; moreover, taken in cenjunction.Wth the analysis above (which

;-is presented in more detail in Appendix ) 3, the estimates'have a

number of implications foT employment policir and for-employment and- ,

..training prograMs as instrumento:of employment poliO.

That there'is still debate on these issues might,seem soMewhat

surprising, since, as is Well known, the debate was supposed to have

. .teen.over.with more than ten years ago. To be sure, even in the
,

. good ola days of the 1960s, some advocated employment and training .

A; progrimi as means- of effecting structural changes in 'the labor force
..

and reducing:the inflation rate associated with any given'unemployment ..

...

rate. But a second school.sought what might be called the.lift of a '.

driving demand: they argued for monetary and fiscal measures to eX-

pand /aggregate demand andimove the econdMy along a negative-sloped.

Phillips.curve, incurring an acceptably small-increase in inflation

in exchange. for a.much desired reduction in the unemployment rate.
_

In the end., policY gave much more emphasis to aggregate demand measures
,.

7 than.to structural measures, and, as:,shown in Tat:gips 5 ahd 7, uneM-

ploympnt rates as reflected in-CPS. data fell sharply..'. The proponents
q .

of what has now become the'new old-tite religion of demand e'xionnsfon
.. ,

. 1.

maintained that this experience renders a "clear-cut verdict" (Heller,

1966,-p. 64).on the merits of apregate demand measures, making ".,.ft
:

-- ...as clear today as it can possible be!' (Ackley, 1966) that the
, / A

. , strategy "worked amazingly welI".(Oken, 1976,.p. 70): t1 4 view that. -

.11 ...the inadequate demand camp was right and the structilOglists were

wrong (Ackley, 1966) "...was gloriously ciph4Omed by the ease with

which new jobs were created and unemployment diminished in the sub-

sequent exparision of aggregate demand" (Tot;in, 1974, p. 10.--thus

' demonstrating "...day macroeconomics can, black youths aside, achieve

,full employment" (Samuelson, 1969).and that "the American economOcan

reach unemployment rates of close to 3% through the use of simple

fiscal and monetary policies" (Thurow, 1973, p. 84).

4 7
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the'debat was supposed to be over, why has it,eo tinued?

15rimarily, it seems, becaule econOmists rediscovered supply, and
.t

relized.that the,scissors which.the aggrefte demand school,witlded
17'

9 had .only one blade. pint came the realization that .demand expan-

sion not only reduces unemployment but also raises prites,. and
P

that. 'evei.tlly money wages will adjust to c?.tch upyith*prices--

'thereby canc lling at leAst some of thOifevious. gains in 'em1)14.-
t
ment: t .demand-.,expansion road. up the Phillips curve seems, in

c

the long run, to be appreciably steeper and more dangerous fhan
.

initial's thought. MOre tecently has come the realiza,tion that
4%

A

governm t supply-side programs hays contrOuted in no small way
. .

to rec1it gains in a variety of economic indicatorsgains Which
i

P

I. 11 were once thought to:be attribatable entirety to irexpansion of

'aggregate demaiidlkiring thie 19605. .

.

. k.
Our analysis and el,timates bear on this debat in ,seueral

Ak

respects. .'First, just as,other authors have found that variOus

supply-side programs--as. opposed,to "simple fiscal and mdltetary
,

, . .

4
olicies as suchmade:an important contribution to the attain-

me mof various poiicYlgoals.dUring the 1960s
,8.

we, too, conclude

that ply-side (i.e.,,employment and training) programs.account

for a not inconsiderable part of the reduction in unemployment
.

rates (and the ,incfeasb in employment=population ratios) during the :.
'1960s. The "clear-c,ut verdict" which emerges from a consideration of

-Tables 5 and 7 is that the purely statistical effects of employment

'and training programs had an imto.Aant effect On keY indicators Of
.

. ,

8.. For example,oRp tnick and Skfdt4re (1975) filid that much of the
decrease in theAncidenow.df ieco4o1edpoverty duiTing the 1960s

.0/:.. was the resu,lt of the substantial expansion of government trans-
fer programs (rather than expansion otaggregate deman0 per se)

,

during.that.period. Idkewise,.Butler and Heckman (1977) conclude.
, .

that "...the supply side effects of recent poliqy [such as
governmentwelfare,andtransfffprograps] play an important role

,

in,explaining "the recent measured increase in the ratiO,of wages
sand incomes'of blacks to the Wages and incomeS of whites" (p..235):

,-* .11,S.
:

.. ; i
.

. 1'. t-,)...:.. .

.(. It')
, '..k .

44...e1 104

,
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mplOyment.and/Linemployment; and.the most interesting hypothesis

about aggregate demand which is "gloriously confirmed" by these'
..

P

tables is the proposition thatelles of the aggregate demand.

school are no more immune from the post hoc fallacy than are other

eco omists.

c9na, bur analysis also suggests that grtater reliance'on
rin

.

, .

employment and training programs a a mean; of reducing unemploy-

.ment by shifting the economyls Phillips curve may be preferable)

to what now appears to be the rither.-perilous policy of reducing
4

unemployment by relying solely on demand expansion and 'moving,
0

we's

along a_given--and potentially quite steep--Phillips Curve.

Indeed, our discriss'On of the statistical effects of efipl
/.

(Type III) 'programs under the.condition of general market paring

,'..or, loosely speaki "ful4l employment" (see espedially Appendix A)-
4

implies that e ion of such progtams can reduce the. reportpd
1

unemployment rate and'increase reported employment even under,

conditions.of generll market clearingi-when thP only -run

\ 4 effect of a once-and-for-all demand expansibn will be A increase

in the price leveri% and when monetary and fiscal policies to drive

the unemployment rate still lower will generate only an accel-

erating rate of inflation.
9

Since teenage,unemployment, espe-
. .

cially among blacks, is higlioeven at "full employment," this is

pf course particularly importaneifor policies to reduce teenage

unemp loyment .
t

4

Finally, our discussion in Appendi,c A o(.e statistic4.1
,

effects f employment 6aild training Agrams 4' aél-conditions of'non-,,

market cl aring (or what is usually., somewhat imprecisely, called
0

"below ful -Apployment") Suggests that expansion* such prog;ams
.. ,.

in condition of litij-market-clearing cap be a particularly potent
(-, g

1 IN

9: Proponents of the "netpra, rate of unemployment" hypothesis fidY

thus find it of scnrie interest that an expansion of employmefit, .

,programs is Vans of reducingithe unemployment rate without,
*at the same't me; inaurring an accelerating rate of inflation.

.
27.G
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*

.form'of demand expansion--;wle which,:moreover,',4n actually be

more powerful than coriven onaP.monetary 'and fisoalAtplicies as a

means of reducing "deficient-demand." unemployment. The.analysis of

Part II abOve leads ,directly to the conclusion that expansOn of

employment.programs will 'reduce:Unemployment and increase employment

under conditions of non-mar et-cleping by mote than, say, a tkax

:10

cut which raises effecti1.7e aggegate demand by thq same amount.

.- Indeed, if the government expands employment programs Under condi- ----

tions of uon-market-clearing eutirely by enrolling previously'unft-
/

(plowed persons, it wial create at least as many jobs the private

sector as a-tax cut involving the same dollar outlays
11
--and Of

course will cre te additional jobs in the.pubj.keiectoY,hs_well.

10. This iVee.dent from Figure 2 of Appendix A. An increase i
aggregate demand effected via, say, .tax cut will shift ir s

detand frOm thvE0 schedule of figur 2 to the D schedule, and
would raise total employment from e' to. 4.° In contrast, an.
expansion of employment wolrams wh'ch haa the same effect on
aggregate.demandlould raise e'mplbyient in the rest-of-the-

.

economy sector from e' to ea; awl m tad ra,ise training sector
eiployment by an additional,amount Ix + dic", with the total

being larger than that effeoted. by g tax Kit.
J.

11: Of courSe, this is simpfy; a straightforward extensim of th,e

tamiliar balanced-budget multiplier tkorem. (Se for examPle,

Killingsworth'and .144ng, 1977; esp. pp. 26.:28.) o the extent
that so-ealled "f1s6.1 gubstitution" effects'op rate, they
simply reduce t4e difference between the pffecti enesg of em-
ployment programs and that of a !tax cut. ,(See, dkain, Killing*
worthind King, 1977, esp. pp.23-25.) I
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.' APPENDIX A.
A SIMPLE MODEL dF*THE STATISTICAL EFFECTS

OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

0

To see clearly--albeit in a somewhat intuitive fashion which
suppresses various details--the nature of the statistical effects
of employment and traini g programs, and to see:the nature of AHEM.

.

estimates of these effec , ,it is [useful to consider the case ofN\an

pxpansion in enrollment a Type 'III program in the context of
.

simple model of the labor market. (As is evident from Table 1 and
enrollment in Type'III programs is tiy far the largest.ef that iii

,

,any.program, so the resultS presented here may be taken-as a fairly
good indication of the effect of all such enrollments: the effects . .

of Type III programs will sviamp the effeCts of Type'I and II prograils.)

Apo "sectois" of the labor market are considered: the "employment
and training Sector," and the "rest-of-the:economy" sector (or ROE,
forilkort). In terms of our discussion in the.text, the"immediate"
eff ts o loyment and training programs pertain to the "employ-
m4 Iling sectbr," while wha't we have called "induced" effects

r toc....... 'is on the, OE. 'Since,the "immediate" effects have been
scussed.ome details, in the'text, we focus here on ele "induced"

effects ó ,floyment an training programs-and tence on the-ROE
sector:

V
. Ahial, the supply of labor to the ROE, S, is positively ,

relatecP3 the real wage, w, while the demand for labor in,the ROE,
D, is Wegatively related to the real wage.._Eigure 1 presents these .
two schedules. Now suppose--purely for the sake of argument--that
all markets clear and that the Prevailing real,:wage rate is w*, at
which supply and 4emand are.equal and equilltii4m employmekt in the
ROE is e* 1 Next suppose thatythe governme*,kpAnds enr011ment

II'
in a Type III program by.an amount 0.2 This,entollment increase
9.omes from three sources: from perSons previously emploxed in the .

:rest of the* economy, dxe;:from per'sons-previously.unempfoyed and .

. seeking work in:the rest of the economy, dxu; and fbm persons .1?*
4.

lb

N.viously not in the_labor.fOrce,.dxn. Sce.

" .

dx r-,dxe + dxu

1. or co se, labor turnover aud job sea.ich'will ,:merate.some posi-
:tive'un mployment rate even at this point ofgeneral market

, clearing. See, for example, Hansen (1970.,.

2. Presumably, this increase comes about either because the govern--;
ment offers better stipends or training to trainees, or because
existing stipends and fraining.were sufficiently attractive to
create an excess of apglicants ovei available.places which the (0
government now decides to satisfy more fulls, or some combination.
of tOse two things.

. .
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Now, in terms of the model of-the labor market of the.ROE
depicted in Figure 1, expansion of the Type III program shifts
ROE labor suPpLy schedule to the left by qn amount equal to dx
that is.,_dxe.fewer people are available to the ROE.at any re

.in.the vicinity of the,Current level,. w*. Hence dxe vacancie ,open-

up in the ROE; labor is now somewhat scarcer there, and so; competing

with-each other to getmorefirms raise wages by an amount,d_to
a neW level, w**, thereby attracting (DS/Dw)dw. new'workers. That

.is, having shifted from point I, the original equilibrium,. to.point

.2 as the'result ofenrollment increases ih the program, the ROE
labor Market now adjusts to fillsome,of the.vacancies created by
that enrollment increase; in doing so, it moves from point 2 to

.point 3. Thus the net,change in employment in the rest of the
.economy'is only deR, where T. - .

- dxe ; (3S/3w)dw

4o while tilenet change in tOtal repOrted employmentthat is, ir-ii

, the emplophent-and-training.sector plus the ROE - is deT, where

deT = deR dx,= -dxe (3S/3w)dw 4 dx
I

+ dxn + (3S/aw)dw

,Under the AHEM procedure, hOwever, the total change in reported

employment is assumed to
,

be equal to the number of new enrollees
.

who were not-employed (1. e., who%were either-uhemployed-or not
in the labor force) prior to enrollment. In other.words, under
the AHEM procedure, the estimate of the total change in repdtted

employment is only deT, w4re
4

= dxu + dxn
.

and illere,'of cOurSe, deT'is -strictly less than.deT: the AHEM
procedure yields a conservatiVe .(or,' in technical terms, downward-.
biased) estimate of theactua/ effect ontot4l employment (4.\an

expansion of a Type III program',
..Alrthis assumes that the ROE labor market'does in fact clear.

If thiS-is not the cas6,. then', in -general, the;downward bias in. :

the AHEM procedure is eVen greatersince this proceddCe also
:ignores tye'multiplier effects whith are associateckwith the pto-.
gram-expansion-induced cncrease.in effective aggregate demand and
the resulting returnpto market-clearing conditions. To see this in

'an intuitiVeway, ra1l that th D curve of Figure I 'is construe-,
',.ted okthe conVentional'teXtbook assumption that markets do in fact
'-clear 'apd thus ihat firms.are able tO sell alI they want to.at pre-

,vailing,prices. Obvioutly,..this-curve cannot be used toanalyZe
ehavi lor. under nop-markeezclearing conditions. 'For a very simple'

.4iodel3 'of the labor parketundet non-market-clearing conditionS;

for example, Barro and Grossman (1975). The Model presented

."here supptesses most.of the details to be found in their work, but

.is entivly adequate for our purpoSes-and. contains may of the

, e tial ideas to.be found in their much more elaborate treatment.

. 4
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considerFigure 2. The'curves labelled D and S. are the same as .

those of Figure 1--that is these two schedures represent the
demand and Supply for'laboi schedules which would ptevail in the
"ROE ifand when firmS are SatiSfied that the:labor and commodity
markets clear. 'In this case, the eqiiilibrium.real wage.would be w*
and the equilibrium levet of employment would be e:, as befolt.
However, when markets do not clear, e. g., because the aggregate
effective demand,few commodities falls short of the output of
commodities, firms discover that they cannot sell more than some 4-

particular amount of o4put y' which is legs than the market-
clearing Amount y*. Anfil conditions improve, they therefore will
hire at mogt only e' workers, less than the market-clearing amount

e*, because only e' ( 1 e*) _workers are-needed to produce y' ( <

the maxiinum amount of output theylare able to sell.
11

Hence, because the commodity market does nOt.clear and firms

are output-constrained, Ale ROE labor demana curire takes Ore form

of the tIoken line age' sliown in Figure 2, implying that no more
than e' workers will be hired at *any positive wage.' It follows that,

even if the real wage is'less than the "tight" 'level, w*, firms will

not hire more,than e' workers simply because when markets. db,npt

clear firms will be unable teisellthe additional Output whiX11.:a.0

additional workers would produce. By the same token, "failA06"of
the real wage to fall is not the reason why the economy. dool*,UOt

.; return to its'original position, e*'.4 Of course, competitiol:.
between workers may drive the,real.wa e down to some extent,though,
since this will have no effect on the ef ective demand for I0.6t,
e', nothing will happen to employment in cons uence. Ratheithe

.workers,mus-e compete for a fixed nutber o bs, e'.

" In any event, suppeise ,that, at present, the. real wage.is smile(

,amount w as showm inyigure 4 that the government decided to foster
a teturn to general market-clearing conditions b), expanding aggregate.

effeciVe demand; and that At decides. to.expand demand'by expanding
a Ty0e III program. The increas in program enrollment shifts the

. ROE labor Supply,gchedule S to t eft by an amount dx 4- dx"' (i.e.,

theprogram enrolls some persons wh were employed'in tEe ROE.prior _44

to enrollment, and also enrolls some persons whe were "involuntarily
unemployed" in the ROE labor force priov to enrollment). At the. same

time, the expansiondn aggregate effective deMand associated with',
,expansibn of.the type III'program induces firms'to switch from,the-

-, non-markvt7clearing deffiand curve'D'. back to the Market-cearing ..'

..A-

schedule 11.. Thus, the ROE labof market moves from point f, tile initial...
1 employment position.; to.ppint.2 due to the enrollment expanSion.per se;

.

and then movdS from tioint 2-to point 3 due to qa agitegate'deMand '
..

expansion associated 'withythe enrollment expansiott.L." $. ! ;:' , -,

,

"In this case, of cou?Se, the het .change Or-employment,in the rest
of the economy,*de, is positive, from.e' to)b*!* 'Note' t14t, by

.

, '7*

1.- *;01construction 0S/e** - e' is equal to .3w)dw .
. . i 00

w -w*

.,

\

4'. See, for.exampld; Barro and GrosSman (1975 especially pp. 61-62).
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as in Figure'l. Th1s..puts the'eonclusiokin the s'harpest possible

way, but, Of coUrse, the validity of the eonclusion in no way, :

depeRds,'Dn it.) Further,. the net change in total reported employ-

ment, dei,--that is-, the change in'the employment-and-training ;

sector plus the change in the rest of the.economp-7iRduced by
eXpansion of the.program ia even greater, L; e:,. -

'del ='deR + dx = (e** - e') + dke +.dxu + itlxn

dxu + dxn t (aS/lAdw t dxe

.But fhe AHEM estimate of the employment'effecis qf this program ex-
paRsion is sti I only

deT = dxu + dxn

So the do ward bias of the AHEM estimate; deT - deT, is even
e n this case--one O( f adjustment from non-market-clearing

conditicons--than it was in the preyious case, which assumed .general
a

marketklearing.
Finally, sUppose that employment in the'ROE is subject to a,.

minimum wage. (rhe effect of the minimum wage on aggregate-employ-

ment may not be very large, but its effect on teegage labor markets

(-

Aay be more important.) Precise.conclusions as to the magnitude of

the downward bias of-the AHEM Trocedure in the presence of a mini-
mum.yage must rest on precise assumptions, 'ahout various other magni-

etues, ingluding (i) the extent to which:the milimum wage exceeds

tite eqUilibriuwor market-ciearing level, (ii) thv'extent to which

coveta4e under the minimum wage law in the ROE is less than complete
and (iif) the extent to which expansion of employment ahd training

,programs attracts enrollees previously,employed imthe "covered

sullsect6rWykf the ROE. However, the direction of the btas of AHEM

estimateitin no/way altered by a minimum yage. Indeed, the down-

ward bias'Ofthe AHEM procedure wiil be at an absolute maximum if
all employed persons who enter, Type III programs come fronk,the

"covered subsector" of:the ROE. This is becallse the effect of -the

minimum wage is to make the,supply of labor to the cOvered subseetor:

infinitely,elastic, sokthat employers in that Subsector will fill .

all of the vacancies which will arist) when some of.tftV,F eMployees

Niiart in order to enielj in a Type III program.
AThis "induced't effea associated with minimum wageswill be

somnhat smaller if some of the employed persons entering the Type
III program come instead from the'ROE subsector that is Rot cevered
by the minimum wage laW (the wuncoverea,stcid%," for short); but
even in this case there will sti4l:.be an "induced" effect of some

magnitude. In fact, Ftgurep 1 and2 and th6 above discussion of .

their implI.cations may be taken to refer to the limiting' case in
which all employed persons.who enter Type III iirograms are- "recruited"
from the uncovered subpector of the ROE, the covered subsector is
left'lindisturbed and .the bias in AHEM estimates is therefore at an

absolute minimum.

4
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Of course, all these results are simply intuitive partial-. .

equilibrium examples rather .than rigorous general-equilibrium
comparative-statics proofS,tand they'do not attempt to explore
either statistical.effects on variablos,other than-employment.
(e, the unemployment. rate) or to examine differential statis-
tical effects on different labor markets (e. g., for youth vs.

other-persans). Nonetheless, these rpsults are certainly.suggestive;

and it is Tossible to derive.these and otherresubts on the sta-
ti:stical effects of employment.andtrdining programs--both for
"disadVantaged" workerS.(i. e., the "target" ar.eligible population.

group) and for the ropulation as a whole--using a-formal model of
labor markets and simple comparative-statics techniqueS.5 Fox

purposes of this Appendix, we conteni.ourselves with simply stating
-some of these results, in particular the following general
proposition:- . . 0

5. Two important assumptions underlying those derivations which
pertain to unemployment seem worth mentioning here. First, we

assume that an increase in the general level of real wages
increases the labor farce.by less than it increases the "supply
of employment" S (i. e., the number of persons who are Willing
to.accept job offers rather than continue to search), and hence
that the number of people who wish to continue to, search for
work rather than accept work,falls as the general level of

real wages rises. (Quits vary procyclically, but the duration of
.Punemployment falls as the cycle reaches its peak.,. and it can be

argued that these,variables pflecf\eveh behavior pbr se. To°

the extent thaethis is so, we assume that the former.effect is
dominated by the latter, generating. a negative relation 1:Ttweeq,
the real,wage level and the amount of "search unemployment.")

4P.
Second, we assume that enrollment opportunities in employment '

'and training programs are rationed, soithat the nunber actually
.enrolled is an exogenous goverment-determined policy variable.
To the extent 'Ghat admission into such programs depends on
labor force statts--e. g., on being or having been'unemployeld---

individuals may deliberately ahange th"r labor fdrce status in

order to improve their chancesozif adm14ion; howeve?, to

simplify the analirsiglie assume that de extent of such behavior

is negligible. In fact, the aApUmption that.enrollment opportu-
nities are rationed more or les4 implies this. Individuals who .

.
attempt to impieve their chanc6S af'admission by becomingl
unemployed trade off &certain POSs so'f earnings against a\highly

uncertain and--when enrollment opportunities are ratianed--pre-

sumably rather small increment in the probability of admisSion.

*Some may make thiA,trde-off, but, at least as a first approxiMat-
ion, we assuMe that the aggmgate importance of this phenomenon,
is trivial.

gs,
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. '

°:AHEM estimates of the statistical effects of.an,''.4.

.
expansion of any employment and training program-=
whetherType.I, II or III--are downward-bia/ed,
both tor,"disdvantaged" workers and for the popu-

lation as ecilh le.

also possible fo de ive other results which are concerned

spe #ically with the-effects of fach partitular type.of'program.

The,resUlts which refer to the Statistical effects.of Type III
progrOts-mWhich, given the size oP.these prolgrams:hdre probibly -

of greatpst interest--may be summarized as follows:

the government expands enrollment in a- Type.-IfI,

prpgram, then:
,m

. .

AM:

a

F. Both for.disadvantaged worKers and in the aggregatp
repgrted employment and labor force levelsAdll both

2.

and the reported unemployment rate-wiltofall.

Botll'for disadvantaged worker's and In the aggregate,

the'actUal increase in reported employment (the
repOtted labor force). will exceed the numbei. of

new enrollees who were not,employed (not in the

labor force) prior to'enrollment. _Hence, both for

disadvantaged workep and in the aggregate, AHEM
estimateg undet tate both thJ employment and labor

Torce increase attributablevip exparksion-of the
q.

program.

Both for
the diff
reporte
ho were
exceed

the

enrolle
.efirollm

ani4n th
raus

.
,A.- 4,tr:agedwarkerCand in the aggregate,

eihe aqtnal increase ,in
arid the nuAber of new enralg
%prior iiienrollment will

eftie-betweeirthe actual increase
labor'forgef: 'd the numlier of new
- . . 10

- not .11:v abor force prior to

,Jloth-fisadvantaged wdrkers
eiJAK,-

,0
mates understate the

4. '4 ,filiAoy.me,Ne attributable to
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APPENDIX B
.0ERIVATION. 9F AHEM ESTIMATES

r
!

In Tables,4-7 of thetext we present AHEM estimates o f the levels
.. ..,;,.; ,,,. -,.: .

of employMent,.unemployment, etc., which would have prevailed during.
'4963-1976 in'the abserict.of employment and training. programs. These
-festiMates are derived'in the following manner.

.

4A Virst,, "E, We' Ieliel of emplogment which would. prevail, in the..

. Apence a tbe pl.ograms, is-Assumed to be,given by.-
A

Ei= E-.(0.2-ewIN)XWIN + xief, E
r XIIr IIr.

E X (1-e )

e. .

s IIIs JIIs
. .1

e Eois the lpvel of aggregate employm#nt,rpcorded in official
.

.

, tiSties, eWiN is the fraction o'f enrollees in WIN who were
,-.'ii.'employed' prior to enrollment, e is the fraction of enrollees in

zth.TyRe-p program who werePemployed pr;ior'to enrollment, )(WIN

i''tot'al WIN enrollment and X is total pnrollmeWinothe zth
Program,1 Likewise,.tg number of peiTans who:yould

in,the aggregate labor force in the .absence of the'programs is

= + E X t - E'X (1-t }V)4;.).7

wIN q Iq let .r IIr IIr4 T
_I

. . 4 t? . -., -.,., , s IIIr
(
M , IIIr) */

. - IR '., - E X

, )
..1.

Where L iS the number, of persons in the labor force as recorded
I

in official statistics t is the fraction of enrollees.in WIN
e ' WIN
who were in the.labor force prior to enrollMent and t is the

DZ .

fraction of enrollees inithe zth.Type-P program who were in the
O _

labor force priqr to enrollment. -Together With official data Fn.
L and E, data on overall lalues of X, e and t for each program

; "read directly to a measure of the aggregate unemployment rate
which Would uevail in the absence of the programs, u, where

*
-1.1 = (L-E). L '1 I

1. Note that (1) a umes that 20% of all WIN enrollees are in on-:

the-job training and similar activities which wduld,pause them
to be classified as " emplOyed" bytCpS interviewers. Here we

folloW Small (1972)0 whp, in the absence of reliable data
the compoiition of WIN enrollees.by ,type of'activity, pted

. the same aSsutption. (Thelimited data available su$gest
tha the 20% assumption is not unreasonable, though it is not
possible.to be sure whpther it is equally appropriate for
eacg year of the WIN aind Work Experience programs.)

2. In most cases we have been able to use actual data on X for each
,
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Recall yet again that u, L and E are all conservative estimates .

.of the "true!' effects of abandOning employment and training pro:-

grams: that is, u is a lower bounclon the true Unemployment-rate

which.wouldprevail in the absence of the programs, white both-C.

and E are upper bounds. This is 'because, as noted,in Part II 4nd

(4pendix A, the AHEM'procedure ignores induced effects (on employ= .

ment in thei,rest-pf-the-economy sector and via the multiplier)

arising.from abandonment of the programs. Finally, given data on

*the civilian noninstittltionalpopulation age'sixteen'and over, P, one

maY cOmpute es:timates of the employment-population ratio anClabor
forcerparticiPation rate -yll4 would obtain intheabsence of the

.progtams, e.,

(4) '

(5)

tespeCtively. .

Given data on the.employment, E , labor'force, L , and populaL

tiOn, P , of petsons age.16-19, ono*lould easily use gxpressións:

analogdis to (1):- (5) above tO compute similar estiMates for tho

youth labor forcie, if data on program-ectollmiOls for youths and

the composition,of young enrollees by pA0A.ous labor forée'siatus--

that is, X, e and t--were available. UnfOrtunatelydata 'On e and-t

for persOns age sibteen-to nineteenT(or- far any.other particular age .

group) aie.almost never availdble: ,Instead, thetefOre,-wp afe

forced to construct estimate; of.the ditect effects of employment'"

and training proirams on youth by assumingthat tbe composition:'of

young enrollees by pre,enrollment labor Torce status,was_thv.ssame,

ithat,of'all enrollees. Hence, we ,ompute estimates.E n

andA for with, analogous to g,.L, 11, n and res4cti41y),r fo*

the Aerall.population,°by inserting E and.L in.place of E and L

in. (1) and (2), respectively, and-thenYmultigying oach total pro-gram

enrollment figure X
o

by y
I

' the fraction of enrollees in'the zth
DZ 4

Type-p program who were between sixteen and nineteen yoars of age. .

'program Omit see n. 2-in the text,above).- Data On e; 2. and

(see beloW) y for each program are' 1So'us.ually availahle, but

in :Some Cases only for a few selecked years. Here; too,,We

have had(to make a variety i)f assumptions- and-'estimates When

, the tequisite infotmation yas unavailable. For purposes Of

present paper, suffice if to'say that in tHis-case, as in

, most other empitical work, the resuits are subject to an

.unknown, and probably unknoWab1e,'degree of measurement 4ror.

.
, t

) 211 )
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SOCIAL DEVEL NT AND EMPLOYMENT: AN

EVALUATION OF iHE OAKL4ND YOUTH-WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
P .

4 1

. By: Delbert'S../ liiott and Brian A. Knowles
, .

ABSTRACT

This report on the ra1uation of the Oakland youth Work Experience
'Program pre/gents data fm an experimental tudy incorporating a pretekt._,
and two follow-up interiews occurring at six-Month intervals after the "

pretest. ,Eor most par cipants, these data represent ,the attttudes and

pefceptions of youth. aver. six months-and oneftsr in the program but

,priOr tq'entry into re lar jobs or work cariprs. The results, there-.

fore, are 1iiitd to ti is short-term impact of the program and may re-

Veal little about its11mpact following termination from.theprogram Or

during a subsequent w k cafeer.
'

.rin general, the .was.io empirical evidenpe of favoraBle'progam

impaCt on participan (experimentalts) during the first six-month

evaluation period,.i op there were no significant differences Savoring
experimentals on an0f.the twélve,iinpact measures at the first folloW-

UP. There was limit evidence that participation.for a full year had

Some beneficial eff Is for exPerimental respoAdents: In particular,

Powerlessness was f #nd to decline between the first and second follow-

ups snd SOf-Esteeltif4ppeared to increase between the pretest.and the

second follow-up.
In general, ca'ttol respohdAts showed little,change during the

first stx-month ev uatipn perCod and,appeared.to show some evidence .

of,meavorable cha!ft e by.the time of the secm4'follo0.,0p, particularly

aniincretie in.neg4. ive Parent/Child.RelationshipS.
A large propq ion of controls reported some work experience during

both evaluation per .ods.-. About.75% worke4 during.the first evaluation

period and'about,50* did slo.during the sesend period. Program partici-

panti did especia4fwell when compred onTy with controls who did not.'

work,.primarily becauge,thd Ihtter showed consistent negative change.

Controls who did 14rk did at least as well as:experimental respondents.-

For both program participants and controls, favorable change on ibe im-

. pact,scales was syitematically related to their perceived satisfaction
. ,

with their jobs. .

'Tests of the t6oretical model upoh which the evaluation was.based

revealed substanli41, support. Changes oh the iipact variables were.pre-

dictive of Changes in Self-Reported.DelinquenCy.

4 resuits from ihe general. analysis were somewhat disappointing

frog the persi*ctive of the progratil. There was no evidence that partj,

cipation,in the YWEP resultet in positiv change relative.t4no partici-

patión. In the Astricted compariSons involving only experimentals with .

matched controls Who did not work, the program (i.e., work)aappeared to

'have some posiXiv4. effects, although this wae primarily the reSult-of

deOining.levels dn thevarious measures.for contro4s rather than gains

for experimentals. There was thus some support,for the positive impact

of work per se suggeosted in the theoretical model.. It..must also be

anticipate that sbme of the benefits of program participation may yet

2 )

1
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,be realized. As'of the time of the finalefollow-ups, most of the youth,
had been gnable'to make practical use of'tHeir training and experience.

) .., NTRODUCTION
%.

di'feview 9f piiblished research in the area of youth employmen ,re-.

S1vealThum4ous studies examining the effects ofTersonality and cial

characteristics of kirdividuals upon their work choices, career patterns,
%.

Yob satfsfaction, absenteeism, morale, and so forih. Lik"ewis6, muen

'research has examined the effeCt,of pak-ticipation in ManpoWer programs

on Subsequent earnings (see Rawlins, 19172,fop a review). It is in-.

teresting to note,,however, that few studies have examined the impact :

of eMployment.upon the social development of.youth. Shore (1972), in
A-

.

his review of studies evaluating this latter,relationship, cites only
. '4

five empirical studies and concludes that little is known about how,
4

particular work experiences impact upon.the deVelopmental proces..

WIlite several additional studiK could be included in a current review

.(Hackler,. 1966; Robins,.1969 and 1914; Wafther and .14ainusson:4969;

Ahlstrom and Harighurst, 1971; Jeffery and Jeffery, 1970),.vie still

know relative,ly.little aboat'the impact of employment'on the- social

development"of youth.
-
- The few studies foCusing upon the relationship between work and ,

cial developmenV have failed to.prowil any compelling evi,derice for

t e postulated positive effects of work on the attitudes, perceptions,

g als or valu f youth. It is not tiatcase ethat all studie$ have

-ative findings (see for example, Gartner,et,a1., 1971;

ssimo a Aore, 1963; Walther'amd Magnusson, .169;'Enge1, et al.,

67; Kohen didParns, 1971), bdt rather.that the.theoretical and

-methodological adequacy of the researcrcasts doubt mon the validity

or generality of these findings whether Positive or,negatiare with
r

r6gpiect to the postUlated impact of' woq. on social development.
'

Methadologically, sample sizes were often small, few tudies employed

$
*)
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4,

control groups, and none involved an experime tal design With random
1 ,

- -. inconsistency in finaings,

of work.on youth deveiop-

assignment.
1 Given these'Rimitation s and th

little can,be concluded regarding:the impac

melt. -

. 1

Of.equal importance iwthe elailatio of past research is the al-

mostlital absence 'of_any explicit theor tiCal rationale which ought

4'.
to guide the desigp and implementation' f the work programdand link

speCi'fic program compbneni§ to evaluation outcemes or objectives. .,In-

omes,based upon some theoretical

to icterpret the empirical find-

ings of evaluation studies': 'In moa instances, a very broad range of.'
-

.' "possible," "hoped for" outcomes arW identiked or implied by program

personnel with a forced i)OSt hoc ra ionale, or a general search:fbr

"positiVe6 outcomes of.ány kind:is initiated..

In'thd recent past d., the ta nale or justification for work pro-
.

-grams has foCused increasingly u n a reduction in crime or' delinquency

As the general program objective but the theoretical connection bet-,

weep, involvement-in, a Work progOm and delinquent behavior is seldom'

expliAt, or involvvs.very crude nofilms sUch as tte assertion that
.

4 /

4 the absence of specific po"tulated out

model or perspective, it s difficult

I. ,The Robin's (1969, 1974)
'Mental designwith rando
jective: ThQ,rgndom ass

.who were eligible for pa
(Experimental amp 1).
Summer Only Prograil (Ex

No matching prior'to As
constitutes an adequat
Experimentals. Yet, t

the In-SdhOol EXperilf
(pretreatment) measur
after tbeir entry int
.serious loA of ca'§e
possible bias this 1

tudy i'grpresented,as invo.lving an experi-
assignment, but does not achieve this ob=:
gnment involved'youth on a.waiting list
tiaipation-in'Ae InSchool NYC ProKam' '

These persons. Were randomly as*ned 140.3'4
erimental'Gtoup'2). and,the, ContrO4

ignment was inVolIV,,and the Control Group
comparksOn gtoup only for the Summer Only

e major comparison§ and conclusions'involve

tals. It is aisp the'case that tbe Initial,
s for the In-School Group occurred sometime

the program, not before. There was also

across- time, with no daumentation on the

ss might have og the results presente0.

Nevertheless, this 5 udy is,one of-the beMer studies available
'bn the impact df Work on attitudes, perceptiogs, and behavior-
(includinvpolice contacts.ibr delinquent behNvior)..-

4

2f)i
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,Iwork keeps youth occu ied, reducing tile i.me that is aValable for en-,

gaging in.delinquent ehavior. Apart from the obviouS possibility

that,the work sating may'afford new opporeunities for crime, studies .

utilizing this theoretical rationale seldom make any deliberate attempt

in the structure' of the program to maximize fime involVement,'the

critical in,tervening variable in the connection between.w rls and'delin-
.

quency reduction; and given the very limited time involvem t t ically
. .

required'of participating youth; there is no re onable justification

.for assuming that the program should be effecti e in reducing delinquegt
. .,

e

behavior. In most.instances, these*intervening variables involve such

things s attitudes toward tRe norms or. authority, goals or aspirations,

perqived opportunities, and values, i.e., social development varqables.

Finally, evaluation studies utilizing redugtion 4n.delinquency as
.

t4 program objectivellave uniformly failed to measure delinquency:in'

a way which is consistent with their theoretical rationale (even.though

" crude). With few exceptions, work experience is'postulated to impact

upon delinquent behavior, yet evaluation studies codsistently utilize ,

police Contacts/arrests as the measure of delinquency. A reduction of

police arrests maf or may not reflert an ac,tUal reduCtion in delinquent
.

:activity; likewise, an increase in arrests does not necessarily reflect

an actual increase in delinquent behavior.
.

Given the theoret ical and methodological diWiculties noted above,

the present 'state of,knowledge regarding the impact of empoyment upon

the social developmT of yduth continues to be .The
. 1

stu4 described_here involved a deliberate attemp to deal with,these

deficiencies in both the structuie and rationalb for i!orl\expeTience
a

*
\

i,

programs and the 'methodological adequacy of the 4kraluation. . .

. ,

1.

THE:OAKLAND'yOUTH'WORK EXPERIENCE-PROGitM2'

The Oaklarid Youth WoreExperience Program (YWEP) was based-con-,

2. Thf National,Office fdr.Social Responsibility (NOSR) developed this
progiam as a model_yduth work experience piogram based on the OYD
strategy for,youth development (Gemignani, 1971) undera contrcect
with the U.S. Depittment'of Labor, Offender Rehabilitation Division
(No.t_99-44,0009-013).-

t) o,
1
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.ceptukjiy,upon a theoretical model developed by the Office of Youth

Development(OYD), DHEW und included selected elements of both the In-

-and Out-of-School Neighborhood Youth'Corps, (NYC).program and the Vaca-,

tional,Exploration in the private Sector (VEPS) program. It.ulas devel-

opectas'a model pkogram for.the U.S.-.Department of tabor and the initial

.contract included funds for a comprehensive, long range evaluation of .

.
.

its effect
.

iveness in realizing its stated youth development goals4 Only

a.brief description of the conceptual model and the actual program will

..be presented here.
3

basiC premise of the OYD strategy for Youth development is that

.

a satisfactory-pattern of physical, .social and psychological deVelOpment

'represents the most effecNe'deterrent to clelinquent.behavior. An

analysis of the deyelopmental prbcesses which rasqt in normative, con-
,

-structive,'prosoc.ial behavior patterns fbr most youth suggested three

-,major patterns: (1) ,law-abiding youth are involved in meaningful,

legitimate,.and satisfying socialroles and perceive t.hat `theY have

access to similar roles as adults; (2) thve young people believe that '

their arents, friends, teachers and'employersyiew them Obsitively and
.1

they'view themielves positivply;--and (3) they ar6.accepted and inte-

grated into their families and compunities,.and perceive a high degreP

.

.

of control bver'both their present and future lives. The development'

model-thOs incorporateS these three.eleMents as basi& to a satisfactory

process of youth-development Sand postulates that they insulate youth

from involvement in serious or repetitive patterns of otelinquent'be-

.

havior. The youth developmr model is presented schematically in -

A

Pigure 10

9

S.

For a more etailed description o the t eoretical mo y, see

'Elliott, et al., 1976; Brennarp, and Huizinga, 1976; pAR, 1971;

Polk and Kobrin,°1972; Gemignani, 1971. For a detailed description_

of the rogram, see NOSR,1976,,

;

t)

OR
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V. Desirable Social Roles--A Stake in Conformity .

.
.

,

.
.

,
, Y

One of the rea§ons that many xouth dotnot engage i'll aeviant b6hav1or
.

-

is that they havelittle to gain and muchto lose by doing so. Youth"
. .

who.are loved and respected at home, successfpl at school, comfOrtable

among their friends and look forward to.a wo4thwhile work career put all

Of these in jeopardy if they become involved in delimplent activities..
/

Parficipation.in meaningful social rojes, therefore, serves to insulate

yibuth from involveme in delinquent behavior .by providing them with a

a-stake in convention l roles and behavior. What is notable about these
..

.
positive social toles is,that they are4provided by a handful of.insti,-

,
A

futions--primar,lly the family, school and work. In large measure, thend
. .

we look to* these institutions ;/o ensure.thdt xputh are provided the .

..16
opportunity 'to echieve de4rable social roles.

In practic6, most youth do experience meanipgful'involVement and;a -

faVorable course of development within these institutional, ttings.

. Yet-for'some"youth, these same social contexts systematically limit-or

deny them.access to desirable roles: they are notAoved and respected

at home, 'aie not successful atochool and do not hold much hope for

rewarding wdrk careers. Consequently,*they may feel that they haie no

stake in conformity, and that they place little or nothl.ng in jeoparOr

if they experiment wcth illegal forms of sehavior.. In fact-certain

. 'types of criminal activity may offer'the on lo e they see for financial

and material .ewards. 4

Negative Labeling c

Once an individual is tagged or defiried s a "troublemaker," "a
.i _ .

truant" or "a delinquent" others\end io viewtim as such and tp treat

him according to this label. When'parents, teachers'and friends'and em-

ploOrs begin to pse such labels hs a basis. for thAr in-Wraarbn. with a

-persbn,- the individual is tinder great pressure to define hipself/herself.'

ip a similar way and to behave in a manner Which is coigi-g-Vent with this

defiriition and th9isog1al role it itplies. At this point, the individual

has becoA"NNhat 1)9 has been labeled, thereby confirdling4the eriginal

definition. _The fact thA Ais wes'a self-fulfilling prophecy, and that
k

,

ge,

4
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,those.participating in tHe labelini'process contributed,to the youth's

becoMing a troublemaker,.truant or telincident, often goes unnoticed.-
,

Of particular concn are the negative labeling prOcesses which
.

'occur in the schoo, at work and in the juVenile just. e system.- Be-
.

cause the negative labels eMployed in tHese institution l settinggare

More Nisible'and formal than alose generat'ed elsewhere,.they.tend to

have a greater'effedt 'on an individual's life. Bei4g c'efined'as'a
4

16.

troublemaker at school, for example4as an impact not only on the

courses,one takes (vocational as %loosed to .college hound) but also on

participation in extracurriculai- activi;ies, Assignment to particurar

ticher , kirv§, Nen- seating locations within the classroom--all of which
. . ,

. *
impinge upon an individual's future educational and occupat.1ional

'opportunitie80

The application of the label "juvenile delinquent" to youth.pro-

cesseorin the juvenile justice-sygtem has similar negative effects.
_

Often these youth find themselves cut off'from contact with convent ional,

law-abiding youth and thruSt into association with youth.who are com- 6

- ,
mitteeto del-inquent roles; their futureweducational aneoccupational

opportunities are-diminished by their having an 'erfficial record; and

. friends, parents, teachers and.significant other,8 in their lives begin

te view them as-being-"different". and to respond,to ihem selectively in

terms of the delinquent kabel. Thetlabeling process becomes, complete .

wtien, as a consequence ofthis new definition and the resultant.exPec--

.; tations of others the youthcomes to vieW-TIMsetf as a delinquent

peron.
. .

The priblem, witCsUch institutional labeling is thafft.is often

discriMinatOry and inapproPriate, dictated by stereotypic attrillutes or-.
. ,

system,reqpirements father.tham by a careful_evaluatton of _an individual's
, .

AbiktieS, values and mMitment to particular kinds of behvior. 'The,

-danger of labeling, the , lies.in-thp very real posgibility that.while

the youth tias notfmake any commitment to.0e 4secific behavior which 44..

1

generated the'label,, the labeling process6itself may selve t(1 reinforce f'

the, very -hehavior which was viewed as being objectionatile.

*. *

If
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Limited a:ccess to meaningful,- responsible and satisfying,Socia l

roles and.negative laheling.result-priMarily'from Child-rearing practices
. -t

at home and institutional proces0.ng procedures at school, work and in

the juvenile justice systed,. Alionation.represents a,type of individual

response to such experiences within these institutionarsettings..

Difficulties at home, failure-at school and gittle hope for a rewarding

worksareer result in many youth, feeling.defeated and rejeCted. .They'

feel hat they have no stake in these ingtitutiOns,and, cOnsequeritly;.'.
r,

that they have.no reason to be Committed to the appropriate rules.of
k .* t

'conduct Withit these settings.w In its broadest.sens'e,.alienatIon de-.
4

%

notes a destrliction of one's.affective tieseto the social Order:. a

.weakening of one's feelings that he or'she.belongs and'is'a part of'the.

family,:,;the.school .or the community;. that e-or she is morally.obligated.

'hp obey the roles; or that there are any positive rewards for striving

to da what."is right. ..In.essence,.then, alidnation is a rejection of. .

Jmes rejectors--a psychological disengagement,from institnti- ons and

the general social order which they.Support.

Tht significance of this'type of response tsi negative labeling anci

limited access to desirable.social roles a home -school amd work.is

that it cdngtitutes a psycl6logical,form oft"permission" tO ignore or

Violate the rules. ff one feels that he-or the doesn't belong, haS no

jos§ ibility of realizing any rewards from Continutd involvement and,

ultimately, has no.moral obligation to those. iwauthoritY in thes'e

institutions, 'Oen.he or she is,fretlo engage'in any forms cif behavior
. .

which are personally gratifying. There is no investment id1 Ilence,

nothing to lose.
. ) 4 .

The mod0-ddpicted in Figure 1 is a dynamic model in wrItch'feedback,

relations reinforce the basic processes. On the deViant side'of,the

model, negative labeling ajid limited opportunities lead to alienation

whiCh in turn accentuates artd compounds the negative'experiences.. Ulti-
4N

mately, this leads 'to deviant roles and a dependence upon illegitimate

: opportunities or means for attaining social rewards. The objective of

youth velopment prokrams such as.the Oakland Youth.Work Experieve

2,9 7

'N
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Prokram is to interVene in and disrupt the procets by increasing access

to desirable social roles, by reducing negative labeling and alienation.,

and Ultimately by reinforcing conorming or prosociaj behavior patt4rns.
4

. THE 'NEP PROGRAm

The goals laf the projec ,are based upon the youth development strat-
/

discusged,above. The i terided Program' outcomes are thuos; .(1) to

increase youth's access to ocially acceptable and meaningful_roles both

at school and in-relation to present and future work roles;-(2) to
, -

reduce negatill'e labelinof youth At home, saodl and. work; -(3) to reduce

feelings of alienation and rejection and, as a con'Sequence, (4) to reduce.

, involvement in ,delinquent'behavior.

The target population for the Oakland Yiffsp involved delinquent and

pre-dirinquent youth aked/sh;teen to eighteen. Delinquent youth were
. .

those who had beerVadjudicated as such by' official court ActiOn. Pre-
,

delinquent youth were defined as those whose behtvior might'ultimately
.

lead 'to court action if;unchecked. In addition, it was.riecessary.that

program participants meet poverty-leverguidelines as'specified by the

Office of Management and Budget.5
0, ,

-
'Three metflods were used to gbtain applikants for the program. First,

** %he county prObation department was asked for referrals of deliriquent

youth. Second, a ,number df community agencies such as schools, recreatfon

departments, churches, he-alth facilitiet, and others were asked for re-

ferrals of preciOtInquent youth. And thid, all of the available publit

4. This Todel is derive'd concePtually from several longstanding theore-

tical perspectiveson delinquency, particularly opportunity theOry
(Cloward and'Ohlin, 1960; Elliott and Voss, 1974), controP.theory.
(Hirsdhi, 1969) and labeling.theory (Lemert, 1951; Becker, 1963;
Schur, 1971'an1 1975). - :
. , .

.. .

; ..

5: In facit, the,proportion of adjudicated delinquent's amollg pavticipants

and cOntrols wassmall (less-than 10904
,.

Alb
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.media were used to attract youth (especially dropoutsl nat known to
1 r

- f

existing agencies. Siree there werejmanypore.applicants than positions

available,, a selection procedure (described in N.later section) was,

-developed to detqrmine which- youth 'were fo pe 'admitted to thr .pregram. .

Al the start'of the program, special teams)Lere formed c ting

pf twenty-five youth partkcipants, a member of.the. project staff
. .

.assigned ifolunteer.. The intent.of the teams was, to develop. A greater
r

intimacy .fo.1) the pro'kram to provide mdre special attention to the speci4

, fic,nqedS of each participant and provide a positive Social setting and

group.support for each par tLcipant. The teammorIced together durng'
.

orientation.to emphasize continuing.self-assessMent and individual and
, i
team responsibility for decision.making.

In additiontop roviding work experience, fhe'Oakland YWEP Program

also attempted to beet other,basic needs of its participa5ts including

theyrovision for improilement of basic educationarskil.ls.and require-
.

ments necessary in the world of work. Participants in the'Oakland pro-
,

.

Ject werq.dgiven classroom training designed to fill gaps in their-formal

training. Following an assessment of each participant;s mathematics,

English, and-reading ability, an indiVidualized educational.plan was

.developed. The plans included participation in accredited programs
roffered by area high schools, adult education programs, puh1 4 schools,

4

.a street academy, and a.local communiej, college. The']purposes of educa-
,

tionaldilans were to give youth thtypportunity to participate in a.curri7

culum,deskgned to berelevant to career possibilies, to increasotheir

perceptiOn of ca er opportunities, and to improve their chances of work

success, while obtaining educational Credits toward their program parti-
.

cipation.

The work stations that were made. availablp to youth participants

represented a.wide variety of'bccupations offering career. opportunities.

vd.skill' development. In general.they were-intended to in7ease pert

ception qf the'realities.of the' work world-and to' provide meaningful,

,

satisfying. wOk experiences. More specifically, 1Che objectives of work
,

experience" were (1) tO,provide experience in occupations-in short supply

and which, if possible, relate to the occupational goals and capa ilities

J.
,.of the participants; (2) to.proviiya range of work experience fcom
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'general exploratory work to beginning and intermediate.skill levels to

advanced skills; (3) to provide opportunities for maximum.skill acquisi-

tion commensurate with participant ability and takilig account of tipe
- 0
limitations; and (4) to provide an opportunity to experience new kinds

. *
of refationships.with others in a work rOle, aided by advice of coun-

selors, site supervisors, and participant teams.
.

The_ifinal phase of the prOgram involyed intensive preparation re-

lated.to a participant's placement goals. Youth were given assistance

and training in the preparation of resumes, applichtions, andkentrance

tests. If the youth,desired job placement, 'a wide-range of

employment opportunities were explored and every effort was made to

place the youth in a permanent job. Others were motivated toward careers
_

requiripg,further.specific skill acquis,ition, and contracts with the

appropriatetinstitutions were estab.lished for the youth. For,those who
c

dei!eloped an.interest in completing formal edUcational goals, assistance

was given in terms of'currkculum development and sources of financial ..

assistance. Finally, information and orientation were provided for
- , a

thoSe who became interested in,vnli,stment in one of the military serri-ces.

In short, participating youth were.prepared to compete more effec-

tively for work roles and provideb some first hand expetience in posi-

tiVe work rolgis through a comprehensive program involving need assess-
.. .

meni,
44r

m nt.

educatiohad traihtng, work experience, and'finally career place- '

In the process, youth iompleted approximately 675 hours of paid

part,ici3ation illout^equally dividedbetween classroom training and work.

experience. 1

,
4

ROGRAM EVALUATION II ,

;

b,p

.The evaluation was intended to Provide an a sessment of the effects

of the MP experience,on participating youth. As.the Oaklandn,3rogram

had peen organized around a broad strategy for the development of pro-
4

sqcial'behavior in.disadvantaged deli uent and predelinquent youth,

the focu* of the evaluation was derived Iprimarily from that conceptual -

model. Thus, the vartables of theeconceptual model described above and

I

the relafionships among them were examined in detail.

0

3
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Research. Design
. * . ....

. .

.
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, 4 1! 0.
',,,,,44- .

. . ihd.resedrch--design ..employed,for the d YWEPev4)Vq:on is de-
1. :.

PiCted in Figure 2, rt isa classic experimentaj det2-ioikivith tfiatched
.

..'
experiment and control groupg ahd both'pre7 and post-tests on the

..,

*
'dependeht variables. the experiirtqtreati4t'in the .present research

, . /

isparti,ciption in the work,exp4i,ence prograp. ''' .

.
...

, .
4

As.can be seen in Figure ;,.one- post-lest was.plannekrat,six months
'4

after entry and 'Sisecorid post-te§t was planned at tielVe months after. .

4,
"

eni1A-. -Following siA mculths intthe work..experience program, experimental.

participants were selected.forone of three alternate paths. Tha is,

they were: -(1). continued 'ill the work experience prOram for an addition-

al' six nths,s(2Padmitted to an Action Prdgram inVialving:p0Olic sector
\-

jobs, p ) terMinated fromItheork program. . ,-

In the:.notat).on.gfgamPbell and 8tanley (1966) ,thé.dsign would
. .

appear as:.
114

fr

01 ,

.0
4

X 05.

0 X 08
7 .

3

X Ot

A 06

09

.0.
Pll

0
12104 ot

'witer,e X ks the'workexperience.pPoiram described in detail abovp,.A is
v.

the Action work program, and the,O. are the various administrations o
.

f
, 1 .,.1.

,. - .

the ImpaCt Questionnaire; t1 is MaY-June,, 1975; t2 s December.-Jandary,

1976; and t-
3

is June-J*y'r 1976. .

.
1-10

- .417.-el

',Participant Selection and AsSIgnmeni
.

1

alb,
As described earlier, applicants for the program.were so

.several 61/16,utces ihcluding referral's from the prOation depart

'other public and priv4e agencies, anclihrough'advertisements

media. If a youth met eligibility requirements (age, family

residence) he, was asked to complete an'application. Youthsubmitting, an

application were told :that there would likely be many mote applicants

,*

licAlpifrom

me n "km

in VReAllass

Pncom6,"and

f

41.
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than.posifions in ..zhe'prOgram. These accepted t4ould,

,

therefore, be

'randomly selected byicomputer and the Chances of being selected Ivere

."about one in three. 'About 600 applicaiions were received.
4t A

Each youth'was-given appliCation and parental permission forms.

When thes erere,turned, the ImPact Netionnaire (evtluatiou

ment) Wa tdMinistered. Thisquestionnaire includes-a number!.of iteas-
k

eoncernin social and2demographiC background in addition tio twelve.

sociaa yehological scales.

.ThThe IMPact Questionnaire was self7administered n a ioarir with as'

many.as ten youths at one time. Applicants were specifically assured

that their responses'to the evaluation instrument would in no way affect

their cilances.of selection for the program% .Staff members were present

throughout to answer questions.
6

11Sing a typoiwogical anafsis procedure, youth Were matched in pairs.
.", . /,

The Members of each pair were highly similar on all' twelve seae scores

and were identical in.terms of age, sex, ethnicity; and referral source'

.(probation referral vs..other source). By this procedure, 202 matched

oRairs were obtained. Each'pqtir was then split randomly, one Member being

asSigned to the experimental 'gimp and one to the Ccintrol group. The

experimental group was.then admitted td the work program.

,

Impact Scales 1
.

\.
.1, '..

Before proceding to the analysis, a brief descriptioli of edch .

twelve impact scales is presehted.
7

.

1.- Aci4ss to desirable social roles. Three:scares were used to .

....

assess this component:

a. Perceived access to desirable educaftbnal roles is a five-

When.necessary, a 'staff member was.present* who was fluent in both

English and the respondent's natiye language. In about twenty cases,

the entire questionnaire was read te a respondent. .

7. The actual scale items and the documentation of psychometric proper:
ties of each scale are available dud maybe obtained'by writing to le
the authors.

:3 0
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* 1
4

. .

item scale intended to measure perceived likelihood of/achieving

educatiOnal4goal.s: A respondlut is first askei how far'he'would
..,

...
k

like us go.in schoof and then ts'asked the five questions con-
1

.
cerning the probabiliy of attaining this or similar goals.' The.

% .

higher a person's score on this scale, the higher is his perceived

Ar , , / -
- change of obtainingithe desired educational goal.

b. Perceivpd access to desii-able occuzationaj roles is a six-
, .

item scale intended to measure perceived likelihood of achieving

'of job he would like as Oradult an4 therk is asked the six questions
O .

, -

occupational.goals, Agai.h., a respondent is first aSked what kind
.

_......

relating to the probability that this or similar goals will be

reaChea. A highiLscore On this scale reflects a higher degree of'

.jerceived atcess.to occupational gtals.

t q. Parental/child roles is a five-item scale measuring a
4 ,

youth's belief that his parents e interested in him and would -:

help him if he needed it. .The sca e represents a measure of :

access to desirable social roles for youth in the home. -The

. lower a respondent's score on this scale, the better is his

perceived social role in his family. 11.

2. Negative-labeling. Four scales were used'to assess different

dimensions of perceived.negative labeling:

a.....c. The content of.these three perceived. negative-laeling
A

'scales is identftal, but the reference point varies (parent,'fbacher,

and peers): In-each case, the scale is a six-litem measure of.per-
4 I

ceived negative or antisocialcategarintion by.significant others. ,

.
1

'.

The scale 'consists of six semantic differential dimensions with'a-

seven-Obint continuum. The respondent is to iindicate where on each
.

dimension he feels. he iS- seen by his.parents (or teachers or ppers). : -

..
,

A higher score on these scales implies a higher duree of-perceived
. ,

negative labeling. .

d. Self-e)telas measured with a ten'-item scale similar to
.

Rosenbergis (1965) scale. It assesses the xtent to whiCh a youth

1values, accepts, and respects himself. The focus is on self-
. ..

'acceptance. A higher score on this scale reflects a higher level.
,

of self-esteem.
,

4

k.
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3. Alienation. .This component of the conceptoal model, was'aAseeA
,.

with thiee scales, ea0 measuring a aifferent dimallsion af alienation:

` a. .NorVessnesS is meaS,Ured with'-a.six-i,tem scale designed io

Ase.glg'fa he extent 'to which an .individual belieVes t hAt socially
,

a .

unapprotred behaviors are required'to achieve Viven goals. A higher-
%

. -

,

score.indicates a-greater.level of normlessness., .

.

b. Powerlessness, a twenty--.one-itp.sCaie, is a'version :Cita,
,

scale developed by Nowicki andStritkland. (1973) ., .This are mea-

sures alouth's sensb6of controf over events in his11Tf6; his4
.. ..

feelings of power ov.er activities and circilstance,s which affect
I -

him. A higher score.implies'a higher degrale of powerlessness.
0

d. Societal estrangement is assesSd.with a sixteen-item .

o

N scale measuring the extent to which a yOuth feels elkranged or'
. .

alienate& from the larger societyThe present scale, ista modkfied

verSion of
.

a scale of anomie developed.by McCloskr,and Schaar (1963). .-
1

\-4...
* 4

The goal of the modificatiOn was 6 make the'scale more suitable-.
t., , . ..

-'

, tO youf A,high score 1-eflpets a high' 4pgree of sOcietal estrange-
^

Ment. 4.

4. Normative pressure from. peers. This is'an eight-item scale in-
. .

tended to measure.the extent of pressure tawaids conforming or deviant,

behavior felt by a youth from his frtend'Ship group. It veflects the

type of peer group environment in which the individual participates andA
.

...

indirectly reflects his social role in the larger adoleacent/peer cvlture.

A higher .score on this scale reflects a higher perceived.pressure from

peers to be deviant. .",

. 5. Se1E-reported aelinquency, .0ne scalewas .used to Measure :

participafion in delinquent roles. This iS a I9-item.ACa1e of self-
, .

reported delinquency: 'The scale is-an.adaptation of the Nye-Short (1957)
,

.
. .

Delinquency Check11.st. Thd higher one's score on thi's 'scale, the higher
. e. .

the *amount "of deki1iquency reported. , ,

, . .

..
.

.

, ..

,
, , , , . ,

. z

,

. .
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ANALYSIS--IMPACT ON YOUTH.

Y.. initial Compap.Sons

_.,.. .

. II/ "
"' The primary analysis utilized i4 the.e valuation of the Oakland Yt(EP

. involved simple t-tests comparing th experimbnta1.ana control grouEs.',. ,_
.

Statistical-tests comparing experimental and control scale scores'4.t.t e
.,

first administration f the Impact Questionnaire revealea-no significan
4

-

differences. This was to be expected since these groups were matched at
. Ait

that-time; -nevertheless, the' tes,ts verified.the initial aSsignment pro-

cess. Since there were nb differerices at time experimental-control

comparisonl-at subsequent times:were made directly on the raw scores.

That i$, it was necessary to compute gain scores or relje,on analys.is

of covariance. .

First Follow-up Comparisons

.Six mohths atter,the initial administration, the first

.Impact Que§tionnaire'wa aamifilstered. The timing of this post measure

coinCided with,the compytion of the participAnts' initial six months

work experience prqiiam and theadMinistration of the interview schedule '

was included as-part uf.a.general exit,interviewjor.all eXperimentals. .

jor.Controls, personal interviews. were'arranged, in which controls were ,

asked.to,come -to the prOect .office and complete the questionnaire..

They were offered a $2.50 payment ag an.incentive to complete this follOW-'

Iv schedule. F,cr experimental ybdth, the questionnaire'Was identical to

that administered.at the beginning. Por the control'group, a..number of

items were added for the first follow-Up. These additional items related

to.possible work experiences occutring since the youth applied to the

project/so as to allow for the control of this potentially'cOntaminating

influence on experimental-control comparisons. Overall, 189 of the 202

experimentals (94%) completed the first follow-up interview schedule com-

'pared to 152 of the%202 controls (75%). ,

The first'analysisaundertaken involved a test for selective loss of

either exgerimental or control participants.' Statistical tests comparink

'the initial suires of the thirteen exPerimental caseg who wereipst .at

. v

4.

36f;
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timd 2 with the'correspondirig sco f the 189 respondents wixo were

retained revealed nO significant nces (t-tests). On only one
,

vale,iAccess to.Educational Roles did.the difference even-approach

conventional levels.df. significhnCe. 4

r\\,
The analYsis'comparing thd, initial scores of the 51q,-tontrO1 caes

who were lost at t(me*2 'with-the coire;pondinkscotes of the'152 cases
.\

.that *were retained.revealed sevePal signi,ficant differences. Respon-.-

dents who were lost,.at time 2 Were lower on both Access to EducitiOn
. g

ROP6s and Access to Occvationaf Roles and higher oa.Negatipve La'bel"ing

by Peers,

()Oran', there were'relatively;gew differences found here indicating

selective morta14.ty. Nevertheless, the thile differences found among

111.

the control respondents all'tended to favor those who were'retained at
, -

time 2. That is, those who re retained had.more desiraile scores at

, time 1. The possibility of a slightly biased control sample must be(

aocepted. ,For.t.:tests comparing experimentals and controls, the eftect

oftbisbias is In'the direction of makinrthe'Aests more cOnservative,.

The next set of andlyseS.was ded tp test for changes from tithe

1. io.time 2. in either the eR 1 or control'groups. For experi-
,

mental. cases who vere interviewed "both times,lour significant -,
1

dithrolikes:were obtained over this'six month pre-post perio. Onporm-
.

lessness, Access to Occupational Roles, Negative Lobeting by Peers and
4

Self-Reported Delinquency,.scores increped from 1 to time 2. Only

one of these, the increase in Access to Occupationa 4toles, can be re-

garded as a favorable change.. Forthe control cases *mere interviewed

at both tithes, only one.scale (NegatiC./e Labeling by Peers) showed.signil
,

ficant change. (an increase).from time 1 to time 2. In general, oth

woups evidenced some negative.change on perceiveN labeling:b peers

across time. -While the experimental group rOorted.an increase in per-,

ceived access to o9cupational_goals,' they.also reported more normlessness .

and delinquency.

Next,

at time. 2.

There were

Table 1.

the scores

.For this

44 pairs.

if

of experimental and control repondents were compared.
s .

analysis, only matched pairs at time 2 Oere included.
.

The results of.this comparison'are presented in

Only two signilicant differences were ound, both favorink the
J
)

3c0'",7

.

f.
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TABLE 1

1

COMPARISON OF-TIME 2-SCALE MEANS
. FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND'CONTROL CASES'MATCHED AT TIME 2.

*

1,.

bk.

;

Soale7
. .

Norndessness. .

Societal
. .

-Estrangement

. ' Poyirlessness °

Actess to
Educational.Roles

.Access 6o
Opcupational Roles

Negative Labeling/
Parents

.

Negative
Peers

Negative
TeaChers

Labelin /

oe-

1ling/

"Self-Reported'.

Delinquenu

'Self-Esteem

Normative Presure

eatentar/Child
Roles.

Group.,

142 ExpexiMental
Control

143 Experimental
Control.:

143 'Experimental
Control

ExperAmental
Control'.

143. Experimental
Control

J.,
.

3i
2

Direction-. of

Gha4ve from
t
1 't-score. P.

12.24
12.11.

28.590'
27.98

11.95
12.02J

13.54
13.16

+

+.

s

130 Experimental, 16.98 '+

Control 16.95. 1 +

130 Experimental 17.42

Control' -17.95 +

126 4perimenta1 16.62

Control 16.32

-23

22,45
143 'Experimental

'Control

143 Experimentar 31.57

Conttol 31.68

142 Exverimental 13.68

Control 13.44

140 ExperimenCal 8.28
.

Control 7.64

' .40

'2.4b

1%44

-.31

NS

NS

. .04 NS

NS

'.34 NS

1.57 NS

-,64

-.26

.67

,

2.47

NS

NS,
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: control group. Experimental tvpon4'nts scored-higher on .both Societal.
. . .

-: Estrangement and Pareal/ohilkrol.e. In both'cases, the change fromr
. 44

,. \ ,
t to t

2
was in-OpOsile'directions.for experimentalS and controls,'

l .
. -.44

with egpeFimenfals reporting Aegative gains-oyer time while controls ,

zepOrted positive galft. 'This expleins-why significant differences

were fouiftt between experimentals and conttols at
.
t.2 on these varjables

. , ,

whie neither group alone.evidenced significant changes across time on

'0)these rariables. ,

rn general, the results des ibed above are disappointing. There

were only two significant changes for eithér epntrol or experimental
%.

-cases, and the majority oonsignificant changes that occurred also

favored the control grbup. In order tvinvestigate thepilogramsimpact

more clo.sely, several further analyses were performed:

.----, One potential source of change resulting from work'experience *as

.the,youth's aspiration levels. To test this; all of the foregoing
4

analyses Wert repeated using the reSponqpnts'yrepoeted levels. of
8

Occupational and Educatibnal Aspiration. There WA8 no significant

difference between experimental and control cases at time 2 on either
.

)-
aspiration store.

Further analysis Of the control data revealed that 'many Of the'Con-,
. y

trol cases, while nottparticipating in the YWEP, did.obtain ,j-obs on their

own in the periokbeiween interliews. Wi h respect to the evaluation of

the,YWEP program, th fact 'thal controls werealso Wrking poses.no

4,

8. Cases lost at ime 2 were compared with caSes retained at time 2 ,

with respect t these two variables. . For neither experimental cases

,nor control c ses was thee any difference between cases losi-or

retained. Further, the experimentai caSes showed no change on
either Educational or Occupational Aspiration from time 1 to time 2.

However, the control caseskrevealed .a significant increase (t.118,

df=1'08', p<.005) in Educational Aspiration from 'time I to time:2.

'Mere nO change in Occupational Wiration for the control cases.
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'513cial.problem, since tile intended ComparisonAs between yOuth in the

program and youth not having -ibenefit-of the program and it is assumed
- a. .:

that manyyouth would havo obtained work in the absence of the YWEP.
.

. .'To extent that the study was also concerned with measuring the im-,:. .
pact of rk per-sei thp fact that 75 percent of the control tases

."

found wIc on their own tontaminatps,the gene ral onalysis.. the theove-
,. .

tical model suggests that.to thvextent work- involves participation in a
A

desirable -sOciAT rore, rt should have sOme.directeffect uporv perceived
,

negatiqe labeling and. feeling's f aIienatidn. .To- evaluate this postu-
.

lated igpacrof work, f4rtherana1yses.were perforMed on the "Pure".

.tases',,,thosetched experimental and control cases in whiCh.the Con-
:

troltase did not vork'at all ih the nterval.. There were thirty-Jive

such pairs wig' complete.data.

A-The,experimental cavs and control, cases were- ex4nined separately

for- changes from time,1 o time 2. t The expevimental- cAes showed no

signifiCant changes fromtime 1 l hio time.2 wl e the control-cases.indi-
.,

cated-change on two sc les over this period. kiThere was .a si"gnifitant
.
.decrease on-both Norm sness (t=2.38, df...-34,'p<.05) and AccesS to "

Occupatiohal Roles (t=2.67, tf=34, p<.05).

Ths experimental and control cases were also compared on their

, 'scores; at time 2. Here, three significAht differences were found. The

experimental ca.4es'scored significantly higher at time 2 on Access to

Occupational Roles (t....2.28,.df=54 p<.05), Educational- Aspiration

(172.90, df=20,' p.<.01) and Occupational,Aspiration (t=2,59, df=20,
4

The difference.on Access to occupational Roles)resulted frOm

a modest but nonsignificant (2.<.10) increase Tor the experimental cases

tombined with a significaht decreaselfor the control-cases-(see'above).

The differences on Nutational and,Occupational Aspiration were both

the result 4A nonsignificant differences.favoring the expertmental group

at:time I combined with a nonsigriifiCant'increase by the experimental .

group and a nonsignificant decrease.by the contrdl group. These 'results
. .

suggest that there was some favorable impact associated with work-whiöh-was

masiced by the'general comparison between experimentals and controls.

: 0

* 4,
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4For controls and experimeritals working, thresontinued to be ndksigni.-.

-ficant differences, i.e.y.t,here were no observed program)effects. I% ),. ., , .

. .,, , .

4 / : 1
0

C
.. . .

3" Second Follow-up Comparisons .

I
li IF-

.. I W

:-.

r
The second'folio -up iestionnaire1 was administered approximately

'one year after the ini Phl administraiton, or abdut six months'after

e

\A\

the first follow-up. hi's udministration coincided with-the completion

of the Extension program or the Action program. for those partici,pants

and was included as part orthe exit procedure. Controlsiand experi-

1. mental.respondents. who were terninated after one six-montAcycle of

YWEP were contacted in their homes and elsewhere and were paid $2,10

to complete the;questionnaire. Although a few new scales were added,
. ,

--all of the basic impact scales were, repeated from the earlier adminis-

trgtions. I all, 1A2 (90%) of the 202 original experimental participants

completed the second folflow-up interview as did 173 f86%) of the 202

'control pa1ticipants.
9 4

'The first analysis undertaken inVolvdd comparisons from t
2

to t
3

.

foi-the thre experimental groups to determine if there was a differen-
,

tial impact associated with these three options:La:, an extension of

the basic YWEP-for a second six months, work with Action for a second six.

. As with the first ollow-up, a test was made for selective loss p
participant from etther the experimental or the control groups.,

That is, t-tests were computed comparing the initial scale Sares
(ti) of the 20 experimental espondents who were lost at the second .

foIlow-up (tO with the initNiaoscores of the.182 respondents who
were rethined at t

3.
No differences were found at the .05 level of

significance. Simelarly, the initial score's of the 29 atrol,res-
, pondents who were lost at the second fol.low-up were compared with

the correspending scores of the 173 respondents who were interviewedd,
at that time. Again,no significantSifferences were found. From,

these )6ta, it was concluded that selective mortality was not likely
a'problemein this. research. In,fact, the retention of 88% of tilt

total population after a full' year is considered quite satisfactory.
1

3 1



months, or exit-from the work program after the first six months. While

-some statl(tgical.ifferences'were ob'servea at t ..tna analysis revealed
.

3'
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'At*

si A

A that qiey were the,result of,,selection factors, i.e., the differences

exristed,at,t2 and tl.antl could not be attriSuted to.diTfereves in..the

-typ9 of work option assigned.* Of equal impattinceitheffailUre to find

differences.bdtwedn the-twelUiLmonth wofk optionsanl the tit month, .

. ption suggests that a more extp;t1Sive involvement with a work program

produced no'significanX gains.'

The'next anAlysis compared th4 time 3 scale scores of all experi-
. .

mental case's. and their matched controls. Again the co4arisons were-made .

'foil' Extension, Action; and Termihated e erimenta1 cases. The results'

are sumMarized.in Table.2. .These ;eSults are striking,primarily fOr,the.. .

facOthat nOt a single comparison yielded a statistically -ti4nifieant

difference.. That is, for ndne of.the three.group-S was'there'any differ-.

,ence between the mean stale stores of the experimental -cases and their

matched.tontrol cases after.twel onths. It is worth noting that for-

the Action group, the experimental cases scored-more favorably than the
. . .

control cases on twegye,of the fourteen.measures although the differences

were tonsiStently.smaiL. While the through _Wile analysis (t1-t271'3) for

experimentals and controls in each of these.tteatment.groups. did show
.

some cliange, it was .slight'and resulted in no overall differences between

eXperimentals and controls at t3 which were signi-fiCant.

As was the case in examining changes from time 1 to time 2, the

above sets of analyses.are generally.disappointing; yielding few signi
%I- .

-ficant resultS. Again it was found that many of.the control cases. had
(

fOudd.Work.on their own durihg.this period,, and gpecial analyses weie
..

undrtakem to.isolate,the effect of work,

Por the-firsttut pf. analyses, "pure cases" were 'again selected.

These were Matched pairs ofrespoAdents in which the experimental res-
.

pondent participated eitherin the Extension-or Action program from.

'time 2 to time 3 and the control respondent dLd not Work. There Were

thirty-eight such paits. For these p'airs at,time 2 there were no

1

J,

Amp

significant differences on any scales and the differences that existed

were uniformly small. The analysis of change from time 2 to 3 for these

casesrevealed'that,experimentals (Extension and Action) showed signifi-
. .
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF TIME 3 .SCALE SCORE MEANS'FOR EXPERIMENTAL,,A D CONTROL..

PAIRS IN EACH EXPERIMENTAL OPTION

4

.

Scale

- .

. _G oup

4

.

'

.

Terminated

X

'N=70

.

,

-

,

o

.

e

..

.

t

,

.

'

°

Action
4

LX

Option
N=30

...

, t

.

.

..

.

"

,

-

*

.

.

.

Extended
N=53

X

Option

*

**

--

/

.

,./
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.
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.
,

Powerlessness
.

Access to
Educational Roles

s
Accele to "
Occupational Roles

Negative Labeling/
karehts

r".

ative Labeling/
TS

ftgative Labeling/
leachers .

Self-Reported,
Delinquency 115

.
.-

Selt.Esteem

... .

`Normative

Pressure.
a

Parental/Child
toles .

EdUcetional
Aspiration

Occupational
Aspiration

Experimental
Control .

.

Experimental
Control

- Experimental

.
*Control

Experimental
?- Control

Exper1mpta1A .
Control

, Experimental
Confrol

,.. Experimen
Control

.

Experiment
Control

.

Experimental

411, Corvol lb-.

. Experimental ,

'Control

t Experimental

. Contrpl

Expeamental
Control

..,

Experimental
Control

., 'Experimental
Control,: 4

12.09
12.81

36.43
37.53

28.81

28.47

11,73
11.55

13.47
12.97

17.01
16.65

17.46
*17.37

15.21
16.2

24.20
24.00

,31.14

30.28

13A9'
14.22

8,54
.9.16

2:11
2.32

3.65

2:76

-1.60"

r1.12

.65

.73

1.41

' .30

.07

.

.

.17
.

1.24

- .81

-1.39

-1.03

1.77

1 .13
11.97

35.51 '

36.48

26.51
27.20

12.06 ,

12.33

11.51

*13.20

13.82

15.82

.15.31

15.42

13.17
13.93

21..0
123.30

\13.07
.33.34

13.85

13.90

7.99

8.14

2.09

'2:23

2.54 1
,.

3.06

-1.64

- .6375

- .65

7 - .64

.49

,

-1.17

- .06

- .33

-1.38
,

L .35

- .08

.

-.22
.

. - .53

- .91

12%54

12.12

36.85
35.85 v

.

27.25
27.67

11.62

11.64
.

13.30

13,0o,

15.88
'17%14

17.43

18.49 .

14.68
16.57

.

25.§3

23.99
.

32.55

11.29

14.12

13.81

7.69 -

8.48'

2.0-1
2.35

2.88
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.46

.76

7 .54

.

r ,08

.61i
-

- .71

a

-1.09

1,01

.54

-1.57
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`
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cant changes on both Powerlessness (a.decrease) and ACCOSs,po Educational
. .

Roles.(alsoia decrease). ContTol oases who did not work from tiMe 2 to-

time 3 yielded a 110mber ofisignificant changes across that time span.

In all there were Spven signifiCant differences, all unfavoraflole.. That

is, RowerlesSness,. Negative Labeling by Peers and Teachers, NormatiV.
.

Pressure,'and Parental/child roles all increaSed and Access:to Educational

and Occupational-Roles both dectreased.. In addition, the ;emaining seven.

differences, %dale rioti4ignificant, were all in an undesirable direction.

..The simple compariSon of time-3.scores resulted-in two signifitant

differencesjon Negative'Labeling by Peers and. by.Teachers),. both of

which favored, the'experiMent;.l group as did. alf of the- remaining'non-

significant differen.Ces.

One other. set Of analyses-was used to examine the importance of ,

working versus not working for the controls. For these analyses,-all

control cases ho worked between time 2 and time 3 wei4 compared with

all cont* cases who did not work, regardles of their associated

experimental group. At.time 2, only a'singlesignificant difference was

found (on Normative Pressure, which was higher among those'who subse-

quently did not work). The remaiiig scales showed.no consistent pattern

in favoring one group"or te other. Att_time 3, every difference favored

the controls who worked, and six differences Were statistically

.cant. The measures yielding significant differences were Societal Es-

trangement, Powerlessness, Access to EducatiOnal Roles, Negative Labeling

by Teachers? Normativ.e Pressurei and Parerital/child roles.

. One final analysis was undertaken-to complete.the above picture.

That is, control respondents Who did work between time 2 and time) were

again compared with their matched experimental cases (Extension-or Action

- iroups): At time 3 no significant differences existed between-these

groy.

I

4. Job Satisfaction and Impact

As part of the time 3 questionnaire, youth'in both control and ex2

(P .Arimental groups-were asked to rate theirotattsfaction with the job(s)

they-had etween time 2 and time"3. Satisfaction"was tons.idered'in terms

4



.

f theiguk.itself fascinating, isoringri creative, challenging, ete.),

11the supervision (im olite,.annoying, tactful0,-4) the pay (adequate,
4

-: insecure, less than deserved, etc.), promotions (opportunity, frequency,
,

. ,

etc.).'and towbrkers (stimulating,.intelligent, lazy, etc.).. Scores were
.,

obtained lo each of theSe five satisfaction dimensions and a tothl of all
.,

.
.

,five was a so'computed. These siX scores were then correlated with tha .

/

raw gain rom time 2 to time 3 for each of the fourteen impact measures.

,
Correlations were'obtained'separatery for control respondents and for

i
experimeOtal respondeng.

. ,. .

, .

. Most of the correlations were quidlow, but a number did attain'

4 . stbtistical significante. Furtheritove, virtually all of the Significant
.

Iv I
4

' 0

4 correDations were in°4 4irection. which reflects the fact that a desirable.,

.

,.. .. change on the impact dimensions was related to greater job.satisfaction.
(r

.

Amongthe contrplg, fqr exampl, change-on Norm1essness cotie/ated -.55

with Satisfaction with the worOlitself. Arhat is, the grea$Or

'faction with intrin .c aSpects of one's job, the greater the relative

,

"'decline.in Normlessness from time 2 to time 5. .

For controls, satisfaction with the.work itself was the satisfaction

dimension moSt of,ten related to change on theimpact scales, consisten ly

4
41 1 being associated with favorable changlhon those scales. Me satisfact on

dimension least often related to change oh the impact scales was satis

faction with,promotions. Thiss reasonable since it would.be much ijss

salient in the six month period of interest than any of the other d men-

sions, all of which would be manifest virtually every

Sevekal dep'artares from the general pattern should afso be oted,

First, increased SafisfaC)eion witN. pay was associated wkth a relative

increase in Normiessness (r = .18). -Similarly., Satisfaction with pro-
*, .

motions w/Okassociated with,increased Negatiiie labeling by Peers (r

.23). And third; atig-faction with pay was aseciated with "a,relative

deereaSe in EdiicatiOnaLAspiration. Thi; latter result may-reflect the

fact that satisTaction With.pay could mitlgateaTeelings of the need for

.. ,'. further auCation. .

.
.'.

) .

,

.4 .
-UThe'correlations fpr experimèntal resp4ndents indicate somewhaf

,
. .

. .h

.3. 'weaker relatioipships *ith.fob satisfaction, perhaps because the work
r . : *

,

.
fti 1

IP
ea
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experience'programs-invoived a variety of activities only a part of

vhich was the job itself. For experimentals, however, all significant

correlations were miSIstent with the general.statement tha satis.-

faction with a job was refated to favorable diange on the mpact scales.
:-)

5. Test if the Thedretical Model

Regardl.ess'of the impact of the Y1+113 on the youth development

variables, it was deSirable to determineewhether the conceptual model

was Vdlid. That is, was change on Self-Reported Delinquency related

to change in the other variables? co test this; a stepwise multiple

regression analysis was'performed with raw gain scores on Self-Reported

Delinquency as the dependent variable and the initial scores and raw

gain scores on the other scales as predictors. Groups (experimental

or control) and initial and raw gain scores on aspiration leveli were
-

also included as predictors.
10

These analyses are summarized in.

Table 3.

. While the proportion of variance explained is not as high as re-

'p9rted In previous research with this model (Brennan and. Huizinga,
,

1975), there is substantial confirmation in these data. It appears-

that predictions for males-are slightly better than prediction for

females, although, over the tivelve months pre:post lag, the levet:

prediction is more4imi1ar. ;

The introduction of the experimental-control vatiable in the step-

wise analyses, produCed no significant increase in total explained vari-

`' ance, indiCatinVthat this variable made no unique independent contri- .

bution to the prddictiop of changes in delinquent behavior. This simply
. .

confirms the previous analysis. It is important to note, however, that

gains in-Occupational aspirations and access to octupational ro4es were

both prgdictive'of a decrease in delinquent behavior, and bOth of these

variables were associated with, work experience in the pure case,analysis.

10, This analysip was per ormed with both 1A...oin scores and residual

.

N

gain scores with only slightly differen results. Only the raw-
.

, ,gain analysis is reported here.

,k

'3 I
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TABLE 3.

MUliTIPLE CORRELATIONS PREDICTING GAINS IN SELF-REPORTED DELINQUENCY

WITH THEORETICALSARIABLES

-

Experimental

Males

Females.

Controls

VIMales1

Females.

PERIOD

6 Month Follow-up. : 12 Month Follow-up

2
11

.30

.24

.48

.09

.31

.19

.46

.35

-v*

4
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DISCUSSiON

4 /".

.At theeglobal tOyel, comparing all experimentals andecoltrols, the
,

resultS of the folltiftrlip analyses revealed no favorable.outcomes with
w

. respect to the youth development variables which could be associated

with participation in the Oakland Youth Work Eipevience Program. The

two statistically siyilifiunt 'clifferenCes observed in the first follo4-
,

up, while substantively small, neVertheless favored contrOls rather than
11

0 0
4

" participants. At tite second follow-up, there were no significant

differences. Ln geheral, experimental respobdents did not change'relative
e 4

to<the control respondents 'neer the twelve month study period.
.

Special analyses with a restricted focus upon the impact of work
, .

-involved thirty,five (time 1-2) and thirty7eight (time.2-3) "pairs of

40perimentais'and controls, where controls had no work experience in'the
w

particular six-month pre-post test period. While the small N's render

our findings somewhat tentative, the first follow-up analysis of fhese

-4011/1\
: !!pure". cases/id produce the hypothesized favorable outcomes for experi.,

. .

mentals-(i.e., those in work roles) in three areas--increased educational
_

and occupational aspirations and a,perceived increase in opportunities for

. . achieving occupationdl goals. It is precisely in these.areas that we
.

would have'predicted the work exptrience 'should have had its most immed-

iate effect--onAppirations and perceived opPortunities, for jobs.
..

.The setond follow.-up analysts also found signifiCqnt differences

favoring experimentals.(less negative labeling by parents and-teachers).
. i

and every other differenqp,' althOugh nonsignificant, favored the experi-
. .

mental group. This occurred, it was found,-not because the experimental
.

4.
cases improvedbfrom till .2 to time'3 -(in general. they did not) but be,

. . , . P .

cdause%the'control cases who bad not worked had shown unfavorable changes
.

0,.

. on pvery'scale, statistically significant ch4nge on seven of theM."

Furthermore .wh'en control respOndents.wha had worked were coinpared with'
te ,

. those who hadflot worked,'tvery difference favOred those who worked,'
. /.

- with six differences being statistically significant. Again this was not
. t , ,

,

because the controls,who worked had improved. Rather, they had simply
. ,.... .

',., ., Inaintained previous levels while the fontrols who did not work reported'
,

.
.

P inereasingly negative changes across time. -A final pure case analysis
,

.

A
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comparing experiAentals and con.e?ol pairs who were both working, indicated

no sigalS4e*Rt differenceS on any..of the youth development variables for

either follow-up. .

Taken together; the Tpecial work analyses support the view that
t

%
.

work experience per se does have4some positive impact, particularly upon

job aspirations,.perceiVed future work opportunities, and u on

t
A youth's

perception of h teachers and parents respond to him. It s ould he'noted,

t-however, that th relative gains associated with work were not dramatic,
%

and that in absolute terms thoSe with work experience did not generally
%.,

repo ains.but maintained initial levels on youth dexrelopment variables.

It also appears to make little difference whe er the work experience is,.

!
.

obtained through a work experience program wit'h its special attention to

skill' development and\tob/counseling or through work setT;Cd by more
,

,

Conventional processes aVailable to All ycuth. And finally, the more

satisfying.the work experience,.the greater the impact upon youth
\c-

dev9lopment variabl9s. IntereStiAgly, the degree of satisfaction with

%4.ork was,unrelated.to.whether it was ob&tined in.conhection with YWEP or

through one's own effort.

The.test of the theoretical model was generally suPportive and
. *

/1 suggests that programs.which are effective in increasing pereeived access

to- constructive, meaningful social."roles,.and generating more.positivr:

labels for youth, will impact upqn delinquent behavior. Work, whether

secured through normal)process or through'special work experience pro-

grams, appears to constitute such a role for youth.

The above findings appear to question the value of the counseling,

tutoring and skill development incorporated into most Work experience

programs. -We are'tesitant to draw this Conclusion'. Even twelve months

after entry into the YWEP few participants had made any serious attempt

to enter the labor force in a full-time capacity.. We are concerned that

the length of the follow-up is too short reasonably to expect the full'

impact of tlhe work experience program to be manifest. This argument .

appears particularly relevant for the ski/1 development/educatioeal

component of the-program, fo'r YWEP youth simply have had no opportunity

to utilize these skills in an effort to secure, maintain or improve their

9
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Occupational statuses or develop their work careers'. We thils agred

with Robin's (1974) asSessment that a valid confirmation of wdrk pr,ogram

effeqiveness requires a long range follow-up of actual *upational

performance in. the "real world and in the hones17to=goodness',1abor

market," to determine if the program resulied in lower unempldymelit

rates, more efficient work patterns, higher mprale ana Work satiSfaction,

More adVancements and'upward bccupational 4obility-as well as improvement.

On the youth development variables suggested here. Such an analysis

is clearly beyond the scope of the short range evaluation studies done.

_to date.
11

v/

11. Shore and Massimo (190) report oi a five year follow-up, but Ole
sample size is so small (N=10) that no generalization can be made.

1

4..

. r a
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A

a). allows one to unambiguously assert cause anct effect; t"
ire

b) allows one to measure the.ne ffect of a social program
witho40siatistical,bias; an ' ,

c) is less eXpensive.per marginal unit q information, that is,
a given level of statistical"precission.can be achieved al a
lower cost.

f

All three Tof these benefits are crucial for society as it atteMpts to -

'solve its, social problems, but this paper focuses orkly-on the second of

the three benefits.

THE-NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

The plight ollyouth in the market place has been severe for ,

approximately a decade. Research interest has characterized the

discussion as one of "transitiori from school to work." Various

programs have been devised or rediscovered as means to aid unemployed

youth, such as the Job Corps, The Neighborhood Youth'Corps, Career,

Educ4tion, and the I;ro'grams contained'i-A.,ne Youth Employment and
0

-

Demonstration Act of 1977. Jlowever, while there has been a*consider-

ableaMount of'data generated through research on the "youth program,"

an equal amount of information has not been concomitantly cveated.

We know very little about44he absolUte or relative efficacy of most'

of the programs designed to aid youth having pioblems in school or
*

the-labor market': And, in fact, through the use of longitudinal data,

it is just recently that the process of tr sition from schocil to

work has been adequately descril;ed, much, less erstoo4 This state

of ignorance is all the more distressing when on recogni4es'that teni

of millions of dollars have.been spent to dispel this ignorance.

Essentially, we know a great deal about the characteristics of, youth
%

who are suffering these disabilities but little about behayioral

processes or how pxograms to aid youths are likely to work.

eProlirams to aid ,youth have been predidated upon reasOnable but

essentially untested hypotheses about ldnks among the characteristics

and behavioi of youth, training processes.and lakor market processes.
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CONTROL' UOUP ELECTION

By: Ernst W.StromsdOrfer and Teh-wei Hu

ABSTRACT

0

This p per discusses seVeral ts of-preferred research

design: It asserts that the,classica. r ndomized experimeniar

design offer the?.bett chance of estimating the:unbiased effeas

Of a social ogram; suph.as.youth training or employment.programs.

Cointidonfall compared tothe cotts of non-randoMized. program.

evaluations a a.given level of'statistical fignificance, the

randomiZed.experimentaldesignis less expensive per 'marginal:. unit

ofinformation gained by non-random methods. .Thus, this review

paper makes a gener'al 14ea for more extensive use of the classiCal

randomize& experimental/design and' provides some obseivations on .

th relative validitYkof several critiCisms. concerning the feasi-

bility Usefulness, and-the ethics of random .

assignment in a social

experim t or social program. .

In NO case.of non-random assignment) this-paper provides a

straight-forward discus on of a method to ovprcoMe the problem,of

selection bias by means regression'techniqiies. It illUstrates

solutions- to problems of n-random sampling schemes in terms of

:the problems of errors in todel specification and:errozs_invariables.

However:due to the lack of data and lack of knowledge cin:mOdel

specification, evaluation results obtained from now,random.selection

data usually remain inconclusiVe. Since randomization avoids this

problem, a Strong case for randomited experimental design reMains.

(

11.

4

INTRObUCTION

Ihis paper reviews'the.current
.state-ofthe-art with respect to

. e

.the.use of randomized assignment in the evaluation of social programs
,

Such at the.Job.Corps`Nolieliktilar enloyment and.training programs, As .

such,.A is not Original.' Wp assert t the outSet.thAkeihe-classical .

.randomized experimental dAign Offers 'the'best'chance ofdiscovering,
t *

for instance, why the youth unemployment próblem is as.it is and what. .

to do about it.. Compared to other techniques of analyzing soc1gc7f

problems-and devising.social. Programs to deaf with them, the classical' .

randomiz6d.experimental design:

9



,

'The-Neighborhood Youth Corps, for instance, never had a clearly

articulated policy statement as to how it was expected to.return.

youth to scNol or imprOve their employment. prospects. ,The basic

idea und6rlying Career Education is one bf a,structural relatiouship

.between education.in its-broadest senge and work .in a troad.Sense

whiCh'continues throughout most of one's productive 'life. But the

.reldtiOnship hasnever been rigorously 4selled Out.. In short, our

.understanding of the "yout'problem is in relative disarray and

besei.by more.ignorance, ambfguity and uncertainty thah is conscion-

able given the time and resources expended:on the problem.to date.

, Part, butnot all, of the reason for this Can be traced to the use

of faulty research design and analysis: An additional.shiLre can be
-

traced to a failure-to carefully artic4late how-programs designed to

deal with the problems Were designed to work. These two phenomena

clearly interact.

4
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THE tuts.sICAL.'RANDOM EXPERIMENTAL-DESIGN'

The "youth Problem" has two components.. First, there is the

probleml'of analyzing. why Youth, and especially_black youth, have had

such high.and persisten.unemploiMont in.fhe present'and rpcent past.
/ 0

Second,d4re is the problem:of devising a set of programs to cdrrect

the probleM.

.Suppose a youth emplqment or training program is to be evaluated

by cOmpiring'the experiences of an experimental group of youths who
-

were part .of the. program to the experiences, of a control grodt of-youths,

wh7fwere not. The classical adVice of statisticians would be to assi4gn

suOjects at the olitset to the experimental andcontrol groups. at,random`,
/
such that.ank given Isubject has the.same probability of experimental .

4 #
group.assignment aS any other subject.. Such randomization assures

that differences between experimental and control group experiences,..,

beyond,thoSe,differences Attributable purely.to chance, are legiti-

mafely attributable tb the program. In the.absence of such randomizat-
,

ion:, analysts May'end up with experimental and conti-ol'group.experiences

k,11 siStomatitally differ'for reaions ottler than.the program. Given

e

s.
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the appfopriate data, there are Statistical techniques for adjusting

.away sugh.nuisance differences. But,-in practice, given imperfect

information, thereis.virtually never concensus among the experts

that any given adjustmehts are adequ4e. WithoUt-adequate adjustment,

.
.estimates bf program effectiveness puffer to an unknown degree from

selection.bias. This. Selection bias problem has thoroughly bedeviled

past,program evaluations.. Indeed, it has been the main problel bf past
,

-evaluations.. Since. randomization avbids the problem, there is'a strong

case for randomization-. .The case has been, made: before, but-it deserves

-, repeating..

RESPONSE TO CRITICISMS OF.CLASSICAL. RANDOM DESI4N

Resistance.to use of the classical randomized assignment to a
. 4

_program treatmenthdirremained curiously persistW and severei It. . .

is.instructive to li.st the arguments tendered against the use of

random assignment ,and toevaluate the relevance of theirwcriticism.

,Following Boruch,.these criticisms can be classed according to the

follOwing:
I)

I. Feasibility and Usefulness

Under this general headihg classical randomized experiments are

asserted to be:

(1.-) virtua1ly im ssible to implement in real world 'settings
. or impossibl to perform for someTrograms;

(2.) relatively m re expensi've and time consuming thanother
,equally effective, unbiased methods of analysis;

1. These arguments and their discussion are largely drawn from Robert
F. Boruch, "On Compton Contentions about Randomized Field Experi-'
ments," in Gene.V. Glass, editor, Evaluation Studies, Review
'Annual, 1976. Throughout this discussion, we mean "experimental
design" to 4mply the test of a program by means of random aSsign-

.7 ment of prograil participants to an experimental and a control group ,

for a given social program. This random assighment may also involve

or require random assignment to different mixes of treatments within
a program experiment. Those social programs which do not involve

.random assignment we choose t2 label as demonstration projects,'
quasi-experiments or natural expellpents,.

44.r
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,
.

(3.) 'unnecessary since.other
.

quasi-experimeptal designs or .

*statistical procedures ta estimate effects are just as

effective; 2

.(4.) 'too narrow in scope mid inherently neglectful of'important
process or institttional,factors and target'groups, and

therefore unable to yield results which can be generalized.

(1.) Inability to realistically impletment. As Boruch points out

there has been a wide variety of social experiments. Experiments

generally must remain relatively simple in order to be manageable

cbnteptually and facilitate clear interpretation. Experiments

can nevertheless be made to reflect a policy maker's definition of

reality, even though this implies.greater complexity. Hmiever,
, .

complex treatment on a dive e set of target groups cause a multi-
.

plicative increase in the sample size.' This increases the absolute

cost of a study considerably. The sample size requirements, alone'

often cause one to argue that the necessary test is not possible.
. .

Obviously, when the pblicy maker is confronted with theSe costs,

he is then frced to make choices among the policy questions he seeks

answers to, te program treatments he would like to test and the target

populations he would like to test them on. This.is a' painful process

since our experience has shown that the practical policy maker, other',

things,equal, would rather not have to make such choices, at least not

explicitly. Likewise, the policy maker often does not understand the

interrelationships between sample),aze, expected treatment impacts and

the statistical preZision of the'desired estimates he seeks.*-Th'ug; he

is bound to become disenthanted with 'the research process, regardless

Of whether it is a classical!'pxpetrimental design. He turns naturally,

then', to-such methbds as the tase study design which promises a rich-

ness of'detail for which he has a greater taste and familiarity. But,

what he often fails to recognize, or eyen asser4 not to be the case,
,

it that he haS opt'ed for much less reliable information on a greater

number of facets of his problem rather than more reliable in ormation-

on.b.:.smaller set of more ciitical facets. e'
U

2. ,The later pirtOf this paper will discuss an

(')

ate this .assertion'
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Wo find this situatiOn frustrating since there are.certain strate-
.

gie problems concernini yOUth unikployment which are:readily addressed

by an experimental design. Fix*, as indicakd above, we wopld like to

know theqprocéss-and causes.of youth unemployment. How, might certain°
-4

social programs affect youth labor market experience, for instance?.

Economic theory supplies hypotAeses'concerning the effect of minimum'

.

wages and income tiansfers on unemployment which can be readily tested
0

in,an experimentai'framework. An experimental design to.test thê^dis-

emprtyment'effect Qf Tilinimum wages t dn'institutioparor. research
4,

exceiut fof'the fact 'that Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act q§sentially outlaws such an effort. 'Differential subsidies

connected with unemploS/ment insurance iftyments (UI) could be used to

test the 1.degree to which UI leads to greater job search, higher result-
.

itigcwages and other reallocations rof one'stime among work, leisure, job

search and home production. Txit changps in existing law'would be needed

to perform such a study..3

(2.) .Rekative'Cost. If legal constraints were cleared away, thp

cost of discovering the effect of different policie's on youth unemploy-
.

'lent would be relatively small.. Elle policy options to test are yelative-,

,ly few: 1) wage subsidies .(to interact-With the minimum wage), 2) re-

training.or education in its'various forms and, 3) public service emp14.:

ment (PSE). ,Likewise, the target groups of greatest intcft are well

'identified and reptivelr few: the two sexes, several ethnie groups,

and two td three different age groups within the youth category. This

say, 36 separate treatment, sex, ethnic v4(1,1 age groups.. on

thelaverage, b6tween 500 and 1,000 observation per cell are needed t

make'acceptably plieCiso statements as toAreatment effects:. we Are dis-

_ cussix a sample size in,the neighborhood,of 18,000 to 36,000 o6Servat-

'.jonS.
t

3. To its credft, po cy make'rs.in the Department of Labor's'Employment
and Training Administration attempted to get legal permission to -

. .

4gonduct experiments within the CETA progtam, the Unemployment in-
surance and Employment Service programsin
'the effort-was eondoned,in the face of br
the Department as a whole along with the u

c4pital on the struggle reclift
6

f ,

he fall of 1970. However,,
ad-baOed resistance in
willingness to uSe2up
toloress the issue.
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. It would be possible to design an.experiment that would have no

more than three or ter interviews required per, sample unit. Thus, at

about $150 per Interview, such a study might Cctst as much as $21,600,000

for data alone. Analysis coks.mwould add two million or so to the cost.

Thus, with a parsimonious design that reStricted itself in a disciptined

.way.fo major target groups and treatments one would likely ,be able to

ascertain, after three to four years elapsed time,.whether training, PSE

or wage subsidy, was more efficacious in reducing youth unemployment.

_Many subtle nuance4 could not be handled in such an analysis, but since

we do not know, even the broad ansswers to the abovekquestions, the loss of

Anformation on'nuances hardly s.eems critical, at this juncture.

What would be the netsocial value f such wn effort? As Boiuch

points out, there have been few formal analyses of the'costs and benefits

to society-of doing no evaluation compared to performing equivocal evallta-

, < lipns or iigorous tests of social programi. In fact, in the employment

and,training area.there,have bebn no such estimates! Such an analysis
4

t .

would be seful for it would help clarify the difference between 1) cost

. per unit information acquired versus 2) the expected cost of iefor t-
IV

c. . .
- . .

ion top acquire a given increment of social benefit or improvemeRt inf
- .

social policy. For the, first condition, it'is always the case that.it
. 4

,will be less expensive to acquire a given datum at a specified level of

sthlstical signifiLance by using a classical random design than by some'

: other more impressionistic method. This i. so-b cause a random assignment
..

asspres that there is no intercorrelation betw en program treatment and

other ind6pendent variables of interest. Tha, fewer observation are

needed to,achieve a given level of statistical precision. This implies

a lower cost (Pitcher; 1978).

An assessment of the second case above-depends i4 part on the weight

given to infdrmation in the'political decision-making process and the
4

reasons why information of a givdn kind is used.. Some irlicy makers

clearly only go through the motions of hppealing.to rational infdrmatir

in making a.given decision. For them, objective information has a

°weight of zero in the actual decision-making process.. In such a case, the

Method used to acquire the information does not reany matter. In otlier

situations, if one wants to ektablish the general direction of an effect,

ft
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then non-experimental data is usable. A/case in point was the simple"

two-way cross-clasSification which showed to Congress that program .en-

rollees'in lc Public Employment Program (PEP) had higIrr average

economic qtalifications than the labor force'as a whole. Congress. did.

not know the ultimate extent of substitution of higher for lower employ-

able persons under PEP. It did not need to in order to revise the CETA

law in the fall of 1975.to attempt to stOp the practice f state and local

governments Of hiring othet han,the disadvantaged into iblic Sbrvide

Employment Jobs. The'point 'is that one could'have Used a Classic 1

experimental design to attempt tO measure the exact degree of this

pational substitution under different constraints6but such infiermat

simply was not needed for the immediate purpose. All,that was requ'red

was simple evidence on the very existence q, the phenomenon. Thecost

benefit Tatio in'this case was very high. However, when more precise

behavioral knowledge is needed, an experimental design with random

assignment is the only techni0( which will provide unambiguous infor-
\

tt

mation rather than factoids. A case in point is the httempt to measure

the impact of an income maintenance program on work incentives through

t

various.data sets such as the Current Population Survey or the Survey of

Economic Opportullity., A dOzen or more quality studies by highly skilled

.economists were &)nducted but with very divergent results (Cain and

'Watts 173, Chapter 9).. It has only.been the several' negative income

tax experiments which,havb shown any consistency in their estimates

(Watts and Rees,11977). In the former case, among the:studieg, measures

of income and substitution elasticites not only differed in magnitude

but in sign, whqe, except for problems caused by small samples, the'

negative.income tax experiments repOrt generally consistent estimatel,

across studies.f9r given target groups. Use of She former data next

A
to' worthless for ;policy purposes since there is no objective criterion

for choosing amorigthe contending results. Nor doeS the accUmulated , 1411,46.

evidence describei 'a-narrow enough range effects. 'Thus, whil'e'peda-

gogically the various labor supply studies were of considerable value,

their value in aiding specific welfarereform policy was next to useless

for. they gave no guidance on the possible cost of lost output in setting

a given level Of lincome guarantee or tax rate on earnings. 'While it is

t`.

.1. 3 .1 4,

,
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possible that such studies, through improveil data and statistical tech-

niques, could have reduced the iange in the estimates of decreased work

effort, the NIT experiments actually achieved the result more quickly

for a fewaillions of dollars of ecohomic costs (as' diStinct from the
gir

transfer payment costs used to conduct theexperiments).

(3.) _quasi-Experimental Designs nd Statistical Adjustments. A

major theme of this paper is that it should be possible to model

structurally the behavior..which,leads to self-selection into a .program.

This will then remove a major source of bkas in'non-experimental studies.

Though, even then, we shOuld point out, in the absen4of a classical
. 4

experimental design.,,we cannot logically assert cause and effect between

treatment and outcome, but only a correlaiion.

In the act of operating a program, however, systematic selection

biases abound. There is selection bias on the part of program operators.

22,5ere is self-selection bias n the part of the individual

program participant. IT both these processes could be modeled,*then

such bias could be eliminated. To model these processes One must, gain

access to them when a'programbegins. As a practical matter, this has

proven difficult to. do. These arguments are carried further in the

Regression Model Section below.

(4.) Narrowness of Scope and:Lack ol Institutional Relevance.

Except in the case where.it is statutorily prohibited, it should be

possible to model the most salient components of a prograM experimentally

and randomly assign individuals and a control group to it. Indeed, some
4

existing prodgrams such as the unemployment insurance or the minimum wage

program, inasmuch as they offer almost universal coverage, may be

mpossible to test using a non-experimental design because itis. not

p s ble to establish a.comparable group who has not been affected by

t e.program treatment. However, dt is possible.to use random assignment

to.test various behavioral effects-of, say, the UI program, by ran-domly

varying the amount of unemployment insurance benefits among eligible

yecipients. There is, lof course, no zero treatment group. Everyone

receives some level of benefit. However, one can discover the differ-

ential effects'of'UI payments over the range of p4ment.amoUnts that are

toliticallylcceptable. The case of the impact of the minimum wage on

of

,

ir°
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youth displacement is sibilar. Given a specific legislated minimum

wage, vouchers which amort to differing wage subsidies could be

randomly awarded to all unemployed youth, including vouchers of zero

value. Such a scheme, if the traditional vested interests did not find

it too thre4tening, would measure the existence and extent of disem-

ployment effects of the federal or any state minimum wage. As noted

above, however, studies of wage subsidies.per se are currently illegal

undOr CETA.
.

With respect to training programs we should note that a body Of

experimental evidence could have largely avoided the curious pherlome-
\
non whereby training was considered a panacea for employment problems

,

for a decade before opinion in Washington, D.C. largely reversed

itself about 1974 and asserted that such programs did not work. Of ir

courlp,ouch reversals of opinion-are exactly that, reversalS 0 opinion.
.

The existing body Of non-experimental evidence can be interpreted either
.

for or against training. The fact is that the conceptual links between
_

training and its addition to human capital on the one hand and the

increase in human capital and its effect on earnings avid employment on.
.

,

the other simply are,no't well understood. A non-experimental model of

analysis, h,lever, puts 'more demand011 one's understan4pg of this con- 't

..ypeptual linkage than an experimental design does'since tlIpere.is a greater
,

need for more precise specification of the causal model' at hand to over-
,

come potential biases in the estimated results.
.

Of course, as Boruch and otliel's have notea, this modelling process

ihould not beAeft to the analyst alone. jRather, the program operator
4

or policy maker must participate in this"specification. This state-
.

ment hold§ for the evelopMent of policy questions 'asked, for*the'hxpo-

theses to be tested d therefore for the model to test them with, the

target groups alld treatments under consideration.

Thus, when properly.conOucted, the charge that an experiment is

too narrow in scope and can,'t be generalited,-or does not'deal with the

, correct target groups or treatments or yields irrelevant results is

4. As a practical matter, this, ow; is very dIfficult to achieve,
given the incentives;to which folicy makers and program managers
respond.

4

*
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simply'incorrect. Persons are most often incorrectly generalizing from

°observed belay r wherein program operators; policy makers and program

analysts fail t nteract properly:

.THE ETHICS OF CLASSICAL RANDOM EXPERIME S

In the analysis of the effects of,4mp1oyment an0-training-programs,

mind and.body are seldom placed in jeopardy, at least not directly.

Also, a given treatment will not always yield net benefits nOr does the.

, denial of'ot treatffient necessari1 5f imply a net loss. Either the experi-

mental.or the control group may gain or lose, depending on the outcome

of the experiment. Therefore, to the..exent thateconomic quantities

are the major matters of-concern,.provisions can be made beforehand.to

compensate the losers in an experimental test of a program treatment.

Another alternative would be to provide the treatment, should it prov'e,

beneficial, to the control group at a later date. However, some
,

111

economic'compensation is Still required silke the control group will

have a shorter period over which to gain-the benefits from the program.

Finally, we should point out that.it may be equally unethical to

create soGial-piograds whose objectives cannot be realized due to

Irl inappropriate design. This amounts., after all, to ubjecting people to

social "experiments" indirectly and the dashed hope or unfUlfilled

expectations are no less of a cost to those who expe ience them for all

.that the prpgrams were put forth with honorablq and humane intentions.

In either case, people have been manipulated by the system and have

incurred costs. This is a COM/Win charge made to the "War on Poverty."

Thus, in general, the argument that classical experimental designs

are ulethical in education and labor market analysis isdhcorrect. In

a study with proper safeguards, 1 s and gainers qe known, the

extent of loss and gain can be.known; WO society's resOurces are

sufficient to cdmpensate the losers if it choOses to do go.

PROBLEMS OF SLECTION BIAS IN tio REGRESION MODEL
46-

A/randomized experiment is free of selection bias. Thug, eompari-

sons between experimental and cOntrol groups.can reveal the-true effects

of a social program. Howeyer almost all past program evaluations such

as.those of Headstdrt.or the seyefal forms of.the Neighborh9od Utah

, Y b,

I.
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Corn have not been based on randomized data. (However, see Robin, 1969,

Oor j`study of the Neighborhood Youth Corps which uses a random assign-#

inent'design). Though analysis of.non-randomized data can be valuable

when carried out properly (Barnow, 1972; Goldberger 1972a, 1972b), the'
,

results are geldom conclusive due to the dOubts about whether selection

bias has truly been netted out.. The inconclusive Headsiart evaluation

provides a good example (Campbell and Ertebacher 1970) in which the

control group appeared more able than-the experimental,group because the

usual procedures of selection.and analysis produced systematic biases in

khe direction of underestimat,ing the effects of the experimental program.

In a statistical framework,.these biases can be considered'errors in

specification and error's in vpriables.tBarnow 1972; Goldberger 1972a,

1972b; Cain 1975; and Heckman 1976), either of which may bias regression

Coefficients. In the case of errors in specification, as long as the

omitted variables areintroduced into the equation, the model will be

properly specified.and the expected value of the efror term will be zero,

i.e., the regression,coefficient which measures program effect will be

unbiased.° In the case of errors.in variables, as long as the regressor

and the error terms are not correlated, the regression will be unbiased.

In fact, errors in specification and errors in va-riables may be inter-

dependent in the case of non-random sample selection, as will be shown

in this.section.

Errors In Specification

Using a youth training program such as Job Corps as an example, the

sources of slection bias and suggestions for obtaining unbiased esti-
.

ditr
mates are presented in the framewoi* of regression analysis. Regression

is not the only statisticaltechnique for program'evaluation,' but it is

an especially convenient tool. In mathematical
'.

aollvatiou, regression
r .

analysis is equivalent to analysis of.covaritide'(Goidberger 1964).
a

A simple linear model for evalUating the..9e.ffect.of a social program'.

i% tO let
(1) Yi cx0

1
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where Y is,post program achievement,eZ is a'dummy variable

program (defined as 1 if .a youth received program services an

0 if a youth did not redeAve program services). The error term capt res

the errors in measuring Y and other omitted variables. If the samp e',

selection of experimental and control groups.is randomized, then andk

ar'e.not correlated. Therefore, the estimated valwof a
1

is the unhaisEA

estimate of the effect of Alining in Y.

If the cont,rol group or the.experimental group ils,not randomly \

selected, but is selected based on a set'of sociodemographic.factors such

as'a set of true ability measurements, then the Z variable and.error term

e in Equation (1)'wi1l. be carrelated. In this case, a more ac7ate model

of Apecification for the social program evaluation must include the

r the social

defined as

* mariables. FOT the sake of simplicity, onlY the true ability varia

will be included in the mOdel:

(2)

'where X* is the true ability of a youth and V is a new error t equal

to (c -,a1X*). Assumeithat once X* is introduced into, th

there is no correlation between Z and V.

A biased estimate of the program effect co ld result if the true

ability variable is omitted from the estimation of Equation (1) when

contrOl groups or experimental groupS are not rajmly'selected. The

source of bias is the possible correlation between the training variable

Z and error term e. That is, e contains ttle ability variable X*, which
.8b

may correlate-with training (Z), such that.

*.
($) X* = yZ +.e

where y measures the degree of associatibn between training and ability,

and e is the error term.
\

Substituting (3) into (2), yields

(4) Y = alZ + a2( yZ + e) +V

= + + ,et,)y ) (V + 2e)

Let ,a1 =-a
1

4- azy . The difference between a
1
and a in Eguation (1) is

L. 1

due to a
21".

The relation'between treatment and true ability may'be

18

.*

OW0
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analyzed as follows:

336,,

. .i) 1f-Y= 0, (that is, when program treatment is 'assigned

randomly with-respect to true ability), then

(5) a i = (a 4. a 0) = a
1'1 .2

Therefoie, no bias,exists. The results of a
1
in Equation (4) will be

the same as a
1

in Equation (1). This is the case of a randomized
\experiment in which regression t cpnique.provides an unbiased estimate

of the program effects..

ii) If'y< 0, that.is, when the treatment is assigned to Youths

of lower Ability than those in the control group, then

(6). al 7.(al -
2
y).< a

1
.

iii) If y> 0, that is, when program treatment is assigned to

youths of higher ability than those in the control #oup, then

,(7) al =
2 l'

c

In this case, regression ana,lysis can lead to a bias in favor of

program treatment effects, reflecting a type of 'creaming' or self-
,

selection process such as may occur4in yarious employment and training

programs.

#
The results.of the previous three cases imply that there are two

dpproaches to obtaining unbiased estimates of the effect of youth

employment and training programs. The first approach is random assign-p

ment of,experimental and control'groups before the program begins to

ensure zero correlation between thb.streatment variable Z and the error

term ein Equation (1). The second approach, in the case of nonrandom

assignment, is to formulate a fully.specified regression model, includ-

ing the true abillty variable and other sociodemographic variables on

which selection into the program was 1::ased to ensure,zero correlation

between Z and V in Equation (2),t To know what kinds of variables.are

omitred.in Equation (1) requires familiarity with pNogram'selection

procedures. Once the relevant omitted variables are included in the

regression model, then errors of speOfication can be avoned and one

source of corielation.between the-training variable and the error term

3./

t

i
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I.
can be eliminated. However, the pro4lem in practice is that the variable

pr vaYiables on which.selection takes place (the ability variable.X*

our simple example) are either nolknown or are known but have not been

measured. The analyS't is then forced into procedures. analogous to

regressing Y and Z as if Equation (1)_were the true niOdel when Equation

(2) is in factrtbe true model. The il.esult is a biased estimat,e of the

proVam's effect. Therefore, under nonrandom selection it is virt4alLy
0

never possible to argue peesuasively that an estimated program effect

.-has truly accounted for all variables on which the nonrandom se4tion

was based. The only remai'hing foolproof option is randOmization". That

is, randomization negates the bias caused by omitted variables.

Errors in Variables

Wheri random selection is not possible, three Dther bases for

selection may be used. Oneis based on true ability, X*; the second

is based on achievement,.X; and the-third i$ unknown selection.
1

Suppose that true ability X* is normally.distributed, with an
6--

eXpected mean of zero and variance,a
2

:

_s

2
.(8) X*%N(0, 00,

// Furthermore, assume that pretraining\hchievement X and post-training

achievement Y are erroneous measurements of true ability, such that

I

.
(9) X = X*.+ U

(10) Y = X* + V

Where U and V are normally distributed with zero mean and common

variance, N(0,
2
). Let Z be a dummy variable for trainine as defined

before. And, let U b0 independent of V, X*1 , and Z, such that

'. (11) o(U, Z) = i(U,V) = o(d,V) = (tJ,X
1

) = o(V, X,) = p(V, Z) .= 0

-

when selection is b n true atility and X is unavailable for'the.

"eval ation--only a pretraining acheivement mea re is available. There-

fOre.the regression model becomes

1 I ,

(12) Y = ao alZ + ct2X.+ V
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where V V - 4. The use of a pretraining achievement measure X for
.

- X* is subject to the problem of error's in variables. 'In regressjon
4

analysis, errorsin variables cause biased estimateso such that al a
1

and a2 a2 .(as shown in Barnow (1972)).

*len selection is based on pretraiping achieVement, then.Z is deter-
.

mined by X. Thus Z depends op both X* land U, but remains-independent of

V. Pretraining achievement reflects only.a part of true ability in so-
- t

- called incidental selec.tion (Lord and Novick 1968), since the control

group does not come entirely fro% the-high ability segment of the

populationi the control group a140-40ellUdes low-ability individuals who

happened 6 achieve unusually,well on a measure of labor market skill.

When selection is explicitly based on pretraining achievement (tot on

true ability) and pretraining achievement is used. as a regressor in the

regression model,

(13) Y Bo + BlZ + B2X

where X is not correlated with V, then evenithough the control group is -

more able, there is no bias in the estimate of the effects. of training.

Campbell (1969) refers to this type of evaluation as a "regression

discontinuity design" aad recommends its use when nonrandom selections

are made. Goldberger (1972a) has shown this advantage by alga& of mathe-
.

.

matical derivation.,,
,

.
.

. t
,

When the selectiot process is not fully knowv, there are taways
.

4 ,

tO eliminate correlation between Z arid V in order to obtain unbiased
/ -- *

estimates of the effect of training. One way.is to rely on labor market

behavior And-economic theory 6 proVide relevant control variables which

may correlate with the training variable as well as. the post training

achievement variable, 'as suggested by Cain (1975); 'This approach,pay

Tedus.e the size of the error term and eliminate correlation between Z and

V. The other approach is to consider the training variable Z itself Rs

an endogenous variable which correlates with V. Therefbre, Z can be

eStimated as a function of a'set of relevant selection factors which
. .

are not correlated with V. Opce Z, the estimated probability of partici-
- .

pation in the-program, is obtained and used 'as a regressor, the regression

eStimates of the trai ing,effect should be consistent. (Heckman 1977).
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This is an.instrUmental variable approacb. It is.known'that *although'.

this approach provides dOnsistent estimates, the empirical result's of

thi-S approach are difficult to interpret..

I6-sUmmary, the-most desirable approach to evaluation Of a social

program is the randomized experitent. When random assignment is not

possible, proper specification. of_the evaluation Model is necessary in

order to ascertain the unbiased effects of a program. However, to repeat,

due to the lack of data and lack of knowledge of the seXection process,

'evaluation results obtained from nonrandom samP1e selection data.are
r

inconclusive. ThOefore, it is important to encourage evaluators and
.

econometricians to pay more attention to the problem of sample s lection . ,

bias, so thht the'results of program eviation'tan be useful an meaning-
,

ful to policy makers.

SUMMARY

This paper discusses several aspects of proper research design,

namely, the prolier procedure to conduct a'social prog9p evaluation.

It makes a general plea for more extensive use of the classical random

research design, presents the standard criticisms of such a design, and

provides some obServations onlhe relative Validity of these criticisms.

Context,4this4paPer has diSCJ'ssed the merits of past studies

on the'evaluation of manpower training programs, with special ie4rence
a

to the'nqprandom sample designs.

This paperlfrovides a simple version of dealing with problem$ of

selection bids in a regression model pamework- It illastrates'problems

of the,n6nrandAom sampling sch me in terms of the.problems of errors in

model/ specifications and errors,in viriables. It,is hoped that future

prOgram evaIuationWill rely upOil, randomized experimental desigyso that
/

// evaluation bias' can'be minimized. This will provide morp positive knowl

/ ledgeabout ultimate prográm impacts and do so at lower,social cbst than

has been the cases to date.,
4r

. r

1
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'METHODS OF ALLOCATING

FONDS TO ALLEVIATE .ThENAGE

UNFMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS

By: Joseph J. Cordes 4 Robert S. Goldf5,03

COP" 1.4

N."

..

e X) 1 i441`s. 'ABSTIkACT.
'... -....)'..':'

I

,

,., -

This.paper examines mpthods fOr allocating funds currently avail-
i! ale-for combattiniyouthjobor markef problems. Since available

studies disa0ep about the Tiature of the teenage unelliploymen probleM,. .

wegpropese allocation methdds consistent with various alternate vieWs:. ...

(11'plat teeliage;.,unemployment has only §hort-run effects on earnings;.

1(2). that it affas future (lifetime) earnings-and ackevement. The .

.implicAt.ion of 4,cohort-specific versus a cont'nuing teenage. unemploy-

Ment'l)roblem are'Also con§idered. .. .

.

Our analySis suggests that-decisions abo t program' mix and eligi-.
hility requirement§ should be.made'separately from decis'ions abbut
allotation.of funds tol'areas. Both program mix and fund allotation 1 f
dwisions op likely to varyjlepending on whether teenage unemployment
awseen'as havin& short-tera or long-termeffects. Specific allocation

formulas ar'proqosed that take thesedistincSionsintoaccount. i

.,.; We then compiraregommended program mix and fund allotation pro:.
-ceduret with thoselbund:in the Youth Employment- and Demonstration .,... .

.

Projects Act. Several discrepancies emerge. First, the Act doi0 not Iv:

ensure uniform program mix across ares/Vn though uniform program
mix may bedesirable under certain vie of, the.teenage unemployment
program. SeaonA, ihe,statistical indices bywhith funds are,A1located $

in'the Act frequently differ from those recommended. However, con-
,
.ceptually diff$rent indices may produce similar emPirical results.' We
therefore compare the distvibution of TundS*.by'state under the ALi with
the disfribution of fundg,under variousecommende .allocation schemes. "

Regional Y tributions are shown td.vary consider bly under tbe actual-
and rêcjnd1ended distributions. ,

,

4.

INTRODUCTIO.0

OP

Continuing colicern over youth unemployment has led to Congresskonal

funding of programs,to arleviat7 youth Apr market problems. The
4

Youth Employmedt and Demonstration Projects Act of 1917 will provide

$1.5 billion for this purpose, and future Congresses may,provide addi-

tional.fundiffg How ;should these funds be allocated to obtain the

. greatest benerit per dollar spent? It is tempting to approach this

. a
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important-policy question by ;turning immediately to available statistics.

There areftny numberof statistical sources--youth unemployment and em-

ployment rates, Youth.labor force and population'statistics, pmaierty

data,'arva so forth--which seem to provide relevant, information. This

temptation should be avoided, however', since s#atistical series viewea

eg//w

in iso4ation, ithout an 'analytical framework; will not generally pro-

vide the b t possgile answers. .
, . 4 4. 4 t

Ther% are at leasf two reasons why the statistics alone are in-
. ..

sufficient. .First, different statistical series mayluggest alternative

'allocations of funds. For example, if stlirs are ranked by youth unem-
.

ployment rates and poverty rates, the Spearman rank correAation do-.

efficient 'I'etwelkhe two rankings is'quite low. This indicates that
.

. .

the geographical distribution of youth employment and training funds

would be rather different if such fUnis were'allocated by youth unem-..

ployment rates rather than poverty rates.

Secdnd, and more fundamentally, ihe underlying problem must be
ti 0,1 44It

#

ciprefully analyzed if policy goals are to,be specified concretely.

A.-

(.)

1 le.mppose thp goal is to ameliorate the "bad effects" of
k

'teenage un mploymeDt. If teenage unemploymerit implies higher adult

unemployment when'the cohort of teenagers ages, the goal af attacking

youth unemplo nt may actually be to prevent adult unemployment in the

future. tee age, unemployment does not lead to higher adult unem-

.ployment, then the goal. may, be to,preveni juvenile delinquency, provide

income earning opportunities to members of low income families, and so

forth.

1. irs correlation was calculate fr m 1970 Census Data and data on
outh unemployment rates for twenty-five states presented in U.S.,

Congress, Congressional -Midget Office, Policy Options for the '

Teenap Unemployment Problem; Background Paper No. 13. (Wasiiington:
Government Printing Office, 1976), Ir. 92.

4.
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Section I of the paper explores the nature of the youth employMent
*

problem ancrevAluates its public pOklicy implications. This analysis is

used in Section§ II, III, and IV to derive and evaluate allOcation

schemes based on varioUs statisttcal indicators.

DIAGNOSIS OF THE P4OBLEM AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS'
,

Certain losic features of the teenage Unemployment situation are

illustrated by Table 1: Table. 1.presents teenage and adult urroMployment

rates for 1950,75. Since the 1950s the teenage unemployment rate has.
,

been betvieen 2.5 and.4.7 times the adult rate. Moreover, the ratio Cif

ieendge to,adtet unemployment in the late 1960s was higher than in pre-
.

ceeding and following periods. Furthermore, nonwhite youth.rates have
. .

consistently been higher than rates' for white youths. Siike the labor .

force participatlo rate in the'1970s was considerably-lower for non-

white male youths han for whites, the measured racial unemployment

differential probably-understates the true differential.

EXPLANATIONS OF TEENAGE UNEMWMENT

4

These basic findingsilave been subjected to different interpreta-
.

tions. Three recent-analyses represent a range of informed opinion

'about teenage Unemployment.- We briefly review these analyses arid then

dis.puss their relevance-to allocatiop decisions:

The first analysis is Martin eldstein's.
2

In his view, chronic

high youth unemployment is due to two main tauses: ('l). slow.absorption

of new-entrants into.the labor market, and (2) low job attactent among

young workers.'. A relatively high per:centage of 4uthfu1 .job seekers

are new entrants who. must Spend some time-in job seargh before obtaining

their first embloyMent. In 1975, roughly -36% -of unemployed teenagers

. Martin Fdldste n, "The Economics' of the New Unemployment," The

Public Interes , vol. 33 (Fall 1973), pp. 3-42.

I.
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TABLE' 1

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES FOR TEENAGERS
'COMPARED WITH NON-TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT RATES

'IN THE UNITED STATES, 1950-1975'

.

Year,

(1)

Age 16-19
(2)

Age 20+
(1) - (2)

Difference
(1)+(2)

Ratio

1950 12.2 .4.8 7.4 2.5
1951 8.2 3.0 5.2
1952 8.5' 2.7 5.8 3.1
1953 7.6 2.6 it 2.9
1954 12.6 5.1 7.5 2.5
1955 11.0 7.1 2.8
1956 11.1 3.7 T.4 3.0
1957 11.6 3.8' 7.8 3.1
1958 15.9 6.2 9.7 2.6
1959 14.6 4.8 j 9.8 3.0
1960 14.7 4.8 3 9.9 3.1
1961 16.8 5.9 10.9 2.8
1962 14.7 4.9 9.8 3.0
1963 17.2 4.8 12.4 3.6
1964 16.2 4.3 11.9 . 3.8
1965 14.8 3.6 11.2 4.1
1966 12.8 2.9 9.9 4.4
1967 12.9 3.0 9.9 4.3
1968 12.7 2.7 10.0 4.7 ..

1969 2.2 2.7 .9.5 4.5 , 4.

1970 15.2 4.0 11.2 3.8 '

1971 16.9 4.9 12.0 3.4
1972 16..2 4.5 11.7 3.6
1973 14.5 3.8 10.7 3.8
1974 16.0 /.5 11.5 3.6
1975 19.9 7.34 12.6 2.7

te.

,

SOURCE: Columns (1) and (2), Bureau orLalOr Statistics,
from the datd.base.of Data Res urtes, Inc. (DRI).

Alt

3 1;
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0
were rIIw entrants to the labor force.

'104

VI

4w-job attachment among young workers.offers an explanation of

youth;4employment based on the unattractiveness of jobs rather than
:

theif unavailability. Entry level job§ for teenagersten offer

neither valuable training, nor oliportunites for advanceTent, ,As a

result, employers are less reluctant to lay off young workers when

demand falls becauseno investment has been made in these workers.

Moreover,,young workers are more likely to leave jobs perceived as

dead-end, partitularly if comparable jobs'are readily available.

Feldstein also argues that the "true" social,and,economic problem

of teenage .unemployment is overstated by existing data. First, much

Of the movement of youths both between jobs and into and out of the
A

labor force mere.ly reflects.the 'fact that attending school is tile major/'

activity of roughly 40% of the labor force aged sixteen to twenty-one

years.
3 Students typically look for full-time Inplo>rnt in the summer

and part-time jobs during the school year. Feldstin argueS thdl'

'mission of part-time worker's would substadtially ower the uiptploy-

ment rate calculated for sixteen t,p twenty-one-yea -olds. .

The problem of teenage unemployment may also be overstated as a

result of differences in attitpe and motivation bet een youths and

adults. Nicst young workers do not have the same famil responsibilities

as older workers; and they may desire more leisure than is consistent .

with full-time employment and permanent_attachment to a f'rm: Hence,

teenagers are'mone likely.,:than adults to alternate betwe n working and

other activities. This tendehic)cmay have been hei:ghtened by rising

wage rates which "permit a comfortable standard ok living with leis .

work, or less responsible work than was possible twenty ye 1)4 ago."
5

. I id. 13,

4 4i Ibid.

5. Ibid.

( 7.t.
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In contrast_to'eldstein's analysis, Edward Kalachek points to

labor supply factors as eauses for tilt? recent increase in teenap un-

employmen0 In1955, the ratio of the teenage tO the adult.wiemploy-
et

Tient rate wag.)2.8 while in 1969 tHis ratl had risen to 4.5. falachek

argues that this deterioration in the relAive labor market position !

of'teenagérs is due to a bulge.in'the teenage population,

Between 1960 and 1971, the teenage population roseby approximately -

,

.50%. In the absence,bf instantaneous labor market adjustments, this

increase in the supply of young morkers would'result in higher.teenage

unemployment. Moreover, ceptain aspects of the yultch labor market..

would slow the process of' adjugtmenf. Specifically, Kalachek argues

.that the problem of increased supply is aggravated by rising school en-
.

rollments. Because studears eek part-year or part-:time work0,.the

standard job is not appropriate to their needs. This need for

"different"job constrains the bigity of labor markets to adjust

rapidly to teenage populatien g owth.

Holdpver, with time, employers would adjust their production.pro-

cessas and iring procbdures to take advantage of the ready availability

of young 'wo kers atijreduced wages. Kalachek arguesthat this process

should soon e.completed if Only because teenage population..will stop. '

increasing. eenage population .14.11 fal,l-from 10.7% of the popufation

in 1975 to 10.1% by 1980. RoWever,-he cautions that teenage unemploy-
,

ment will remain higher than adult rates in the new "post-population

bulge" equilibrium. This is largely because the invOlvement of teen=

agers-in'school activities results in higher rates of.,labor force en-

trance and reentrance than among adults.

a

bi Edward KalaCEPk., Labor Markets and pnemployment lielmont, Ca.:.
Wadsworth; 1973).

el
7
Ir
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)
A thiA analysiS of thevteenage unemployment problem'stresses the

impact of the minimum wage on the employment opportunities of teenagers.

Recent econometric studiesoprovide consistent evidence that teenage

employment has been dbcreased by the minimum wage; but studies focusing

on.unemployment'gIve ambiguous results. TWo explanations may be offered

for these results. First, if the inimum wage discourages labor force

participation, it'is possible fc employment to decrease while unemploy-

ment remains unaffected. S

is due to the difficulty of

Ka1achek34 supply bulge).7

ld) Goldfarb Ias argued thlt the ambiguity
0

controlling for population sAifts (such p

Indeed, in a number of statistical studies,

yoptflion shifts seerto have an independent effect on'unemployment,

but fhis may in part be due to a *(hidden) 'minimum wage effect:8

In addition to direct effects of minimum wages on teenage employ-
, .

ment, there are some indkrect effects. Ieldstein, for example, argues

that minimum wages prevent employers from luring teenagers for jobs

with significant on-the-job training potential because they must

paid the minimum wage immediately even though they have not acquired

'necessary on-the-job training:69 This restricts the number of jobs,-

with "career potential" available to teena-gers, and hence.contributes

to the job attachment pr,Oblem mentioned.by Feldstein as a cause of

higher teenage Unemplo eat rates.

,Robert S. Gold arb, "The Policy Content Quantitative Mamimum

Wage Research,"-in Industrial Relations Research Association,

ProceedingS of the Twenty-Sevehth Annual Winter Meetiu,

December 1974, pp.. A1-268.

8. The statistical Studies indicate that unemployment increases are .

4.correlated with increases in teenagempopulation. Suppose these

teenage population increases are treated as outward shiftsA.n the

supply:curve of teenage labor. Such outward sfafts would not

necessarily letid to rises in unemployment in the absence of a

minimum wage. Without a.minimum wage, wages might adjust down-

-2S ward to clear the market, so no extrA unemployment would result.
\

Feldstein, op: cit., 15.

.1

404.
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None of the above analyes ocus on the distinction betWeen white

and nonwhite teenage unemployment problems. Indeed, Iden has pointed

out thatowasons for somewhat different levels and cyclical patterns
4

of white and black teenage unemployment are not well understood,
10

Locational differences, for example, do not seem to explain aS.much of,.

. the black-white unemploymerIt'differential as one would expect-1
1

More-

over,,,the falling participation rate of black youths has not been well

explained.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ALLOCATION CRITERIA

v
These analyses suggest two distinctions relevant for allocation

criteria.- Th first distinction is between immediate and lifetime
1? #

effects of teenage unemployment. If a teenager, experienceS unemployment

today, tkat probably lowers famUly earnings today. However,'unemploy-.

ment maj7 also increase the teenager's probability.of unemployment (or

more generally lower chances for career achievement) in later life.

The "cocoon" view .of teenage uneployment stresse. the immediate

rafher than.lifet40 impact of teenage unemployment.
_

der this view,

teenage unemployment.is high becau,se a high proportio teenagers are

in school and looking for part-time work unrelated to f ure career

plans. Even those not in school may not have establish d independent

households or acquired famify responsibilities. For tl1iose Workers, a

serious commitment tO work and career may not yet havebeen dewloped.

However, just as the caterpillar turns into a butterfuly, these teen-
.

agers will become serious workers once they leave school, get married,
414* A

aill'otherwiSe settle dOwn.

I)

ift%',X).

":,',(a.

4(

10. George Ideny "Business Conditions, Demography, and the Teenage"
Unemployment Problem," unpublished paper presented at the Annual
Meeting of the Southern Economic Association, New Orleans,
November 3 1977.

I. If:

11. Ibid., p. 20:

c.
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In contrast, the "hangover" view of teenage unemployment stresses

lifetime .impacts:.,,, Undbr this vitw, teenage ,unempLoyment results in

Missed opportunities.to learn good job habits and to obtain.valuablt

training. Apart,from any immediate impact on family income, teenage

s!'"'unemployment rdsuats'in dimini*shed future opportunities for unemployed

3

/I

youths. 4

The analyses summarized above may be interpreted in terms of. this

distinCtion. Feldstein's Analysis:is fkindamentally ambiguous, con-
w.

.tainineelements consistent.with.bo:h litiews.- On the 'One handOeenagers'

Are not 'able to obtain, enough jobs.w th career potential, implying that

.teenage unemployment has lifetime imp cts.. On the otber hand, teenagp

unemploymqt is attributed to "spedpia

such.as school.attendan4 and.a greate desire for leisure, whiCh prer

sumably wjp change as y1oung workers mature into adult workers. Under

this vPOWthe- effects of teenage unemploymfnt are more immediate than
. .

lifeti y Kalacheks "supply bulge" explanation does not really address

on/hangover" distinction'apart from suggesting that impacts,

whether immediate or lifetime, are likely to be concentrated on the

group Of-teenagers that comprise the population bulge.

minimum wage explanation'is consistent with both vfews.

" characteristics of young worlters,

the

0at a higher Miniilum wage limits employer provision of

s a definite hangover

marily eliminates part

Finally, the

the 'extent It

training, thers

On the other hand, if the minimum wage pri-
,

time jobs with little training component, the

bad:Offects of,teenag unemployment are more likely to have an.immed-
.v A

iatc, but' nof'74.tife ime impact.
... 1 .

,../A second important issue concer4 the existenct.of specific cohort '-

effeCts. Is high tçenage uneMptoyment (with_or without,hangovers), ex-

particular cohort espeCiallysevtrely? Whiie Feld-

es not really address this issue, the other two

do. Kalachek's supply bulge anarysis clearly implies

etnage un mployment is cohort-specific; once_the.

asses, unemployment rates will.return to a lower
:

'pected to attck a

siein's analysis

analysqes certainl

that'excessive"
..)

pppul#tion bulge

"eqUi06,krium"

1' '

, tf,

le el. The minimum wage analysis contains a sivillar

1,
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implication. We argued above that whatever the independent effects of

population increases, they are likely also to intensify minimun wage

effects on employment. Thus, if there is an unusually large cohort of

teenagers, the minimum wage effects are likely to be unusually large.

ALLOCATION SCHEMES CONSISTENT WITHTIFFERENT VIEWS OF TEENAGE

UNEMPLOYMENT

IiY this section we suggest allocation schemes that take account

ofthe hangover-cocoon di-stinction and the cohorr-specific versus non-
.

specific distinction. The desired scheme varies with one's view of the-

nature.of the teenage unemployment problem. Once these various "ideal"

allocation criteria-have been described, pe compare them to the allo-

cation rules of the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act

. (YEDPA).

Suppose that the "cocoon" diagnosis of teenage unemployment is

deemed to be the appropriate one; teenage unemployment has curr

effects on the teenager's income and that of his family, but has no

impact on his future earnins or career pattern, Since unemployment as

a-teenager has short run rather than lifetime effects, allocation of

1.ind4 should be aimed at ameliorating these-short run effects. A

central featgre of the short run effect is loss of income, but a
-

plausible argument is that, from society's point of view, this Income

Joss is more serious the lower the income of the teenager's family.

This suggests that funds be allocated primarily to aid lower income

families. ,
I

In distributing funds, the decision maker is faced with twocon-

ceptually distinct allocation problems. The_first involves allocating

funds to different programs so as to achieve a desirable ftogram mix.

The secohd involves allocating fuirlds to different geographic areas 'wee

program mix has.been determined.

Consider first the problem of determining program Mix. Presumably

there exists a menu of available programs, eachj)f which constrains

participation in various ways through,eligibility requireTents. Since
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the distribution.of program'benefits by .income class may differ for

programs with different eligibility rules, it is appropriate to choose

a mix of programs that achieves a desired distribution_ of behefits by

income level. Once this desired program mix is cholsen, each region

should,be required to.use programs in that specifftd mix. Given

similar regions, this procedure would.help assure thatthe desifed

income distribution of clients was achieved in each regi

An example may be useful. Consider the.case where all competing

programs are equally'effective. at increasing teenage incomes; that is,

$1 of program, cost raises teenage income $X for each program. Then

if an estimate of the income.distribution is avhilable for each pro-

gram, determining the income distribution.of benefits prothiced by

various program mixes is straightforward.I12 Once alternative distri-

butions are calculated, the one "closest" to the de8ired distribution

a

can 'be picked.

When different programs are differentially effective t raising

teenage"inComes, choice of ix is more complex. If the desired distri-

bution pattern can be obt ned for a progr mix using only the most

transfer-effective prografis (those that.transfer the most income to

teenagers per dollar of expenditure),-then.this is the pp.ferrea solu-

tion. If, on the other hand,khe desired mix cannot obtained'using

.a

only the most transfer-effective programs, then alternative mixes using

For example, consider two programs, each of which.raises teenage

income $X per $1 spent. Program 1 gives a% of this $X to teenagers

with family incomes between $0 and $4000, b% to teenagers with

family incomqi of $400b to $8000, and c% to teenagers with family

Ancomes greater than $8000, where a+b+c=100%. _Program 2 transfers

g%, h%, and i% to the same'groups. Then if, fel. each $1 spent on

program 1, $R are spent on program 2, the distribution to the

three income classes per dollar spent is a+4 to the lowes't income

class, 12._Rh to the middle ihcome class, 1+R and c+Ri to the high-.

est - l*R income class. 1+R
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less eTficient programs must be ponsi If any of these produces

a more desirable.distribution of be efits than the best mix .of efficient

programs, the decision maker must ihoos C between "efficiency" ,(more

,incomeAransferred to teenagers) ve sus "equity" more desirable dis,-

tribution of the dollars transferre

Once desired program mix is decl pon,.the second allocatiori

problewmust be faced, 'the.allocation of funds to'areas must be eter-

13

minea.- Since the aim is to allocate funds disproportionately t un-.

employed teenagers in low income families, a useful procedure

'is to allocate funds to areas in proportion to the number of unemployed
, --

teenagers in poor families. This has tthe attraction of allocating to-

ward the index--low income--whith the programs arc trying to bolster..

. Suppose teenage unemplument is viewed as having long run rather

than just short run effects. In this case, how is the allocation de-

cision to be made? Once again it 'is useful to distinguish between pro-

kram mix decisions and funds allocation decisions given program mix.

In designing youth employment programs, one i$ faced with a trade-

4 _off Setween the goals of immediate job créatibn and future employ-

ab1 ility. Emphasis on future employability as opposed to job treation

would seem to 'favor prOgrams that devoted resources to struttured work,'

*.
Vt4ining, and supervision for participants. Since the costs per job

specific aspect of choosing efficient programs needs to be
oned. Since the.problem being attacked is teenage unemploy-
programs which admit teenagers who are not .unemployed a e

1unlikely to be 41 the efficient set. Thus, efficient program '
are likely to.riktuire that only unemployed teenagers-be'eligible .

,
More generallf, choice of program mix and'choice of eligiblWity,
re uirements are part of the same decision.

.1..p
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provided would tend to be higher in program.s,e7hasizing.future em,
),

9

ployability than infthose aimed,at Sob creation the decision maker

would face a ttade-off betwee number of jobs and training slots.

The distinction'between immediate vs lifetime impacts of teenage

unemployment is certainly relevant to the evaluation of this tradb-off.

Suppose reduction in future employability was the major Undesirable

impact of teenage unemployment; then a program mix would "be'chosen

which emphasized future employability ,and training. Hoirever, this
, k.

decision would not completely solve the allOcation problem. Given

this program mix, decisions would still have to be made concerning the

allocation'sof funds to different geographical areas.

In our previous analysis, when teenage unemployment was viewed
9

solely as a short run problems the*chbice of geographical allocation.

,g idelines seemed fairly straightforward. ThiS is so because lack of

a

employment by itself reduces the'family income of unemployed teenagers.

Thus, the only policy issue is.weighting income losses experienced by

different income classes. Gnce the appropriate social welfare function

has been specified,.funds can be allocated by the relative numbe of

"deserving" families in different regions. In contrast, it 15 ess

certain that teenage unemployment by itself.causes futUre unem loy-,

Ability.* Thus one must consider how allocation guidelines would vary

witiodifferent hyPotheses about°the link between teenage unemployment

and future adult employability.

Suppose one accepted the proposition that teenage unemplOyment per

.se reduced employability, as an adult.* then the teenage unemployment

problem would be severest in regions with the most unemployed teenagers.

Youth employment and training funds could therefore be allocated solely

on the basis of-number of unemployed teenagers.

An alternative hypothesis would be that diminished future employ-

ability is not caused solely by teenage unemployment, but rather by the

interaction of teenage unemployment with otherfactors such as race and

low income family status. In this case,'exclusive reliance an unemploy-

ment data in making a1lo'catiol7 decisions would not be appropriate. Far
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example, suppose that teenage unemployment impl ed higher adult unem-

ployment only for teenageTs in Iow income.fam ies. Then two regions

could have equal nymbers of unemployed t nagerwet face unequal long-

terk teenage unemployment problems. This would 6uggest that youth em-

ployment funds,ee allocated according fe...-thfnumbet..isf unemployed youths
, .

'77 .

in low income families. Similarly, if future employability problems
411

.

were relatively more severe for unemployed nonwhite youths, allocation

of funds on the basis of youth unemployment and race would be approp-

riate.

Finally, we briefly cOnsider the issues raised by'fhe distinction

between cohort-specific versus nonspecific effects. If high levels of

teenage unemployment are confined to a paxticUlar age cohort, 'the bene-

o,

fits per dollar spent on information gathering would be less than if

teenage unemployment were expected to effect cohorts of youthsin the'

future. However, if relatively hi.gh teenage unemployment was not con-
,

lined td ,a specific age cohort,junds shOuld.be allocated in part with

reference to the potential for obtaining pOlicy-Televant information..
. .

That is, regardle 'program mix, the absence of coflort-specifid

effects_would impl at relatively more funds be devoted to obtaining

feedback on each progra0. Moreover, in-each. program mix, more funds

should be allocated to programs that are policy expe iments.

In summary, the differences between the short- erm and the:long-'

term effects of teenage unemployment imply some differences in alloca-

tion criteria. In both the short- and lOng-run case, it is useful'tol

separate conceptually allocation decisions pertaining to dosired pro-

gram mix,from decisions about the allocation of funds to different

'ons giyen program mix. Desired program mix canno be decided on

the basis of simple statistical indicators. When dea g with the

short-term effects of teellge unemployment,'speCifiCa on of program

mix is dependent on,eXplicit or implicit spedification o a socIal

11fare function Similarly,*evidence.on the long-term effects of

.teenage unemplo ent is needed to choose the desired mix of.programs

emphasizing job creation and programs emphasizing future employability.
. ow

4.

0
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Once the esired'program mix has,beoin chospn, scarce prograth funds thust

bs allocated to different regls. The choice
.

of the' ppropriate &Ho-

cation statistic depends on one's views about the nai e of theunem-'

ployment Problem. Finay, ne's views.about the exi tence'of co4ort-

specifie effects determi the portion.of funds alloc ted to information

gathering.

/-
ALLOCATION.GUIDELINES IN THE YOUTH EMPLOYMENT DEMONSTRATiON

. PROJECTS ACT

The Act sPecifies a-number of different prOgrams, eligibility re-

quirements for each program, anU;fund allocation limitations on each
,

program. How consistent is this complex set of regulations with the

preferred allocation rules derived above? Our Preferredtsolutions con-
_

tained separate program mix and fund allocation rules. The Act main-

tains this distinction; it establishes a centrally deterMined:Program
. 4*

mix, at least fliyr major program divisio.f, HowevA, the similarity

Ntketween our allocation rules and those of the Act breaks down'for less

aggrepte piogram mix choices. When teenage unemployment is vieWed

as a short,run phenomenon, we suggeste identidal prograM mixes in fach.

regi6n. However,''the Act does.not ensure identicalprogram mix by'
, \\.

region, Since Within seVeral broad program.categories it allowS eachdp-
, .

grea to initiate and design its own programs subject.to some central

reView. This departs from the.recommended $lutiop, the6by implying

that marginal benefit per dollar neednot be kIentica1. across regions.

.There-are, however, number of considerations which mi 'fyghtjust
'ti

the Act's'procedure. Firtt suppose that teenage unemployment has lo g-

run,effects. in this case regions might differ in crucial. respect\s, '

'making an identical poIi y mix across regions less attractive For

,
example,...suppose:that tong4run effects are most severe for particular

. .

deMograph4.groups. If particular groups'are.not uniformly represented

across. areas, and different programs work better for some groups than

others, diffeient mi.xes in different areas. are deSirable. It is:not
4'

0(

4e
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clear, however, that the Program selection features of the Act are d
4

signed to ensure'assignment of the most apyropriate programs to each

arOa. A second argument for program diversity across areas involves

organizat'iOnal ability. If areas 'differ with.respect to organizational

and administrative skillsi local program initiation and-design'may be

more likely to produce programstailOred to local capabilities. Third,

if it is not known which programs axe the most effecqye, loc. initia-

tiowmay.pruvide a forum for experimentoatiun and developmentof new

program ideas. Finally, it cali be argued that CF,TA (the'act which

YEDFA,amends) considers'local autonomy for the prime sponsor as.a

basic value in'itM-f.14'

Turning from program mix to funds allocations, we can again ask

how close these funds allocations are to our recommendations. If teen-

age unemployment is viewed solely as a short run pheaomenon, Our solu-
4

tion suggested that funds be allocated according to.the number Of unem,

ployed teenagers in poor families.if, on theother hand, teenage un-

employment les viewed as having longer, run effects, allocation rules

would vary with different hypotheses about the .liek between teenage

unemployMemt and long-term employment problems.

Consider first the Youth Communityl Conservation Improvement Pro-

jects (YCCIF). 4Seventy-five perceht of the available funds go tO the

states according to the relative number of unemployed Persons within

each stae,' subject to minimum perceniage requirementsJor each state a

and areas such as Guam. The remainder is for discr9tionary use by the
1

6

14. We owe this point to.a referree. Indeed., the same referree also
atgues, cOnsistent with our thlrd pyint, that Oe development of
knowledge through experimentation ii a major reason fpr,not
specifying program mix in advance.

4
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Secretary of Labor. The entire amount is subject -&) the requiremonts

that at least 2% be used for native American youth 4nd 2% for youth
,

in migrant and seasonal farmorker'families. At feast witk.respectto

' the 75% Of YCCIP funds alloCated directly to states, the funding rules

do not seem consistent with our guidelines for allocating funds.to

'deal with .shoik un effects.of teenage unemployment. ,.:Fhe.Act allocates-.
.

funds pritaribr b number of unempleyed persons, Whereas "the preferred
. --

allocation would be by. numbers Cf. unemployed teenagers in low income-
..

families.

One might ask*whether the YCCIfunding rules would be.4Ppropriate

if dtage unemployment isiviewed as having long-rc-impacts. However,
-

the ederalwRegister discussion of the.Act seems to portray YCCIP as a
.

*progr aimed at shOrt run.problems, placing preaminant emphasis on
Ot

the developtent nd provision of jobs.
15

Any Training must be directly

related to the development.of specific skills needed for the job.

Consider next.the Youth Employment and Training Program '(YETP)

component of the et: The basic.allocateriSh guidelines are as follows:.

(1) 75% of the.funds are Made available directly to lecal'prime sponsors

and 5% to governOrs. Of this 80% "37:5%.is allouited both across and

within stat y the num of unemployed person, 375% is allocated
4

)ersons residing in areas of substantial

Ilinber of persons in low income families;

rime sponsors must }Doe used .for programs

serving in-school youfh; (3) at least 2% of the overall funds must be

Used for native American youth and 2% for yOuth in seasonal and migrant

farmworker families. The remaining functs can be dispOsa at them

by the'number of unemp

unemployment,-and 25% 1

(2) 22%.of the ''/5% give

Secretary of Labor's discretion

'If unemplOyMentas perceive to be a short n.phenom non, we

argued that fund6. should be alloc ted according to the number of poor

-15. Federal Register, Ne. 180, September 116, 1977, p. 46730.

VINI144
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unemployed teenagers., the Act's rules seem -CO differ from.this bench-

mark... Sevent -five percoi,t of the funds are alrocated according to :

the nutbe unemployed Orsons, not the number of unemployed teen-

ager;. In addition; v.thile 25% of the funds are allocated on.the basis

of pbVvty population, poor'perSOns rather than poot- teenagers are

Used,as the index.

The Federal Register states that YETP!s purpose is:

APt ... 6provide make-work activities but .rlite.
to iirovide youth, especially economically dis-
advantaged youth with opportunitieto learn and
earn-which will lead to meaningful employment
opportunities after they have completed theipro .
gram.16 f

This.seets to imply the yETP is designed to attack preSumed long run

impacts.of teenage unemployment. If so, divergences from recommended
. .

I

allocation rules arise that are.similar to those discussed in the short
,

run case. An additional complication is that demogiaphic characteris-

tics other than low.income.status may need to be taken into account.

Finally, we coltsider the proposed allocation of funds under the

Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC) and the YOuth.Incentive Entitle-

ment Pilot/Projects (YT3P). Th -Labor DepartMent Planning Cyrter't

oN___

states tAk YACC wil-r,select particiri nts'by a "basically random pro-
. ....-.-

.

.ce.s0 with preference given toapplican s from areas of "substantial
,

unemployment" (those with a rate oi$.6.5% or higher). Since YACC

relies on total rather than teenage unemployment data tO\allocate

funds, i is subject eb the.same diffiCulties'discussed ab16.in

conn with YICCP and YETP. The final program, YIEPP, c?mbines

f ture an'experimental and demonstvation project. Since neither

16. Ibid., p. 46734.

17. 1J.SThbartment of Labor, Planpin ChAter for the'Youth Employ
ment an Demonstration Projects Act (Washington: Government
IcrintLng,Ofice, 1977).

*

,
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experiments nor demonstration projects are designed to distribute

services so as to achieve a des4red ditributionpof benefits, eval-
.

.

uation of the YIEPP guidelines are outside the scope of.this paper,

IV. COMPARISON,OF AlgERNATIVE FUNDS ALLOCATION

We have argued that several of the allocation guidel4nes in YEDPA

differ from the allocation schemes proposed above. It is possible,

however, that differences in concept do not.reipl, in si.gnificant

differences in actual funds allotments. To investigate the empirical

impact Of using different allocation rules, we compare the di4tribution

of both YCCIP and NETP funds wider provisions of the Act with alloca-

tion$ obtained from formulas sUggested by our analysis. Table ye-

sents the correlation coefficient between the Act's distribution

,of YCCIP funds and a distribution based on estimated state sh'ares in

the number of unemployed poor youth, the recommended'allocation if

\teenage unemployment has only s 11ori run effects.18 We also present the

correlation between an approximation of the AcOs distribution of YETP

funds and distributiOns implied by two of the formulas consistent with

1

18. The numbbr of unemployed poor yout s y state was estimate
follows. Data from the 1970 census was used because iv allowed
more extensive disaggregatie4. Firt, the number of poor youths .

by state were obtained by combining.numbers of youth aged fourteen
to twenty-one in poor families with number oT poor unrelated in-

dividuals aged fourteen to..twenty-four. The slightly d4fferent
\age categories were used because exactly compatible pubrshed data

were unavailable. The state(poverty data were then multi lied by
state uriemployment ratios (nutber of urwmployed divided b popula-

tion) for fourteen to twenty-one-year-ilds, also obtaine from

publishdd 1970 census data. While unemplOyment'rativos actually

k measUréd,for poor youths would be desirable, these were not avail-
able from published data. The authors believe that the magnitude

of error is unlikely to be s'gni icant in estimating the relative
impact of.different al1ocat. schemes. See U.S.:Census, Detailed

Population Characteristics, Tables 166 and.207.

as
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different beliefs about the existence and cause of long run effects,
19

One formula"allocates funds on the basis, of relative number of un-

employed"poor youths, the other on the basiS of relative numbers of

unemployed youths. The:correlation coefficient varies between .88

and .97. The significantly.higher correlation between the distri-

butiot of funds ;implied by the YliTP formula and the formula based on

.the nUmber of unemployed youths is due to the disproDiCionate weight

givento uneMployment in the YETP'formula.

Though the correlation falls when the Act's formulas are compared
-

.with_aIternatives"that give More weight to poverty, tWtol.relationS ob

tained are still.relatively high. HOWever, this does Ilk necesSarily

mean that the allocations of funds would be, similar under alternative

formulas. Thts is readily seen in Tatle 3, which presents the percen-

tage 'allocation of YCCIP and YETP funds to regions under alternative

19. or er to approximate t e sistri ution o unds un er YETP, the
fo lowing procedure was used. For the 37.5% of relevant,YETP -funds
al ocated according to the total.number of unemployed in each state,
cen us data'On unemployment of individuals sixteen and over was
used. For the 37.5% of YETPtfunds allocated to states according
to the number'of individuals in areas of substantial unemployment,
the actual 1973 measures used in making CETA allocations for Fiscal
1974 were_employed. These were'obtained in unpublished form from
the EtployMent and Training Administration, U.S. Deparyment of
1.4bor! The 1973 data were used $ince the aCtual CETA prOcedure
for specifying areas of substantial unemployment is omplex and
nonreproducable , 'so that determining what such areas would have .

been in 1970 if CETA had existed is impossible. The year 1973 was
used beausr that w's the first year after 1970 that suchuLigures
were calcu ated. F r the 25% allocated according to the number of. '
persons in famillesioelow a OhrticUlat low income line, we used
census data on the number of family members below Ns% of the
poverty l e. While this is conceptually appealing,,and consistent,,
with the 1 nguage in the Act, it does differ from the actual ad-
miniltrati e procedure, which ffils to allow for different income
cutoffs b family Size! We believe that using the administrative
procedure would have resulted in larger empirical divergences bet-
ween the ecommended allocation eules and those in the Act than
those rep 1.ed inwthe text. Census data used in the-YETP Qalcula-
tion are rot U.S. Census, Detailed Population Characteristics,
Tables 1'6 ai1 207.
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allocation schemes. For example, relative to the distribution of funds
-

implied by the Act, formulas based on poverty as well as unemployment

would distribute significantly less funds to the.Noeast and North
7,

Central states and significantly more funds to.Southern states. These

results may, of course, be subject to qualification'due to regi,onul
. .

price level differences, existence of.state and local minimum wage ,

laws, and other difficulties.
20

20, A referree suggested these q alification . 1f-there are price dis-

parities across regions, dol ar allocations-may need to be adjusted

for purchasing power differences. Such n adjustment would pro-,

bably result in a decline in the percent allocation. going to

the South, nd a rise in the percentage alloc tion going to the
.Northeast. Unfortunkely044the art of measuring swh regionar.

;

differentials is still quite primitive, and there is reason to'
believe that frequently used measUres uverstate differences (see,
for example, Mark,Sherwood"Family Budgets and Geographical
Differences in Price Levels," Monthly Labor Review, vol.98, April

1975, pp. 8-15 and Timothy Smeeding, "Measuring the Ecopomic Wel-

fare of Low Income Households, and the Antipoverty .Effectiveness

of Cash and Non-Cash Transfer Programs-," unpublished Ph.D.. dis-
A sertation UniNersify of Wisconsin,.1975), Moreover, there are a

.varietydf'eXistinglfederal transfer programs which do not'make

such correctiorTs and there exists considerable controversy con-..

cerning the appropriateness of such corrections. State and.local

mi,nimum wage laws raise two issees...First,.suppose that a parti,

cular state has a minimum wage law that raises teenag.0 unemploy-

ment (either because the state Iiinimum wage is higher than the

federal, or because it covels slime jobs the federal minimum wage

does not cover). That state "rewarded" for its.high minimum

wale by getting more federal 'fukds under our proposed alloCation

formura. Even.if one wanted to 'correct" for this result, it is

not obvious how one would do so. Seconds.if-the state minimum

wage law requires higher pay for some teenage job-creation programs,

the same amount of dollar funds wilil not create as many job slots

in that state. Thil:problem bearsja resemblance to the regional

price variation prolliem. A final Idifficulty concerns teenage un-

employment among illegal aliens and other "undocumented workers."

To the extent that the measured unemployment rate fails to include

these individuals, areas with heavy concentrations of such indivi

duals may be getting smaller allocations than theii "triip" unem-

ployment situation warrants. Of course, one's viek;on this'issue

depend on one's beliefs about whether government programs should

be concerned with unemployMent of inegal alien's along with lintive"

unmployment:
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Our calculations indicate that different series may produce

dtfferent funds allocations by stirte, Our analysis implied that funds

be allocated on the basis of detailed characteristics of unemployed )

teenagers readily available only in the decennial census. Since funding

decisions must be made yearly, however, ways of using annual data to

generate allocation rules would have tp be developed. We now conside,y,'''

how census information could be used to improve the quality of thes

rules, i

There are many

and so forth--which ave some relevance for allocation decisio How

can these series b combined to produce information as close as possible
.

1

to census data? Suppose that teenage unemployment is viewed as a short

run phenomenon, so that ..the.desired allocation statistic is the number
,

of un..mployed poor teenagers. Unfortunately, this statistic is not

ailable annually. Suppose, however, that separate series on unemploy-

men and poverty by state were available.. These two statistical series

could be combined to form a proxy foT the desired statistic through re-

gression analysis. Cross=Section data on the number of unemployed poor .

teenagers obtainable from the 1970 Census could be regressed on T70 .

.,

observations of the annually available series on unemployment and poverty..
.

The estimated regression could then be used in subsequent years to esti-

mate the number of unemployed poor teenagerssyfrom the annually available

data.
41

.

Two commenn on this procedure are relevant. First, the actual

choide of unemployment Or poverty series would be based on statistical

criteria, such as goodness of fit. Second the attractiveness of this

pretedure depends on the stability of,the estimated relationship'through

time. Third, for any choice of Series this procedure has thAkttraction
_

that those series would be combined on the basis of their relationship

o the desired allocation statistic, rather than through Ad hoc'weights.

series--yarious'Unem9loyment rates, poverty rates,.

;
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.0 TABLE, 2

COETiFICIENT OFCORRELATION (r) kETWEEN THE DISTRIBUTION
'OF YCCIP AND YETP FUNDS UNDER ALTERNATIVE ALLOCATION RULES

,r.Between the Act's distribution of.YCCIP funds
and distribution of funds according to state
Shares of unemployed poor youths.

.1*ween the Act's distribution of.YETP funds
.(fand distribution of funds according to state
A, shales of unemployed poor youths.

-,%' 1reFtween the Act's distribution of YETP funds
'?and distribution of funds :aCcording to state
hares of unemployed youths.

*Num
co

s.

.90

(.83-.94)*
OR

.88

(i80-.93)

J.

.97

(.95-.99)

bers in parentheses are the 95 percent confidence intervals for the
elafion coefficients.

3 6 5



TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE ALLOCATION OF.YCCIP AND YETP FUNDS TO GEOGRAPHICAL

' REGIONSUNDER ALTERNATIVE ALLOCATION FORMULAS

Region

Percent.Allocation Percent Allocation Percent All n Based Pertent Allocation _Based

'Under Act'SACCIP Under Act's YETP on State Ives of on State Shares pf

. Formula Formula Unemployed"Poor Youths Unemployed Youths

Nprtheast 22.2 24.8 13.1 18.2

,

Ni)rth Central 27.1 24.6 22.4 30.0

South 27.2 42.4 28.5

West 24.6 23.4 22.1 23.3

4r.
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, r

Several results have emerged from our analysis. First, it is
d ,

useful to separate conceptually program mix decisions from funds allo-

cation decisions given program mix. Second, the appropriate allocation

/ scheme depends on whether the bad effects of teenage unemployment are

' believed to be temporar or permanent. Third, different allocation
,

statistics can result hi divergent distribution-bf-funds. Fourth,-

even though annual data\ on desired allocation statistics may not be

available, it may be possible Zo construct 'reasonably gold proxies

from available data. Specifically, we have suggested a potentiall;

useful 341 r cOmbin ng series based on regression techniques. 1

Act already specifies the way in which a majority of funds

must be allocated% However, there remains a sizable block of funds

for whi6.specific allocation rules have not been mandated., Two alter-

native approaches for allocating these funds may be identified. One

procedure would be to decide de novo on a desired program mix and then

allocate funds given program mix using the general guidelines set forth

above. An-alternative approach based on "second best" consideratio

would be to: (1) calculate a desired overall distribution, (2) det

mine the divergence between the desired distribution and that esulting
. .

from allocation formulas specified in/the Act, and (3) distribute discre-%

tionary funds so as to offset this divergente:

111.

3 ti 7 L
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LOWERING YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT:

HOW MUCH AND AT WHAT COST?

By: Paul 0. Flaim

and.

Paul M. Ryscavage

ABSTRACT* .

This paper examines the issue-of.how low.the unemployment rate for
youths might be brought, and poihts out that forthe entire sixteen to
twenty-four group the rate has never aveaged less than 8% for any-year
since the Korean War. An addition, we found that in some recent "full-
emPlOyment" estimates the youth jobless rates.have been pegged even
higher.

, .

With regard t-,t the wages that would-have to be.paid tO youths
laceeln job proiAms, we presented 'several distributions; all of
which show a lArge dispersion. Many youths, particularly in the.six-
tecn to nineteen group, are apparently willing to work for iesolithan
the federal minimum. At. the same time, many othexs, Tsarticularly
those.twenty to twenty-four, are generally earning much more--and ex-
pect to earn much more--than the minimum.

.-The averages.Trom these earnings distributiOnS re used along
with the.Federal minimum, to compute some illustrativ estimates of
what it might have cost in 1976-to-place enough unemployed youths in
jobS so as to loweT their incidence of unemployment to the levels of
1969 and, alternatively, to those of 1973. The lowest cost estimates
Were obtained by using the federal minimumand the highest by applying
the "prevailing earnings" of employed youths.

INTRODUCTION
,

fl,
tine purpose f this paper was to make some estimates of what it .

might cOst to p t the unemployed youth to work given,Various assumptiOnS

as to hbvplow t eir unempldyment rate could be brought.and as to hoW

much they,would ave to be paid ih otder to get them,to take jobs:
.

In making these estimates., we had to examine various questions, such
'4

as:

* The estimates 'and opinions which are presented ip this paper do.not
necessarily reflect the.views or have the endorsement of the Bdreau
of LabouStatistics.

.*

4
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v

(1.) Mould it be possible--or even desirable--to find oF create

jobs for.all oflhe unefflployed youth?:

(2,). If not, how many could be realistical.ly.placed.into jot).

pro ms?
e

3:) What type of job5--,ful1 time, part time, minimum wage,

or .othexwise--walld these have.to be?

(4.) Might the availability-of such jobs brills additional

youth intO the labor market and thus vitiate the efforts

to lower the group's unemployment.?

(5,) If so; could i4 still iYe determined objectively whether

the programp have been a success 'a partial success'
ICJ)

or a failure?,

In examining these difficult queskons, we had access to some

interesting new d on unAmployed youths as well as to the traditional

historical series. nd whIle.the new data., which Will be discussed

below, do not go very- far toward answering.the questiorks posed above,

they should shed some useful light on these issues..

kow LOW CAN YOUTH-UNEMPLOYMENT BE BROUGHT?
J.

Most people-would readily agree that Youth unetployment Cannot'be

eliMinated in its entirety; that there is some minimal, "natural," or

"frictional" rate of unemployment for very population group; And that

for-youth--the group, most lacking in skills and experience--this rate

is higher than for-any other group. Te problem ig-that such a rate

is Ilk readily available... Even if sougft -through empirical research,'

and a;most detailed look at the data, suclk a raie, would proye to he

very Ousive. At best, research might yield a range within which such01--.a.'rate, might be located.

4
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While the search for such a rate is outside the scope of this

paper, history does provide some guidelines as to the lowest levels'

attained by the unem ent rate for youth under'various economic

condiltons. As shown in. able 1; for Ocample, the rate for youth

sixteen to nineteen has never been below 10% since the'end of the

Korean War, And th'is period°Includetsome years--such.as 1955 and
lr

1956, an' then again 1969L-When the economy.is generally regarded as
,

having.operated at or possibly even above its full7employment potential

As-for the rate for youths twenty to twenty-four years of age, it

only dipped'beLow 6% in four years over the 1954-1977 period., This was
0

during the Vietnam-wat when:. Ch of the potential labor force-in this
,

age group was being syphon' off-into the Armed,For.ces (and, when.quite

a few of these youths prolonged'their schooling or skipped the country

in order to avoid the draft).

If we look at.the jobless rate for the entire sixteen to,twenty-
,

four group, we see that it has never been below 8% since the.mid-1950's.

Over this period there Were seven years in which it dropped to the 8-9%

range,ibut somehow it seemed unable to move below this range. And here

we might note that if youths spent one-twelfth Of,their labor torce

time in the job search rocessthat is, one month a year if they.are

in the labor force all yedi-L-unemplOyment among their.group would

average 8.25%-, very much in line with the "lows" attained by their

joblesS rate over the past'two decades.

.

I
And there are those who would peg'fhe.unemployment gbals for youths

. L.

evert higher for the Currenl years.' They Would do..str generally on the
.

.

basis that the youth's proportion-of the labor foto has increased

&msiderably since the inid,1960s and, t the.resulting "crowding
_e11.11. .,

effeCt" has'gradUally: raised what dile. might call-thenatural" unemploy-

ment rate for youths.- Thus, Michaelt. Wachtbr; in Computing a "non:-

inflationary unemployment rate" for the nation, which he estiffiated to

be .5.570"for 1975, pegged the youth rates for the same.)year at 15.770.for
..,

.

c
maleS sixteen to nineteen,'8.2% for males.twenty.to twenty»four, 16.9%

for.females sixteen to nineteen and 9% for females twenty te.twenty-.
. .

.

. .

..0
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TABLE 1.,
C

vai,

UNVITLOYMENT RATES FOR YOUTHS 16 TO 24 YEARS OF AGE: ANNUAL AVERAGES, 1954-1977

dt.

Year

.

Total,.
.

; *16 to 19 years .
20.to 24
,yearg

.

16 to
24 years Total,- 16 c

19.rais .

, .

.16 and 17
.

18 and 19
, .

1954
1955
1956.
1957-
1958-.
1959
1960
/0610-
1962
1963-
19
196
1966
1967

19e
1970
1971 ..,
1972
'1973
1974
1975
1976 ------
1977

g

.

.

'
.

.

'44

.

*...
.,.., ..

: i.

v,

.42----c-r
a .

%...

.

10.6,
, 8..7 ..

8.5-
9.0 .

13.1
11.0
11.2
13.0 ..
1.1.f
12.2
11.5'
10.1 , .

. .8.6
; 8.7
', 8.7,

. 8.0
.11.0'

.

12.7.-
12.1
10.5
11.8
16.1 ''.

14.7
13.6

..
...: '

.

.

,

6
1.0

.1
1.-6

15.9
'.14.6
'141
16.8
14.6
17.2

, 16.2
14.8
12.'7
12.9
12.7.
12.2
15.3
15.9
16.2.
1415
16.0
19.9
19.0
17.7

.

'

.

.

, .

12:0
10.0.
10.2
10.9-
j5:5.
140'...,
14:.1
15.8.,
13.k.
15.6
14.9
13.5
1a.3
11.6
11.2
10.5
13.8
15.5,
14.6
12.4
14.2
18.9
17.4
16.2 .

.

-9.2
470
6.6

11.2

8.7'
10.4

9.0 1
8.8'
8:3

- 6.7
5.3
57.
5.8.7
8.2
9.9
9.3
7.8
9.0

13.6
12.0
10.9

, ."

,

".

.

.

,..

,

;

13 .5
12.3

t 2.3
. . 12.5

16.4
* 15.3

15.5
18.3
16.2
19.3
7.8
6.5

8
. , 14
),. lk.

1W..5
17..1
18.7
18.5
17.3
18.4
21.4
-21.1
19:9

.

f), 4,
I 6 '

0

, . ,s,

,

t '

. ,

., 06

'

..

I

.

.

,

.

.
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*f

knit: 1 GI Peter Clark,'in arriving at a 5,1% qhigh employment.bench- (

Mark unemployment rate" for 1977, pegged the youth rates at the follow7

ing levels: 14.8% for males sixteen to .nineteer1, 7.1% for males twenti

to twenty-four,017.7% for women sixteen to nineteen,-and 9.1% for women

enty to twenty=four. 2'
A

,As shown below, while Wachter's and Clark's unemployment "goals"

for youths in 1975 and 1977 are substantially lower than the actual

rates experiencA by yOuthajn recent years, they are'still much higher

than the rates which had b6en achieved by youths in 1969. Watht4's .

estimates, in particular, are even somewhat higher than.the rates ex-
.

perienced by youths in 1973, when the overall unemployment rate fpr the

nation. (4.9%) as at 'about the halfway point between the k969 rate

(3.5%) and th .curren+ rate (6.4% as of Deember 1977): 'Only as the

youth group's iminish in sire 4.elative to the other Opulation groups--

-a development that is now ii its initial stages and which will continue

throtigh the 1980s, given the sustained decline in the birth rate during

the 1960s and early 1970s--would the jobless rates/Li' youths, as esti-

mated by Wachter and Clark, be expected to decline much below their.

1973 levels.

Nevertheless, while cognitant of the Wachter and Clark estimates'

shown above, we stili decidedto use the actual numbers for 1969 and

1973 as the benchmarks for sur calculations of the size and c st of

the youth job deficit. *n essencewhat we did was.to 9 ate what
4

;IeV,

di*

.1. Michael L. Wahter,."The DelMographiv.MPact on'Unemployment; Past
Experience and the Outlook for the Future," in Demographic Trends
and Full TMployment, Special Report Number 12 of the National
omfission'for Manpower Policy, Washington, D,C., 1976,.pp: 27-99.

.2. . Te 4;1

U. .

nfer Tor
S . Louis,

ark, "Potential GNP in the United tates: 1948-1980"

ductive Capacitv Estimatins the Uti1izatio0ap,"
tfie Stu of American gusiness, WashingtOri University,

Mo.!fcgmber 1977, p. 7.
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it would cost to lowe the unemployment rates for youths from the 1976

levels to the 1969 levels 'and,'alternatively, what it would cost to span
-

the much narrower.differences between the 1976 rates for youthsand

thope for 1973. In so doing, we are endorsing neither.the 1969 nor the

1973 rates as the most desirable goals. We make no such*.M.idgments,

although we are aware "that mAny will regard the 1969 rates as too.l.ow

and highly inflationary, while many others_might zegard the 197,Lrates

as still far too high. Yet others might look at the data- for specific

groups of youth, such as black teenagers, and argue that'even the 1969

rate for this group (20) was excessively high. .40

It simply that, as we shall see below, the.mpthod we chose for

,making our ternative

on the ,distriliution of

ts of cos$,estimate dictated the usd of data

dhployment for Aken rs. And the juxts--

position'of data for 1969 and 1973 with tliose,for 1976 yields estimates

whicli, while differing sufficiently from each other, are withiri.,the

bounds of historical reality..

WHAT JOBS AND WHAT WAGES-FOR YOUTHS?

Even.after we had choselva set of uemioyment,rates, actual or

hypothe(ical, we still. had but one of e three.basic factors needed

for our calcularions.. Two other import nt'factors are also.needed:

the number'of hours arld weeks.of w9rk to"be provided uotfte youths who

wouldobave to be placed.in jobs it order to reach the desired rates of

u4employment and the-wagep thattioutd hae\to be 'pLd to theM in,order
1., ,

tO attract them to these job's°, ..

I. I 4 !.......,
.

f-

'While thedecisiops with regat4 to these issues' would, in ,the
1

, k

'final analftis, be made'bx policy makers, they must.be made in light.
,. ,

ok th6 desires and aspirations of,the youths they would. effect.. Al.-.

,.4.---:--7/
though.these aspirailonscannot be pinpointed:with precision,"new data'

collected in 'recent years, combined wit101*ta,wh/gh hatre lenk been.
.

41!-
... ,

avapable, shed Consideraple.light boteen the expectations.of unem-
, ..,

ployed'youths as well aA an,.the workipattetli tild.i0eaialings of the em-

-NS '' $1: '' . * .
r

ploye0 ones..
,r.-1, 44. 1,.

'V 0 ' '' t
. j

4S. i

1-. A
.47

; , *Pt

1

--,
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_Lk:terms of the .numher houp of.work that might)?e.possibly pro-
. .

videdtOtinemployed youths, one can Wok at the very detaile.'d data that
;

ha-lie:been 'availablefor manyfyears on the hours actually worked.by em-

ploYe&youth.- Also available are.data on the- unemployed in terms of

whether.they want a .full-time Or a part-tkme-job, or Whether their last
,

job yas'of.fUll-time or part-time nature.

.

..,Tirl-'terts of the hourly wages.that,woulee required..to enticei.

ypUthsitO take jobs, one could, of course, assume that the minimum wage

. .. _..,...
..copld be,54lied across the board. Howevei,'while we have used .the

Federal-minimum to constructlsome of our.aliernative estimates, we have
, . . ., .

;; e .found,that there-is a great diversity among youths both in terms of the
. .-.

actual-wages earned by those who 4q employed as well as in terms of the

,

, wageflasprrations-Of those who.ardd, okiniltar Zb.jobs:..is, diverSity is-t!ti'-

. .
. .

acrly illustrated in Tables-2, 3, and 4. Tabret 2 and 3% yhich are ..

*.
vhased on specialdata coit;leCt.ed'from'a sampiesof unemployed persons in

- May'1976, show, ireSpectively, the hburly,rates of pay for the last job
..

. u
previously held-by unemplOyed youths al the-go-called "reseryation

*4 ,,
wages" in terms of the jobs they were sek'ing at the tive. Table 4,.

41 ,

,,, based on data collected' each year; shows what mploypd youths-were

.

'earning in May 1976.

Iks shown, while some of tile overall averages for these tables

(parUcularly the medians). donot differ widely from the federal minimum

wage--which was $2%.39.an hour in May 1976--the actual distributionS)

show 4 considerable dispersion
.

- data in'Tab*2 show that many
e ,SE':,%

work experlen

mildy otfieis had a

eveltlit4r,iMame..

wages that yd'uffIL

around the averages. For example, the
4, .

of-the unemployed youths with preyious *

last worked for wages.far below the-minimum while

ently earned much more than the minimum. And

Ams0-called "reservat'on wage," or the lowest

Willing to settle for in fheir.next job

(Tale 3), we again see a large digpersi rould the averages.

Apparently, many youths were willing ço,4tccept wages considerably lower

than the minimum. (whi.Ch-is still legal in marlY situations) while many'

others-had much higher expectatiohs. .And the earnings distribution for

el ;
4

.-

16,
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TABLE 2.,

REPORTED HOURLY EARNJNGS FOR LAST JOBS 'HELD BY YOUTHS` 16 T0:24 dARs gi.D.wmo WERE uNEMPLOYEmm mAy 1976

.Age, sex, and racer
Total

(thousands)

Under
$2.00

Total,16 to 24 years
16 to 19 years
20 to-24 years-

1161es, 16 to 24 years
16 to 19 years
20 to 24

*Tepees, 16 to 24.y
16 to 19 years
20 to 24' s--7-

White, 16 to 24 y
I

16A24 years
4

481
520

542

269
273

459
212
247

97
62
34

32
23
8

.65

39
26

$2i0O

$2.29.

156
217

139

137

105
32

0

219
112
107

si

71.

$2.30

4.

to .'
$2.99

87 198.

49 t". 55

38 104,k.'"

51 110

30 60 ,

' 21 .49

36 89

19 34
17 54

77 156

10 39

4...

tOr
'63489..

4

1)1

'32

95

- 94

27
67

4 " -

33

5

28

109

17

, 72

17
54

60
14.
46

12

.3
9

60

12

6.00-
snd

memaver
Nip

64

,

55

59
.

50

5

(5

54

8

meeii Median

$2.75 .$2.30
2.37 2.20
3.10 2.50

2.50
2,54 2,30
3.67 3.25.

2.32 2.20
2.16 2.10
2.46 '2.25

2.77 2.30

2.60 2.25

. .
A

....______,
.....

, .

iv,

d, ';',;

.10%1

...

f.
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TABLE 3.

tOWEST ACCEPTABLE HOURI.Y EARNINGS OF Y6UTHS'16 TO 24 YEARS OLD WHO WERE UNEMPLOYED IN 'MAY 1976

, .

. .-

,

.

Age, sex, and' race

.

Total
(thousands)

,

Under
$2.00

.

$2.00
to

$7.29

.

$2.30.
$2.31\

.p

$2199

.

$3.00
to

$3.99

$4.00
to

$4.99.

$5.00
and
aver

,
.

.

Median

Total, 16 to 24 years
. 16 to 19 years

20 to 24 years

Niles, 16 to 24.years
16 to 19 years
20 to 24'years

.
.

Fem4100, 16 to 24 years ;

16 to 19 year4
. 20 to 24 .years

Uhite, 24oto s
.

, .

111(1,*
'7,4.-

'."

,

.

, .

1,494
816

.

678

784

423
362

v 710
394

3.1.0

1 175,

.

302

' 68

46
22

.30

25
5,

38
21

18

'57

11

387

279

107

158

130

27

229

149

80

301

.

79

.

266
173

93

104

73

32

161
100

61

218

AR

.

334
184

151

161

94
67

173
91

83

245

87

.

,

.

279
96

183

192
66

126

88
31."
57

,

220

53

\272
3

49

59
20,
39

.

13
3

10

66

88
15

73

80
15'

66

8

--
7

69'

19,

.
,

.

$2.75
2.47
3.10

3.05
2.61

3.579"

2.42

'2.32

2.56

2.76

,

2.74

1:

,

$2.35
2.30
2.50

2.50
2.30
3.00

2.30
2.30
2,30

2.35

MO
,

Sk



TABLE 4.

4-

ATUAL HOURLY EARNINGS OF EMPLOYED YOUtHS 16 TO 24 YEARS 0L0 WHO WERE PAID BY THE.HOUR, wky 1976

Age, seX,,Sod face .

I

.

Total
reporting
(thousands)

Under
q 2.00
Y

$2.00

to
$2.24

$2.25

to

$2.49

$2_.50

to

$2.99

$3.00
to

$3.99

$4.00
to

$4.99

$5.00
to

$5.99

$6.00

to
17.99

$8.00

and
over

Mean
.

Me lin

.

Total, 16 to 19 years 4,770 583, 1,016 1,332 898 678 145. 70 41 $2.52 $2,40
. 20 to 24 Years

.

6,157 193 371 800 1,070 1,866

.467

1,013 566 403
,

3.60 i3.33
..

Males, 16.0 19:Years- ,
20 0 24 years

. 2,534.

3,671
( 174

42
531
123

622

284
'508

520 1,086
31-

6

61
453

36

358

5. ---.2.70'

8- 3.96
2.48
3.78

yOmial 16 to 19 year's11 2,237 -409 486 709 390 211 14 0 5 3 2,32 2.33
. 20 to 24 years 2,685 151 247 515 550 781 278 113

.

45 7 3.11 2.89

White, 16 to 19 years 4,450 561 919 1,240 854 625 139 65 40 8 2.53 2.40
20 tO*24 years AI 1 5,570 170. 312 645 939 1,667 897 518 367' 56 3.37. 3:60

J0400, k6. to 19 years 321 21 98 : 92 44 53 5 6 1 -- 2.50 2.36
"Ai 20 to 24 years 787 22 59 155 132 199 117 48 36 19 365 3.09

.

_

4

or.

4
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,

Youths.who were actually worki May (TaVie 4) also shows a wi&

dispersion. The earnings averages.for these employed youths were

also generally higher thari those repor1ed by unemployed youths either

interms of previous or futUre jobs.'

What all-of these tableSalso sikew, and not Unexpectedly, is

that youths twenty to twentyLtour ealt much more--and expect to earri

much more--thancthose sixteen!to nineteen years:of age. or the old-

'4Itr.group, the earnings averages, both in terms of actual earnings on.

past or current jobs as well as in terms of the reservation wages,

--areconsideraby higher than the $2,30 minimum wage which prevailed-

when thesedat were obtained. Orkly about one-third of these youths,

compared with a1 little.over one-half of those sixteen to nineteen, I

appear to have been willingokft take jobs paying only the Federal

, ...
minimUm Z

As shown, the wage aspirations of unemployed black youths

not differ that much from those of unemployed white youihs. The

medians for blacks were either the same or slighty lower than those

fOr whites. In terms of the means, the pattein was not as cbnsis-
.

tent, but it must be r emembered that here we are dealing with rela-

tivery small distributions, where the means can be affpcted by only

a few unusually high values, ,(Thus, the fact that the mean reser-
, ,

vation wages for black teenagers turned out to be slightly higher

than that for white teenagers Should not.be given teo much weight.)

Tbe earnings data fdr youths who are actually employed are

perhaps the most relevant in determining what it would cost to put

their'unemployed counterparts to work. The problem w hich arises in

using these data is that unemployed workers as a group do net have

the sore characteristics in terms of skills and education as do those

who-are employed and could not, therefore, be expected tq. command

the same Wages. It is.ohly after account is taken of the major

differvnces in personal characteristics between employed and un

. 41
eilitoloypd \youth'that the earnings data:for the'former can be used

)
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to figure out what it would cost,to employ the latter.

Earnings Bverages which do take in account such differences,

both for the unemployed youth as well.as or older unemployied per-
,

.

sons, were recently developed by applying regression analysis to

\the data on usua'fweekly earning that are collected each May.
..p

These'regression-derIvrd estimates how vihat the weekly earnings.

of the unemployed would have been, assuming that they would have

received the.same rates of,Nay as did employed persons who had the

same characteristics in terms of age, sex, race education, ocet-
4

pation, geographic residence, and full- or part-timestaius.3

While the,distributions of such hypothetical earnings were not .

-tabulated, averages were computed for various youth groups as.well

as for older workers. :

By using this "peer group" methodplogy, it was estimOitOthat'

the average (mean) amount of earnings lost because Of'uneApi,opent

in May 1976 mus about $110 a week for males sixte o.ninpi00.;.

$85 a week for females sixteen to nineteen, $158 a eek fonei

twenty to twenty-four, and $135 a week for women twenty to twenty-

four.- These "peer group" estimates, which might be regarded vs

representing the "potential!' prevailing earnings of unemployed

yoliths--provided,.of course that-they'had.access.to the same mix-,

ture ofjobs as were then being held.by employed.youths and' that t hi

wage.structure would remain the samel--have.been.used to make one of -*

the alternative sets Of. calculatioAs.of the total cost of lowering., -

youth unemployment. pifferent calculations were Made on the basis

of the reservation wages and on the basis' of the federal miniMUm.

SL,

ESTIMATING THE YOUTH AVAGE BiLL

'

After settling onftwd sets of unemployment iDnithmuOcs lot youths,

-4- .

J,)
3. Paul M. RysCavage and Curtis L. Gilroy, ing,s V6Pegone'by

the UneMployed," in Proceedings or.the' nd tcbnomics
Sfatistics Sedtion, AMerican St.01,stTical As. ociation, 19//,
pp. 654-9.

s
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'that is, tbe incidence of unemplo)ilent encountered among them in 1969

and-in 1973, the general procedure used in estimating the Cast of

reaching these.goals was as follovis: Eirst we eStimated, on the basis

of ihe thi'ee wage assUmptionsoetat itould have actually cost in terms

of total wages to put all. f the unemployed.yrouth to work in 1976--ihat,

is, to bring.youth unemplo'. ent down to zero. We then estimated what

381

it wou d have.cost if the incidence of youth unemployment and'its dis-

tribution in 1976 were-consistent with A. situation in 19.69 and 1973.

We en computed the-differeAces'between the actuAol'total wage cast in

/6 and the two hypotheti&l costs.. These, differences representour°.

eStimates of thedwage costs associated w/th jobjitograms designed.to'

lower the incidence of youth'unemployment from its levels,of 1976 to

those of'1969 and 197?, when the economy was operating much closer to

(or perhaps even slightly.above)qits full potential.

' The (3.19 Beficit. The statistics that were used to determine how

many youths would have.0 have been placrd in jobs in 1976--and for how

-Pongin order to achieve these goals we e.those from the annual "work

.4

'rkperience'! survey. `These data show t

encgunter one or more spells of unemp

total number of youths who

ymerit during the year, -as well

4
aictble total 19,ngth-of their unemplo ent. For 1969, a year when the

- .

The -totgi number of dif erent perso,ns w o encounter some unemploy-

ment dilring any tiven year is obtained rough .special questions which,

are asked each MarCh and which 1.0 employment and the number and

duration of possible spells of une oyment encountered during the year.

In 'a looseNy, these."worke]tprience" numbetay;be regarded as.an

aggregation ofthe "flows".into and.out of unemployment duringa given

year, whereas both the Monthly'and the annual average numbers might-be.

.
regarded as reflecting the "stock" or 9le average of various measure-.,

ments. of.the'stock.taken during the year. In theory, these two sets or

.
numbers should be consistent witereac(other in terms' of yielding the

same number of persdn,week*-and person.bours.of unemployment for.a*iven

: year. In practice,_. however, these two. sets of data have been found to

.-yfleld'somewhat
diderent akgregates., For youths, in particular, the

"- work experience data:have been found/to underestimate unemployment re-

lative tq the pstimates obtained frqin the monthly survey. For a de-.

tailed discussion of the'different°estimates of unemployment that emefge

from. the "stock" and from the "flow': meaSurements, see R.D. MoDgenstern

and Barret, "The RetrOspective-Xiassin Unemployment RepoAing by

'Sex, Race,and Age," Jeurnal ofi(the American Stati'stical Association,

One 1074, pp. 335-57.

t bAriA ,
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-,unemployment rate for the nation averaged only'3.5% and the..i4tefor.
1,,youths sixteen to twentrour averaged.8.4%, these "work-exper1once"

numbers show that-4 tote of 4.8Ami11ion youths encountered one or mote
spells of'unemployment during the.year (Spe Table 5). These 4.4 million

. youths accounted for 16.4% ofhhe.ir civilian noninstituione population.
During 1976, the number of youths who encountered at least one

spell of unemploYment wag 8.5 million'or 24.1%..Of the youth's civilian

noninstitutional population. In order. toquantify prope4y thp differ-
ence bbtween the number of youths who would have been Unemployed in.
1976 had the.1969 condition prevailed, but still allow forthe growth
in poipulation between these twooyears, the proportion of youths who en-
countered unemploftent in 1969 was applied to the 1976-.youth population.

The difference between.the actual numbe'Ag.for 1976 and the hypothetical

ones based on 1969 proportions represented the number of youths'that
would have to be placld injOlis OTvarioug dUration in 1976 in otder,to
bring their rates of tJnemployment to 1969 levels (Table 5). The same
procedure was then followed to calculate the number of youth that would
have required jobs in 1976 in order to,lower their incidence of unemploy-
ment to the levels enCountered in 1973. According.to these procedures;
2.8 million youths would have needed jobsof variOus duration in 1976
in order to bring their group's joblessness to 1969 levels. About 1..9-4^

million would haveineeded jobs of Varioes -duration in ordr to reduce
their group's jobless rateg to 1969 levels:

The next stNof in the estimating.procedure vas to calculate for how
lonk each of theze.youths wouldkhave to,bp employed in terms of weeks
and whether the jobs tk.Ze provided th6m lyould have to bb Of 4 full- Or

5
part-time nature. InAr,der td;do this, the percent distributions of

,-
1

5. It was assumed.that youths wnose,longest,job during.th4 y a was of
full-time nature would be looking forlfull-time jobs, while 'those whose
longest Job was of pArt.rtime naturevould have wanted part7t1mej bs.
THe small group who'kad looked for work but did not have a lob du ing
the year was divided into two e4ua1 parts, with half assumed,to ave
been lookilfg for e work and half assumed to have wanted )art-time jobs.'

U-1



_TABLE 5.

UNEMpLOYMENT RATES AND THE EXTENT OF UNEMPLOYMENT AMONdWliOUTH, 1969, 1973, AND,11976

U.

<

Selected char4cteristics:1y sg

A60,1.41 data for:

1973

..

Annual aver* unemployment

Persirs 16;iYearil and over

Youth unatt144* rate, 16
. A

Teenage ualliiploMit rate

Young workersinempl

Civilian noninatitUtional
16 to ;4 y

rate, all

to 24.(percent)-

, 16 ;6 19 i
-percent)

t rate,.',
..(percent)'

ation 1/ '

of age. (000)-7

. r.

Percent of youth population'tldth same
unemployment,during year .

Persons 16 24 yearsof age with,soMe

umaT019yment during,year (000)

1..../.--Tille..axe 010 =Institutional pcioulation carts

1969

hypothetical da
unemployment were

3,5

8.4

12.2

5.7

29,382

16,4.

4,827'

or

10.5

14.5

7,8.

,

33,531

18.8

. 1976 '1969 .

ta Tor 1976 jZ
distilbtted in:

,11173.

12 . .

4irlA

: 35,405-

: 24.1

8,524

8:4

: 5.7

35,405

16.4.

5,806

35,405

.18.8

6,658 4

fOr thi',;Smth ofliarCh-following th6 year of reference..

41.
P,'"

It;
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youth unemplatymenWor 1969 and 1973 (in terms of age, sex, full'or

.'.part-t4,me staPls, andilkmgth of unemploymentj were applied to the hypo-
. . ;

theticallevels of'unemployment for 1976. The resulting distributions
,

. .

....of.unemployment Were then costed out according to several different..
.?

.

assilmrtgcns about:the wages to be paid,
,., .

; i a .4

.It shouldbe noted that an.important aSsumpt n that is implicit
, . A

0.n'this .ftbcedure is that short.-:duration unemployinelIt can be dealt with
... : .- . . . .

/
' through ob 'creation as'effectively as unemplOyMent of longer Oration.

Yeti it is doubtful that much could be realistically done through job .

Y,'

Ihrograms.t0 deal with unemployment of short 'Orationsay; that,lasting
h

fout weeks or less. And, as can be seen. from Table 6, a verr large
;

.-propqrtion of.the youths who encounte'ted some unemploiment'in 1976 were, : *

/''aL.1.17 .4'7 jobless for only vef ry short periods. -
-.,,

...--t. .

p.
. 2^ . ...

.

k,AnCther critical'assumptdce that was made.is that, if p au/9g:1P7-1 '
,

.

job programs, these'yotiths would have remained there only 6 ,as'long
.;;.r.,...1 as they would have been unemployed if'they had not tak6 these place-

:ments.: In otherwords, no allowance was made in making Aese estimates

lot any possible increase in the labor supply of youths in respbnse 'to

these programs.:This is, admittedly, another very questionable assump-
, .

.tion
.., , e

. ,

Youth's wages and earnings. In order tofroduce a range of esti-

mates associatN with.the youth job deficit we used he minimum.wage,

the lowest acceptable wages and the reVailingearnings of youfh in out

calcUlations.

In so doing, we first assumed tgat the minimum wage of $2,30 would

have applied across the board to all unemployed youth,,regardress of

age, sex, or type of job last.heid. On the other hand, the calculation

based on the lowest acceptable wages and the peer group earnings (or

"prevailing earings") made use of different averages (means) flbr

specific age-sex groups, Specifically, four different lowest acceptable

wIge levels (by age and sex) were applied to the lost hours of unempleyr.:

mentaccumulated by youths, whfle eight dikferent peer-group earnings

els (by age, sex, full-time and part-time statue) were applied to

38;1
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TABLE 6.

D/STRIBUTION OF YOUTHS WITH SOME UNEMPLOYMENT IN i976 BY tiUMBER OF WEEKS UNEMPLOYED

:e

Age: sex, race,
and work statUs during year

Total
with some

unemployment
(thousan4)

Percent distribution by total weeks of uneMploymant Percent With:

Total
1 to 4.
weeks

5 to 10
weeks

11 to 14
weeks-

15 to 26
weeks '

27 weeks
and over

2 spells of

unemploymipt%

3 or more
spells

WRIMID.AT Liks*T PART OF YEAR

Total: 161hind 17 years

. 18 and 19 years -

.20 to 24 years

Male 16 and 17 years
. 18 and.19 years

20 to 24 years
.

White: 16 to 19 year's

20 to 24 yeats

BlaCk: 16 6o 19 years----
20 to 24 years--

MIMED. FOR JOB BUT DID NOT
UM( DURING YEAR

889 100.0 39.6. .19.5 .10.4 16.8

1,819 100.0 '31,9 21.2 11.4 . 17.2

4,540 100.0 i28.1 30.2 12:0 22.6

463 100.0 34.0 .19.2 10.2 ' 18.0 '

966 100.0 '28..4 19.9 12%3 17.3

2,707 '100.0 23.7 20.6 ,12.4' 243

265 100.0. 31.5 19.6 '12,1 17.6

137 100:0 (24.9 21.6 1214 '23.8

168 100.0 21.7 18.4 7.7. 17.5

336 100.0 16.8 , 13.8 12.0 27:8
,

Total: 16 and 17 years-71r .414

18 to 24 y'ars 862

Male : 16 and 17 '229

r.18 to 24 years---i7 .328

0...i. '

4e: 16 and 17 years * 185

s 18 to 24 years.. 4 . 534

a,

'AVAILAtliz

'1

*

*-

411

4

100.0
100;0

100.0

100.0
100 0

41,3%1 .20.3 - 12.1 13.8

1

.7 .174),. 8.9 . .11.8
i .

2(

.3 21.8 11.4 142

.6 13.4 11.6 .. 10.6
. ,

46.5 18.4L-r---4171P * lp.b
40.1 19.5 . 7.3 12.6

13.7
18.3
17.1

18.5
22.1
.19.0

19.2
17.3

34.7
29.6

12.6

15.2

43.8

9.2
20.5

17.3

21.2
18.2

20.7

23%2
20%3

22.1
20.2

24.8
22.6,

'N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

,A.A.

r'
17.2

17.7

17.1

4

, N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

k
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1

,the weeks-of une4loyment accumulated during, the year by the various

groups of youths.. In the last two cases, w e assumed that the wage:and
< .

earnings levels which were obtained in May were repiesentative of te

avelege for the'entire year.. (The data rel,atins to'the earnings on the

.
.

.

last jobs, held by the unemployed were not used as the basis for any_ .f.-
.

. / - . *A C'l
calculations both because they are, by definitiOn, the most dated,'as .

! .- %
\fell as because the averages from these se d.id not differ that much .

-.

from those based on the reseqlltion.wagelip For a fuller'description
. ,

of the sourOts
,

of the data used and ofAhe assumptions made, see the ..
,

Technical Note beginning on 'page 394.)
.

Thb resdlts. :Table*.7 shows what it would.have cost in 1976 to put-,

, - / 4 p

yOuth back to worIcaX the minimud wage) the lowest acceptable wage, and

the prevailing earnings of youth, bo6 by using data for 1969 and 1973
. i.

as the benchmarks. .As:shoWn, paying the 2.7.fillion unemployed youths

the-same earnings as their employed counterparts would have been the%
,

._ ...
most expensive way to lower the youth j.obleSs rTe....Usin'g this wage'

scenaTio--and all the other assumptions that had .to be made.--we esti-

DA

4

111 .dthat it woUld
he

ave cost $8.9 billiork to reachVhe 1969-based

goals
4
and $6.0 billion to reach'the 1973-based goals.' On the other.

hand, under the minimum wage scenario it wduld have cost $5.7 b.illion .

to_lower the 1.976,inc1d6nce of-youth.joblessness to 1969 levels and

- .$3.8 billion to lower ittto the 1973.1evels. i .

.
. .

.

A ClOser examination of the youth wage bill under each different

wage-earnings scenario can be made from Table 8, where the costs based.
i.

on the various as,sumpti3Ons are broken down by age-sex group. It is not

too sqrprising.to see that the greatest cost would be incurred in pro-
,

qviding jobl.to workers- age twenty to twenty-four (especially males).
. . .

I-
.Such workeys are'most likely to be receiy,pig higher wagesthan teenagers,

and to be seeking full-tift job.S. 'For all wotkers aged twenty to

. twenty-four the wage bill Would have amounted to $7.0 billion under pre-
. ..

.

. wiling. wagos and $4.4 billion if the mintmum wage were used as the
.

.
.

,

,

standard. In contrast, even under the prevailing earnings assumpiion,.
. , f
the cost of pdItting teenagers sixteen to nineteen to work would have

)
. ,

.,

3

4
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TABLE 7.

ESTIMATED COSTS OF,PUTTING UNEMPOYED YOUTHS TO-WORK 1N-1976 ACCORDING (-

TO VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE INCIDENCE OF YOUTH UNEMPLOrMENT AND THE WAGE RATES FOR YOUTHS..

.
Number of unemployed and
wage rate assumptions

. . -

.
.

Actual data
for 1976

Hypoehetical
data for 1976
based on 1969
incidence of
bnepployment

'

Job deficit
and cost
(1) - (2)

ByPothetical
data for 1976
based on 1973
incidence of
unemployment

1

Job deficit
and cost
.(1)' - (4)

w ....... ...
.

. ,

Number of persons 16 to" 24

with some' unemploymnt
during nar (ia thousands)---

Costs of wage bill.(in ,
millions of dollars) at: -

Prevailing earn

Lowest accepable wage-

Minim!), wage
0

(1)
.

8,524

(.

$14,776.9

12,1d4.4

. 9,391.9

(2)

,

1§,806.
.

.
's...

$5,830 5

4,641.1

3,715 9

(3)

2
2,718'.

4

)

$8,946.4-.

7;463.3
.

5,676:1

(4)

. .

6,658

.

$8,830.4'

7,130.2

5,617.9

,

.

0)
,

.

1,866

$5,973-5

4,974,2
.

3,774.1

.

.

36)47
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TABL( E 8.

..

REDUCTION IN YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT'AND ITS -COST .IN 1976 UNDER VARIOUS EARNINGS AND WAGE ASSUMPTIONS

Groupa

Assuming the\1969'fhcidence of
youth une1oyment

Total youth
Teenagers, 16 to 19

MA1es
Females'

Young workers, 20 to 24
Males

-A-

ti
unemployment

(000)

214718

Females

Assuiling the' 1973 incidence of
youth unemployment

Total youth--,...,

Teenagers, 16 to 19
Males
Females

Young workers, 20 to 24
Males
Females

r

. 408

2;010'TM
, ,

S.

, 742

1,866.
577 .

-7304
273

1,293
851 .

442

Prevailing earnings
lzwest

eptacca e wage wage`b1 Minimum
(op() ,000) (000) oo0) ,(OOO ,000)

4,946.4
'1,914.6
1,115.5

799.1
7,031.8
5,182-.7

1,849.0

11.

15,973.

1,287.9

758-.2

524.7
4,690.6
1,475.4
1,215.3

.4

463.3'

.1,117.2

715.6
5,630.5

. 4,242.9
1,387.6

4,974.2
1,241.1 ie
799.6 b,7

441.5
3,733.1
2,841.3

' 891..8

6061

9-86.4
709.4

3 980.2,
2:733.5
1,246.7-

3,774.1'
6 5.,142.3

. 704.6
437.7

2,631.8
1,a30.5
801.2'

+

.
Ibr.

,

fi
6
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Fft 1

amounted to only 0.9 billion, a figure not much higher than that ob-

:tained through minimum wage assumptiOns.

However, as alreaSy noted, 'the minimum wage may not be sufficiently
4

'high to attract m'ahy of the unemployed youths intojobs; especially
.

ehose aged twenty to twenty-foqr. Undoubte4y, many would.refuse to

,take minimum-wage jobs, as their lowest acceptable wage ii considerably

above the minimum wage. ,

)

LIMITATIONS AND QUESTIONS'
, 1,

the stimates we .have presented should be regarded as merely
. .

illustrative as they are subject to many limitations. first'of all,

'they relate to the employment'situation for youtils during 1976. Mo4i

current estimates,and even better estimates derived on the basis of

projeçtIons for future years, would,..needless to say,.be much more

useful Lir policy guidance. However, 1976 was the last year for .

4. which 4w.ork expefience data" were available and /he only recent year

in which reservation wages were collecte0. In uder to-make sdch

estimates for future years one must not only,project the'size and di's-

tribution.of youth,unemployment butoalSo make some assumptions about

the future course of wages, and this is simply too aifficulf a task.
A.

(Fr thoseyho Would like to attempt such projActions,-we,might indicaid
0 /.

two, elements whose future course is sufficiently well known: the
4

:Jninimum'wage, which has been .legislated to rise by specific amounts on

, specific dates 9ver several years, and Ithesi.ze of fhe youth population,

whicb is now iricreasing at a much slower pace.than has been the case for

the past decade and which will begin to decline rapidly durkpg the

early 1980s.) 174-

As already, noted, these cost estimates weie'based oiirthe assumption

that:short-duration unemploymentwcould be alleviated through job pro-
.

*grans as effectiveljr as longer-duration unemOoyment. his'is, ad-
.

'mittedlyj'a,very ciuestionable "assumption, which we made only,with the

. .

knowledge that the estimates could be easily redonstructed io exciude

81.-

4.
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,

:

,

the short-duration unemployed from the calculations6,.,

Another obvious limitation of these cost estimates'has to do with

he quAlity of the earnings Ohta used as one of the principal ingrecli:

ents in the estimating,procedure,. Except for the minimum wage figure,
4

the earnings data we haveused have been obtaineb through the Current

Poplation Survey, and 4ey are "subjeer to response.bias as well as "to

the normal variance associated with such sample surveys. Recent studies

have indicated that fhese hqusehold data tend generally to underestimate

the true earnings of- the workers in qUestion, with the ovcrall.averages

rahging from 3% to 5% lower than they would be if based,on actual pay-
.7

toll reCords: However, no findings have.yet been-deriveoLfrom these .

-studies with regard to the quality )fthe eAlings data Tor youths,

-Furthermore, Since, the "prevailing earnings" statistics.ftir tht unemploy-edwere.develqped through regression analysis, they may be subject to

'further statistical'error and potential bias associated with xhis esti-

mating deVice. (And here it migh:t be not.ed that the even lower reli-.

6. We experimented with such a protedure and calulated that if the
goal-in 1976 had been to, place all unemployed youths in job 'programss
afterthey had accumulated-4 weeks of unemployment, the wage costs
would. have been.$7.2 billion on the basi's of the Federa/. minimum,
$9.3 biltlion on the basis of *tle,.to est acceptable wageg.,..and $11.4
billion on the'basis of the prevaili earnings. Of cours'e,Athese
calculations are, based on the assunptiWtht the youths would hav6-
remained'in these job programs for only a jong as they would have
remained unemphloyedlif they had not taken ese 'jobs, and this is
another queStionable assumptiOn.

These are-the findings from a;"validat on study conducted in Jany-
ary 1977, wben thedata obtained from. e Current Populatfon'Survey
on .earninigof about 4,000 workers weresub'sequently checked,against
the.records of their employers. While the detailed report on fhis-
study has not yet been pUblishe0,..a.discus4on.ofthe,quality'Of'
thejearnings data derived'froii the household survey ha4 lippeared-in
a previous BL& report. See Special Labor Force Report:No. 195
'!Weekly and Hourly nrnings Data from the,Current Population Survey",
U.S. Department e Labor,.Bureau of Labbr Statistics, 1977.

p.
4.

4;
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ability of,thejsubnational data On.earningsj combined with the paucity

of informatiodon the dT ution o# unemployment-.at the local. area

level, discouraged us from even attempting-to make any gdographicaIly

oriented%cost estimates.)-

It.iloalso important to note, with regard.to the cost estimate's

discussed abovej that-they arelimited purely.to the wage's that would
s, .

'have.te be paid and do not makt any allowances for fringe .benefits or

administrative expenses. Yet we know that such costs would be sub-

seantial. 'In 4974, for examPle, fringe'benefits of variout kinds raised

the.total.costt of labor to employers by one third over the pure cost .

8
straigtit.time wages. And while it would be reasonable to assume

.

t t the employment of yo4tris would not have
,
tp.be-accompanied by the

payment offringe'benefits at costly as thosethat would generally go

to older workers 'with high seniority, it must be noted that payments for

Social Security, workers compensat&r, and so forth must be made by

employers-even in the case of newly hired youths--and these payments ate

not necessarily negligible. As for the administrative costs of running

youth job.prOgrams, this is an additional cost that must be taken into
A .

account but whith can, probably be .better estimated by adminisqators
4

than by economists'unfamilidr- with administrative machinery,:

Of course, offsetting all these Costs, there would also be some

obvious benefits that would flow from the employment of large" numbers

of youtht. resumably, ptoduttion would-increase.; disposable'income

would rise; some youths might.be diverted'from less desflable endeavors.,

and so on. BUt we.know of neway evervto begin to put a dollar estimate
A

-on this side of the ledger.

one.might' ask whether the creation of a large number of

jobs for yOuths, particularly if 'at wage levels that most youth'Woeld

find quite acceptable,'could wind up in attrac.cing ieny additriontel youths

./ 1

'
BLS Measurep of Compensation, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau o

Labor Statikics, 077, Bulletin 1941, p. 27.

I.
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into the labor market and thus vitiate the efforts to lower their un-

employment rates. Given the relatively loW labor foroe participation

rates of some groups within the youth population-.:black youths, for -

k

example--slich a possibility could not be rujed out. There is,)n. fact,
9

some evidence that this would be the case.

Should such alsituation arise, oneobjective way to assess the im-
.

pact of $ob programs wouldtbe to focus on the employment-population

ratios of the affected groups. After all, if the employment-population

ratio for black, youths were to remain much lower.than that for white'

youths, as is now the case, something would still 4e/seriously amiss
,

4 .

.even if-their uneMployment rate drops sharply.4 Conversely, an increase

in therir en6loyment-population ratio should be regarded as a favorable.

development.even if their unemployment rate fails to .recede signifi-

V

canny.

. tP

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

, Ln-this paper we have eXamined the istsue of hoW low the unemploy-
.

ment rate for youths might be brought, and pointed our that forithe

entire sixteen to twenty-four.group the.rate has.never averaged less

e
, than 8.% for any year since the Korean War. In addition, NW indicate

that in some.recent."full-employment" estimates the youtH jobless rates

have been pegged.even higher.

With regard to the wages*that would have to be paid to youth .

placed in job programs, we. presented Iseveral distributions, of whichi.
show a lai-ge dispersio5. Many youths, particularly in the sixteen to.

nineteen group, are apparently willi,ng to-work for less than the federal
- '

Minimum. Ai the same time, many otlyers, particul/rly those twenty to
. .

,

twenty-four; are generally earning muUll more--andtexpect to darn much
.

more--than the minimum.
.

.

.-.
(...., t

. a

eg, .or example, tanley L. rie lan er, I.Jr.Emp_mentiateUxLan
Core: An Analysis ef Thir-ey Cities with PoliorRecommdations.
4(N51-4.YoVI:. ?raegar: *412), Reference to the increase in,fhe'

P

,

of labor resulting from the creation of- a given number of
can be fouhd on'Page 133. . '\

'

3 '
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we.uied the averages frOm these distributions, along with

the federal linimum, to compute some estimate of what it might have cost

in 1976 to place enough unemployed youths i jobs so as to lower theiY

incidence of unemployment to the levels of 1969 and, alternatively, to

those of'1973. A1thoOgh'these estimates are 'based on many assumptions

and are.subject to many.l.imitations, they illustrate the potential of
f

the demographically-oriented,earnings data which have become availabfe

in recent years.. 4

a

4

3

V
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TECHNICAL NOTE.'

4

1 d
-The cost estimates pOesented in this paper were deyeloped I,4om data

obtained from the CurrentTopulation >urvey-(CPS) conducted.by e
Bitireaq efthe Census'. Specifically,..the statistics on youth unempfoy-.

. merit euriu 1969, 973,. and. 1976- were cOlected in the March'1970,
:March 19741, and.March 1977 surveys. `These data, along with the e loy-

. meta. and unemployment data fr other liorkers, appeared in variou issues
of the Bureau of Labor.Statistics' Sptial Labor.Force Reports (Report'
#127, iI71, and #201). Alowever,!'some.unpublished data from these sur-
veys ;sere also used in the calculatiOns. ,With'respect to the "wages.and-
earnings used j the Calculations; the.lowest acceptable wages of youth..

.' were collected in a special CPS'surVey of the unemployed taken:ion May.
1976 (these data hAVe neyer before been published); the.preVailing
earnings, of the unemployed were 'deyeloptd through-regression analysis

that used-the usuel weekly earnings of employed workers also collected
in the May 1976CPS (see footnotes 3 and 6 of text for specific re-
ferences)-.

th,

c.

METHODOLOGY

The general,principle invalyed in estimating the costs of youth
unemployment'consited of multiplyinrthe number of person-weeks,'or
person-hours, of youth unemployment by first, the minimuM wage .($2.30
ifi 1976), second, the lowest accePtable hourlymages of youth, and,
third,0 the'preVailink earnings of unqmployed youth:.

All-of tIle estimates were-first developed for eight groups.of
youth (men,'sixteen to nineteen,.looling for fulc-time jobs; ten sixteen
to nialbteem; 1.00king fel- part-time jobs; women sixteen-to nineteen,

looking for full-time jobs; women sixteen to nineteen, looking for part-:
time jobs;:and the four corresponding.groups of workers age twenty to
twenty-four). jfiese.estimates were then summed to.yield the total Cost
estimates.. Thespecific .steps followed, in making these estimates were
.as follows:

.

. n

Step 1. EstimatinOhe total costs of youth unemployment in-1976.,
'For each' of the-eight groups of:youth mentioned aboVe, estimaies . !

were made of the number of person-hours and-person-weeks lost
through/uneMployment in 1976. The number of person-hours lost
was used'tO preparB the cost estimates using the Minimum wage ,

'and the owest acceptable wage; the number of person-weeks lost ,

was used in making.the estimates based on 41e potential veekly
earning4 of the unemployed:

The extent of youth unemployment in 1976' was tabulated 1.n
weekly intervals (1 to 4 weeks, S to 10, 11 to 14, 15'to 26402-7 ,

to 40, anAl 40 or more weeks). It was assumed that youths crassi-

*

0
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fted in eath-interval experienced the. number of weeks of !Unemp14-

enf represented by the mid-point of each interval (ie. the mid-
oint of.the 1 to 4 weeks interval was 2.5"weeks). -Since these

caculations yieldeg estimates of the.number of person-weeks'of
unemployment for.eXchoof the eight groups of youth,'it was now

_possible to multiply them*by the potential weekly,earriings of
the unemployed to arrive'af,one'of the three total cost estimates.

produce the cost.estimates based on the minimum wage and
lowest acceptable hourly wage, it was'necessary to-convert the

person-weeks of youth une41oyment into,person-heurs. Using fortyp hours fOr those seeking full-time Work and the actual annual

average number of part-time hours-worked.by,youth, perSOn-hours

00 .of unemployment for youth in.1976 were.estimated. The minimum

wage and the lowest acceptable.hour(Y wages were thew multiplied
"-bythese person-hours' to yield the other two total cost estimates

of yolth unemployment..
fttep Esti_r_v_g_it.e.joi.)natinticlefl_..eit_. To estimate the number of

jobs-that would have been required reduce youth joblessness -

.in T976 to'the rates experienced in 1973 and 1969, the following

proceduremas used: The proportions of the ,youth population
(civilian no.ninstitutional population):in 1969 and 1973 whe ex-

perienced some unemploymeel Alaring- the'seyears were applierd to
the yduth population in 1976. The vroducts of these multiplida-

., tions were then-subtracted from the p.ctual 1976 level of ybUth
unemployment'to arrive

.

at the size of the job deficits.

.
Obviously, we have assumed that the ftoportions of youths /

experiepcing unemployment during 1969 and 1973.are consistent
with7the rate, or incidence,:of youth unemployment.in these years.

These hypothetical levels of unemployment for 1976,,based on
the 1969 and 1973 exlieriences, were then used to calculate two
alternative total-Coss of youth unemployment.

Stop 3. Estimating:totaL costs..of youth unemployment in 1976 under
two diterent assumptions about thelevel and distribution of -

y4uth-unempleyment. To prepare total cost estimates of youth un-
emplOyment under;two.different assumptions about its level and

diStribution;.it was"nocessary to return to the actual data for

those years. .The actual.percent districllitions of yquth'unemploy-

.ment were-calculated (Ahe.eight youth'groups mentioned above,
cross-classified by weeks' ofiunemployment, comprised the distribu7
tion) for.both 1969.and 197311 (The same procedure as in tep.(1),

was used in,developing the distribution,of person-hours. unem-

ploymwt.). These two percent distributions.were then app ied td'
the tOb hypothetichi levels-cepnemplOyment estimate4 in Step (2),

! Onee the acival numbers of person-weeks"and person-hours had been
...ecaletlated, they were multip1ied by the minimum" 'wage, lowest

acceptable wages,, and prevailing earnings of youths to arrive at
the total costs estimates. 4

.

a
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.11

N
Subtrdcttng these two sets al' ccAts e4oni ihe actual

-...
..

V
tot al. coAts of youth uneivloyment 0676,,,:yibtxteCf' tlhe .costs in-

vol);d in Ibringing down youth .unemploymntNto Yates experienced
*Il 1969 and 1976.
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